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Logos
'70 take an analysis up to its end muires not to
pfejudge In any case or mment its result."

PART 1

Lacan

Inthetenthyearsinceitsfoundation;TheFreudianSchoolofMelbourne,
publishesthe presentvdume with the contentsofthe HomagetoFreudOn
Transferenceand some papers given at the Lacano-American Reunion of
Psychna/ysis, Punta del Este, Uruguay, December 1986. This Reunion
showed that even when different aspects of practice and theory were
stressed the meeting of analysts is always a possibilitywhen the horizonof
work is psychoanalysis.
The analyst in order to be able to work with other analysts needs
something other than autonomy of thought Psychoanalysis with the
discovery of the unconscious, advanced far beyond contemplation and
platonic meditation; thereby establishing that the psychoanalytic act
becomes neces?,afy because there is sufficient reason. The project of the
School is open to all of those who, as we said ten years ago, are able to
sustain their desire. That is, to take responsibility for the established
transference.Itfdlowsthen.thatthedirectionofourworkisdictatedbythe
unconscious. We have attempted no other path. Thus accompanying
critically the interrogation inaugurated by Freud and Lacan, this is the
meaning and the cause of the raison dWre of the School.
Oscar Zentner
Director
The Freudian School of Melbourne

HOMAGE TO FREUD

ON TRANSFERENCE

Narcissistic Neuroses
Maria In& Rotmiler de Zentner

Analytic work is carried out in a field full of risks where a proportion
between success and failure is difficult to establish. So let us accept the
challenge that this thought impliesand allow me to share with you my own
ideas and some problems. We will return to the successes and failures in
psychoanalytic treatment but, for the time being, it seems appropriate to
begin by looking into the classification that distinguishes transference
neuroses from actual neuroses, narcissistic neuroses and psychoses.'
Freud formulated his metapsychological conceptualization of
transference in ChapterVllof ThelnterpretafionofDreams.Transferencein
dreams explained the passage from an unconscious to a preconscious
representation. The interpretation of dreams, royal road of access to the
unconscious. was the symbolic retracing or undoing of the road of
transference since the dream, in order to avoid censcfship, had been
subjected to displacement and condensation. Censorship in dreams
corresponded to repression in the neurosesz
The model of the dream.' in this way, provided Freud with a
metapsychological explanation of the transference neuroses. These
1
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Although encouragingother analysts like Abraham, Jung or Ferenczi in
the study of psychoses, Freud preferred, on the basis of his clinical
impressions, to devote himself fully to the neuroses, the transference
neuroses. Many years later Lacan will come to say that the analyst should
not recedefrom psychosis,howeverstatingthat their treatment remains to
be an open question.
But let us return to Freud's nosology which he based both in his
psychoanalytic work and in the theoretical possibilities that the
metapsychology opened to him. The psychoses - as we said,- have in
recent years awdcen a renewed interest in psychoanalysis. Narcissistic
neuroses, melancholiaspecifically, has been leftasideandre-translatedas
cyclical psychosis, manic-depressive psychosis or psychotic
depression.
Let us take. melancholia for instance, and try to understand why Freud
did not equate it with psychosis, as some analysts did. In principle,
melancholia(oneofthenarcissistic neuroses)isopposedtothethreegreat
neuroses of tgsference.5
. .

The introduction of the notion of narcissism in 1910 but principally in
1914 bore importantconsequencesbecausetheold conflict between the
repressionexcercised by the Iand sexuality was effaced. Ifthe Icould be
sexualized -as in the case of narcissism, that Is, ifthe Ias an object could
take itself as the object of its Iwe -then the opposition, the dualism we
mentionedabove ought to have been looked for elsewhere. Freud did this
by situating narcissism within the drives of self preServation.6
A first and obvious opposition stands then betweeti transference.and
narcissism because, ifthe libido is in the I, the I is invested, libidinally
invested as an object, therefore precluding transference to other.objects.'
Transferenceneuroses rightly fit to explain the libido theory becausethey
show the opposition between object libido and the repression excercised
by the ego. Object libido here standing for unconscious and sexuality,
while the ego stiinding for self p&rvation and repressi6n. Narcissistic
neuroses imply that this opposition proves insufficientbecause in them,
libido or sexuality is also present in the ego.8
Transference occurs precisely in the passage from the unconscious to
the prewnscious
as explained in Drems and as I have referred to
above. Object libido (unconscious) opposes the I (repressor). The
repressed returns (under the form of the formations of the unconscious.
symptoms. dreams, pkes. parapraxes, bungled actions...) in the
transferenceonto an object displaced and condensed. And it is precisely
that return that is called transference.O
In this nosologylO, Freud started from the apparent dualism offered by
the drives of the I (or self preservation) and the sexual drives (or
unconscious). And even when suffciently advanced in the theory this
opposition seemed to CNmble under clinical and theoretii evidence, he
managedby a sort of scientific stubbomss to maintain the dualism of the
drivkwhich heresolvedin 1919withtheintmductionofthedeathdtiveas
antithetic to the lite drive (now encompassing both the previous drives of
self preservationand the sexual drives).
Let us consider the mechanism and the destiny-of the object both in
transference neuroses and in the narcissistic neuroses. The loss of the
object in transference neuroses is.manifestedthrough the different forms
that the return of the repressed lakes in the various symptoms that
distinguish hysteria, obsessional neurosisand phobias: In psychoses. the
object is not .lost but forydosed and re-appears for example in
hallucinations, delusions, etc. In melancholiathe subjet3 identifieswith the
lost object,the mechanismis identificationand thedestiny of thelost object

2

3

neuroses were characterizedby the fact that all withdrawal of investment
from' objects would produce a later'investment. a transference onto
another object, thls time the analyst. Analysis borrowed this situation to
create an artificial neurosis, an organiser of the manifestations of
transference.
What was the nosology proposed by Freud when distinguishing
transference neuroses from actual neuroses. narcissistic neuroses and
psychoses? He clearly' established that the grounds of the Freudian
analysis covered the transference neuroses, that is, conversion hysteria,
obsessionalneurosisandanxietyhysteriaorphobiaExceptinstothisare
some cases he researched like Schreber, A Case of Paranoia Running
Counter to fhe psycho-hafflic Theory of the DiseaseandA SeventeenthCenfury Demonological Neurosis. He seems to have left the rest
apparently unattended. The actual neuroses find viltually no mention
beyond 1920 and they were also abandoned by later analysts when the
overdetermination of the unconscious was explicitly or implicitly
accepted as the cause at play in the psychoneuroses.
Freud insisted in the investigativevalue of psychoanalysis regardingthe
so called narcissistic neuroses (paraphrenia or schizophrenia and
paranoia)but he never pretendedthat it could play the same role as it did in
. the field of the transference neuroses without significant modification.'

-
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istobecomethel.Thisexplains,atleastinpart,whyFreudinsistsinSaying
that what is lost for the subject in melancholia is not known to him, since
what he ignores most is himself, and his Ibecomes the lost object through
identifmtion. The Iin this regard, is the decantationof past object choices.
Freud 'does mot confuse melancholia neither with neurosis nor with
psychosis.8 : .
The transference.neuroses le& on the repression of the 1
6
,the
narcissistic neuroses lean on an identification of the loss with the I-the
place where ?he shadow of the object will fall" and psych&
in the
foreclosureof what has never been lost simply because the subject never
separated from the object.
What is then a narcissistic neurosis chardcterised by the'libido being in
the Wif, in fact, and k y o n d its dktiny, a subjedt is,+ch ifand when the
object is structurally lost for him?
.. Things
.
are apparently not'so simple.
Freud seemingly hesitated between a general .denomination
distinguishing transference and narcissistic psycho-neuroses, the latter
comprehending melancholia, paranoia and schizophrenia, designed in
1914andalaterclassification.putfowardin
1924where hedistinguished
Idsference neuroses, narcissistic n e u r d comprising melancholia
only, and p s y c k including paranoia and schizophrenia

mythicalinfantilizatiKKlofatime,pastandgone,thatbecomespresentonce
more, but as the clear result that somw (consequence of the loss) in
melancholia is replaced by self-reproach. Self-reproach in melancholia is
unbearable. but the affect of sorrow or sadness is felt as something even
more unbearable. In the reproach then, the identiica~onappears. The
sadness disappears together with what has been lost and through
identification the s u b k t will also lose himself, cleafty as it occurs in
suicide."
In 19701publishedapaperfromwherelwouldliketodaytorescueone
line. Isaid that in the origin of the Iwe can find theexplanationof suicide. In
effect, melancholia magnifies this question in that the I is the residue of
object identifications.And if this is so.why should we be surprised in view
of the fact that '?he shadow of the objezf falls on fhe /".Obviously, the
structure itself of that Iallows that the object that is lost be found in the I.
Freud's statements are not simple. Melancholiais not a structure based in
the loss of an object but a recoveryofthat object in the I.Th$ is to say. from
the1asa residueof objectstothe object as I.The peculiarityofthe object in
melancholia is that it is a narcissistic object choice.
This paradoxicalrejectinofalossthroughidentificationSeemstobethe
exact opposite to Meynert's amentia." The predominant element in this
psychosisconsistedinthefactthatthelossoftheobjectwasalwaysofthe
present time and the conditions were usually of toxic origin, as was the
case with certain drugs.

-

Befoe 1924,
Narcissistic Psychoneuroses

Melanchdia
paranoia:

i

Schizophrenia

In 1924,
.Narcissistic'Neuroses
Psychoses

-

{ Melancholia
Paranoia
Schizophrenia

It Seems veryappropriatetoday to rescuethefreshnessandoriginality of
this nqmlcigy, notwithstanding the fact that i t never pretended to be
exhaustive. 'And following the' line introduced by :narcissism, in the
narcikistic, rieup+,
we would like to move on to the .aspect of
melancholic
. ..
identifi&tion
. , .
in narcissistic neuroses..The identification in this posiiion is explained as a regression fromhavingthe object, to being it This, however, must be understoodnot as the
. .
4

The supposed loss in melaccholia or, better, what we recognize as
melancholia is nothing else but the process of restitution in the I of what
Freudreferred to in the Pmjecf as the fhing das ding. Melancholiais not a
psychosis but a narcissistic neurosis that implies the delusional restitution
of that thing in the I through identification.

Lacan's criticism to the concept of ambivalence, that has been very
losely used to explain many things, finds a place here. The ambivalence
hate4we is opposed to indifference. Freud uses. the concept of
ambivalencefor the first time in 1912 in The Dynamics of Transferenceto
explain the phenomenon of negative transference. It is not that
,transferencecanlack or be absent, it is that it is not addressedto us, which
is an altogether different story. What cannot be created then is the artificial
neurosis of transference.
Here is where I suggested at the start that we should take up Freud's
challenge. Evidently, the mechanism of repression that explained the
neuroses of transferenceexcluded the narcissistic neuroses, and among
5
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them.melancholia All the theory of transferenca neuroses found itself at
ewrhin thetjovndaries marked by iepression. But only when it proves
lnsufficienttoexplainotheraffections.theanalytic workreallyexpands the

horizons of the theory.
The legacy of Lacan -that the d y s t must not recede from psychosis
-does not mean that he can cure it Moreover and foremostly. it implies
that the analyst, in order to be one, can't ignore what the unconscious
disputes him: his supposed-knowledge.

NOTES
I
In transference neuroses the subject demands.. .What? He demands to
know. This is what has to do with transference. In narcissistic neuroses
instead, the subject neither hates nor loves. therefore he ignores, as
Ernpedocles said, quoted by Freud.
"Last 'time I remarked why Freud had taken up
IACAN,J.
Ernpedocles as saying that God must be the most
ignorantof all beings, to the point of not knowing hate."
Encore, Le seminaire, livre XW, MSeuil, Paris, 1975.
"Finally let us once more glance at the significant light
2
FREUD,S.
which the topography of the p r m s s of repression
throws for us on the mechanismof mental disturbances.
In dreams the withdrawal of libido affects all systems
equally: in the transference neuroses, the Pcs.
investment is withdrawn, in schizophrenia the
investment of the Ucs,; in amentia that of the Cs?. m e
Unconsciws. StEd.,Vol.XIV,235.
"...We assumethat the sarneneedfortransferenceonthe
FREUDS.
part of repressed ideas which we have discovered in
analysingthe neuroses is also at work in dreams.." The
Interpretation of Dreams SiEd.,Vol.V.235.
4

6

FREUDS.

5

FREUDS.

6

FREUDS.

"As regardsschizophrenia,which weonlytouchon here
so far. as seems indispensable for a general
understacding of the Ucs., a doubt must occur to us
whether the process here termed repression has
anything at all in common with the repression which
takes place in the transference neuroses. The formula
that repression is a prwhich occurs between the
systems Ucs. and PCS.(orCs.) _..must in any event be
modified, in order that it may also be able to include the
case of dementia praecox and other narcissistic
affections." m e Unconscious. StEd.,Voi.XIV,203.
"Observations show that sufferers from narcissistic
neuroses have no capacity for transference or Only
insufficientresiduesof iiThey rejectthe doctor, not with
hostilitybut with indifference." lntroducforyLectures on
Psycho-Analysis Lecture XXVl/, Transference S t Ed.,
VOl. xvli,447.
"...the group described as 'transference n e u r d....
showedthatattherootof allsuchaffectionsthereistobe
found a conflict between the claims of sexuality and
7

1
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those of the I.It is always possible that an exhaustive
studyof theotherneurotiaffections(especial1yofthe
narcissistic psychoneuroses, the schizophrenias)
may oblige us to alter this formula and to make a
different classification of the primal drives.” Drives
and Their Vicissitudes. St.Ed.,VoLXIV,124.

’

FREUD,S.

“An ordinary dementia praecox, a paranoia or a

melancholia are esentily quite unsuitable material
fordemonstrating thevalidity of the libidotheory or for
servingasafirst introductiontoan understandingof it;
and it is forthat reason that psychiatrists,who neglect
the transference neuroses, are unable to come to
terms with it.” lntroduction to Psycho-Analysis and
War Neuroses. StEd.,Vd.XV 0,209.

8

FREUD,S.

9

FREUD,S.
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”Just as the transference neuroses have enabled us
to trace the libidinal instinctualimpulses,so dementia
praecox and paranoia will give us an insight into the
psychology of the I.”On Narcissism: an Introduction.
St.Ed.,Vol.XIV,82.

’’ FREUD,S.

“In the twoopposed situationsof being most intensly
in love and of suicide the I is overwhelmed by the
object, though in totally different ways.“ Mourning
and Melancholia. St.Ed.,Vol.XIV,252.

FREUD,S.

“Amentia is thereactiontoa loss which reality affirms,
but which the I has to deny, since it finds it
insupportable.”

10

‘2

?

I

“Itonlybecamepassibletoextendthelibidotheoryto
the narcissistic neuroses after the concept of a
‘narcissistic libido’ had been put forward and applied
- a concept, that is, of an amount of sexual energy
attached to the Iitself and finding satisfaction in the I
just as satisfaction is usually found only in objects.”
Idem. 209.
‘Transference neuroses .correspond to a conflict
betwen the I and the id; narcissistic neuroses, to a
m f l i c t between the I and the super-ego; and
psychoses, to one between the ego and the external
world.” Neurosis and Psychosis. StEd.,Vol.XIX,l52.
“In conclusion, there remains to be cvnsidered the
question of what the mechanism, analogous to
repression, can be by means of which the ego
detaches Itself from the external world. This cannot, I
think, be answered without fresh investigations; but
such a mechanism, it would seem, must, like
repression, comprise a withdrawal of the investment
sent out by the I.” Idem, 153.
“Where the capacity for transference has become
esentiallylimitedtoa negative one, as isthecase with
paranoics. there ceases to be any possibility of
influence or cure.” The Dynamics of Transference.
St.Ed..Vol.XII,l07.
8

9
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Transference to the Other
Gage Paul1

Transference and resistance. “Any line of
investigation which recognizes these two facts and
takesthemasastartingpointofitsworkhasarightto
call itself psy5hoanalysis.”
Freud.’
“As soon as there is a subject who is supposed to
know, there is transference.”

Lacan.z

Dr Safouan last visited in 1981/82 and after a seminar to the school titlkb,
The Place of the Ana@? in the Transference, published in Papers of the
Freudian S c h c e / o f M e / ~ f n eI ,asked him the following question. “Cai~
you relatetheInternal8, the diagramof Lacan,tothisdream and yourself?”
He answered, ‘Yes, well Ifound that thedream was almostatheoryinitself. I
wasastonishedmyseif.ImeanIhadtospendsometimethinkingaboutthis
10
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object. The question is Iwould say. that what is specific about Lacan’s
theory is that you won‘t find it unless you forget all knowledge and
approach it from this point. . .” (of signifien). I continued asking and he
answered “. .. I would say that it is because there is a point of transference
that the demand doesn’t make a full circuit it conveys more. And what is
conveyed is precisely something that you can consider as a point of
identification,which is impliedin the image.. .you can consider itasa point
of desire. Now if we go back to the ideathat identificationdoes not give the
being identii, it organizes lack.. .” Dr Safouan then made the joke “even
Napoleonwants to be more Napoleon.” He continued, “because there is a
point of transference, demand is not simply demand, it implies an
underlying movement which can be expressed or considered according
to two facets, as a point of identificationand as a point of desire.” Ipressed
on, that is the overlap?’ and “sothat is the function of the transference?”
The function of the transference he answered “is that it makes the interior
circuit because without transference the demand is simple give me this
means give me this and that is that” The discussion continued a little
further and can be read in the book.
Butattemptingan understandingofthis topologyof thetransferencehas
remained a resounding question and one which I will explore with you
today. Ican only likenthis quest tothestory of Moby Dickandthankaftiend
for finding the words for me to express it

D: line of demand.
I: line of identification intersection.
T: point of transference.
d: desire:

“Andtheontymqdein whichyoucanderiveevena
tolerable idea of his living contour, is by going a
whaling yourself 6ut b y e doing, you run no small
risk of~. being eternally stove and sunk by him.”J
Asyouallknowfrommypastpapen,lliketoworkasasecondworking,
the psychoanalytictext withtheaideoftopology,it helpsorganizethelack.
We will therefore
the best and you may then wish to go a topology. chase
.
ing your&.
Theinfemal8thatIamreferringtoisrepresentedasathreedimensional
figure of two overlapping loops, based on the tqmlogical figure of the
mcebius strip.

Foran undeFtandi,ngof thelnternai8 we will tracea brief c o m e through
the works of Freud highlightingaspects of transferencethatthis8 is based
upon.
In the course of an analysis, the transferences are not created by it, but
the process Freud says, “... merely brings them to light..”$ This mere
bringing to light is no simple matter for an attempt to StNCtUrethiS bringing
tolighttopologically, patticularlyasthistransferenceontothepemofthe
analyst takesplacethroughafalseconn&on.Theanalysand isrepeated
in a new substitutive symptom, the deception merely takes on a new form
- a transference.
Toobtain theanalysands co-operation in this processFreudteaches.us
. .
that a’sacnfice is :required, “a penorial sacrifice, which must ,,be
cornpen@@ by sbrnesutistituteforlove.‘.’*Thean’alyst“playsthe partofa
catalytic ferment, which temporarily attracts to itself the affects liberatedin
..... ,.,
the pro~eSs.”~
. .

:i

12
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Within the new transference symptom which takes the form of the oft
repeated model, the analysand can reexperience what the memory has
failed to r d l . By this memory substitution of the transference the
analysand‘s “re-experiencing in the ‘transference’ convinces him of the
existence and of the power of these unconscious.sexualimpulses.”8 The
analysand reexperiences this.jn the continual looping of demand into
desire many times within the course ofan analysis. By this loopingwe can
“...oblige him to transform his repetition into memory.”s

How then does the analyst act as a catalyst which obliges the analysand
to finally deal with .earlier memories by substituting a transformed
neurosis? Let us return to Lacan’s Internal 8 and my questions to Dr
Safouan.

It is through this process of repetition and continual looping of the outer
circuit of demand to the interior circuit of desire within our Internal 8 that
“these recumng instances of the ways in which the love characteristic of
the age of childhood is brought to a’concIL*sion.“’0
‘The phenomena of transference are obviously
exploited by the resistance which the ego
maintains in its pertinacious insistence upon
repression: the compulsion to repeat, which the
treatment tries to bring into its service is, as it were
drawn over by the ego to its side”.”
What is of interest is that the complusion to repeat these earlyevents of
childhood within the tfansference is !he therapeutic tool itself. The
transference“becomes the most powerful therapeutic
to be
used against the resistances.
Offurtherinteiest isthatalthoughtheanalystcanactasacatalysiinthis
process, theactual pathchosenis indifferentas to0bject;Thetransference
arising develops “inevitably, irrespective of the persons who are their
object.’!!3 Freud relates the comic story of the three viliage tailors to this
unconsciousprocess: .
~,

“one of whom had to be hanged’becausetheonly
village blacksmith’’ had wmmitted a capital
offense. Punishment must be exacted even if.it
‘doknot fall upon the guilty.”“
Freud likens the struggle between the mental impulses, of what is
Preconkious’or conscious and what is’unconsciousto the’polarbearand
the whale. “A true decision can only be reached when they both meeton
the same gr6und:To make this possible is, I think, the d e task of our
therapy.’’i5 The”poink of the circuit of’dernadand’the circuit’of desire
. .
meet on the same ground at the point of transference.

14

The questionsthat psychoanalysis ask, deal with that of acentral lack, in
which subjects experience themselves as desire; a movement from
unconscious to conskious occurs.’6
,.::.It is object a “in actual experience, in the operation and ‘process .
sustained by the transference”“ that is the cause of desire and which
organizes the lack.
. . Lacan explains:
“The subject becomes an object worthy of love.
From his referenceto him who must love him, he
tries to induce the Other into a mirage relation in
which he convinces him of being worthy of
Iove.”’e

Fromthis perspectiveitisasupportiveidentificationthat ischosen bythe
subject in the field of the Other. This Lacan calls the Ideal point, capital I,a
place “from which the Other sees me, in the form I like to be seen.”’*

~~

Lacan teaches;that it is at this point of the Ithat:
“convergence to which analysis is called by the
element of deception that there is transference.”*o
But what isencountered hereis paradoxical-the analysanddiscovers,
notthepersonoftheanalyst,butabeyond.Theparadoxisthediscovery0f
the object a situated in alienation to the analyst. Lacan expresses it
thus:
“I love you, but, because inexplicably I love in you
something more than you - the objef Petit a - I
mutilate ~ O U . ” ~ ’
Within the transference the object a is discovered beyond the analyst.
The subject comes and demands that the analyst should know his desire
-he isthesubject whoissupposed-to-know.Theanalystmanipulatesthe
transference to keep a distance between the point at which the subject
sees himselfaslovableandthepointwhereheseeshimselfcausedaslack
..,
.:. ,
by object a.

>-.. . .

...
.
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Thisa issupportedin the field of thegaze, it is thenarcissisticfunction of
.desire;it remains a signifier so never graspable. The subject must come to
recognize himself a! this point of lack.

NOTES
1
FREUD,S.

Lacan constructs the Internal 8 by two loops. looping back'upon
themselves. The 'doubling back upon itself represents this line of
identification, the inner circuit which signifies a crossing from demand to
desire and so, recognitionas lack. The rim of the loop rests upon the plane
of the locus of the Other, where the demand addressed to the one who is
supposed of knowledge is looped into identification. It is here that the
subject who recognizes himself as lack, by realizinghimself in his speech
and his signifiers, is now at the level of the supposed-subject-of:
knowledge, the point T, transference.
ButthereisabeyondthepointT,whichlies betweenthelof identification
and desire, object a. 'The mainspring of the analytic operation is the
maintenance of the distance between the I identificationand the a."22
The analyst therefore must fall from this place so that the analysand can
recognize a beyond. And what is experienced in'thiscontinual looping of
the demand to desire? What is repeated in the transference? What is
brought from childhood? - the paternal metaphor.
After several loops of the analysand's history telling circuits the
analysand loops his own metaphorsfrom demand into desire. The analyst
falls from the placeof the Ideal point and idealization and Identification it
istheonlyoutcomeoftheanalyticprocesspossible.Theanalyst becomes
the support for the separating a The analyst moves from being the
supposed subject of knowledgeto the semblance of the obiecta then falls
- a residue.
It iswiththis beyond that Lacan closestheloop of desire back upon itself,
"where nothing is ever said as to the outcome of the analysis that is, after
the mapping of the subject in relation to the a... the experience of the
fundamental fantasm becomes !he drive.25
Lacan's topology shows that transference operates to bring demand to
thesamegroundasidentification,thewhaleandthepolarbearmeet.Butin
as much as the analyst's desire remains a constant, an unknown;, and not
assomeoneoncesaidwithout realizingthat it wasaperverseposition,that
the desire of the analyst was to have a patient; the transference works
towards destroying the identiication,forcing the subject back beyond the
T, todesire,backtothe planeatwhichdrivemaybeexperienced.Theloop
is finally closed and an end to the analysis is marked.

2
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Transference and Identification
Rob Gordon

When Jeffrey was thirteen, he developedan acute psychosis. He heard
voicesurging himtopreachthegospeltopassers-by,hewastomented
by
thoughts and visual disturbances,and was unable to make even the most
elementary decisions such as getting 'dressed or eating breakfast. He
presented a bland demeanour, but in moments of distraction was deeply
troubled, immersed in thoughts and imagesthat were only revealed much
later.
A quiet, pleasant boy, Jeffrey was a docile patient who communicated a
small amount of information in each interview, &d combensated for his
indecisiveness by an unswerving adherence to his own ideas. His
discourse,suchasitwas,consisted of brief statementsoftheeroticimages
which stood before his mind's eye, moraljudgements ab+ut other pati?@
and staff or'representations of his world view. If the? Statementsweii,
questioned, extended or cross-referredto each other, or if obvious affects
were articulated, he became blank, even incredulous. He had noaccess to
., .
language representingthe conflicting elements of his world.
~

1 /.1
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If asked a question, or if an emotion he was quite evidentlyexperiencing
was acknowledged, his face would assumea stereotypedcomposure and
he would utter a meisured “No.” It was delivered with such a finality that it
was revealed not as a no of negation, but as a repudiationof the idea and
the whole dialectic that carried it If pressed, his discourse was suspended
as he became distracted and disorganised, unable to think or remember
what had just been said.
Whenever he revealed Something, he Scanned the therapisfs face
hungrily for cues of acceptance or rejection and would construe the
slightest movements as evidence on which he imagined an elaborate
opinion generated by his statements.
The three conditions of his discourse were thus established. First he
would tell ce&n selected elements ideas, memories or judgements;
second neither he nor his interlocutor could be permitted to represent his
desire; third he required utter expresdonlessness on the part of his
interlocutor.These conditions markedthe domains of his existeticeat that
time. First there was the system of representations and memories that
burdened and preoccupied him and formed the basis of his moral
dilemma Second there was that which existed but was unable to be.
articulated
his desire and its permutations, which was not simply a
container of repressed instinctual emotion, but involved the abolition of a
state of being in which he allowed himself to have a point of view about
himself. Third there was his gaze which bound him to the object where he
searched for a response, but found only his own dread, and it trapped him
in an unresolveable confrontation
. . . with his ideals.

-

-

Jeffrey was the second ch/ld; The first had been aborted and the father
consented to the marriage out of guilt after the second conception. There
was another brother two years younger. In the early years, there were
several separations,then the mother embracedan evcgelical religion and
restructured her life around God and the Bible. Previously it had been
centred around the conflict with her husband, who vacillated between
guiltyaltachmentandanangrysense of deprivation:Then he incorporated
her religion and began to activate the paternal function through his rigid
appli6ation of Biblical law and Christian conduct He wnducted regular
Bible study with. Jeffrey.
.
.
-.
The father left the family when J e h y was twelve. Some months later,
having had negligible contact, he took his son; unprepared, to meet the
woman with whom hewas living,and revealedhis emtic involvementby his
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behaviour.JeMeyhadsuddenlytoreckonwithanadulterousfatherwho
. . ..by
.
his actions had put himself outside his own law.
At this time, Jeffrey was passing through puberty. He found
pornographic pictures in his maternal uncle’s bungalow. His mother had
refused to accept the father‘s departure and had responded with
characteristic emotion, intensifying her attachment to Jeffrey through a
close physical relationship
entirely proper, if more than a little
ambiguous and infantilising.Jeffrey‘s constructionwas that it would be his
respnsibilitytofillthepositionvacated by his fatheras hismother‘ssexual
partner.His mastubatoryactivitiesaccentuatedthese apprehensionsto an
agonising pitch.
He tried to resolve the problem in two ways. First he equated sexuality
with birth and breast feeding and concluded that all mammals were bad.
He stopped eating ail milk products.Then he identifiedhimself as a reptile,
experimented making reptilian movementsand went out onto the lawn on
summer evenings and practicedeating insects. He could not stem the tide
of his sexualityhowever,and after trying otherploys, he finally staked all he
had on one last throw.
One night heprayedeamestlythatif he masturbatedagain, heshouldbe
transformed into the Beast of the Apocalypse with 666 on its forehead the companion lo the Antichrist. He hoped to frighten himself into
abolishing desire. Of course it failed, and on the following day he was
admitted to hospital. Instead of becoming the Beast, he became the
unwillingservantof God,struggling betweenthe inner commandto preach
and the recognition that this behaviour was impossible. But this had done
thetrick.ln hospitalhelostallvestigeofhissexuality,togetherwithailother
spontaneous expression.
We can representthe structure of Jeffrey’s state at this time by recourse
to Lacan’s Schemas Rland 1.’
(image of body)

-

F (N&e of the
Father)
21
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InSchemaR, heportraysthestructureofthesubjectorganisedthrough
the pdarity of the Phallus and the Name of the Father. Each of these
signiiierssubtends a delimited field. That of the Phallus( ), indicatesa set
of identifications building up the image of the body (i) and the ego (e), and
giving rise to the field of the imaginary, (I)
The
. Name of the Father (F),
determines a set of relations to signifiers of the object of desire, (or
primordial cbject,M) on the one hand and the ego ideal (I) on the other.
These relationsareboundbythefunctionoflanguageandthelawofwhich
the Name of the Father is the signifier. This becomes the field of the
Symbolic (S). The subject is constituted by these two fields and the gap
separatingthem (R). This is the real, the domain of what is not s y m b o l i d
and beyond the representations of the imaginary.

Schema I Is the metamorphosisof Schema R portraying the end pointof
psychosis basedonthecaseofSchreber. HeretheNameoftheFather(Fo)
and the Phallus ( a ) have been detached from,any determinable fields.
They no longer operate within a set of stable relations'eithersymbolic or
identificatory . They are rejected so effectively that there lacks even the
memorials to their existence that repression and denial provide. The
subject does not know what he has lost
Theeffect istotransformthe'& of boundedfieldsofSchemaR intothree
unbounded spaces: S, . I . and R. The signifiers which determine the
boundariesoftherealinSchemaRhavebeendislocatedbytheaiymptotic
relations which prevent the closure of the field. They are displaced such
that the ego ideal (I)has moved to the position previously&upied by the
NameoftheFather(Q,andtheimageofthebody(i)shif@intotheplaceof
thePhallus( ).Theobiectofdesire(M)whilemaintainingitsposition.has
been ruptured tiy'the deformation, and the signifier of the ego (e) has
shifted intothepositionvacatedbytheideal(l).Theporosityofthestructjre
deprives the subjkt
of location.
..
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The fundamental signifier, the Name of the Father has been foreclosed
for Jeffrey, it no longer orders the relaeons which include the father, the
mother,(the object ofdesire) or theego ideal.This failureactivatesa similar
abolition of the Phallus as signifier of the relations which identify body
image and ego. It is enacted in the formation of the idea of the Beast 666
and he is deprived of his jouissance.
The function of the father is replaced in its crucial aspect by God who
also constitutes theego ideal.The signifierof the mother(M) is bou.nd with
the pornographic images which he cannot remove from his.mind, and
which will much later be described in relation to the gaze of a female
patient He imagined she looked at him when.he was urinating and he
imaginedhe put his fingersinto her brightgreeneyestoprevent herseeing
his penis, and then'he imagined her eyes turned into vaginas and his
fingers Into two penises.
Once in hospital, Jeffrey's father became deeply involved, visiting
frequentlyand institutingaseries of arbitraryand secret autocratic regimes
of diet and behaviour. His mother also intensified her contact, sitting
holding his hand and whispering'to him. His father's view was that Since
Jeffrey became sick after he left, it,must be due to the mother and she
should relinquish Jeffrey. His mother said he became sick when the father
left. so he should return and reconstitute the family.
Jeffrey became the shackle and go-between for his parents which
seemed to be articulated by mother when she gave him a tracksuit for his
birthday with the word "COURIR" emblazoned,on it
His relations became structured around two sets of polarities.The first
was his parents. He followed his father's instructions obediently and tried
toimposethemon therestoftheward,beratingnursesforusingtwopaper
cups instead of one, tuning off lights and condemning smoking. He
maintained a 'slavish devotion to his mother, patiently listening to her
homilies and arxepting her affection, but also asking his therapist about
the possibility of having an operation to be spayed.
The second polarity was imaginary, with his father's God and religious
preceptson one handand on theotherapreoccupatip with horror stories
and films, occult phenomena and the wish to be demon-possessed and
commitdepravedacts.Betweenthesetwocameaseriesofheroicfigures
of his imagination, e p i t o m i d by Conan the Barbarian,cleaving his way
. .
through Oceans of ghouls with baffle-axedripping with blood.
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These relations
be Seen as a set of competing identifications. Not
being ordered within a bounded Structure, they are not as it were egocaistitdng. Instead they *me
mutually exclusive, fragmenting his
psychicconstitution and causing-himto take on a series of dtemating
s t a t u e for himself. They are in Lacan's terms specular or immediate
identifiiitions' but they lack an essential organising structure. Jeffrey's
identificitions have become the strands ofa net that traps him in the real,
beyond symbolisation.

-

In his'kerapy, the three features of his relation to the therapist
discourse, its abolition and the gaze also functioned as dissociated
elements. He moved unpredictably between them. His discourse was
maintained provided he received no interpretations; affectiely charged
ideas could emerge provided they were not symbolised nor given verbal
representati6n;andhecouldcontinuetorelatetothetherapistonconditi,,n
that his gaze detected no trace of response to his discourse, except an
attentive interest
Attempts at interpretation or explanatory intervention, to use Nasio's

. termr resulted in fragmentationof his discourse and a series of Intrusions
which, while not expressed led to'an immersion in his imaginings.It was a
case of on his own terms or not at all.This negativismand narcissismof the
psychoses had led Freud to his initial formulation that they are not
amenable to analytic treatment because of the failure to form
transference.'
Yet transferencedoes not just refer to the repetitionsof earlier templates
of intersubjectiveencounters. In The Interpretationof Dreams, Freud also
uses the word to describe the process by which an unconscious idea can
enter the preconscious by establishing a connection with an idea already
there and transfemflg its intensity to it and "by getting itself 'covered' by
itss5
Transferencerefento the processof movement betweenunconscious
and preconscious. hcan canies this metapsychological characteristic
into clinical transference by asserting it is not the enactment of an illusion,
but of the reality of the unconscious. It is not a set of transactions with the
analyst butanartefactofthetreatmentnotreducingtotheactualitiesofthe
situation. It is instead what structures the relation to the analyst.6
Thus clinical transference can be conceived as the strucure of the
therapeutic situation which permits the movement from unconscious
to
~.
.__
.preconscious,orto put it anotherway, tofacilitateatransferfromSchema1
to Schema R. from a set of dislocated, asymptotic relations to a bounded
structure.
24

But this structure only exists becausethe therapist does not respondto
the demands of the patient. For Jeffrey's psychosis incorporated the
conflicting demands of his parents: his father's demand that Jeffrey
conform to his ideal in order to appease his guilt and functionas a barrier
against the depradationsof his former wife; and his mother's demand that
he draw her former husband back to the family again. Jeffey was their
courier, and he searched for the same mission in his therapy.
But transference, Lacan says, operates to bring demand back to
identification;' and Jetfrey, denied the fulfillment of his own demand
formed
identification in the transference. It was not a specular
identification aimed at incorporating a feature of the therapist but that
primary identification described by Freud in Group Psychology and the
Analysis of the Ego,a as "the earliest expression of an emotional tie with
another person;" which is the prewndition for an ObieCt relation and a
specular or secondary identification. It is not the means of forming
accretions to the ego or the image of the body, but a fundamental
constituting identification with the Father and the circumstance for the
formation of a symbolic order.
The field of the transference which, to quote Nasio again, "is equivalent
to the unconscious," insofar as it respects the conditions of Jeffrey's
discourse, provides an impetus for a grounding identification which
spans the terms of Schema I and permits him to work on the transfer
between it and Schema R with emerging anger and rejection of the father
and his values, and disputing his independencewith the mother.
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The Freudian School of Melbourne invited Dr. Safouan the first time in
1981 and was honouredto havehimforasecondtimein September 1986.
He worked intensely for a fortnight holding internal Seminars and
supervision with members and analysts of the school. The School also
organized in conjunction with Prince Henry's Hospital, Department of
Psychological Medicine, Monash University, a seminar on Neurosis and
Psychasisas well as a Seminar on The EndofAnalysis in conjunction with
the Victorian Association of Psychotherapistsat Melbourne University.
Dr. Safouan was a special guest at the Vlllth. Homage to Freud On
Transference organized annually by The Freudian School of Melbourne.
The latter is the text publishedin this Volume. It is incomplete,has not been
revisedbytheauthorandistheresultof notestakenduringtheconference.
DrSafouan, analyst of the ex-Ernie Freudienne de Paris, has published
many articles and is author of the following books:
Le structuralisme en psychanalp in Qu'est-ce le structuralisme, Le
Seuil. Patis, 1968.
Etudes sur /'Wipe, Le Seuil, Paris, 1974.
La ssxualit6 fein6nine dans la doctrine freudienne, Le Seuil,
PariS,l979.
L'khec du principe du plaisir (1979) translated as Pleasureand Being:
Hedonism from a Psychoanalytic h i n t of View, St Martin's Press,
1983.
* L'inconscient et son scribe, Le Seuil. Paris, 1982.
Jacques Lacan et la question de la formation des analystes, Le Seuil,
Paris, 1983.
We thank Dr. Safouan for being a guest of The Freudian School of
Melbcurneonthissecondoccasion toshare hisexperienceandworkwith
us.We intend to publishthe remainingseminarsof Dr. Safouan in the next
Volume of our W r s .
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Transference
Moustapha Safouan

Transference is the word used by Freudto name the erotic tie of patients
to their apalysp. It came into the open in the guise of declared love. Can it
ti? said that there transference if there is no declared love or sexual
attraction?
'.
The talking cure came about the first time the doctor asked what the
patient knew.Theanswertook theform of reminiscencesaboutsymptoms
and events and produced other memories. It was realised that to attribute
the cause of symptoms to the recent events was a falseco!Inection.
Nothinginthesituationjustified theappearanceof thepatient'spassionate
love which seemed to be. a misalliance or displacement Brentano's
Principleoflnfenfionalifyimpiiesthat lovemust betheloveof someobject
In hisThreeEsaponSexualify,Freud pointedoutthatwemodernpeuple

2%
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overestimatetheob@whereastheancientsoverestimated theimpulse. It
is transference which puts into question the value of the object.
Psychoanalysis takes out the sex, the age, the build, and shows the
indifference of the love to the qualities of the object Notice that we have
inscribed in the language a preconceptualopposition which is love (itsel0
versusloveoftheobect.In 1908Freudtookthisoppositionandmadeitthe
basis of transferenceneurosiswhich can occurwhereaperson iscapahle
of object relations as opposed to psychotics in whom libido is arrested
early in the autistic and narcissistic phases bringing about autoplastic
relations. Yet even psychotics fall in love with physicians. Freud says all
this is too versatile to be called love which refers to an idea of attachment
where there is no element of narcissisticlove. In 1911 Ferenczi in his arliCle
on hfrojecfionmakes the point that one loves even one’s tyrant because
the ego and tyrant are one and the same. through introjection, and there is
pleasure to be had in one’s own suffering. This produced a loss Of the
distinction between the two kinds of love.
The next development was Freud‘s paper on the Dynamics of
Transference. The mechanics of transference seem to be no problem.
Everyone who hasn’t had the love due to him is bound to find the love he
wants in ttienextencounter.There istheaddedquestionastowhetherthe
way to get love is to fall in love. Transference appears outside analysis, so
what is S that distinguishes it in analysis? In analysis the transference
works,asaresistancebecauseitismoredifficulttoadmithateandlovetoa
person with whom one speaks than to another. In analysis the affectionate
transference may be what brings the patient to accept an interpretation.
That is, the transference is a tool and not an obstacle. Transference is
certainly seen in chronic hospital patients among tho& who are never
cured but also never leave the hospital. It may appear as a negative
transference where the patient suddenly leaves hospital.
Transferencesare repetitions and represent drives ‘&me to life’ on the
principal that nobody can be killed in absentia or in efigy.
There are two main problems of transference. How can transferencebe
1) at001and 2) an obstacle?Ifit is by transferencethat the patient accepts
your interpretationwhat do we mean by resolving the fransference. If;we
Cannot answer this then psychoanalysis is no different from suggestion,
that is, your interpretation is simply a su,ggestion.

In his Paper Remembering, Repeating and Working Through Freud
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pointsout that drives are not given accessto consciousnessbecausethey
would cause displeasure to the ego,so the subject acts instead’of
remembering. If things were that simple why did Freud need to go beyond
his idea of the pleasure principle, Freud had a view that there were two
typesof memory.Thefirst, memoryproper,of what wasonce known, such
BS impressions and, secondly, remembering things that one has never
known; such as fantasms and connections of thought. In regard to these
two types, analysands remember in a state of knowing instead of
remembering. For example, a patient doesn’t remember the failure of his
sexual investigations,of how his curiosity failed in his early years and.
instead. he says “I know I will never succeed in anything”. The
interpretationis that such a patient doesn’t want to know his own infantile
sexual theory. He fabricated these theories not in ignorancebut in spite of
the knowledge he shared with others. His fabrications involved anal and
oral and gaze and voice attributions and these are objects that belong to
theworldof perception butatthesametimeareinrepression.Asfarasthey
are in repressiontheysharetheirfunction with thatthingthatappearsatthe
end of the mysteries, as the phallus.
The eistmobgical drive or curiosity drive of wanting to know shields
knowing. There is nothing in humans of a wish to know only apassion for
ignoranc.6. Do the objects of fabrication have a place in transference? Let
usstudytheobjectwhichis0fher.h hispaperOnNarcissism,Freudstarts
from the concepts of the love of the ego and love of the object and step by
step he faces this separation. It is the same libido that is invested in the
object that is drawn backtotheego likethefluid in a Utube. That is, the love
of the object is interchangable with the love of the ego. Thus the love of
Parents is mainly a narcissistic love. An over-estimation of the objet is a
stigma of narcissism and we therefore have a terrible error here. It is an
errorof theegoand regarding theothemess ofofher. Karl Abraham didn’t
even think to put this question. The answer is that by the introduction of the
concept of the agency of the ego ideal, which is the main point of Freud‘s
article, we have the first phase of primary narcissism where the child sees
himself as realising all the perfections. Narcissismthen receives repeated
blows and as he qets older he sees a difference between himself and
admired people. The birth of another child is another blow. To recuperate
his Drimarynarcissism he chooses to love himself as he wants to be loved.
Baht made narcissism a phase in which a human is contained and
enveloped in himself.This idea is completelywrong. Children attend even
totheshadowsofobjectsandFreudtalksofthechildseeinghimselfasif he
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were perfection. Hesees himselfas withthe Other‘sep. If thechild seesan
object in which he sees his ideal he will love and objectify it,for example, a
popstarorapoiiticalleader.Thefirststructu~definitionoftransferenceis
therefore that it consists in pultingthe analyst in place of the ego ideal, that
is,theobjectbecomestheegoideal.Irsapparentrealisation inone’sselfis
the ideal ego.
In Group RwMogy and Ana/ysih of the Ego, Freud shows that
transferenceenables us to throw light on mass psychology. Freudtried to
demystifywhatiscalled prestige, that is, the power that subjugates usand
makes us iose our critical faculty making us so suggestible. Freud
examined the ties that structure groups, that link members together and
link all of them to the leader. A narcissistic element in this is shown by the
hostilii of groups to whatever does not belong to it In the notion of
idealised love or platonic love there is a narcissistic gratification by overestimation of the love object Without losing any energy it implies a
complete renunciationof sexual desire for satisfaction and sexual wishes
are pushedback so that thelove becomesapiwswishand adream. Freud
questionswhetherwecallthisanobjectreiationor identification.Thereare
three kinds of identification. The first, that with the father which precedes
even a choice of object and occurs at a mythical moment The second is
wherethereisalreadysomeobjectchoice,forexarnpie,oftheboytowards
his mother but this object relation may regress to identification which is
found at the basis of many hysteriwl symptoms. As ifthe mother says: “If
you want to be me take my symptoms.” Thirdly, thase cases where the
object is in no way a sexual object but there is an hystericalidentification in
which there is the idea of sharing the same desire. This is a contagious
identification in which, for example, a girl gets a letter and becomes sad
and there is a desire for the same by another girl. What is at stake in
members of a group is that in regard to the tie with each other there is this
which is called hysterical identification. The tie to the leader involves two
more kinds of identification. First, regressive identification with the object
but not only with one trait of the object but by a m w i v e identification, for
example, wherea homasexualidentifiesmassivelywithhismotherandthis
involveseven modifying the sexual character of his ego. Also for example
in melancholy, except that the object introjected becomes a tyrant
watching and criticizing the subject where the object is put in the place of
the ego ideal.
Freud remained unsatisfied with this thinking, that pernapshe had only
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solved the mystery of hknosis. If we look at the relationto the hypnotizer
we see that his power and prestige come from an object which is the gaze
and can be replaced by anything bright (for the power of the gaze note the
lodtof Hitler).Nowthesubjectofhypnosiswillnotabandonhimselfentirely
to the hypnotizer, that is, it is as if the subject has a feeling of it all being a
game. Thus every suggestion is really an autc-suggestion. We notice the
complacencyof peopleingroupsaswellasthosewhoarehypnotisedand
thosewhoareanalysands.Theonein the placeoftheegoidealisregarded
with such little criticism that it is a sign of great regression but in fact there
has never been such a person.
Freud says that this must mean that it is a regressionto the Urfather not
the real father. If the leader has his power from being in possession of an
object which gives the fictitious possession of all women, that is, because
the leader has the only worWng phallus, why not simply see this as the
subject making the ego ideal into the ideal ego.
To be in love, as ego ideal, one constitutes himself as the object of the
Other. Onecannot go too far in that directionunless one is mad.Theremust
be a choice between narcissism and desire. Two people love without limit
and yet ifthey havedifferentdesirestheywill havetomakeachoice.Thusa
certainfeeling remains that it is agameothetwiseoneismad in thesenseof
giving up all desire of one’s own.
ForFreudthetransferen&?isduetotheinterferenceofthepastwith your
actualsituation. Fortheobsewertheprobiem is howtoconvincethe patient
of this by reality testing. Freua tried to retain psychoanalysis as a natural
science.Hedidn’tseethatiftheanalystisinthep1aceoftheUrfatherthen
the transference is not to the analyst but to the analysand. Transference
therefore is not an error but a structureand a deceit in which you constitute
yourself as an object
ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS

1. How do you meet the question of the analysts desire? A condition of
scienceisnottoputsuchaque?ionbecauseifyoudoyou’rein.danger
of making psychoanalysis’nota science.
2. Analysis with Freud always ended in the bedrock of castration, that is,
the impossibility of accepting penis envy and the interpretation of
accepting the fathers phallus which implies castration. This is a k r y
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curious end of analysis. If the end of analysis,isthat a woman realises
that she will never have a penis and a man accepting an interpretation
whch is accepting castrationthen why would those people accept the
profession and become analysts..It is amazing then .that we have
analysts. This end is not necessary but came about because Freud put
himself in the placeof the Ur father but you can get out of this if you can
see that the place of the Ur father goes not to the analyst but to the
patient, that is, it is the patient whowideal ego is his ego. ideal.
3. In thecase of Fr6ud's female homosexuil, Freud told her that she was
notseriousand had nointentiontochange herobjktchoi66despitethe
dreams she presented. Dreams lie but they are not the unconscious.
Freud did not say to her: "Why do you n d to cheat me? Why do you
think I want you to be heterosexual?" Perhaps he did want her to be
heterosexual and perhaps he wuldn:t stand her.
4. Thebreast,faeces,thegazeandthevdicehavewrreSpondencesinthe
world. They are constituted as objects in the world in order not to be
recognised as desires but as far as they are in repression,they will not
be found in the external world. An example is the demand for
Clernentines,.thehitwhichallowsthepati&t not todisccverhisdesire
forClementine,themother.Thatis,we haveandknowdemandsinorder
not to know our desires. (This answer was connected to materialgiven
e internal seminars
of The F y d i a..n School
of
, .
.,
..

. , ',..

. .

,-

. ,

tition is not to.finish,some task,An object is,by
definitionalways a lost object It is transferencethat puts the analyst in
the position of the ideal'ego and it is transferenderthat attributes the
analystasbeing theobjdpetitathatis, thesourceofdesire:Theend(of
analysis) is to get the patient to extract the objet'petita from an ideal

ego,
6. There ara two ways of answering questions; one is from 'me' sown
experience,another is from Freud'stexts, tomakeacoherent reply from
.these.:To ,me narci$sism is already death in Fme.yy, for.ex@nple. a
maii had a homble dr&m that his much:vilued son was dead. The day
&foreihe$hadspbkenonthephoneand~etioyspbketohisfatheras
if he were completely out of time: When you love, y& love & image.
i_

1

,

.

.

. I ~

...

,

.,:.

&d..lool(s li&l?koming desire d :bein< f u ~ f i ~as~ g ~
il in horioiqd thi5isonefd;mof nightm.&e;for,eample.
nienfiries prcduCesa much i n c r e d anxiety because it
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reflects not a demand of dernentines but the desire of Clementine and

the dream will break up in anxiety as a nightmare. Repetition.ofthe
theme such as the cfemenfines refers to a lost object which can never
appear.
7. The concept of "a passion for ignorance" simply means that a person

mayprefertogonofuhher,preferto besickornotcured.Alltheforceat
work'here is narcissism.
8. Freud had to explain the imtional ascendency of the object over the
subjectwhichishowthingsareinthecommonsenseworld.Ithadtobe
explained because here is no object of that superior dimension. So
where does the idea come from? Plat0 observed that there were no
objects equal to the ideal. Certainly the original biological father has
none of the dimensions of the Ur father that the analyst is supposed to
be.Toexplainit,Freud wenttotheprimal hordeandthatmythical father
or leader and put forward that humanity has remained in the grip of
phylogenetic reminiscences, that is, humanity is hysterical. The clue
thatborehitisthatan individual'srelationtotheleaderisanarcissistic
identificationandthatthebenefitflowstotheonewhoputstheleaderin
this place. Thus the analyst is made an ideal. a good. or a father for the
benefit of the analysand.
9. (A question referredto the transferencein borderlinecases.as moving
about and fragmenting like a globule of mercury and the questioner
asked how this challengecould be managedin theattempttohelp such
apatient.) In reply Safouansaidthat with such patientsit's nousetogive
transference interpretations as one would with a neurotic patient. In
such casesone has to go with the surfaceoftheactual and limitoneself
to saying sensible things.
10. Ferenczi' s article on introjection is vety important It points to the fact
that theego is the object. If the father is the Czarthen all enjoy the fear of
the Czar becauseeach one is himselfthe Czar. In any tyrant and slave
relation everyme plays the two roles. When the child hits the mother
and then cries, claiming that he has been hit, this is not to be explained
as identification with an aggressor but by identification with an
authority figure. All this is a question of structure and is Seen.in all
groups such as churches and psychoanalytic societies. It is not a
question of past or present relations to authority.
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11. To speak of curiosity or a burning desire to know is to describe at a

phenomenological level. In order not to know a man makes himself an
object and thereby does not confront his anxiety. A person may take
anywaytoconstiiute himselfasanobjectAchild doesso bybeingthe
desire of the Other, say, by making himself the Centre of the world.
When it is a matter of remembering the things one never knew, then
insteadof knowing by rememberingor saying, one acts in-ordernot to
know. A patient who makes himself the centre of the analysts and his
own interest, an objed of knowledge, is in defence against anxiety.

Fantasm, Impasse, Passe
Oscar Zentner

The fantasm can appear quite early in an analysis.
To say that it is mute is a logical affirmation which, however, contradicts
the psychoanalytic work. What logic calls mule is, in fact in the analytic
experience, the register of a' mark which only gains its .signification a
postefiori,and even-when the analytic appointments are wer. '
The aim'of Lacan, to traverse the fahtasm, waS thought by many
LaMnians to be a tasK no m e r said than' done. Or, as Freud says in
Analysis Terminableand Interminable "Soon got. w o n gone". To traverse
the fantasm raises the possibility,of something ,in play which
. ,
may be
displaced, repressed;suppresSed;fo~l~,etc:
Toconsiderthatthefantasm
.,:
isoutsidethe.d@course,would@aretum
..
to
ulate ofthe psychot/c.nucleusof pe+nalily. The'problem
n,@weighedin'iefer~'~toUletheoryofLacan.Tosay
that the fantasm isout of di&u&
isto re+t with other wordstheal
d m i c position of Susan lsaacs on th?function ofphantasy.
...
'
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The Trieb is language while the desire is its organization into
discourse.
The effects of that languageare or are not organized in discourse. PostLacanism is a return to the noumenon this time called unconscious. Freud
said that the dream is not the unconscious. Thereafter, every formation of
theunconsciousisnotthe.u.nconscious.Post-Lyzanismaffirmsitselfinthis
positionwithout knowingif saying that one can know the effectbut not the
unconscious. As such, it returns to pre-Freudism. since Freud already
answered this question by saying that what is important is the structure of
the discourse of the analisand and not e chimera beyond it If the
unconscious is structured like a language, this can only mean that any
split betweenthe saying of the analysand and his supposed unconscious
is refuted.
It is not that the speech of the analysand is caused by his unconscious.
Rather, theunconsciousis thediswurseoftheOtherofwhichthewordsof
theanalysandareeffects
..
.
.
. . ...I. . ..

The analytic construction of thefantasm is an attempt to accede to a real
which Ithink sustains the theory of the practitioner.
In a piper' written some time ago, I developed the problematic of the.
Wolf Man. What I laid there as a collateral hypothesis takes here its
fundamental'signification.
What is it that makes the analysis of the Wolf Man an interminable
analysis? I wrote previously that he wished to be tho analysand of
psyclyanalysis - the analysand by,definition. But since then, the rereadingof thetextand working togetherwithotheranalysts have led me to
question once more the conclus~onsLhad then reached.
Following a-seminar in which I had to develop this theme, I found new
cqmections between elements that I had previously left untouched.
Herearesomeinterrogations; . '
'
ask, . from
Mlf Mp a sym&licgift to fingize his
... the,
,
. . .
. .
debt with him?

ofbeing identied bytheOther,howisitp@SSiblethatthefictitiousnAeofa
clinical case history becomes his name and surname?
What is the original mlstake that not even his analysis with Freud can
cure? an analysis that does not leave a single stone unturned.
If Freudaskedforasymbolicgifttofinishoffthedebt-adebtthatwery
analysandwill feel with his analyst it was because he had touched on a
point, an insurmountable and turning point
However critical this attitude of Freud mighi be to our heating, it
undoubtedly shows us an essential point of fixation that the analysis had
revealed but not overcome. We refer to the old question of what hap@ns
when what has not been analysed is analysed. It would Seem that it does
notinprincipleornecessarilyalterthestructurearoundwhich thefixityof a
fantasm sustains the subject in his desire.
Could Freud have been so naive as to ignore that the patient who was
unable to pass a motion without an enema was the same one he was
asking to give? Surely no. But the request was not only an acting-out Of
Freud's. It was the interpretationof that which the Wolf Man would never
release his fa-.
After the gift, it is made evident both for Freud and for the Wolf Man that
there remain things both to clarify and to resolve, and the second analysis
with Freud couldn't but open the fantasm at play. A fantasm that, however
Interpreted by Freud, does not turn into a loose knot. Quite the contrary. it
becomesthe fantasm constitutiveoffhe subject in his knot. And without a
knot, real, imaginary and symbolic, there is no Subject

-

-

-

Why does <heWdf.Mb'sti!,answe~the t&leph&e at theend of,his life
with hist& ile guep? He'arrived to the analys!s with theriame Sergei
Pqkyeff qd lefl t@.&alysis'
. &
, ith
the ria+e..Mlf
. . : Man. ' . . , , '
,
..
Ifthe given name is -.as Lacan points out and practice confirms of
utmostrelevanceforthesubiecfnotsomuchintermsofidentityasinterms

The lfflpasse of t k Wolf Man becomes evident there, an impasse that
impedes the pas&. Here is the m ' d acting-out of Freud. passing the
Wolf Man to another analyst, Ruth Mack Brunswick So, we now have in
mis case the third analysis and the second analyst
Then comes the day of the session in which something insists and
repeats itself: a question of the analyst in response to a comment of the
analysand. Comment as true as it is paranoiac: "You and the professor
surelys@akaboutmebecause,asyouknow,theProfessorandIaregood
friends". This Ruth Mack BNnSWiCk analysed with a cutting interpretation
-an insistent truth which encounters in the analyst that ml-dire (halfsaid)
which made her, half lying, name that truth. Of course, it Is a limping truth,
since there is no doubt that Ruth Mack Brunswick only was what she
herself once said: 'The intermediary between the W f Man and Freud".
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(onecannot avoid herethe comparisonbetweenTauskand Freudthrough
Helena Deutsch).

What happens is that Ruth Mack Brunswick had touched, like.freud’
before her, the same structure of a fantasm which did not evaporateeven
with acorrect intervention.Moreover,the analysisof the situation pmduCeS
inthesubjectaclarificationthat runs countertothedesireof hisanalystthe.
desire to cure and to dissolve the fantasm. What is at play, of course, is not
the order of the ego-alliances or the will to cure. What is at play is a
. .
Nuisance that the subject will not renounce.

Ruth Mack Brunswick remarks to the Wo/f Man:

v,

“Inow asked why, ifsuch were the
he was
never seen socially at the Freud’s...”
“Idrove hometo him his actual position with Freud,
the total absence (as I knew from Freud to be the
fact) of any social or personalrelationshipbetween
them. I remarked .that he was not the only
publishedcase- this being asource of enormous
pride to the patient. He countered with the
statement that no other patient had been analysed
for so long a period: this too I was able to
contradict. From a state of war we now reached a
state of siege.”’
The least that can be said of this intervention is that it is brilliant. not
because of what it analyses but because of its efficacy.
This is the second confirmation of afantasm not analysed by Freud.The
first beingthemoneycollectionorganizedby Freudforthewellbeingofthe
Wolf Man. It is not that the analysand wants the secondary benefit of the
symptom and due to this he is not cured. The question, we think, is
another.
Ifat thebeginningoftheendoftheanalysiswithFreud,thelatter,withthe
permission of Pankajeff, baptises him as the Wolf Man, does he not then
with this name form a fantasm not of a homo homini lupus3 (man, a wolf to
man) butrather afantasm of a paternity which he attributes to Freud with
every right, because Freud had rebaptised him.
Little consideration is needed to realize then that if the Professor and
Ruth Mack Brunswick weak about him. they will do so as is always the
case when parents speak about their children.
But Ruth Mack Brunswickisnot taken off guard and produces then that
intervention.the apparent result of which is, at least, satisfactory. There is
however in.that intervention, the aperture to a dimension of aggressivity
which’ .we’ cannot leave unnoticed without realizing its imaginary
dimension, since, Ruth Mack BNnSWiCk
an.analysand of Freud
couldn’t have analysed the obvious situation of brothemood with the Wo/f
Man.
’

-
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The analyst correctly implies: Freudis notyour father. To this the subject
replies with his nom de guerre. And, who gives a name if not a father?
Isn’t it interesting that Lacan remarked that the enwunter with a real
father could be the unleashingof a psychosis?Thisbrings us suspiciously
close to Schreber and Fleschig. Although it can be argued that there was
no psychosis in the Wolf Man except for the psychotic episode, our
reading leads us to think that from a structural point of view the Wolf Man
was psychotic. The structure is irreversible. This Is the limit of any
analysis.
What consitutes the end of an analysis has’always been a subject of
preoccupation to every analyst. We are not going to re-count that
preoccupation now, but it will suffice maybe to remember the Freud/
Ferenczi polemicswhich under different bannersstill continuestoday. The
endoftheanalysiswasresolvedfor Freud.inasymptomcalled the bedrock
of castration. For Ferenczithe end of the analysis came about for the man,
when accepting his fear of castration and for the woman, when accepting
her penis envy. Lacan, instead, opens the possibility of canying the
analyses beyond the limits marked by Freud.And this is essential in order
tounderstandthedestinyof the WolfMan. Letuslookattheeffectofsome
of the questions we posited before.

How &Iit be that a subjkt~answeffithe telephone with the n e e given
to him by Freud in the analysis terminated many years before? Why had
this name given to him by Freud displaced the name given to him by his
father? In which eminent position was Freud in card
. . to the Wolf Man?
Isaid Iasked this question in another paper. TO state that Freudwas like
his father would be to put~theclcck,back again. If,that was the case, it
cannot astonish us nor can we think that it escaped him either.
Thedisclaimingofthename,instead,iswhat interestsus.Adisclaim that
appearsintheanalysiswith Freudandwhichisinterpreted byshowingthat
the S.P.(Sergei Pankejeffl of espe was a castrat& W e s p . But then;‘what.
else could Freud have done than to produce that interpretation which
41
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carried with it all the marks of his genius? Isn't it then, in re-baptising him
that Freudoffered the possibilityof an entire name which made it possible
for the subject to accede to the repression of his castration instead of
remaining in its foreclosure?.
This is, effectively, what happened. The subject is moved from S.P.
(espe)-ldon't knowanythingof theexistenceof castrationto WolfManI don't want to know anythingof castration.Well now, this could be read as
a passage from foreclosure to repression, though we insist, the case
shows that to change a mechanism (of defence),is not the same thing as
changing the structure.
Yet, if what is at play in the fo&losure is a desire without status, isn't it
clear then that castration installs status in the desire? The installed desire
shows, for instance, a particular destiny for the Wolf Man:He could not
be an analysand who passes to be a lawyer (asit is in his case)and that is
all. or an analysandwho passesto be an analyst The twopossibilitiesshow
that the first is strictly speaking the analysis as interminable in the
labyrinths of the work of transference, while the second is the passage to
the transference of work.
The first reminds us of what MelanieKlein called the depressiveposition
and of what Freud demonstrated in Mouming and Melancholia. The
second-thepassagetothetransferenceofwork-markstheendofthe
analysis by an ethical path, that of the psychoanalyticact which consists in
analysing the unconsciousof someone else and the transference of workimplied in giving an account of it.
"Why does one want at sometime to speak to
someone else about his past analysis?'" . '
Isaid, to give an account of his past analysis which made of t h e i m p d
of the first'(work of transference),the passe of the second (transferenceof
work).
The WolfManwas in the work of transference, not in the transference of
work. His position was that of the analysand par excellence, the living
witness, notonly of Freudas an analyst but of analysis in general. Even if it
mayseem exaggeiatedtosaythat hisanalysiswasreso/vedwith thedeath
of all hisanalysts,the realityisthat1979-the yearwhen the WolfMan dies
-is neitheranobscure n0rfarawaydate:This is why Idon't think thatthere
was asecondaty benefit in his symptoms, but ratheran infinitejouissance
in occupyingiheplace of that unique analysand. . :
. .

That someone in analysis does not want to become an analyst is tare.
Thateveryonewhopassesthroughananalpisshouldbecomeoneisrare
too. But to be the implacable witness of the analysis is not rare, It is
unique.
Freudand Ruth MackBrunswick knewthis earlier. Freud showed this in
h
t
i n g the Mlf Man to pay a debt in order to make himself free. But the
'
wlf
Man was not the Rat Man. Historyshows that the Wolf Man never felt
'
himself to be the debtor but rather the creditor. Ruth Mack BNnswick
wanted the W f Man to be able to liquidate the transference to Freud,
'. which resulted in its opposite, the preservation of Freud. An analysis that
finishes ought to produce not the 'liquidation' of the transference but the
'liquidation' of the analyst The transference doesn't finish, it is
redirected.
Both analysts from this perspective were able to touch upon the truth,
bothwere able to analyse It, even if deficiently, but neither of them nor all of
thcsewhofollowedafterwards,succeededinmovingthesubjectfromthat
unique position.
'

-
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This is a problem important enough to w a h t further work..Because
there is no subject without fantasm, but if the fantasm is a construction,
then we have to answer: which kind of identification is produced by the
balyst? How to differentiate construction from restitution?
In terms of Freud-fromthe perspectiveof the metapsychology on what
side is the analyst7 It is not enough to say on the side of the chair.
Iam trying to underlinethe fact that if the clinical and theoretical work Of
Lacan rendered egdpsychdogy obsolete, it also opened a space which
pointstowards the same path- which Freudfinallyattemptedtoclarifythe function of the superego.
The analytic construction, which is in reality the exhaustive analysis of
the Wo/FMan.finds its limitsinthesuperego.An equivalenttothecommand
'70enjoyl" m i d ) .
Wecan now understandwell thatthe WdfMan'scase isaveryparticular
impasse. It is neither liquidationof the transferencewhich is no morethan a
mandateofthesuperegodisguisedinadeprksiverelationtoaunified
bad
'and good obi@ nor is it a liquidationof theanalyst disguised in a lack of
rkparation.1 said that the' analytic construction finds its limits In the
superego, because in this case the analyst is the subwt who knows q d
then is inexorably led by the analysand towards
,
assuming the function of

'
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the superego for him in his construction. Debatable as it may seem, the
Wolf Man incamated Freud's construction, he even perfected it The only
way out would have been to have a tool that Freud lacked and that is the
conception of the analyst as the supposed-subject-of-knowing,
semblanceof theobjectpetita, wherethetmnsferenceisorganized.Thisis
the particularity of the psychoanalytic discourse. The analyst is in the
place of the cause, which is one of the elements of the fantasm $ 0 a.
Betweenbarredsubject and objecta, the analyst's exit of the Scene has to
coincide with theuncoveringof this irreducibleobject Like in thestory The
Aleph,told byBorges,onehastobeabletogoandseeallthethingswhich.
without overlapping, are neverthelessin the same point and even more, to
go beyond, that is to say, to witness its disappearance.
An analysis in which a subject does not propose himself as one who will
onedayanalysesomeoneelse-whichisnotthesameassaying that hewill
become an analyst
shows the desire of perpetuating himsell in the
symptoms and in a fantasm whose de-construction does not assure its
disappearance.
Theimpasseoltheworkoftranslerencecanonlyturn towardsthepasse
when the object of the fantasm has been analysed and disarticulated. The
experience of the passe uproots a primordial fixation. An analysis that
deserves this name takes place beyond the limits imposed by the
fantasm.
Lacan said on March 18th. 1978:
"What is that which is fixated, if not the desire?"

LACANJ.

LACANJ.

Propositiondu 9 Octobre 7967surle psychanalyste
de E d e . Scilicet N.l, Editions du Seuil.
Paris.1968.
L'ethique de la psychanafyse, Uvre Wl,Editions du
Seuil. Paris. 1986.

-

And where? There.where the fantasm appears. An analysis is not
interminable,withoutdoubt, buteveryanalystwillfindthistruism ...analysis
is not for evelybody.
NOTES
' ZENTNER.0.
The Analvtic Construction in Papers of t k
Freudian -School of Meibourne, The Freud&
Clinic, p.19. P.1.T Press, Melbourne, 1983. "
2

BRUNSWICK.R.M. A Supplement io Freud's History of an Infantile'
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LACANOAMERICAN REUNION OF PSYCHOANALYSIS

The LacanoamericanReunion of Rychoanalysis was held at the Hotel
San Rafael, Punta del Este, Uruguay, on 5-7 December 1986.
This Reunion was convoked by the following psychoanalytic
institutions:
Agrvpo. Argentina
Centro PsicoanaliticoMansilla. Argentina
Circulo Freudiano de Buenos Aires. Argentina.
Escuela Freudiana de Buenos Aires. Argentina
Escuela Freudiana de Montevideo. Ufuguay.
Escuela de PsicoanttlisisSigmund Freud, Rosario. Argentina
.
The Freudian S c h d of Melbourne. Australia.
lnstituto de lnvestigacionesen Psicoan&lisis, IDIEP. Argentina
Maieutica Florianopolis Institucih Psicoanalitiia Brasil.

Maieutica Fbrto Alegre - Instituci6n Psicoanalitica Brasil.
Maieutica lnstitucion Psicoanalitica- Buenos Aires. Argentina.
VEL. Grupo Freudiano da Bahia Brasil.
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THE WAR IS OVER
THE END OF AN ANALYSIS
Linda Clifton

-

-

This is an a m n t of the end of an analysis my own a Lacanian
analysisthatended with theenunciationof the fundamentalfantasm.While
the effects of thisfantasm were undoubtedly seenthrcughout the analysis,
the effects of putting the fantasm into words (and indeed theeffects of the
whole analysis) could only be seen afterwards. It is these effects that I
intend to describe.
Theuncoveringofthefantasmcertainlybrwghtmatterstoaclcsein
the
analysis. It seemed to cast a net over the whole analysis and there was an
immediate subjective effect of recognition and relief. However this was
short-lived and was followed by a gradually dawning horror and angst at
what had been revealed. Surely this was the greatestnarcissistic blow of
the analysis. How awld this be mine? I hunied away and tried not to
think.
This angst w& undoubtedly a primary motivatidn in writing some&&
about theend of theanalysis. However, Iam writing thlsover a yearafkhhe
..
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analysis as it took many months before Iwas able to look at the questions
which the fantasm posed for me. My internal protest of “how cwld this
fantasm be mine? became a question that Iwanted to pursue using the
psychoanalytic method.

fathersaidtome, bywayofansweringthequestionl hadnotdirectlyasked,
“At that time I thought everybody was going to die.” Nothing more was
said.
My father‘s bleak words shocked me but at the same time threw light on
the period in my life my childhood that Ihad returned to again and
again with anguish in my analysis. For the first time, Ihad in his own words,
mexplanationformyfather‘swayofbeing “atthattime”.“Atthat time”(the
timeof his brother‘sdeath,the time of my childhood) was the first decadeof
peaceaftertheSecondWorld War, thewarthatseemed towershadow my
childhood even though it ended well before I was born.
It hadalwawseemedtomethatmyfather‘swarselvicewasthecentral
act in his life &d his statement about death impliedthe whole gamut of his
wartime experience. He enlisted to fight the Germans. resisted promotion,
remaining a private and a gunner throughout the war. He fought in the
Middle East, including the famous eight month seige of Tobruk and then,

-

It became a question of the origins of the fantasm. The means Iused to
pursue this question were memories and associationsthat emerged after
the analysis in connection with the fantasm. I took this material as one
Mwldtakethematerialofanycase,notinordertoproduceasecMld‘WP‘
analysis, but as a work in itself, situated within psychoanalytictheory.

-

The fantasm that evoked such horror was todo with death death and
“living” death. My analyst‘s exact words are lost but the meaning was
unavoidable.Myfantasm was that lthought (unconsciouslyofc0urse)that
in order to be “accepted” I had to be “dead”.
Immediately following the analysis I became physically ill. There was
some medical anxiety as a common enough infection became more
serious and the diagnosis &as uncertain for a’ while. In the meantime I
sufferedfrom the illnessfarles?thanfromovewhelmingfantasiesthatthis
was the sign of some terrible incurable disease. In &trospect Ithink that I
was in fact “suffering”from the fantasm rather than thinking about it The
death spoken of in the fantasm surely metaphorical death had become
death literally. I had turned the fantasm into a prophecy, or worse, a
command.
I recovered and then there was a period of impasse, the words of the
fantasm never far away but seemingly impossible to face or work with in
. .
any way. They were too black, too’a‘wful.

-

-

-

,

~’

-

shot wound in the leg, perforated ear-dNmS (because of the noise of the
guns),ameobic dysentry, malariaand skin cancer. Finally, at Meend of the,
- . war he suffered what was termed “a complete mental and physical
collapse”. He was shipped back to Australia and the repatriation began.

’

Two years after the end. of the war, on weekend leave from the
epatriation Hospital my father married. There was love but the marriage
wasoneof intense conflictasihwgheach parherfelt thattheothercould
troythemandthustheyhadtofighttosurvive.iwasmyparenrssingle
contributiontothepost-warbabyboom,theboomintheirmarriagealways
e boom of dishtit guns or present

In the coriveiiation’to .whic
death of his brother sdme thi
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for whom repatriation and the government psychiatrists could offer no
sola&? These suicides were some of the stories of my childhood -the
returnedsoldier who walked straight out of his hospital bed intothe stream
of traffic outside; the man who on his discharge from the "netve" ward told
my father in apuzzled way that he didn'tfeel any betterand went homeand
shot himself through the head. But not only the patients died. Two of the
psychiatrists who treated my father were also said to have committed
suicide!

Ifthe unconscious is the discourse of the Other, as Lacan tells us. surely
the discourse of a patriotic survivor of war who sees death werwhere and
fearsthateveryonehelweswillbedestroyed,willfixintheunmsciousof
a daughter who listens signfiers of death and love intertwined. Was I
approaching the fantasm in this way?
Later another memory emerged which was connected with these
thoughts. Iremembered a particular photograph which was displayed in
our flat when Iwasachild. Our way of life was austere due to lackof money
and my parents' preoccupation with matters of survival in one form or
another.Therewasn'ttheusualdisplayoffamilyphotographstypical ofthe
era-formal wedding posesorneatlydressedchildrenwithshiningfaces.
Therewerejusttwolargephotographsatthetimeof myeartychildhoodoneof my father in uniform,lookingstrangelyyoung and austereandoneof
another man in uniform, an airman with a cheelful face. his flying goggles
pushedupon hishead.Icameto@owwhoth/smanwas.Hewasaformer
champion footballer and a war hero, a survivor of the Ban19 of Britain, who
havingsuwivedthedog-fightsoverLondon,diedbackinAustraliawhen he
crashed his plane during a test flight He was a good friend of my father
from their youth.
With the memory of this photograph came the realization that this man
had always &en a puzzle to me as achild. Ihad wondered about this man
whom I never knew.
Ihadwonderedabouthisplaceonourbookshelfandinmyfatheis1ife.A
biography was published about him and as aschcolgirl, far from interested
in football, aerwlanes and aerial warfare, I had read it nevertheless,and
had wen done a school project on it.
In pursuing my work on the origins of my fantasm it occurredto me that
as a child Iwas interested not so much in this man but in his relationshipto
my father.1 was pursuing the enigma of my father and the questionof who
he loved: My father's sufferings from the war made it difficult at times to.
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believe that he had any love for anyone who was alive and part of his
everydaylife in peacetime. Such was the preoccupationwith the past and
thecontinuationofYhewar" in myparents'mamage.Surelytherewaslove
for this dead war hero. Could there not then have been a wish in a young
girl, who wore her father's medals to school on Anzac Day, to be in the
place of this man who was loved? Could an identification with this man
who was loved but also dead be a partial explanationof the direction of
the fantasm?
The third strand in my associations emerged in relation to my father's
Iyng, bitter and unsuccessful fight to receive what he considered was
rightful compensationfor his physical and mental problems afler the war.
He did receive a pension and certain other benefits but he was never
"accepted" (the term used by the Repatriation Department) as "one
hundred percent". He was never accepted as a T.P.I. As a child Ifound out
what T.P.I. stood for but it was only after my analysis that Iheard the words
with such clarity
and horror. My father desperately wanted to be
"accepted" as "Totally and Permanently Incapacitated". He wasn't totally
or permanently incapacitated nor was he, I believe, a malingerer. He
believedthat he was or ought to be T.P.I. for reawns Ican only guess. The
closenesstoastateofdeathofthecat~oryT.P.I.iswhatinterestsmehere.
My father sought to be "accepted" as T.P.I. My fantasm speaks of
"acceptance" through death. Surely this similarity must speak of another
identificationof mine, that with my father in his quest to (almost) give up on
life and become T.P.I.

-

-

-

Perhapsonecouldargue that thisvery personalaccountof theendofan
analysis does not throw light on much beyond a particular analysis or
analysand.Howwer,inworkinginthiswayIwasabletoanswerform~~df
thequestionof howananalysiscanend.Itdidnotendwiththeenunciation
ofthefundamentalfantasmnorwiththefinalsession.ltonlyseemedtoend
when Iwasable to face thefantasm and attempt to trace someof itsorigins.
Intracingcertainsignifierstodowithmyfather(andthewar)Ifinallyamved
at a point where Ifelt that not only the war but also the analysis was finally
wer.
Linda Cliflon,
Australia
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The Analytic Section

The word section appears in the title of this paper. It sounds somewhat
strange;itresemblessession.Secfion1..:hasaY'whichdoesnotfitin
with
session. Perhaps it is the 't' of the intersection of two lines; perhaps. . .
Itisobvious,however,thatitrelatestoaLatinwordsecfio,whichmeansa
cut, a section, division . ..even a surgical amputation.
It seemed to me an adequate word to start with because it allows a
certain condensationbetween the words session and section, in that Iwill
refertothecloslngcutoftheanalyticsesslon,thatis,itsending.l insistupon
the subject; the end, me termination.
What I propose here is the continuation of .what I presentedin 1980 in
Caracas: There'l spoke'of time in the analytic session. Does the fact of
presenting a paper atthis Lhcqo Ameccan Reunion which continues the
one read in Caracas mean something else?
! , ..:
..
Let us lisien to what Ihave to say: this follows on from Caracas.'Why
not?
. ...:.
... .
i.
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What Isay is of value. It is of value because it is not something I thought
about as a previously planned strategy. A fad from my clinical
psychoanalytic practice simply overwhelmed me and I felt like writing
about it
Afterwards, Irealized and its value resides precisely here -that this
meant continuing what Ihad started at Caracas,and if we maintainthat the
Ucs..is a knowledge, why not say so? For me, the Lacan0 American
Reunion is a continuation of Cqacas.

wasquitecertainaboutthesessionendingat
~hereweretimesinwhichl
&right moment Onother Occasions Ihadtheimpressionthatthecut was
Somewhat hasty. Yet in some circumstances I remained thinking that the
Session had been too long.

-

It is the Reunion that lacan convoked but couldn't attend.. . He died
before it took place. . .
We may well imaginethathad he been here,everythingwould have been
different by his mere presence,by what he represented.. .But well, we will
have to proceed alone.. .and it might even be better, mightn' tit?
Why did I say with such certainty that his mere presence would have
made the Lacano American Meeting so different? Because in Paris with
Lacan's presence they did not do any better!

Ionlywantedto makethesecommentsbecausetheysetupacontext for
what I want to say today.
Taking up the analytic session once more, Ineed to make a brief remark
on the subject of my Caracas paper. There Ishowed, theoretically, how the
timing of the analytic session could be foundedon what.Itermed theopen
session, that is, Ishowed how the open session'is founded on discourse
and is theref&e in correspondencewith analytii p m l i i .
.~
Ialso spoke of the session Itenied closed, that is, with a predetermined
time and which is nothing else than a bureaucracy that fits in well with the
analysfsconvenience.;lsmaybe'seen,Ispokeneitherofshortnorof
long
sessions.
Today, six years after Ca*cas. six more'years of analytic practice, six
years in which I have had greater experience with open sessions, I can
anive at new conclusions other than those I expounded then.
ThatistosaythatevenifwhatIsaytodayhasnsfoundationsinCara~..

. an experien.ce adds.up'Md makes me speak now. The conclusion to
which Iarrivedanswered a questionthat 1 9 s asking myself already then,
but that with time acquired even greater importance. I&Id
question in'the following way:
.

formulate the

''

What is the right cut (closing)?Where is that ending founded? Was that
the right moment for the cut?
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TO answer all the questions which are linked with my practice. I need to

say that I think differently today from six years ago.
I maintainedthen that we had to think of time in the analytic Session as a
triple time basing myself on Lacan's paper LogicalTimeand the Assertion
of Anticipafed Certitude. Nowadays I think that a time marked by two
signifiers is much nearer to the experience I sustain.
Today I would say:
1. The cut of an analytic session cannot be anticipated. In this sense I
maintainwhat I said in Caracas.

2. Whether the cut was or was not correct, may be measured only
afterwards. by its effects.
3. During a session, it is possible to avow that the cut was not correct only
in the case where it was delayed. That is to say that there was an
absolutely determinab!e moment when the session should have
finished and didn't.
That is to say that the only conclusion. the meagre conclusion I have to
present today is the following:
I have the conviction that when a session stretches ifself beyond a
certainpoint the discourse returns to the statiingpoint That is, it turns into
a circularprocess and we lose theposiibilify of havinganycertaintyabout
what is the moment to conclude.
In other words, all reference is lmt; a theme appears and then another,
one association is as valid as another. The analyst begins to wait for
another and another, and then this one refersto such and such, and so on,
etc. etc. In this case we may be absolutely sure that the moment of a cut is
alreadylost.
. .
In these moments the analyst is so much subject to error that when the
situation I described arrives, no element appears which may help him to
determine a new moment for a cut. The r e a m being that he is already
subjecbto the circularity of the discourse, to a metonymy such that,,-.
. the
, .
.
.
...
differences are lost .
Let us proceed then to.what Ihaveto propose as away of m n g i n g oui
experience and grasping what I refer to when I say the session stretches
beyond a certain point
59
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Let us suppose that asession starts with something that we could call a
sign. What we call a sign Can be either a formation of the uncdnsciousor a
question, orathemetheanalysandproposes,etc. Wecall itasign since it is
nothingother than something for somebody. We could even smile in front
of a very common Kleinian Interpretation of the past You brought that

And this is duetothefact that ifa new signifierarises,thesubjectwill start to
be absorbed by that one-more and by each further one-more that
arises.
so we would return to our point of departure when the subject was only
s~pposed;supposed to whom? To the analyst And with this return to the
beginning, we see once more the 'someone who sustains the something
.. .
that is, the sign'.
Otherwise, how else could we understendwhat Lacan said in hisl&ture
dated 24th. January 1962 in his seminar On Identifiction?Since a signifier
'isamark,atnce,awritingwhichcannot bereadalone.Italwaysneedsthe
Other, but there may be an excess. Lacan said:
'Three signifiers is the return of what it is about, that is, of the
first"
Lacan's statementmakes it clear: three signifiers is returningto the first,
back to the beginning. I use this as an insttument since it allows me to
understand what happens in an analytic session when the cut was not
performed at the right time and it stretched beyond a certain point.

dreamfortheanalystitisagift,alittleshititisanaggression,powthing,it
is the little
. . . breast he envies. etc.

.

.

And today we may say.. .Of course it is so!Only it is so becauseitis the
characteri.@c.of MY fogation of the unconscious in the first place: it
acquires this form of a sign becausethat is what is produced with a singk
signifier: it tends to canyon by itself.
Then we my say: What a gift! What a parcel! And the analyst who
interp%tedttiat itw&agi ft... ifonlyhe had knownwhatkindofgift it was for
his ears! Poor analyst, It was not for you. ..I'm awfully sorry. Well.'after all,
they will take it into accMlnt'. ;
For the time being, the analysand, as does anyone el&. flatters you with a
gift so that you don't open the parcel, because if opened, the level of the'
sign would be broken. How Can that signifier converted into sign find its
own insufficiency?Simply with another signifier. What? Simply an-Other
signified
Take a dreah for example. We could think'that what the analysand
narmtes
which is called the manifest content :of the dream
is a'
signifier.+far, weareatthel~elofthesign,'sowhatdoweneed
then?We
need
of,. the Malysand's associations which -will constitute
themselves
in
the seccmd signifier SZ.
.~
.. . .
.. .
. .
But it is time now foi us to remember Lacan's concept of the signifier:
contrary to being spmetning for somebody. it is what represents a subject
for anotheyignflw.
. .
.
. , .
Thisistohythatinthemomentinwhichasignierariseswhich turnsthe
first insufficient, in that preci&'moment the subject appears. the barred
s u b w In that very moment when that second signifier arises,when'there
is production
. . . .... of a subject a time appears -..not very long - which is the
moment to cut
.+$+I. :., ,. , .. -, .
. .
. ,..
Whetherthereisorisn'tan interpietation, intewentionoftheandystetci;
whatisimportantinrelationtowhatwekediscussinghereisifthemoment
of the'cut is given or not The structure at play here is the one Ireferred to at'
the @inning
ofthe w r . That
. ..is, there is a retum to the level of the sign.
. .
. . .. . . .. '
:_ ,,..
..
: ' ! ~
:'..
~, :
..
..

-

-

~

.

... ...
~.,..
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Is it clear now what this point is? The point is the signifier two:SZ.And
beyond the point is beyond the signifier two,that is, the signifier three.
Now let us see what Lacan said in the same seminar, in the lecture of
6th.December 1961, since it will be useful to explain 'the returnto the first
signifier turns it into a sign'.
". . .because the signifier is not a sign. A sign, we are told, is to
represent something for someone:
.. .the someone is there as a support of the sign. The first definition
which may be given of someone is: someone accessible to a sign.
IfImaysay~,itisamostelementaryformofsubjectivity;thereisstill
no object here, there is something else: the sign which represents
this something for somebody.
Asignifierisdifferentfromasign,inthefirstplaceinthatwhichItried
to convey: that thesignifiers convey nothing otherthan the presence
of the differenceas such and nothing else. The first thing this implies
then is that the relationship of the sign to the thing is erased. . ."
In the case of the sign, the important element is that there is someone;
this is the support of the sign. But not only this. There is no object there;
what we find instead is the sign.. .And what does the signifier produe?lt
produces the difference.

.
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T,hen, the following may be thought the sign dissolveswhen thesecond
signifier appears and fora moment the subject appears. This moment may
onlybesustainedifacutisperformed.Thecutwouldimplythecutofq that
is, the fall of the object a.
So, a word in excess, one more word may be the way of returninglo the
beginningandofmludingthatcertainfracturethathadappeared.Butthe
analysand can't handle this. He needs the analyst to delimit that time.
It could be asked why is it necessary that it be the analyst who delimits
that time. And the answer is whithin reach.. . ifwe place ourselves in the
right space.
That is to say that while speaking or counting, the subject depends on
theturns hegivesaroundthesurfaceandsinceforareasonof structure he
depends on the word which preceeds him, this dependency from the
signifier is exactlythe real that implies the impossibilityof counting and of
counting the turns while turning. The subject can' t count while giving an
account of it
.There, an Other who may account for what he counts becomes
necessary,since in that account that he himself can' t count. the subject is
determined. As you see, it is preferableto err by too little than too much.
To conclude I will narrate something analysis taught me and my
daughtertaught measwell: It islhe useofaword. theword but Asortoffolk
legend runs among my daughter's friends because, regardlessof what is
said to her, whatever the remark is, she adds: Yes, but.. .
Wel1,thisissomethingmydaughtersays.but theanalysandalwayssays
it as well: Yes, but.. . there is something else, there is a signifier more. That
thereisalwaysone moresignifierdoesnotceasetobetrueexceptthatlhe
analyst should not let himself be beguiledby thisbut.. .otherwise he would
not give the analysand the chance to get out of the level of the sign.
Atthat levelof thesign,the importantfact is that tosus'knthatsomething
a someone is needed. And you don' t have to be too open-handedfor that
somebodytoappear. However,this ispreciselyopposed to the placeofthe
analyst since the analyst is the one who is able to erase himself from this
place, sustained by means of a desire: the desire of the analyst that that
somebody, that pretendedsomebody, claimed, supposed, that somebodv
does not exist
Hktor Rljpolo,
Argentina
Translated by Roberto Neuburger.
NOTES:
' The word sectlon is not Spanish; that is to say it has'no meaningother
than the condensation to which the author refers (translator's note.)
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A Dream of Freud
Celia Calvo

Ihave often wondered what in Freud's writings produced a lineage that
would lead analysts back to his name. From Freud's works we get to know
anumber of master-signifiers:theunconscious. thetraumathefantasm. It
is concerning this name of the father, this certain devotion to the name of
Freudthat we analysts are what we are. This is present in every positionof
theanalystl wonder if, as kcan puts it,there isafathertokill here. Because
we know that there is no father of the signifiers; at best there is a father
because of them. Ithink this states a different position, that is, to work the
signifiers that made Freud what he is. In this sense, Freud was not a
supposed-subject-of-knowledge. He knew, and more0ver.k left his
knowledgein a way that it still contains unansweredquestions. Maybe we
could outline with Lacan
". ..there exists a theory of the analytical practice.
for certain, but not of the unconscious".
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The u n m s c i w s continues its production and it is from here that,
Freudswritingscontinuetoappeal tous. Becauseofthat westillcontinue
toclear up mattersstartingfromexamples,forinordertograsptheorderof
the Freudian unmscious a different way of qanceptualization is
necessary.Bystudying hisowndream,Freudinvitesustosearchinitstext
in its materialsignifications.Let usgothen, to his dreamviaregiaofaccess
to the unconscious. It is the Non Vixit dream.
‘‘Ihad a very clear dream. Ihadgone to Brvcke’s
labo&ry at nighf and in response to a gentle
knockonfhedwrlopeneditto(thelate)Professor
Ueischl, who came in with a number of strangers
and,afterexchanginga fewwords;satdownathis
fable. This was followed by a second dream. My
friend Fl. [Fiiess] had come to Vienna
unobtrusively in July. I met him in the street in
conversation with my (deceased) friend P., and
went with fhem ‘to some place where fhey sat
oppositeeachotheras though they wereata small
fable.lsatinfrontatifsnanowend. Rspokeabouf
his sisterand saidfhat in three-quartersofan hour
she was dead, and added some such words as
‘that was the threshold‘. As P.failed founderstand
him, R tumed tomeandaskedmehowmuchlhad
told P. aboufhis affairs. Whereupon, overcome by
strange emotions, Itried to explan to H. that P.
(could nof understand anything at all, of course,.
because he) was not alive. But what l actually said
-and Imyself noticed the mistake was. ‘NON
VIXIT.’ Ithen gave.P. a piercing look. Under my
gaze he tumed pale: his form grew indistinct and
his eyesasicklyblue-’andfinallyhemelfedaway;
Iwas highlydelightedaf this ahdl nowrealizedthat
Emst Fleischl, ,too.had been no more than an
apparition, a ‘revenant‘ [‘ghost‘ .- literally,’ ‘one
who returns‘]; and if.seemedto me quite possible
thatp&pleof!hatkindnnlyexistedaslongasone
liked and could be got rid of if someone else
wished it”’

-
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thisdreamisoneofthe threemostimporlantdreamsof
ng in reference to the socalled self-analysis of Freud.
:.. Writings such as the Psychopathdogy of Everyday Life indicate that the
limitsofthe field of analysisareset by thelimitsot the field of language.If the
signifier forms the material then the signified is thought of as enunciated
discourses and each time is established as a moment The principle that
both the condensation(metaphor)and the displacement(metonymy)
says that in order to form a trope it is not enough to put a word in place of
mother because of their respectivemeanings.Moreexactly, the metaphor
is the appearance, in a definite chain of signifiers, of a signifier that comes
from another chain: this signifier crosses the bar, disturbingby ita irruption
the meaning of the first chain, where It produces an effect of non-sense
’: attesting that the meaning arises before the subject, as the subject is
&sent in the chain, its place filled by a signifier (that‘s why it is $ ).
Regardingthemetonymy,itsfunctionisnotsomuchtoreferfromonetem
to another,contiguws,as to note the function of this absence inside the
’ chain of signifiersh the dream.the non vlxif points out from the start what
will be a succession and transformationof giammatitical phrases. Its mode
ofconstructionleads Freudtosuspect in itthe.echoofanother phrase. that
. of Brutus, in Julius Caeser, the Shakespearean drama.
“Because Caeser loved me. I cry for him.
because he was fortunate Irejoice.
because he was brave, I revere him, but
because he was ambitious I killed him”.
Freudthen remembersthatatfourteenheactedasBruiuswithhisnephew
John, a year older than him. John, a revenant, lived in England. With him
reappeared the friend of his childhood and “Until I was three we were
loved and fought eachothebandthischildish relationship
allthefutuiefeelingsderivedfromdealingswithpeopleof
my age.” At that time,when John accused him when they quarreled,
Freudsdefenseinfrontofhisfather was: “Ihit himbecausehe hit me”.And
hit wichsen is pronounced vixen. It is only herethat the substitutionof vivit
vixif isjustified.Thesequencethenshould gofromnon vixIft0“becauSe
.
’
was ambitious I killed him” to “I hit him because he hit me”.
thehypothesisttiatwhenFretidpIaysthepartofBrutus
the speech pronounced leads him to this other phrase
hen he WaS three. Here a defacing movement takes place’
its activity in such a way that the words pronounced by
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Brutus becomeacallthat evokesan event where thesense is broken from
thenon.Itisintheslippingofthegrammaticalstructurethatwefindatra~
of this deformation. Each of Freud's associations is structured on th4
patternofthis childhood phrase.Theabsenceof trimming in this phrase, its
simplicity, make the deformations that constitute the dream represented
under the condensed form of the substitutions of X for Y in the inscriptiinvixit necessary. In this way we consider the series ofassociations as the
transformations carried out in its grammatical structure, insofar as it
coticems the symbolic elements linked.to the signifier. Thisis the nod4
point of the neurosis leadingthen to its rigid and repetitivestructure. When.
we are thinking a u t its meaning. the unity is not the sign (Gvit instead of:
vixit). but the chain of signifieri that produces the effectof meaning at the
moment when-it turns on itself. Its end ( the third phrase) allows usto .
intemret its beginnina retroactively. '..
.Nowthen, Freudends this first reportof his d&m,saying th
it 'up again.' And he does, fifly,pages IaterAfIerwards, we
why.ln this, second report Freud emphasizes the relations
place to thedream..It is about Fliess, about his' transfe
moment, for Freud the transference represented a 'revi
ancient text As ,it represents new versions of what woul

father, in the event of the conflict with John. This childhood episode that I
as fantasmatic would be the scene where the impossible rewih himself isdisplayed.becauseit representsat
portof itsbeing andthereasonofitsdemandforlove
Freud, who at the time of theidream was worried
ealth,clearsup,in myopinion, thecourseof histhoughtsin
hetaleoftheyoungcouple;"lfoneofusdies,l gotoParis".
d tell us? "Let the other.die, not me !" Because it is Fliess
front of Freud's gaze. It is here when he sees that.Fliess
revenant :the ghost of John.This was too i m p o ' h t to be
, he could not report it at first and maybe that is why he
ards. Reporting this from the start would have meant :
bition the people I love!" as "You &not hide that it is
me in.oneself severe difficulties to interpret and

hoanalytic occupation. Rather, as Lacan points out, you are not
thesignifiers butaconsequenceofthern.However, Freudsays
dreamthe point where all the associationsc
and not to be re-linked to anything other.th

interpret it. Nevertheless it is the transference from Freud to Fliess that
12 allows us in short to elucidate the dream. Lacan indicates that every time

dge is embodied in
his 'reason
ornot, ittumsouttha!the,
I believe tha! t.@
We had seen that this dream'was one.of'thethree most imporlant wit
respect to Freud's analysis in regard to the subject of,his self-justificat
and thatin thiscase. itfindsunconscioussupport in thechildhood mem
It is the..atte.mpt of self-justification before,the justice exercised by
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g.,Sdmethingin the orderiof t.k.
hat would take place some,time;
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".

. .permanent elimination of this deceptio
whichthetransference te
sense of the closing oft
What'happens *'with
the end oft& dream that Freud'qualifi
absurd?.What do these *en,an+ tell us-and what is.the,cause
happiness?Heyys':*'So,I'm sitisfiedforhavirigalwaysfoundsub
for that p n ,even more, also for him who, now I'm at the point,
him,(fli&)
IGI1immediately find a,repla&ment" hother
"Nobody is irreplaceable. See, they,are only'kvived; everything one
ly this that Freud tells us?That in the,md you.
All thatone h& iMtretums.Cduid it bethat
ibiliMFreudsysthisin hisovh wayitolive.+cing .
the inevitability'ofMe's 06
end, survivingin one's Sons, in one'swoiks.
Sever@times he alludes in his'dream to'death, friends, professori. Freud
stae his kelf-analySis after the.death of his father. The'revenants
on$
. .
subsist for the time &e wants them to last.
.....,,
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01 Shreds and Patches' :The Super-Ego
~

Intheend,&ereisnothingotherthanthe painofexistirig;
deatk Lacanemphasizeithe relationship4 t h the dead
from which;.up to then,the presenceof his father pmte
more difficult,yet,mo% ethical, (in the +&of
not yi
t h e n ' b d a p h C e o f thislast m
havingto.wih+
father'dies, ee.vow of pstrition'r&ms over th
retums". Butd+ it ?etum?The@ticipition'.of
. . .his
for
. his
. ioui*&.
,
.
.
.
.

..

Uruguay.

'Rychoanalysis can be located at the crossroads
of two coordinates: the first of them, the clinical
practice, outlines il with reference to its intention.
The obstacles; the differences in ,the clinical
practice have been the ones which, as indi,pton,
have Served as a starting point to those theoretical
developmentsthat shape the metapsychology.
T h e other coordinate which delineates the
horizon of its extent,, locates it next to other
structures of discourse that in their entirety form
what is called culture.This location is relatedto the
putpose and the interest heralded by Freud,,who.
tried to avoid his discoveries being reduced to a
mere chapter in . psychiatry. In, .such a. ..jno?. .
homogeneous reunion, psychoanalysis holds a
peculiar locus as regards other discourses &d
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practicessuchas the political.the religiousandthe
scientific. It involvesa rather marginal relationship
left uncovered by the other practices: either called
unconscious or called diswntent
'My wncem in the study of the super-ego is
related to the possibility of articulating these two
dimensions of the analytical experience in the
theoretical practice.
A Signrticant Omission
Chance. as usually happens. prompted me to decide how to begin this
presentation. When I sent the title of this paper to be included in this
meeting', the word super-ego was omitted by a typing error; and thus it
appears in the programme. Icouldn't but associate it to the presentation
into society(theanalyticalone) made by Freudof his psychical agency. He
didn't include it in the title of his book -but in that case it was not due to a
typing error. Thus, in a book outlining the elements of his second
topographyandin whichFreudcouldbesaidtodeveloptothesameextent
the ego, the super-ego and the id, the title just mentions two of them : The
€go and the Id.
This association immediately poses a question: isn' t there something
inherent in the nature of this agency which enables it to be present even
when absent'?Or rather, that makes it even more present insofar as there
isn't a signifier that can name it nor represent it'?
Ithink that shortly after going into the rich and complex references this
word subsumes or when thinking over matters we listen to in our daily
practice, it is possible to approach this certainty. The effects produced by
this agency can be very devastating, more effectivein their iatrogenics, all
the more because it is mute, because it exerts its action silently.
Paraphrasing the pcet 'When arriving so silently".
This is one of the many paradoxeswhich shape this agency. Linked by
its origin and function to language, to the field of the word, it seems to
acquire its power beyond the word itself, exactly in that or rather in the ld'
that gives it consistency and support
But Iamgoingtoofarahead.Myprimarypurposewastorefertoanother
facetofthisconcept. For it, Ishall use thequotation in italicsfrom the titleof
!he paper.
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Between the Ego and the Id
The phrase A King of Shreds and Patches belongs to Hamlet and it,is
&dlressed
to his perverse uncle, counterparl of his idealized father,.
characteristicswhichareworthpointingoutsinceitisthroughthe pewerg
dimension of an idealized father that this agency acquires presence and
,.
effeCtiveneSS.
By the way. Iwant to mention that this tragedy of Hamlet, together with
the analysis made of it by Freud, Jones and Lacan, supplied me with the
canvas to stad developing these comments.
The phrase we are dealing with refers to a king, a person who exerts
authority, a figure which is more than a real father. We could say that he is
the representationof a function: the paternalfunction, afunctionthat has in
the-Named-the-father its guarantee and its support The fact that this
signifier.hasbeen inscried In the psychical apparatus makes discourse
possible; that is, that we can.speak of a subject So it is the support of the
emergence of this subject y d of a particular structuring of the psychical
apparatus. It is in wnnection with this function and this signifier that a law
specifying the human condition comes into force: that of the speaking
being.
The in&ption.of this signifier is the consequence 0f.a metaphorical
transformation. The signifier Name-of-theFather replaces the maternal
desire in determining the signification of the subject This signifier, when
splittingupthesubject,makesitadesiringsubjectItopensupahorizonof
possible significations. This substitution is
. what
.
specifies essentially the
Oedipaldrama . '
Anoperationtakesplacearoundthepatemalfigu,re,theeffectofwhichis
the appearance of a desiring subject. But it is also around this very figure
that another one which will be its counterpart will amalgamate: the superego. This fact, ;his double derivation from the paternal figure is what I
attempt to emphasize in this comment What Istate is that the Super-Ego
originatesasaresidue from theoperation of theconstitution of the subject
thatassuch,closestheessentialaspectofthe+aidoperation,andthat
this
effect of,conealment is closely related to the cqditions that made the
inscriptionof the'patemal signifier possible.
.
Ihaveaireadysaidthat thesuper-Egooriginates inthecounterpart of the
paternal function and this is due to the fact that in its activity it sutures that
whichisthecoreoftheOedipaldrama: thesyrnbolic~castration;
corewhich,
implies . the experience of a . double acknowledgement or:;the
acknowledgementofadoublelack: thatofthebeing of asubjectandthatoftheconsistencyoftheOther.That is whattheshredsandpatchesprecisely
indicates,to veil, to disguise this double lack.
I
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As usually happens in an analysis, to outline a s i g n i d k t ph& - as
Hamlel's in this case - refers us to, and at the same time,-allows us to
display, a scene that works as an indicator. In this case, the scene shows
the meetingof Hamletwith theghost of his father, who is dead. There, when
the real death of his father could have enabled a settlement of accounts in
the symbolic, when Hamletcould have started the mourningfor his d&th,
the father, as a ghost as a hallucination? appears, perpetuates itself
through a demand, a demand requested as'a proof of love:
It, is not by chance that Freud had referred to melancholia prior to his
commentsabout the Super-Ego.Here too, there is a dead man who hasn't
quite finished dying, a ghost who neither alive nor dead insists with.his
demandsoris summoned by the demands of thesubject.Thus, thedothof
these shreds andpafches is being unveiled. The paternal figure that with
his death.couldgive.rise to the emblematic identifications that allow the
subjecttocomeoutoftheOedipuscomplex,endsupby blockingthatvery
possibility when closing the locus of the ideal with an imaginary
consistency.
Fbrthesakeof'shaping'thepatemal ghost, Hamletgives up theobject of
his desire: Ophelia. As soon as he sealed the secret pact with the dead
father, there starts what Lacan called the fragedy of desire.
In this way K ' c k n o t i c e betweenthe Ego and the Id indednitearea,
coriwuently, q,area in dispute, an'area open to the possibility of an
'emergence either of the subject of the unconscious or of the Super-Ego,
figure -and background, background and figure of a continuous
dialectic.
.-.
. .
.
.
.
..
The F&&n
oftheSuper-Ego' . . .,
We,know that the Oedipal drama is the mythical representation of the
altematives and .the ,successive'-stages in the search.for 'a possible
articulation between two orders that ab heterogeneous with each.other.
They are the logic of the signifiers and the locus of the body insofar as the
body is erotogenic.:These two order; do not ovetlap,completely~a split
subject and thereforeadesiringone'&nd an'objectwhich'willbe'thecause
of desire. The fantasm will then be in charge'of linking them both. But the
Oedipal-situation, as I.have. already said, produces another residue,
another.product:qualified by Freud,asthe !inheritance' of the Oedipus
complex: the Super-Ego; A residue that & be identified as the difficulty
and the delay:in,producingthe falLof the Other inasmuch.asconsistent,
incamated ideal:The Ego is afraid of losing the locusfrom where it longs to
.. .
. , .. .. ,. . ~.
be seen as lovable. '.
.

-

-

j

'
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(fitisinsofaredeadthatthefatherfoundstheLaw;thenostalgiaforhim
~~&saboutttiedifficultyin acceptingthat death.SotheSuper-Egoisthat
residue impossible to be elaborated in the mourning for the death of.thal
father. Its presence bec6mes effective in the symptoms and resistan
the cure. From those places Freud inferred its presence.
,,,.' ... ;..
But insofar as an obstacle,.as a resistance, as a hidden puissance-the; i
Super-Ego also tells its truth; a truth which speaks of the necessary..;
moment of libidinal investmentof the paternalfigurewhich will becomethe,
support of the effectiveness of his discourse. We know that no objecf no
word, will be in force for the psychical realtty of a subject ifit has not gone
throughthe networkof its libidinal investments.This is the thesis displayed
by Freud in Moses and Monofheism. Only the economic benefit obtained
through paternal love permitsone to toleratethe displeasureproduced by
the renunciation of the drive, condition that makes the idealized paternal
imageenterthe labyrinthsof loveanddesire.A conditionwhich, in turn, tells
us about the impossibilityfor any subject to emerge in the domain of pure
drive, in the mechanismsof pure repetition searchers of pleasure, lacking
in signification. Nor will the subject be able to emerge either in the infinite
displacement of the chains of signifiers; domdn of language before the
advent of the word. Both here,and there it is necessary to suppose a
subject, a-supposed-subject-of-jouissance-and-knowing.
It is a way of
conceivingthe imaginarydimensionsgiving rise to conditions in which the
linkingofthe symbolic and the real would become possible. It is necessary
then to conceive this first consistency of the father which protects the
subject from being tom to pieces in thejouissance of repetition and in the
loss of 'realtty' of words which do. not represent anybody, a.first
consistency in order to be able afterwards to locate a.lack there.
It isaparadoxthen of the conditionof thedesiring subject Theefficacyof
the paternal me'phorallows its emergen? by placingthe signifier Nameof-theFather as a guarantee. But that which permitted, that inscription
closes its effect with the shreds ,andpafches that veil the signifier of
castration. The idealizedfather has been inscribed in the dimension of the
jouissance which is exactly that, the perpetuation of.its consistency.
A Super-Ego linked 'with j o u i s s a n ~(whose maximum expression'
shapes that 'obscene and.ferocious' figure, as hcan defines it) is what
getsclearly representedin the maternalcharacter of,the tmgedyof Hamlet!.,
to whbse 'voracious .desire without any possible type of symbol@:.
mediation.all thecharacters gradually subordinate. Itis the representation
of that Super-Ego~which,as I pointed out at the beginning, exerts.,.itg
maximum power in the summoning of a demand that is made"in
silence.
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If there is something which specifies and defines the analytical practice

as different from other practices, it is the possibility of creating or of taking

-

-

advantageof a fiction the transference neurosis to be able to achieve
its goal: its own dissdution. If it has an aim, it is that of creating an idealthat
does not materialize in anybody. The course of this movement is what will
enable the modificationof the crystallized significations of the history and
the symptoms of the patient. In this practice the figure of the Super-Ego is
maintained,from the neurotic dimension,by a strong longing,by a singular
expectation : neurotic is he who expects to be demanded to desire in a
congruous manner. He expects tosuit or harmonizehis desire with what is
expec¶edfrom him. It is the desire of the analyst which will open up the
alternative of a different cqxration, that due to which the subject
undergoinganalysiswillorganizehimselfwch regardstohisdesires, being
capableof keepingthem up preciselytherewhere nobodywill serve him as
a guarantee for their singularity.
Sergio Staude,
Argentina
Translated by Ana Isabel Fuertes and Graciela Bazzi.
TRANSLATOR'S NOTES
' From W. Shakespeare' s Hamlet, Act 3,Scene 4.
Reunion Lacanoarnericana de Psicoancilisis. Punta del Este.
Uruguay.
In Spanish the word for Id (ello) means approximately the Same as It
few).
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Tulips and Two Ups or Dying of Metonymy
Nora Marina Menhndez
"Someone is living my life
and I know nothing about him."
Pirandello

Lacan's teaching on Hamlet in the Seminar Des& and its lnterpretafion
is the text that inspired me to write this paper. There he says,
"We have to convince ourselves that the way in
which a play touches us deeply, that is, at the
unconscicuslevel, has to do with an arrangement
with a composition.. Hamlet's fundamental reach
has to do with its structure, its articulation, its
machinery, its foundations, within which the true
dimension of human subjectivity may be placed:
the problem of desire. If a play moves us it is
because it offers a staging to our problematic
. ,;.<..
relation with our own desire".

.

. . ,..~...
'.

.L
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I suggest the reading of a literary text written by an American poetess,

SylviaPlath(1932-1963)twoyearspriortohersuicide.I
wasfirstmoved by
the poem itself, TulIps, which produced its impact. Later I came across
biographical data, that we may well regard as ancillary in terms 01 the
possibilities of reading that the poem in itself offers, by following certain
logical articulations. shaping a structure.
This is not the presentationof a clinical case for the mere reasonthat it is
a poetic creation where truth speaks through the interplay of the letter.
Beyond her life history, her family romance, Isuggest following her letters.
that is to say what Lacan called d la lettre.
The first reading was naive, unprejudiced. but even so. it produced the
effect that something was striving to be heard or read beyond the
extraordinary intensity of its language. When two lips as homophone 01
fuhps was read, a radical resignificationof the network of signifiers took
place. We are introduced to them in the first line of the poem and it is not
until the sixth stanza that they reappear to insist until the very end. is there
any doubt that they are 'twolips" if they "hurt. breathe, talk. weigh down,
havesuddentongues,arelikeredleadsinkersround herneck.fill theairup
like a loud noise and eat up her oxygen"?
Can'twereadinthesetwolipstheplaceof theprimordialOther?Starting
point of every subject place where the subject meets the signifier. that is,
the mother tongue. Place of the absolute demand exercised upon the
subject, insofar as.at the beginning, the "infans" has no language, it is the
Other who hdds the storehouse of the signifiers. There is an illusion of
intersubjectivity,which is nothing but a radical "otherness" that will later
inhabit thesubject asadiscourse: hisunconsciousdimension.Here, in this
sixth stanza, it is the ahsolute Other, the insatiable Other that eats the
subject up for its own enjoyment. It eats (49). "swabs" (24). "swaddles"
(38).The disquieting embodies
.. .the
. ...body.
Let's go . back to the .first stanza:. "White". "snow", "learning
peacefulness': (3),"I am nobody" (5),that is: no-body. She has no-body
because she has lost her,marks, her signifier maks to feel her body, to
name it, to think about it. She handed in her name, her clothes; her libidinal
investment?She handed in her history to the anaesthetist. her "real" body
to the surgeons. .Let's follow this metonymical chain: "nobody" (5).
':nothing" (9,
"numbness" (17) homophone of "noneness", "nun" (28)
homophone of "none'.'. Verse (28) "I am a nun now, I have never been so
pure". Then it is only as "nothing': that she is pure. Why nobody, noneness,
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nothing? Is there no possible place for this subject? 1s there no place to
inscribe her name?
Thesub~isstructuredinacomplexrelationshipwiththesignifier.The
Other, locus of the synchrony of the signifiers and the laws of its use.
We speak in theframeworkoftwocwrdinates,twoessential functions of
the signifier: speech diachrony and signifier synchrony.
. ..
The metonymic displacement implies the concatenation,. the
homophoniccontiguityfromsignifiertosignifier,upholdingtheego.It isthe
axis of meaning of the utterance.
The metaphoric operation implies the substitution of one signifier for
another with the creation of a new meaning which is not yet in the code. It
says more than what is actually %id. It passes throughthe bar. The plus of
signification of the metaphor is produced by the metonymies of the
signifiers. The metaphoric function is the
axis of the enunciation.
.,
The metonymy is the condition. of the metaphor and the metaphor
conveys the metonymic remnantsof h e c b j h We can'seethis fdlowing
the metonymic chain oS,"'tulips" (I)."lids" (9). "stirpid (lo), "pupil" (lo),
"slip" (12). What do we mean by metonyniic remnants of the object? All
along this chain, what insists, what repeats itself. are the four letters of
. .
"lips".
Let's take verse (9) "Like an eye between two'.white lids". The eye,
starting point of 'every subject, the Scopic field where the "infans" will
precipitate 'its "I".Amazing tymophonjc pun that the English language
allowsfor. Eye, Iradical "othemess"and1. Constituent gaze which certifies
desire, that is, a .place .foithe 'future subject. But this is ah "l".seized
betweentwo lids, two lips. There is no loss, no fall. We shall come back to
this towards the end. .... '
'

Line (lO)!S&id
pupil, it has to'take everything in". She seems to be
Unabldto di&riminate. There isno breach, no gap, no indNidUatiOn. The
nursescan neitherbediffereniatednorcounted.Shecannotmakewtwho
theyar6.Sheseems to begoingadrifiln thethird stanzashe h&becomea
pebble,shecarinot st&herlife.She"effaces hekelf'(48),sh'esleeps,sk
"loses herself'(18) "Now Ihave lost myself, I'm'sick of baggages! (18).
She is tired of baggages; of the cargo. Which cargo? We shall &e chis
.. .,
,
., .
presently.
. . , . ,.
Inthe last th&'lines of the third stanza, she &plucked,up,or reggmed
her self. Thus she insists on "I, my, myself". She holds on to her symbolic
i ,
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marks. her libidinal investment,what is attached to her skin: "Their smiles
..
catch on to my skin, little smiling hooks" (21).

In this fifth stanza there are also four impersonal pronouns "it". What
does if ask for? "It asks nothing" (33)but a name tag and a few trinkets for
her tomb It asks for her body, her nobody, her pound of flesh to bear a
name only if dead after shutting her mouth on the deadly tablet of
c'@mmunion" (35).
commm union.Let us note that 'Yablet" means
pain-relieverand a tombstone. Isn't a tombstone the very place w
name is inscribed?
"Communion". common union, implies a total encounter, a ,:total
ovellappingof desires, a self enclosed circuit of desire, a deadly pain killer
due to the coalescence with the absolute demand of the Other. She is
swallowed. "swabbed" (24)by the very same tablet she swallows.
In the sixth stanza we find "corresponds" (39)as a metonymy of
"communion" through both homophony and meaning. Let us see this
correspondence: "The tulips are too red in the first place, they hurt me"
(36),'Theirrednesstalkstomywound,itcorresponds"(39).Red tulipshed
wound: red is the binding point of communion. She is the open wound,
metonymically bleeding all along the following chain, as the object "a" in
the real of the Other'sjouissance. Let us follow it: 'The tulips are too red in
the first place, they hurt me" (36),'Their redness talks to my wound, it
corresponds" (39),
"A dozen red lead sinkers round my neck" (42),"A
sunken NSt-red engine" (54).
This last line,isamostsignificanantmetaphor..Wehadleftthecargofioating
on a ship, .on the surface. In the following m z a s we shall witness her
sinking. What is. she loaded with? With too heavy a signification, a
command of death, as she is restricted to be the mereobject of the Other's
jouissance. In this metaphor, where once again she substitutes herself,
sheisnolongeronthesurface,sheisnowa"sunkenrust-redengine".She
hasbeen touched,spliiup,tornapart,trespassed,transgressedbythered,
metonymic remnant The remnants of a shipwreck afler collision,
communion. The tulips.talk red and she becomes red. TOWidentification,
deadly coalescence. Why does this kmmunion, this fusion into the Other
take place? We mentioned trespassing. law-breaking,trespassing of the
Law. She desperately.cal1.s for bars: "Tulips should be behind b& like
dangerous animals" (58).They should be. Thereforethey are not confined,
they are n d under control. There are no bars to restrict the hdips, the,hvo

Inthefourthstanzashesukedsinnaming herselfthroughameMhor
the cargo she has to put up with while
"a thirty year old &go boat" (22),
"stubbomly,h~gingon to my name and address" (23).
This is a pathetic
allusionto her n e to feel support,edby a name.ln what sense does she
name herself in the metaphop To the extent she substitutes herself, she is
representedbythe metaphor which adds extrameaning: She h a i been
b&aring.this'cargofor thi& s g But what d&s this.Ergo rebiesent?

Metaphor and name.,metaphorizat!on to nkne herself,to hold herself as
a subject, to'riame hei bbdy. She marks her .@y with a metaphor,to
prduce the fall of that realf'a, that nb@y, in orderto produke a-q ,the
phallic order that testifies the effectivenessof the.patemal
metaphor: the
.~
desire of the mother falling'below
, , * . ~ . . ' . the bar.
..
efiinds her object of desi
the father as the,bearer of the
phallus: then it is he whoholds the clueto themottie+ desireand the child
isrelievedfrom:tpe,burdenoffulfilling itbyoffering himselftoit.Hewill then
haveaniiie. a place tie will asignifier a i o n g others, he'will be able to
m i n t hi&gf,'
,'
, .
.,. .
.
.
TIG Nameof-thefati& is tGt prhordih signifieritiit wiii put an enit;
the endless &arch, for .an,answer to the m
tends to confuse'itselfwith b'eming thebbj
its in&&ous nature.'Beyond the 'paternal
giving sense tdthe matemal behavi&rFd di
meionymic
. . ~. driftthat s$i~bolkesttie'ins&tiab
slippage.of
. . .r ?:.' :.: .:. ,.':-'..' ,.. . ' :. .,;. . . ..
. .
. _.._ ,, ". signif&tiori.;
Let us go back to the poem: 'They have swabbed me c l v of myloving

.:

. . . .

~.,,, L, ,.
. , ...I
:L . ,
,.
,.. .
,. , ~, . ..',.
Outof,her:sight. ::but in,the
(32)."deafens': (52),
,wrings.
retuinS,in the%real,.itis not 10s
en., Failure of the signifying
articuiationsuppor!$ by the-metaphoric and metonymicoperations. If the
paternalmetaphor iseffective,thisarticulation must take place in relationto,
every driveobject. It is.pre$ely in.this..stanza that the @/ipsreappearand
,(. ,
",'..) ,!,'".'.
.. .
~ i l l ' ~ ~ ~ c e b$
& enam&'&ll
to
the&..
. ,
' ,

,

., . , l i ) . . , . .
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Barsstand onlyasanappeal.AppealtothebarredOther,tothepatemal
metaphor to exert the double prohibition: 'You shall nd lie with your rother"
.

.

,
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and “You shall not reintegrate your product“: to bar the child and the
mother.
Wherever there is no bar there is communion.This can be read again in
the~’uiv~l“blooms”(6l)thatcan
bereadeitherasanounorasaverb.
“Its bowl of red blwmslout of sheer love of me”, the object is outside and,
bloomirigthankstoherlove;oras.“ltsbowlofred/blwmsoutofsheerlove
of me”, the objedt has moved inside her and is blooming from her love.
Can’t wesay,evoking Freudon melancholia, “theshadow of theobject has
fallen over the subject”?
Finally, let‘s analyse the most significantverse which gave us the clue to
regard the entire poem as a metaphor of the subject: “Like &n eye (1)
between two white lids (lips)”. EyeAids are the metonymic remnants, the
crossing points of her most tragic metaphor that tells us of her subjective
position: how she places herself in to the desire of the Other where she
consumes herself. “Lids”, “lips”, “slid. I add to this series: “lid. She
opened the lid of the oven and slid her head between two white lids, lips,
where her “oxygen was finally eaten” (49) in the early morning of February
, .
l l t h , 1963.
. .
Passageto theact, act of obedieficeto an imaginary demand, en&unler
with the Gal, failure of the prohibition:“‘You ‘will not reintegrate your
product”. She, as an object.as a product is finally reintegratedto the lips;
lids; to make them close. She.shnds there to obturate that gap. We had
mentioned it was an ”l”,seized between two lips, unfallen. She must kill
herself to get rid of that “a” burden. This unfortunate outcome poses an
enigma:isitwnecttosayshekilled herself ifherselfasasubjectwaslost
incommunioh withtheOtheflOrwasitratheramissedanempttogetridof
the Other inhabiting h e 0
In La&s SeminGie Sinfhome he &nts out that Joyce’stal?ilized his
struciure with his writing. I wonder what specificity lies in his writing that
renders it apttor this function. Could we say Sylvia Plath wrote repeating
the insisteticeofthe Si of @storehouse of signifiers, while Joyce wrote
. in,
..
St, pe&nenUy dis-completing his storehouse?
. ,:
.
To wndude,:two quoiations from Sylvia Plath’s journal:
“My fiction is a bare recreation of what I felt as’a,
child and then. . .it must be true”.(1958). “I am‘.
. . ,writing the best poems of my life. .they will make
.,..
. ..
.,;myname”(1962)..
,
.,..,.
,,:.
*h:

.
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Nora Marina Menrhdez,
Argentina
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TULIPS
The tulips are too excitable, it is winter here.
Look how whte everything is, how quiet. how snowed-in.
I am learning peacefulness, lying by m@f quietly
As the light lies on these white walls, this bed, these hands.
Iam notdl; I have nothing to do with explosions
Ihave given my name and my dayclothes up to the nu,And my histay to the anagthebst
’ andmybodytothesurgeons
They have propped my head W e e n the pillow and the sheet

. ..
1

5

cuff

Like an eye between two white lids that will not shut
Metaphor
Stupidpupil, it has to take evetything In.
The nums pass and pass, they are no trouble,
They pass the way gulls pass inland in their whte caps,
Doing things with their hands, one just the same as another,
So it is impossible lo tell how many there are.
111 My body is e pebble to them, they tend It es water
15
Tends to the pebbles it must run over. smoothing them gently
They bring me numbness in their bright needles, they bring me
sleep.
Ncw I have lost myself I am sick of baggage
My patent leather overnight case like a black pillbox,
My husband and child smiling out of the family photo:
20
Their smiles catch onto my skin, rile smiling hooks.
N Ihave let things slip, a thirty-wrjwld cargo boat
Metaphor
Stubbornly hanging on to my name and address.
They have swabbed me clear of my loving associations.
Scared and bare on the breen plastic-pillowedtrolley
25
Iwatched my teaset, by bureaus of linen, my books
Sink out of sight, and the water went over my head.
Iam a nun now, I have never been so pure.
v Ididn’t want any Wers, Ionly wanted
To lie with my handsturned up and be unerly empty.
30
How free it is, you have no idea how freeThe peacefulnessis so big it dazes you.
And is asks nothing. a name tag, a few trinkets
n is what the dead close on, finally: Iimagine them
Shuttingtheir mouths on it. like a Communiontablet
35
The tulips are too red in the first place,they hurt me.
Even through the gifl paper Icould hear them breathe
Lightly, through their white swaddiings, like an awful baby
Their redness talks to my wound. it corresponds.
They are subtle: they SBem to Roaf though they weigh me down.
40
Upselting me with their sudden tongues and their colour,
A dozen red lead sinkers round my neck
81
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VI1 Nobody watched me before, now Iam watched.
The tulips turn to me, and the window behind me
where once a day the l@hIslowly widens and slowly thins,
And I see myself, flat, ridiculous, a cut-peper shadow
Between the eye of the sun and the eyes of the tubs.
And Ihave no face, I have wanted to efface myself.
The vivid tulips eat my oxygen.

45

Vlll Before they came the air was calm enough.

50

Coming and going, breath by breath, without any fuss.
Then the tulips filled it up like a loud noise
Now the air snags and eddies round them the way a river
Snags and eddies rounda sunken rust-redengine.
They concentrate my attention, that was happy
Playing and resting without committingitseh.
IX The walls also, s ~ e m
to be arming themselves
The tulips should be behind bars like dangerous animals;
They are opening like the mouth of some great African cat.
And Iam aware of my heart: it opens and cbses
Its bowl of red blooms out of sheer love of me.
The water Itaste is warm and salt like the sea,
And comes horn a cwntry far away as health.

Metaphor
55

60

63
S$via Plath

18th March, 1961
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Miss ? ABCDEF A Case of Multiple
Identifications
Alan Large

"..wetake for grantedthe synthetic natureof the
processes of the ego. But we are clearly at fault in
this. The synthetic function of the ego, though it is
of such extraordinw importance, is subject to
particular conditions and is liable to a whole
number of disturbances."
S. Freud.
". . for biographical truth is not to be had, and
even If it were it wuldn't be used."
S. Freud.
Mi& A. is a twenty-seven year old biologically female virgin who'is no
longer. able
to work as a school teacher. She lives alone with her male @t,
,
.:
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Phoebus, with whom she sleeps. Her name is, significantly A-MAN-DA
She spends much timealone drawing, piinting and constructing lead light
glassartifacts. She was born the fifth of eight children. Her fatherisaretired
country doctor. Her mother writes books for children. When she was four
years old her mother's breast was removed for cancer and the mother's
arm bewne a grossly swollen painful stiff useless appendage which the
patient sometimes bandaged. The mother suffered depressive illnesses
and spent time in hospital. As a small child Miss A saw her mother cut her
wrists in the bathroom.An older sister played the role of mother over these
years. When she was fourteen her mother's arm was amputated and
weighed"astone".AtseventeenshecompletedHighSchodandranaway
from home after exploding at her fathers oppressiveauthority. She did not
see her parents for three years. She became a teacher of art to small
children.

LACANOAMERICAN REUNION OF PSYCHOANALYSIS

rteen when her mother's arm was cut off she became "neuter" ut also a number of other beings mostly small boys aged eight to

Up to the age of eight she had been an "impossible" child. She burst
throughdoors, hurled herdollthroughaglassdoor,heldherbreathtillshe
turned blue and was often locked in her room to control her bad behaviwr.
She fwght with other children who teased her that her father was a bad
doctor. She stole toys and food and became fat and was called greedy.
Attheageofeight hersistertoldherthat hermotherhatedherbecauseof
tier badness. At this point Amanda - MANDY - Man-die, died because
shewasnotloved.Sherecalis"s&ingafilmatthistimein whichacowboy
w&hurtandthegirlwholovedhimnursedandhealedhim.Shebecamea
g w d child and began to day dkam. She &d "Iwent inward and have not
come out since". The"Mirror World", which she alsocalls"lnfinity" and the
"secret Wodd" began.
.
.
From this time, to comfort herself, and as a fitual before sleep, she
imaginedcutting herself all over. She had a fantasy of her father cutting off
her mother's head, rapingthe patient and then cutting his own throat. After
this she was able to sleep.
Fromageeightsheimaginedherselftobetwoselves.Ontheonehand,a
tiny black figure, one inch high, called David who lived under the fwbath.
The other being was rubbish. Soon afterivards she b h e , in addition, a
small boy called Tim, as whom she explored the swamp near her home.

The boys have various qualities. Peter destroys any love that is given.
Donald has a sense of humour. David has artistic talent. When he is not
at a painting session the results are very poor. Oliver draws stick
n the d i m to illustrate the secret world which, he explained in his
..=_ .~
singlecommunicationtotheanalyst,isaspiral.Oliveralsowritesthe mirror
writing in which her diary is recorded. Thomas is destructive and barely
controllabe by theothers. He insultspeople,wishes todestroy the analyst's
m m , kill Phoebusthecatandoneof hersisters.Thomasislikeshewasas
a child and as she believes her father is capable of being. Arthur "sees
everything clearly". He is responsible for wrist cutting and the wish to
suicide.
There are two girls. Nancy, who began at age nine, engages people and
presents the image perceived by the world. She is sixteen, pleasant and
tactful. She helps to protect the world.and the therapist from the boys and
the boys from the therapist and the world. It is she who gorges and vomits
food. She is the teacher and appeared each morning with the entry to
school but theefforttomaintainNancyfalteredandotherfiguresorsilence
took over and required my patient to hide from her class in a side room.
Esther is nineteen, shy, wise and conscientious. constantly wowing and
monitoring the boys. She prevents nervous breakdowns. She eats very
liffle.Estherwants ababy which disguststheothersandtakes Phoebusthe
cat as her baby. The Story Teller, also more recently called the analyst, is a
man's voice who talks with the boys and answeffi.someof Nancfs
practical questions.
The patient says"'We are a group of people. We talk to each other and
several 9 be present at once. Some are present only occasionally ,and
briefly. All of us fear getting better and'disappearing". Nancy attends all
analytic sessions sometimes accompanied by Esther or Arthur. Thomas
and Oliver "leave" before sessions begin.
An important memory from the patient's early childhood is having lost a
littletoy pinkdog in the long greengrass nearthechurch,crying and feeling
alone and looking in the grass in which "I nearly saw something''. The
patient has expressed a wish to buy back her families country home and
live there with a dog. She describes herself as experiencing a number of
states of mind. Since the time of the loss of her liffle pink dog she has been
subject to a state of confusion, not feelingreal and linkedto the colwr Pink
and the whole world being green. This state also links to feeiing helpless
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She has been in psychoanalytictreatment for four years. Her symptoms
were anxiety, mistrust and withdrawal from people, allusionsto a secret
world to which she withdrew, inability to concentrate and attend to her
work. compulsiveover-eatingand self-inducedvomiting and cutting of her
wrists and stomach.
.
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before a "stone m i d ' a rigid and hard block which stops everything.
Another state dates from age fourteen and is a "warm, safe, lower place"
where she is comforted without words. Another state is a mixture of fear
and embarrassment She is able to move into her mirror world by twisting
her heador byasenseofmeitingintothefloor.Shehasexpressedafearof
being overwhelmed by the volcano of fire and blackness inside her. '
She also reports various brief but vivid hallucinati&s such as - jud
prior to sleep becoming as Small as a pin; the experience of her thumb
becoming hugely swollen; extremely clear vision with black and silver
stripes in her field of vision; waking at night to see her bed covered by ants,
bees, spiders, or mice and on one occasion a snake lying betweenher and
her cat.
At fourteen.whenher mothers arm was cut off she burnt and hit her own :
arm and felt that her "insides began to come out".
Her mother was an only child whose father died when she was seven :
and whose mother was said to be mad.
The church became her mother's comfort and strict guide. The $aient
describesher mother as'intelligent,colourfulana an imaginativewriterwho
writes stories for children "parallel to reality".'She says her mother gives
little love, does not listento her children'andtries to trick ahd kbntrol them.
She seeks to use h.er children but the only person she wants is the father
whom.she claims is sick and in need of her protection.The patient says her
mother has an evil look which means that she,will get her own way. She
keepstabletsforthetimeofafuturesuicide. She.twists'wordsandhas the
power to destroy men. She says the patients ideas are pbbish. Mother's
favouritechildwastheyoungestboyofthefamiiy.Mothersaysthatshehas
not "been herselffor years" and to the patient her mother oftenseems like a
little girl. The mother calls the analyst the patient's "lover boy".
Amanda's father's father committedsuicide. His mother warned his wife
never to cross him o!he would do the same. He,won scholarships tostudy
medicine but always needed reassurancethat he was a good doctor. He
likes and trusts no one. No one who'worked with him liked him. He is
NthleSS and hard and' speaks. with,enormous' spite and venomous
sarcasm but never loses control of his temper. My patient says "we are
both fat, ugly,vd dirty" and slie believes she is too much for him.'Father
becomesdepressedandlocksupthehouselikeafortressandhuddlesina
blanket:He never takes*holidays. He goes to church daily.-He'tellsthe
patient to speak more but'does not:listen:He insists that she is cured or
to be cured. He drove all his children out of homeand cut
. .. . .
..
..
,,.,.
....
.
:
:1
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The patienys three sisters suffer with epilepsy. The oldest sistertried,to
drown herselfwhen an adolescent.The oldest brotherwas falselyaccused
bf being homosexualby his father and later became an alcoholic. Another
brotherbecamementallyillatagethirteenandcontinuestohavegrandiose
. ;:.
delusions of holding university degrees.
-Thepatient's only friend is a shy but warm and tolerant young mother
who shares the background of an oppressive family. Other friendships
have been short-lived because of the patient's mistrust and social
awkwardness.Heronlytrulytrustedcompanionis hercat Phoebuswithout
whom, she says,she would not live.
She feels &le to cope by watching the world from the other side of the
mirror. Without understandingpeople she imitatesthem. While appearing
naive she believes she is wise inside.She describesaninternalstate of war
which is never shown outside. Her inside is green poison and she believes
that her speech poisons other people particularly men. She is more
inclined to claw women like an animal. She becomes very angry when
people assume that they know her. She has no sense of belonging to any
one. She expresses a wish to smash amd slash herself to bits, to cutoff her
fat stomach and breasts and not speak ever about her body. She makes
herselfvomitfoodto"get ridof herfrenzy"andseesthisasanaltemativet0
cutting herself.She believes that to hurt herself is the only way to be loved.
She holds a belief that her gender is neuter. She says "'1 have never
permittedmyselftofeelsexualbeforeIfearedI'dgocrazy".Shesays"Iwas
something when I was born and until I was eight. After this I became
nothing".
In her analysis she was initially very diStNStful and,could only remain in
sessions briefly. This is similar to the brief time she can stand to be with her
father. She accusedthe analvst of tricking her to discover her secrets. She
fearedshewouldcontaminateanddestroytheanalystwithherpoison.She
came to analysis to discover what she is. She believesthat to become one
person is impossible and fears the annihilation of being supposed by
others to be one.
After one year of analysis the patient gave theanalysta gift- a box that
she had WnStNCted of opaque glass sectionsioined by lead. The lid was
madeof colouredglassfragmentsandwaschained tothebox.Theinterior
floor of the box was a mirror.
,.l?..
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g centres around castration anxiety .and the
-pie&+ation of-thephallus; Her name is significant
A man (da)whichin
Englishis shortened to Man die. She was born some thing and until eight
Was able to be that thing, a phallus
strident, aggressive and potent
being. At the age of eight the early memories,of 1. the loss of her little pink
dog in the'gren grass, 2.the cuttingoff of her mother'sbreast, 3.of seeing
her mother cut her wrists in her nervous breakdown, were activated when
she,heard her, mother's condemnation of'her and her father's cutting
tongue and also by the film shesaw of the cowby and gid th.at hadshowed
herthat lovecanonlybegivenand received if thereis hurt,injury or lossasif
stie'wai trying to symbolize castrcition: This led to her identification'asa
secret phallus- the tiny David figure later joined ljy other sniall boys and
thebeginning of herown phantasiesofcuttingherself which becamemore
pertinentafterhermother'sswollenrigidarmwascutoff.Thusshebecame
neuter'- an it, and the phallus returned safely~inthe secret world in its
multiple form of small boys (like Medusa's'head). It returned also.in
Phoebus the male cat who shares her bed and without whom inthe safety
of her home, (which is another box), she declares she.would be dead.
She acknowledged the badness her mother assigned to her and her
inside becamehegreen poisonof the grass in which the little pink dog waS
lost. Thesecret mirror world sustains herasdne whoisnotcastrated butat
the cost of the refusal of femininity, that is; identification as feminine. She
induces.vomitingto,.rid'herself of the'frenty caused by 'her fat feminine
stomach..'She wants to cut off her fat stomach and breasts; that is, her
femininity to retain her status as phallus:In the mirror world she has
multipkstatesof experience by which,she:canescape.becoming one. To
becdme.oneis to risk being lost, that.@to say.ca$iat$;,and in the, mirror
world st(e'is' kept~safe from the
ancy, is,the .mask in
response.to the demand to beg
ne and Esther is the
mask in res$nse 'jo?he.de
bei?g.~The<
patient
dkclares tierself to beof no v
hat she mayappear?o
be neitkr?&oman that is, "cast
at' is, threatened by
castration. Instead she becomes those beings behind the'mikor in' that
secret place where it issafefor,onewho i s h terrorof beingcut.Shec&nnot
beawoman butcanonlybea.phallusif.she,ismanyand ins&ret:Noone
knows.her tiecause "it speaks" from beyond the..
mirror. . ' .
;.,
. . .:
The gin of the glass box shows how she had constituted as a subject,
that is, an appearamceof opaque fragments behindwhich, and chainedto
it, is the safety.ofthe mirror world inside the box. . .
Alan Large,
Australia
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TOPOLOGY IN AN ANALYSIS:
A HOLE IN SPATIAL DIMENSION.
llda Sara Levin

,
.
.
.
Introduction
Theanalpisof achild producedforhim thebuilding upof aspacein which
he could constitute himself; a space articulated by means of some
elements which enact the function of topology .and,
.
espffiially,the toric
.~
structure in analytic practice.
Today we will recall some fragments which are intendedto show how he
situated.'within transference,a discordance between the sphere and the
torus which can be said to underlie the fantasm5 that tormented him. The
separation between desire and demand and from a hole was produced
during analysis as a fact of the structure he invented producingafiction.
Thisstructureimprisonedhim; hisaimswere to piercethrough it partially in
order to seize it and to question it.

-
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The structureseemsto present itself in his narrativesin such a way that it
could be possible to suppose an illness brought about by the
superimposition of the real and imaginary dimensions of the knot, as well
as the breaking through and flooding of the symbolic functioning. There
only remainedan insufficientplacefor desire's movement,forthea in place
of the cause; for symbolizingcastration.

Today I will say, Only in a negativeway, something about the moments in
.>whichhe remained motionless, overwhelmedby panic and hopelessness.
During these he produced unintelligible, lacerating sounds in which he
.infinitely repeated numbers or words: he seemed hallucinated and out of
himself. Neitherwill Ispeak todayabout what his relationshipto language
'was, about the absolute univocity of words, nor about his first dreams, nor
:about his first.clream with the analyst, but will speak about a cross-cut
which finds its inspiration in Lacan's statement;. . . "Itry to reduce myself
no! giving a name any more to that which I call, together with Freud, the
IJrVedringt; summing up, this is nothing other than naming the hole"J.
Trying to name the hole led him to produce a series of narrativesin which
kcan's thesis seemed to be confirmed:"... truth has the structure of
fiction". 4 Today I.will present some fragments to situate the constitution
and transformationof the hole in Jacob's spatial dimension.

.

.

~

'

Everything happened in a way which seemed blocked, covered or
reduced to cruel and obscene limits. We are referring to that triple hole
without its whirlpool: impotence arises, as well as a darkening, a horror
before the movement of the drive, before the movement of desire.'
An absence of the borromean property brought about the following
consequences: mutilation, fragmentation, korror before the word of the
Other,beforeenchainingofthereal,imaginaryandsymbolic,whichdid
not
end in constituting themselves.

'I

L

!.
r.

~

The superimposition of phallicjouissance with the supposed possible
Other's jouissance seemed to be the only meaningwhich broughtabout a
sequel of terror, the emptying of'the body and mutism. The materiality
which could constitute him - he said in a cry - was as fragile as glass,
and, later on in his analysis, as compact and without fissures as lead.
During his analysis, waterfallsof anguish and panic did not prevent him
from producingacertain non-penetrationof the knot's circles(castrations).
This happenedby means of speech, perhaps by means of love. It was also
possible for him to construct an imaginary space - perhaps by means of
exPulsions,Ausstosungen?in which he could project a toric structure we
suppose linkedto his situation,as a desiring subject, within the knot of his
fundamental references.
Beglnnlng of the Analysis
The child, aged 4 years 5 months, arrives to me regularly receiving
psychopharmacologic dNgS and labelled with a psychiatric diagnosis:
autism, anorexia, hallucinations, i.e. a probable infantile psychosis. His
father?A severe paranoic. His mother? Hysteric psychosis. His brothers?
In course of treatment.
'
I Wanted to meet him. The boy was small, very thin and of beautiful
features(with that narcissistic beauty found in many autistic children). He
did not,look at me, he did not speak either and he did not link himself with
toys. He coiled himself up and remained underneath a piece of furniture,
hidden in a cleft until they came to fetch him.?

92

A Surface changes its Colour. Starting to Speak. Being Made Out of

.~,~.

4 years, 8 months. Three months' treatment. The moment he arrives for
his session he finds the toy drawer has changed its colour. He Starts to
shout: " . ..the subway has run, over it! Because he was,so little.. . A kid
collidedwith acarand broketo pieces! Icould break myself becauseI was
madeoutofglass.. .!"Afterthis,dmer: "No, thesubwayranabovehim.It
did not strike him because he was so little, he laid on the tracks.. . "
He spoke an intelligiblediscourse. Simultaneously he put a fantasm of
constitution and fragmentation at the analyst's disposal, to be listened to.
The material he was made out of was glass: therefore it could shatter. A
fantasmoftherelationshiptotheotherof hiscollisionhadsqueezedhimto
the point of reducing him to be locked up in a narrow,fragile. motionless
space: a non-toric space? A subtle, and yet terrorizedsensitivity to colourchange in a surface showed in act, the structure that tormented.him.
Inthisnarrative, it seemedasif asuperimpositionofthesymbolicandthe
real had taken place.Would it be so,it would mean that love had withdrawn
from the imaginary as a means. Perhaps his mutism was linked to the
libidinal emptying of his erotogenic body:This occurred since . . :in the
place where Daddyshould be there is only emptiness, nothingness.. ." he
. ., .
said years later during a session.'
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. .While speaking, the knot tums around; this producesa nonpenetration
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01 the symbolic, which simultaneouslypermitsanother chaining,other than

the one which constitutes him through what he says.
Two opposing propositions: "being made out of glass, run over,
shattered or"the subway ran above him, he was small, he was a child, he
laidon the tracks". Theopposition, gives way lo vacillation,loa movement
under which is a third proposition: the child is none other than himself,
divided between being made out of glass or being a child. Beyond the
passingfrom third person to first,everythingends up with a passage from
being terrified before a smooth. colour-changingsurface, to a pertorated
space (thesubway tunnel) in which the child finds a gallery: we may say a
toric structure which is able as no other to situate according to Lacan the
enunciationsto be found in any subject' s origin. The structure is also able
as no other to draw the lines of the irreduciblearticulation between desire
and demand.

something is missing beyond the mother's threat: to imagine the,cut.
puttingabitofskinoutsideleaveshimpreparedtobe'thatlodginganimal"~
we humansare.0 Now he stepstowardsthe element whosecolour-change
touched him so intimateiyat the beginning,that so surpassed him, that he
had to shout and expel1a fantasm. Now he goes towards the toy drawer
(towardsdeath and dream), to find a shelter in the signifiers that produced
him beyonda'motherwhomutilates him- beyondafatherwhomakes him
the object of hisjouissance.
FRAGMENT 111
Death Is Ugly. There Are Holes. Emptiness.
6 years, 10 months. 'Today I thought about something that Iwant you to
kn0w:Deathisugly ... Idon'tlikethefacel havewhenl lookatmyselfinthe
mirror., . There are holes in the toilet.. . Emptiness". Up to now he had
shown an aspect of the hole's constitution. Now he names it, starting from
ugliness in the mirror, death and emptiness.

FRAGMENT II
Belng a Skeleton. I Am Going to Strip My Clothes Off. I Am A
Person.
6 years, 8 months. Two years of analysis. Hesays: ". . . Iam a skeleton. ..
Mummy bought mea skeleton. his name is LittleEye. Iam goingto strip my
clothes on.. . I am afraid, Mummy is going to be angry. . . Look,Iam a little
fish, it swims, it swims, it swims upside-down . . .5. Lock the door, Daddy
maycomein... Mytall hasfallenoff Iwillputitonagain.Iinventedthis;no,
God taught it to me. . . Mummy said it to me. . . stop touching your little
stick, it will falloff.:'Hecalls me by myname, heasks meto lookat him: heis
altered.Lateron:"lpullotfabitofmyskin.Look,itisachild,itisme,Iama
person, a human being. The boy's llttle stick stands up". He lies down,
coiling up insidethe toy and paper drawer. He says: "1 am going to sleep,
look. look, I've got a body, it is the same body every day".
Askeleton isnotatoricsurface. buta body is. He hasconstitutedidentlty
related to his body. and piaced his first referencesto God,death, sex and
castration.He passedfrom an articulation without flesh; the other side of a
LittleEye, withoutgaze;tohavea bodywhichisthesameeverydayandnot
Ihe body of an inconsistent little fish. He demanded my gaze which was
significantto him.Sustainedin his call, heconstitutesthe phallus, showing
a certain.non-penetrationof the imaginary and the real. Something of the
symbolic was piercing a hole into the real. Now he is a person, but still

FRAGMENT IV
A Black Hole In Spatial Dlmenslon. Nobody Ustens Out There.
6 years, 7 months. He narrates an intergalactic story: "They had to
journeytothecentreoftheEarth ... theyhadtokil1,aguy ... no,l havetogo
on with the story about space: it s&ms nobody listens out there. Iwill look
for a world, but 1'11 have to look for a direction first. ... oh!. Icollapsed! I' m
falling down into the depthsof space. Oh! Ifell insidea black hole. Help me,
I'm disintegrating! Oh! the rope is cut,. . the black hole had so muchforce!
No, I'm getting in now. Push! Safe at last.. . we managed to escape1How
did they doit?The black holewas too weak, tooold.(Hedrawsit), Hesays:
"The black hole is going to turn into white woo111.
The first statement is a part of a series in which a careful topography
covers upaspherictopology. Inthelatter,thealternativeisdeadly: whether
to go to the centre of the Earth to commit a crime, or falling down the
intergalactic space and being swallowed by a cosmic machine. The real
impossibilityof reachingthecentreof the Each and com,mittingthecrime is
covered up by the appearance of the commandment which sends him to
the intergalactic space.s loneliness and death by devouring. Out there, in
that intergalactic space, nobody 1istens:Whenever his analyst listened,to
he word puns, he panicked.Sp,ecial attention had to be paid to this. Going
towards what involvedhim was risking going insidethe black hole.A.greal
. _... .
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patience was necessary to be with him: either leave him to build up his
fictions, or to reallyfall down the black hole. Better to build fictions! Finally
he managed to escape since the black hole was too weak, too old. With
these words he starts, years later, his analysis’ second phase. Now, these
words refer to fantasm regarding his father.

turned into an object of Mars”. It was the first time the black hole
... . led
,

The astonishing transformationof the black hole into white wool seems ’
to point to a change in topology. a change which brings some risks. In a i
laternamative: “A bomb issetfor the tirnein which the black holeisgoing to
transform itself. In the end they manage to take off the bomb set by
criminals”. He draws. “The black hole is aoina to turn into a brilliantcircle”.
..
By means of his writing he sustains the doubling of the transformation:
white woolhrilliantcircle- that is, by meansofthedrawing.Is theretobea
happy end? No, “the brilliant circle is a light which leaves us blind!” The
change in structure is a boundary to blindness? It is a tragedy in which,
nevertheless, something happens beyond transformation.

- -

~

FRAGMENT V
See How the Structure Was.
10years, 5 months. Hedrawsthesunas seen fromthe inside. “This is the
sun as seen from the inside. They tried to reach Mars and Venus. They
came to Venus bya miracle. They broughtrwks and stones in order to see
their structure, but.. . they miscalculated rotation. They ended in a black
hole. It was Uranus’ fifth satellite”.
From his cure’s point of view, his conquest of the inside and the place of
theobject wasnot reassuringatall tome: “I‘m theonlyonewho haslooked
at the sun without remaining blind. Now, “they wanted to see what the
structure was like. They came to Venus as if by a miracle.” But, swallowed
up, broken, tom into pieces in this way he describes the black hole’s
effect thiswas the price they paid (sometimes he paid it himself) for
wanting to see what the structure was like. He utterly disliked my pointing
out to him that he was the fifthand at the same time the only son of a father
who believed himself to be unique. However, he was paying a price that
helped him, pehaps, and somehow, to de-centre himselt: “to be Uranus’.
satellite”.

-

-

FRAGMENT VI
It Was a Dangerous Case in the Solar System.
10 years, 8 months. “Between the orbit of Mars and Jupiter a black hole
was formed. It led to Mars. It was a dangerous case in the solar system. It
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somewhere.
FRAGMENT VI1
Structure and Impotence. Next Session.
“I will tell you what a black hole is like. It hastheeffect of afunnel, it goes
thiswayandcommunicateswithanothergalaxy”.Hedrawsafunnelwitha
whirlpool shade: The plane is attracted, it is going inside. .. we cannot get
out”. “That whirlpoolinghole, to make it triple in an analy~is.”~
The narrative
goes on: “Earth was deformed, it passed through the black hole and
anothersolarsystemwasformedinSouthernCross’Alpha”.Uptonow,the
black holes were suctioning pits which knotted themselves together by
means of the Devouring Complex. Now, their function ceased to be a pitobject to give way to something whose boundary may be crossedwithout
danger, and a communicating gallery too. The risk of going towards a
unique ideal is limited by the black hole’s properties of being a
communicating passage between different possible galaxies.
I

.

FRAGMENT Vlll
A Gallery Towards Death. Second Turn. This is the End ofa Long
story.
10 years, 9 months. “They were completelydisorientated... Should we
die, watch the words we say before we die.. . and time elapsed, a more
dramatic time comes to be. . . the sun was going to consume itself next to
theyear 100,OOO.. . thesun consumed hydrogen.. .darkness wascast.. .
ablack holearisesnexttoEarth; it led toafaraway place,to AlphaCentauri.
the nearest star to Earth. Earth was absobed . . . Darkness was cast.. .
nothing remained of the solar system. Earth survived until Alpha Centauri.
There; in a new orbit, Alpha Centauri shed heat, in this way, Earth was
saved from darkness. That black hole was weak. And it was like this,in its
old solar system. This is the end of a long story”.
A transformationhad taken place, from a solar system aroundSouthem
Cross’ Alpha, to a solar system around Alpha Centauri. He still performs
another turn: “Only two people are left. They reproduced themselves.
Alpha Centauri turns into a black holetoo. However,this did not reduce the
Earth, only the waters”. And a significant repetition:“And they.were as if in
theiroldsolarsystem.Thisistheendofalongstory”.Toturnasecondway
around hopelessness, places the intergalactic story as a fantasy on the
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origns of life. and a relationship to sex.and castration is knotted in.
questionings that border death. The black hole worked as a signifier
trapped by anotherdiscourse;the Oedipal discourse: "It wasadangerous
case.. . object to Mars. . . Uranus'fifth satellite". .. "the black hole was
weak, too old ..."This knots together too. and is differentfrom the holeas
an object: "A machinethat sucks, that absorbs, that fragments". This refers
to the father on two levels: the level of fiction of the stories he tells, and that
which Freudplacesas the devouringcomplex, as father-complex.We rely
upon Freud s thesis, accordingto which the devouringcomplex is a father
complex, to consider that Jacob first becomes different, as a fact of
structure,inathird periodin whichit isagallery.Tosaveoneselfoutthere, it
is nec?zssary to turn around to another time. This double turn being
perfoned,the solution appears to pass through. We may, then, supposea
triple structure to be at play.8
FRAGMENT IX.
Nearly 12 years old. He invents an anti-gravitational material lo pass
safely near the black'holes. as well as an anti-radiation material which
allows him to go through them with no danger of being swallowed up or
disintegrated due to the not-yet-committed-crime,of killing a guy, and
immediately journeying to investigatethe intergalactic space in which he,,,
(his father nicknames him "the lonely navigator") asked the Other for.
answers to his questions.
We have tried to show the structure of the subject in the very moment of
his topological constitution during an analysis, that is to say in his
articulationto desire, to demand and the hole. We did it today, re-creating
the fictions which projected him, in transference, to an imaginary'space.If
this does not find its sollition on the level of a discourse where he may find
another way of involving himself in his wish to murder his father, it will only
remain lo him the imposition of the imperative-of a sadisticsuperego
of always having to escape, and yet always falling into a spheric
topolcgy.~

-

llda Sara Levin,
Argmtina
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THE PSYCHOANALYTIC MASS
Ricardo Estacolchic

When dealing with a text of Freud, we are inevitablyasked to consider
certain examples regarded as paradigmaticamong which we can find the
aliquis. Associationslead us to the miracle of San Genaro. Freud's young
friend hoped fora miraclethat would spare him an embarrassing situation.
San Genaro is the patron Saint of the city of Naples. It Seems that this
miracle occurs three times a year with surprising punctuality; it may even
take place a fourth time during important visits. The last time it occurred
was after a sixty-two minute prayer. The newspaper states this datum
becauseof the variability of the length of the prayer. Now, whenever Iread
that groups of scientists have unsuccessfully tried to explain the
phenomenonconcerningthe vesselswhich contain the bloodof a martyr, I
cannot help thinking about a manoeuvre in which the real appears,as
ordered and can be adminis1ered;manipulated; in brief, a "mystification".
Obviously this "mystification". this periodical meeting with miracles is
proportionalto the demand, and there is nothingbut mere ignorancein.the
active sense of not wanting to know anything. It reminds me of ceitain
meetings Ihave seen in Buenos Aires. a strange phenomenonthat several
groups of analysts still try to explain without success.
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I was interested in Eastern martial arts. I read
lowed this scheme: the master had died after
in search of perfection in his art. Fortunately, his
and is moved by a kind of sacred task which
rdsthemaSterhassaid.couldhavesaidorshould
nentionon two amazingsituationsworthwhileto
u slap your opponent as part of a defensive
manoeuvre but mind you, the slap is only secondary. What you are really
aiming at is the deflectionof the Ki towards your opponent. Ki refers to a
kind of cosmic energy.. . you direct it.with your hand!

Inthesecondcase,itwassaidthatthemasterreachingtheageofeighty
fought against four young men at the same time. Not only could they not
beat him but they couldn't even touch him!
The religious flavour implied in this situation does not differ much from
what is said about Lacan's attitudes and aphorisms.
The example is good because it poses the sanctifying of a space. The
square in which they fight is, from their point of view, a sacred place. There
isaceftain ritualtofollowasto howtoenteror leave thesquare.Thisevokes
thespace named in the Lacanian theoryused in certaincontextstodeflect
the Ki towards the other. You must surely have come across works of refutation in which the main argument is that the characterto be refuted is not

"Lacanian"enough."Enough"isattachedtoone'sownIandthegroupone
,

::

belongs to. Every group formed in this way thinks the others are unfaithful.
There are some other works in which the sacredness of the theoretical
framework is respectedtotheextent that the"autho? can demonstrateina
footnotethat everythinghe is saying is based on something b c a n already
said, and even going as far as being exactly the SAME. It is a way of
dreaming that he as a subject is not there, a way of putting into practice
what Lacan himself called the policy of the ostrich.
Well now, if what he says quotes Lacan's exact words, why say it ifit is
not to pray?
Wefindalsosomeclinical paperswhereeverythingfitssoaccurately,~~
!Eatly,thattheyresembleanWsuitwornonitsfirst day.Everythingseems
to be in such perfect order that one can't but feel that something is wrong,
that it is completely artificial.
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,,,Among other massive effects of loyalty to Lacan, there is a profusion of
quotes that solve "every enigma that has not been sdved to the moment'!,
to the extent that the first quotation will replace Freud's first scene. This
&ms to occur between that actual scene and the quote. In fact, it is as
reassuring as it is funny.
Let's consider the following reflection.ApparentlyLacan said: "Thinking
representsamentalhindrance".Onemaythenthinkthat,inordernot torun
the risk of being stupid, one should never think, or that the words "The
analyst should not retreat before psychosis" may lead to a generation of
brave people who will never retreat beforeanything. But Iwill not insist on
this. Rather, Iwould now like toanalysethe structural reasons that motivate
this kind of situation.
In fact, these reasons exist and I will try to illustrate them through brief
clinical examples.
Some years ago, I had a patient who was a writer. Among his juvenile
dreams he shelteredthe hope of writing a novelin whichthe last word, one
word only, would change the whole sense of the text. Everything would
shatter into pieces thanks to this last word.
You may clearly see the wish of an obsessive neurotic in the sense that
the "last word" exists and that he will find it. I can imaginethe conversation
that could havetaken placeshould he have met a psyhoanalyst who would
answer: "My dear fellow, the last word has been said by Dr. Lacan".
Naturally, in his search forthis word, he could never finish anything he
started to do. The fact is, that although the existence of the "last w o r d
suited that neurosis well, I do not think it suited psychoanalysis.
Lacan himself made it clear that the Ecole had turned into a church.
Ihavealsointervieweda young woman who had undergoneanalysisfor
several years.' She held such an excellent and marvellous opinion of
psychoanalysis and especially of her analyst, that anybody would think
she would have enjoyed following her treatment till the day of the Last
Judgement. In brief, she had made her analyst her ego-ideal and she was
not planning to change her mind mainly because she had lately been
invaded by the feeling that sometimes it was better not to insist on certain
subjects. While talking with her I remembered some public statements
made by a group of Lacan's ex-patients, through which one can infefthat
they have identifiedthemselves with him as their ideal, even as ideal ofthe
strong I "in Jacques Lacan's way"; this, without taking into considefation
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the.illusion in which "what little we are depends.on him". Therefore"7he
sincerityin ourheatt isreadyforthesacrificethatwould renewtkauthority
of hislouissance."Undoubtedlyillusionsof this kind have enormousvalue'
in the libidinal economy of these people but we cannot take them as.
seriously as they do.

why not look for shelter against this unpleasant threat? And once again,
what about the unconscious?

As you may haveseen,thisisoftenaccompanied by certain publicityfor '.
massiveconsumptionby analysts.This publicity clearly reflectsthat Lacan
was the owner of his own desire. In Lacan's case, the desire was no
Other, it was his. He is the only one to whom Lacan's theorv
applied. :
In this way,each one of his attitu'desand public or private expressions,
were considered homeomorphic with his own theory, and what is more,'
this coincided with the conscious side of his message.
Only the.strength of a non-analysed transference car 'sustain such a
situation. Under these circumstances and because boosting one's selfesteem comes in handy, groups are formed which fervently adhere to the
illusory premises mentioned above and some others which for sake of
brevity I am forced to leave aside. >: , .
Lacan'stheory and person acquire then the same dignity as that of the
supreme good;.a theory that states, paradoxically, that there4s no such
supreme good comingfrom the unconscious.The question arises now as
towhetherthesetypesof proceduresarenotaimed,preciselyJoignorethe
experience of
the unconscious. Of course, the answer is an affirmative
. .
one. '
.
.
.
Jean Cuir provides a good example in his book Psychosomatics and
Cancer. The patient faces some problemsdealing with his.name and the
analyst is'glad that the most difficult moments of this analysis take place
while Lacan was giving his seminar on Joyce discussing the'facts that
worried Joyce' concerning his name.' We may then realize .that the
interpretation arose from the seminar, but what about the unconscious,
then?.
'

Apparently, there are.cases in which the patient has heard the same
interpretation twice; firstly,"as a student attending,@&an' s seminar and
secondly, as a patientof another student of Limn's. If the patientcomes to
a knowledgeth,at has been formulated somewhere else, a symptomatic
value'that implies.the search for guarantees in a non-castrated Other
appears. Since,Mstration
in analysis:also.counts for the analyst as well,
..
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Howcanonemakethesubjectawareof theOthet'sdesirewhen whatis
aimed at is that the Other should make his desire explicit under the form of
knowledge?
Iwondernowifwhatisrepressedinthismadivewaydoesnot retumina
sudden outburst within psychoanalytic SOcieties for we know that the
unconscious tends to hold onto its rights and its revenges and the more
one tries to ignore it the more it fights to come to light.
IfLacan stated that the International PsychoanalyticAssociation was a
society of mutualassistanceagainst the analytic discourse, we must now
admi: thatthisassistancereachesseveral provinceswhere Lacanian ideas
also Nle.
Manyof us havebarely met Lacanpersonally.But when getting in touch
with his teaching, we felt that a breath of fresh and vital air invaded
psychoanalysis.
It is true that his person did not act as a screen to his work but does this
prevent the religious effects of idealization in which his discourse is
obscured? I don't think so. After all, God doesn't show much of his person,
aspect and manners either, and that doesn't prevent him from existing,
from giving illusion to the future. This illusion embodies the implicit
postulatethatstatesthatthe unconsciousis amere field fortheapplication
of Lacan's theory and that in the case of something coming from the
unconscious,it should have already a place in the theory. Were this not to
beso,itdoesnotcomefrom theunconscious;thuslikeamonster,itshould
return to its depths.
Despite this being subjected to considerable negation, there are many
analystswhosuccumbtothispostulate,formingacompactandnumerous
mass.
Is it possibleto soften the effects that obscure Lacan's teaching?Idon't
know but I think we should attempt it.
Ricardo Estacolochic,
Argentina
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On Hysterical Madness
Daniel Albert0 Deluca.

In The South Borges writes that history likes symmetries and slight
anachronisms. There was a time in Buenos Aires when analysts, followers
of Klein, did not sleep in order to discover the psychotic nucleus of their
patients' personality. The analysis could not be finished had these nuclei
not been brought to light. Some-time later, Lacan intervening, some
followers of his teachings made an unfortunate reading of the interesting
works of Maleval and over extended the so-called hysterical madness to
the field of the psychoses. Many of the in-patients in' the psychiatric
hospitals of Buenos Aires were re-diaqflosed as hysterics.' In the same
way that neuroses were previously "psychoticized, now psychoses were
in turn, "hysterified, a symmetry which does not cease to produce a
difference,since beyond theanecdotic this mistake half-saysatNth about
the real of clinical psychcana1ysis:'there are patients whose diagnoses
pose a kind of paradox. Some psychiatrists did not overlook this: the
diagnosis of hysterical delusion and some hallucinatory and delusional
syndromes like Ganser's account for it. The unsuccessful attempt'to
impose the term "hysterical psychoses" literally illustrates this paratlox;'
108
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also showing the failure to overcome it. Paradoxes presentedby patients
who, to give an example, suffered from visual hallucinations,sometimes
also auditory, with delusions of possession, or with strong paranoid
characteristics,and who continuedtheir illness without deterioration.The
delusion, of sudden onset, sometimes spontaneously disappeared
without relapse. The patient could pass from a frankly manic state to a
catatonic stupor in a few hours. Here is a remarkable semiologic
polymorphism in which it was not unwmmon tofindeither!he wax-faceof
the schizophrenic or the absent and altered faceof the melancholic. The
speech of the patients did not reveal any nedoqism or trace of m
automatism; but some of them could not express a statement employing I
the first person singular, the I.
These subjects, un-analysable to many psychoanalysts of the
InternationalPsychoanalyticAssociation. were thrown into the confused
borderlinecategory or labelledprepsychotic or even simply psychotic, to
the point of considering the hysterics with which Freud inaugurated
psychoanalysisas schizophrenic'. Since Lacan, anxiety, the object a and
the concept of the fantasm allowed another approach. Thus Maleval
indicates that hysterical madness is not a psychosis3but a vicissitude of
hysteriawhen in the field of the i' (a) something appears that should not be ..
there: the positivized-V (-phi). The subject, falling prey to the Unheimlich,
the uncanny, is substracted from every threeness since the object which
should necessarily lack does not lack4. CalligarisSand Melmans do not
consider it wnvenient to term hystericalmadness that which could reduce
itself to a vacillation of the hysterical fantasm. EstacoIchic' in turn,
suggests temporarilykeepingthe term hystericalmadness,since he thinks
it could include some psychoses, besides the hysterics in question
well known that the above mentioned patients seem ovewhelmed by
disquieting presence of a monstrous Other who Calligaris calls
Mother. The imaginarylack of this Other would requirea price which g
beyond the symbolic or the imaginary. Weoften find passages to the ac
they kill themselves or drive someone else to kill them'. The quest for
master of knowledge about jouissance seems to be an attempt to brea
loose from this Other'sjouissance and the results are an emulation of th
psychoticor a taking part in a pewerse script, accordingto the knowledg
heldbythechosen partner,SIeither of thepsychiatristsoroftheperverse.
It is known that when the hysteric falls out of her position of phallus,
fiction of the Other'sjouissance ceases to be a horizon within the invert
scale of the Law of desire and threatens to incarnate itself in madness
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,death. This threat fulfills itself in some of the so-called mad hysterics.

NO doubt hallucinations do frequently appear in hysterical madness.
we must ask why. As for Freud, hallucination was no obstacle to
diagnose a neurosis: thus Haizmann the painter suffered from neurosis
a demonological neurosis8.In 1914, in Fausse Reconnaissance (Deja
RacontB') in Psychoanalytic Treatment Freud remarks:
"As regards the subject-matter of the patient's
vision, I may remark that particularly in relation to
the castration complex. similar hallucinatory
falsifications are of not infrequentoccurrence,and
that they can just as easily serve the purpose of
correcting unwelcome perceptions"
The hallucinationtowhich herefersisoneofthosesufferedduringchildhood by Sergei P., the Wolf-Man: cutting of his little finger with a penknife.
Freud stresses that this finger was an undoubtedequivalentof the penise.
At the opening of the case history of the Wolf-Man, we read that:
"We are already aquainted with the attitude which
our patient first adopted to the problem of
castration. He rejected castration, and held to his
theory of intercourseby the anus. When Ispeak of
his having rejected it, the first meaning of the
phraseisthathewould havenothingtodowithit,in
the sense of having repressed it. This really
involved no judgement upon the question of its
existence,but it was the same as if it did not exist
Such an attitude, however, could not have been his
final one, even at the time of his infantile neurosis.
We find good subsequent evidence of his having
recognizedcastration as a fact. In this connection,
once again, he b e h a d in the manner which was
so characteristic of him, but which makes it so
difficult to give a clear acwunt of his mental
processes or to feel one's way into them. First he
resisted and then he yielded; but the second
reaction did not do away with the first. In the end
there weretobefound in himtwocontrarycurrents
side by side, of which one abominated the idea of
castration,while the other was preparedto accept
NOW

-
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it and console’ itself. with femininity .as’
compensation. But beyond any doubt a third
.
current, the oldest and deepest, which did not
yet even raise the question of the reality
castration, was still capable of coming i
activity”.lo
Reading this paragraph it becomes clear that:

+;
of,

’
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These hallucinations are. the form in which foreclosed castration
returns,
. .
What has been foreclosed may.become activated.
The castrationto which Freud refers is the one he points to as the bedrock
oftheterminationoftheanalysis:penisenvyforwomenand rejectionofthe
feminine attitude when facing another man for the male.“ The limit of
Freudian analysis is surpassed by Lacan by means of the inventionof the
object a which is outlined beyond imaginarycastration. It follows that
whatever returns in Sergei P.’s hallucination does not reduce itself to the
imaginalyphallus in its.+ form, but as objkcta in the shape of one of its
resemblances,the gaze. Without words, the subject sees his cut-off finger
but &not look at it the petrifyinggaze of the primaly e n e which insists
in the wolves gaze in the dream, the gaze seeingthe window that opens up,
the gaze which paralyses him when facing a butterfly, or leaves him
fascinated when the buttocksof a woman o,n all-foursare offeredto him; a
gaze he himself is insofar as the object of the fantasm aoes.
Now, which is the foreclosed signifier that returns to the real under the
form of a kind of object lack, object without essence, as are all the objects
a? ‘ 2 Lacan’s’formulation.whichindicates.thatwhich has not come under
the light of the symbolic appears in the real, requires further precision.
Which is the signifier that has not been affirmed in the primordial
symbolization (Beiahung)? No doubt it is not the Name-of-the-Father,
since when this is foreclosed,the paternal metaphor becomes impossible
toachieve.”ln thecaseofSergeiP., Freud makesitdefinitelyclearthat itis
not a psychosis but an infantile neurosis. Castration gives the clue:
castration always is of the Other.‘ The foreclosedsignifier is the S ( $ ),
which,is not the+: symbolic phallusig. If this S (
)lacks then no other
would represent the subject; a signifier that inscri
a lack in the Other,
lackofasignifiernotaccountedforinabatterythat
by beingsoiscomplete.
Lacan says that: ..

-

-

‘’

. .

”This is what the subject lacks in order to think
himself exhausted by his cogito, that which is
unthinkable ... This placeiscallediouissance,and
il is the absence of this that makes the universe
vain.”’’
Let us return to Sergei P., adding Vegh’s remarks:
“The fact that it does not fall as object a for the
OthermeansthatthissiqnifierS( fl )lacks,because
the qaze as an object, according to Lacan’s
definition, comes in place of what the subject
’
ceased to be inasmuch as he is not the phallus.
This returns in the real as a hole in his nose. . . ”
Vegh recalls here the analysis with Ruth Mack Brunswick
”. .. in a dream it is in his nose that there appears
something relatedto the eanings of a woman. The
structure of a ring is a border which surrounds a
hole”le

Sergei dreams, and the foreclosed signifier comes again to complete
what the dream says this is a dream of a dreamer under transference.
The lacking signifier returns to the chain the way the foreclosed signifier
returns in actingout, when the analyst is restored to the place where he
belongs giving place to the analytic act.” 1aThis detour through Freud‘s
conceptof hallucinationand Lacan’sreappraid,directed usfrom hysteria
to its.obsessionaldialect. This movement is not by chance. Moreover, it
points throughout its wanderings to something inherent in what we are
trying to grasp. Thus, beside the vacillation of the hysterical fantasm, the
group of hysterical madness brings together, dispersed as it is, structures
which are not psychoticbut in which aforeclosedcurrent .. .“undoubtedly
lead to the confusion of a
capable of being activated ( 0 of S(
sense with psychosis. It
psychoanalysis of the gaze or of ps
should not be forgotten that Sergei P. also was considered to be
schizophrenic . . .
Daniel Albedo Deluca,
Argentina

-

- .
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Between the Signifier and the Letter
Jorge Rizzo

Paraphrasing a popular idiom as an epigram: "Good things are even
better if brief."
Lacanoamerican Reunion of Psychoanalysis: about a year ago these
words were said. They are now already part of what was said. And, as is
always the case, not everything is said. Let those words work within us.
These are invitinghence enigmatic, words.They produceeffectsand it is
even passible that somewhere else the echo sounds.
Once heard, how to listen to them? One possible way like a name. And
as such "Clean, fix and give magnificence.. . such as the motto of the
Royal Spanish Academy of Language. Another possibility is opened in the
game of the signifier. And so it becomes evading, ex-voice, equivocal!
'I

RegardingReunion we should consider that if there was such amunion
the point is to re-turn2 to it, with the parapraxis implied in it.
On the other hand quoting the letter of convocation,reunion referstothe
heterogeneous elements of a summoning set.
..'
'/.,
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And what are these heterogeneous elements?
Are they the institutions and/or schools. or are they the groups?s
Are they the analysts? Are they the analysands or aren't they?
As in the words of the convocation: "Those who consider that analysts
have something to say to one another are convoked."
But is it possible to tell about our work as analysts?
Perhaps it is the work of analysis which convokes. which generate
transferences of work. and perhaps some other kinds too.
Regarding Lacanoamerican, metaphor of readers? A displacement of
signifiers between Latinoamerfcans and Lacanians.
An affiliation
which sets up new pairs; for example,
Lacanoaustralians.
Anyway, can we contribute with something profitable to the Lacanian
matheme during this reunion?
1 guess that only apn+coup

Lacanianas'

we can say this.
lsidoro Vegh

Jorge Riuo,
Uruguay.

NOTES
Homophonicplay on words of the Spanishesquiw (evading),equis-wz
(ex-voica)and equivooo (eauivocalL
. .
..

'

TO retumdewhc'slang for to vomit

Grwwmpo; slang for lie. (River Plate area)
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Landmarksofa teaching, pointsthat writedown Lacanianperspectives,
strdght lines which knot themselves in circles ad infinihm and question
me in their spin:
The unconscious is structured as a language.
The unconscious is Structured as a language
and itiswithinanalysisthatitarrangesitselfasa
discourse.
The.unconscious is a language that produces
its own writing in the course of its sayings.
Analyst and analysand only exchange
writings.

.?.

,.

. . , .>...:.
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Lacan'sproductivedifferencesofthevariousmomentsof his workshow
the differencefrom the practice and theoretical scope of Freud's work.
These Lacanian perspectives stretch the Freudian limit beyond what
Freud proposed both as a stumbling block and symptom of the
analysis:

*

In Analysis Terminable and Interminable the
intensity of the drives,of biological basis, is one
of the obstacles to the termination of analysis.

In the Wolf Man's case history he decides to
interruptwithinafixed termacurewhichdidnot
progress.
We put forward these last two statements as a symptomatic expression
of the same difficulty.
The first statement even became a joke. after indicating biology as the
ultimatesolution for the neurosis. How is it possible that the creator of the
myth which states that the Law returns from a dead father, would at the
same time indicate chemistry as the means of giving an answer to the
subject's immobility?Is there a remedyto silence a dead father's word and
thus free the subject from the Other's overwhelming appetite or show him
the inconsistency of the objects which hold him up?

,

About the second statement,the interruption which followedan analysis
that went in circles makingit life-longand interminable,stoppedthe barren
cure which could not place its end.
From a Lacanian perspective, which aspect of his teaching is useful for
us to situate the reason for these statements?
For Freud, the drive is opposed to the trauma, as the trauma is
characterized by its contingent irruption, which is also the reason for its
favourable resolution within analytic practice.
If, in turn, the accident is not the reason for the driveJhe search for its
origin tips the'balance of its restlessnesstowards the answer supplied by
heredity; the constitutiond.
What makes the non-contingency of the drive slide towards
constitutional biology as its cause? The absence of what a Lacanian
perspective has to offer: the concept of structure, non-contingent,even if
presubiective, and not hereditary.

120

Their structure takes us back to the first mentioned series: not only that
the unconsciousis structuredlike a language but also that the drive bases
itself in the field of the Other.

<

The structure of the Other precedes the subject: structure which IS
&sent in the Freudian saying, and produces instead its dream with
biology.
Notwithstanding the message that came to Freud in his inaugural
dream: trimethylamine, peak of lrmak dream,it pointed out to him that the
subject's formulais nothingother than a cipher, a letter of the Other, which
is to be deciphered.
Thetrirnethylamineofchemidformulae,of theother's biologyin which
Freud received his educaton. made itself a letter in which Freud , the
analyst, found his truth.
It is within the question of the Other that the foundation of the
demand,onginof the drive lies; (since me formula of the demand is that of
thedrivetoo)thattheway of desireaswellasanotherpossiblerelationship
to the drive is opened to the subject.
Lacan proposedaquestion: what will be thesubject's relationshiptothe
drive beyond the terminationof analysis?A question we take over since it
involves an answer :isn't there a limit here to surpass as it leaves outside
something pertaining to the vicissitudes of the drive?
lfafirst momentoftheanalysisdlowstheandysand tostraighten up his
fantasm which through fixation he had lowered to the structure of the
demand, then the ensuing time, insofaras it impliesthe uncoveringof the
appearanceof beingoftheobjectwhich sustainshisdesire.setshimonthe
wayofadoubleassertion.TheOtherdoesnotexist(anOtherthatdsowas
the place of tht! demand of the drive) and the object is nothing but an
emptiness in whose border we find a line of the Other.
A line which is a letter, littoral between significant knowledge and the
object's louissance, places the value of the writings produced during
analysis.
In a paper read beforethis meeting, Carlos Ruiz mentions the following
sequence : line, cut, border. Should a line drawn on a surface cut it. the
result would be a border.

r .

Can't we think of the incidenceof the Other that in its demand inscribes
thelineas theletter thatcuts the body producinga borderoftheerotogenic
zone where a jouissance is installed?
121
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the Other keeps the object of his demand and resigns his desire
therrenotlncedloving theyoungandpennilesswomanfortheriCheS
woman he wasn't in love with).
ssional oblativity',faeces = money = gift = child :this makes the
changeanoperationbywhichtheobjectofthedriveguaranteesthelack
,:rt ~ .

An unfastening which does not deny the pressure of the drive
(Civi/ization and its Discontents showed us the price of this choice) nor
does it remain at the mercy of the letter a letter which would seal the
turning back from his desire as a destinv.

-

However,tomysurprise,itwasalsoinatextbyFreud-in anothercase
history-where Ifound the thesis we hold, explainedbetter, even ifits logic
is unknown: the drive is the concept which writes down; that in the talking
being the body belongs to the Other. This.is why the object of his
jouissance, the object of the drive,is also called a.
In the Rat Man's'case history it is surprising to find the stressed aha1
fixationnottobethe happyoutcomeofthatcure;but rathertheunveilingof
a debt the-Other had..not paid. His parenk had fulfilled'a'mamageof
cOnVenienCe measured in terms of money highlightinga relationship
of exchange.
.. .
.
. .-

-

-

2.

"So many rats,so manyflorjns",isn't thisthe way the subject avows his
place in th6structure'in which the Otherfixed him? He.wasthe child =
ratthat the father gave his mother, receiving from her a pixition in
exchange.
. . .

Then, what Freud also brilliantly indicated is no mystery at all :the drive
enjoyswhereitarises,(itwascallederotogeniczone,
but it isnoother place,
than where the Other writes down his lack in the holes of the body),,, ., :.
Different erotwenic zones. different kinds of objects, point to the
pl~ralityofthedri~eswhichclinical
psychoanalysisshowsusinthevariety
of its vicissitudes.
The obsessional neurotic puts the anai drive in first place. But this does
not doawaywiththe differencethatbetween oneobsessional neuroticand
anotherisinscribedatthelevelofthedrivetheotherobjects'vicissitudes.In
aneur0ticsuchas:he Wolf-Manthescopicdriveanditsobject,thegaze,is
dominant. In theother,the Rat Man, theexerciseof sadisticcrueltyrenders
his object present in the efficiency of the voice.
How can wewritethestructure whch inscribesdifferentdrivesandtheir
objects,withthe impasse of their vicisSitudes - beyond the fundamental
fantasm as an axiom?
If the Borromean knot with its three rings writes down the objecta within
the crossing of the three circles, showing thus the Lacanian real as a real
knottedtogether by meansof three equivalent registers, real,symbolic and
imaginary, it does not point out, instead, the objectk differences and the
variations in its vicissitudes within the arrangement .of the different
drives.
It seems necessary to us to write them down by means of a structure
which is not a model, in order to place within theory a mistake which also
risks its stumblings in practice.
Considering this, isn't it adequate to read in those subjects that
succeeded during their analysis in following the path of their desire but,
however, continued to drag the unquestioned remainders of 'Some
varieties of the drive
fixations of a style which finds its cause in the
object?

-

..
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We proposea structurethat Lacan worked with for some time during hi
Seminar. Out of the knot of three rings, as with the knot
accomplished his transformationto the correspondingtress.
of it since it shows the different intertwinings between the registers.and
permitsby meansofitsenlargement,aslongasthe lawof itscompositionis
kept, the writing down of different logical moments which correspondto
thedifferentarrangementsof thedrives,altogetherkeepingthe Borromeari
property of the structure.
So we write in its logic what hcanian rhetorics said :the terminationof
the analysis requires to passa sufficient number of times. This sufficiency
also involves the passing through the multiplicity of intertwinings which
border the different holes of the different drives.

:

The geography of jouissance, in its course through the diverse
demands, invites us to a clinical psychoanalysis that
established models, between the universal and the
gather the singular to build a series.

NOTES
Iam thankful to N.Coatz, C.Marrone, P.Kovalovsky. my colleagues and
companions of the Cartel on Pass and Termination of Analysis of the
Escuela Freudianade BuenosAires (Freudian School of BuenosAires),
who stimulated with their thoughts and remarks the following lines.

Borromean tress

Borromean knot
of three rings

of three threads
and six intertwinings

,._.

.
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NOTES
Figure 2

Strache and the Transmission of the Freudian
deld in the Anglo-Saxon Tradition.

3
Rob Gordon.

"How few draw their inspirationfrom what isvisible
to the mind alone."
Goethe'
The Freudia? Field originated in the experience recounted by Freud in
his letter to Fliess of October 20, 1895.1 In it, he describes how after a
period of intense work, "the barriers were suddenly raised. the veils fell
away" and he. saw the entire psychical apparatus. The Project'For a
Scientific Psychofogyrapidlyfollowed and although(or because)he never
published it, the rest of his work drew on it, elaborating, correcting
. . , and
.
completing it.
.. .
The metapsychology to'which he gave birth in the Project delineatda
new field; one which because of its disjunction from the disciplin'eS'of his
time
namely philosophy, epistemology, psychology or physidogy'founded psychoanalysis
which still resists
. . integration.-He formulated:the
..
,
,
;
/j

Borromean Knot
the outcome of closing
the tress of three threads
and twelve interhvinings

Borromean Tress
of three threads
and twelve interhvinings
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n~ of the unconscious and the structures which emerge from it
itutingthehumansubiect Hewasaudaciousandaloneinhisrupture .,
from the existing sciences, for his method segregated him as surely as it
constituted the field. Freud made his discoveries through the word. He
listened to his Patients’ discourse not in order to detect the presence or
absence Of discursive rationality, but as the material itself of his
i n v ~ @ g a t i ~The
S . Word was accepted not as the agent of the subject
articulating his thwght, but as the prima materia of the subject the
presentationof the being before him, even though this may not have been
entirely clear to him at the time. The word was not taken as one of many
faculties of a Cartesian, thinking subject. Instead rationaland non-rational
thought, emotion, memory and forgetting, even perception became
functions of language.
Freud‘s rapport with language constituted the domain in which the
unconsciouscould beencountered.But in’consequence,it denied himany
escape intothe unity of metaphysics (which according to Lou AndreasSome, he had’riodesire for,5and in AnAutobiogaphicalStudy he &id. “I
havecarefullyavoid6danycontactwithphilosdphyproper.”pAtthesame
time, he had to forgo the support physiology had provided for the Pmject
and allow his observations to exist for “the mind alone.”
Freud makes scant reference to philosophy and philosophers in his
writings. Nevertheless. it is unlikely he had only read the Kant,
SchopenhauerandNietzchehe quotesfrom time to time. However,what is
in question is not what he took from philosophy. but of the intellectual
.millieu in which he formed psychoanalysis. Freud’s achievement was to
differentiate-anorder of phenomena inherent in spoken discourse under
free association, unsupported by contemporary scientific methodology.
He had to discard the requirementfor an observed, sensebased material.
He could not go toNatureand returnwith anarmful of phenomena,retireto
his study and induct or deduct a theory from them, to be tested on a return
trip to the field. But this was the method building up the optimistic scientific
Weltanschauung of late nint+nth Germany, of which Emst Haekel was
one of the most.ariculate spokesmen.
. .
.
Freud formed ideas to designate the phenomena in the patient‘s
discourse, and to,foundthe FreudianField. He had to give to.them a status
akin to !hat given natural observation in the sciencesof his time; that is an
unquestioned ‘objeciivity. Libido, .,the Trieb. the unconscious. defence,
negation,,denial, cease to be “theoretical cvstnicts” for the purposes of
psychoanalysis. but are phenomena to be‘obserled, intei-preted~
and
analysed. Inherent in the formation of metapsychology is a confidence in
128
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Idea as an entity in its own right; and it is here that Freud‘s debt to
losophy an be detected.
.
Geman philosophy of the late eighteenth and ninteenth centuries had
undertalten a series of tasks through the work of Kant, Fichte,Hegel,
Shopenhauer and others. In the Critique of Pure Reason, Kant had
reasonasthesolearbiterof re~ity,andthelaterphilosophers,
,,owreferred toasldealists, hadestablishedastatusbrtheldeagivingitan
independence, which did not reduce to mere subjectivity. The content Of
rience was taken to be less primary than the Idea itself. Hegel. for
ce said, “Nature has yielded itself as the Idea in the form of

e the mess.^"
It isnotthat Freudacceptedthesenotionsinanyexplicit way, butinsofar
as they formed part of his intellectual millieu, they protected him from the
depradationsof the blind positivism in the prevailingscientific approaches.
The Germanic environment, we could say, allow@ ideas to be taken
seriously. But another thread was present in the millieu, and we encounter
it in Freud‘s use of Goethe, through whose words he so often introduced
his newest and most diSconcerting insights. Although Freud exclusively
draws on the literaryworks, Goethe‘s own scientific work was founded on
the development of the scientific idea from the artistic. imagination.
Goethe’s Metamorphosis of Plants lies at^ the basis of much of modern
botany, and rests on the notion of the Urpflanze the archetypal plant
Like Freud, this was something Goethe saw, it “overed before my eye in
the concrete shape of an ideal Urpflanze.”e
The Urpflanzehas the same epistemological’status the psychical
apparatus. (As have also, we might add, the key imaginative insights of
Kerkul6 in organic chemistry, and Einstein in physics, among others.)
Goetheunderstoodthe problem Freudencounteredwhen hesaid, “Aman
born and bred in the s d l e d exact sciences will, on the height of his
analytic reason;not easily comprehend that there is something like an
exact concrete imagination.”? Perttaps Freud‘s achievement was not so
muchtoseethepsychical apparatus, buttoestablishadiscoursein which
the experience could be transmitted and scientific work done with it
Inherent in Fr6ud‘s endeavour.washis hostility to jargon and tshnidar
vocabulary in general. The Freudian Field was discovered in the ordinary
speech of patients and he did not need to go much beyond it to describe
what he found, except for occasionally borrowingfrom thecleics;which
anyway were a part of the common educated heritage at that time: 5::

-

..
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Instead he set about migniryingfamiliar words, (forexample, Ich,:
oberich. h t z U n g g , and Verneinung,) so they would accumul
associationsor signifying chains to lead to the Freudian Field. He drew
metaphor and metonymy, literary and poetic sources, scientific
mythology, and most importantly,wrote in a style which instead
inductiveldeductive logic, allowed him to build up his theory by
circular and .diversionary paths, to the point where he would
insight to dawn,on the reader as the recognition of somethin
alreadyfamiliar.Thsffireferredtoashisliterarystyle. Butwhatis
toleadthereaderintoanenc6unterthe.writerhashadbfore?F
is part of the twismission of his discovery.
Intowhat was this body of text translated ia the Englishspeaking world?.
This question dses both the cultural millieu and-the language and
terminology. In Britain. the philosophicalmillieu was vastly different to that
of Gekany, British philosophy had ti&n given its formby Locke and
‘Hume. Other figures were of only limited influences at the intersection of
natural science, m a l science,and philosophy, where physhoanalysis
moveis.
;,
. .
..
. .

At thevery outset of Locke’s philosophy,there isawholly differentstance
to that of Germari philosophy. He says,“I must here in the entrance beg
pardon of my reader for the.frequent use of the word idea,“ which for him
denotes,. :‘whatsoever is the object of -the understanding when man
thinks.”* Ideasfor Lccke are derived from sensations which he refers to
asthe “this. hereandnow- combinedto form morecomplex notions. It is
the sensation which is given the primary status. ..
. , .
. . ...
. .
Humegoes fumerand abolishesthe’distinctionbekeen sensationand
idea, preferring to speak of “impressions” and ideas. The difference, he
says.“consists in thedegreesofforceand liveline$s-withwhich they strike
upon the mind,”’those’which are forceful are impressions, ideas by
contrast, are their !Taint images.. .in thinking and reasoning.”eThe Idea is
relegated.by Hume to become’ an after-effect of the impression. .The
possibilityof an “exact concrete imagination”.disappear$, as philosophyis
reduced.to a Science of reh,’.’and even.then Hume klways.remains
scepticalaboutits.results,maintainingthat trye knowledge isonlyat b e t a
m.atter of probability+@ indght which caused him deep’depression.
German philosophy had surprisiriglylittleinfluericeinEngland bkforethe
second .half; of .the ninteenth century:.:Early exp&itions.bf Kant were
superficial and from-Frbnch.translations.-TtienCadisle began translating

-

,
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German thought in his own writing. and T.H. Green
provided the first serious studies of Hegel and Wt’’ However, with the
axceDtion
. of Bradley and some minor figures it had little impact.
British philosophy never threw reason into question as Kant had for the:
Geman world. Instead, empiricism purged it of imagination and intuition,
and gave it the responsibility for modestly deducing abstract principles
designed to render the facts of sensation coherent and logical. This
demolition of the mind as an organ for apprehending the world led to
metaphysics being disregarded in Britain and the emphasis was put ofl
utilitarian ethics and political economy. epitomised by Bentham, Mill qnd
their school. In this environment however, Science flourished and
philosophy relegateditself to providingmethodologicaland programmatic
support through such writers as Herbert Spencer. The same tendencies
continue into the’twentiethcentury with G.E. Moore. Bertrand Russell and
AJ. Ayer.
When Strachey came to transmit Freud to the English-speaking world;
we find embarrassment with metapsychology, and difficulty in knowing
what to do with the Idea, constituted as it was in German thought as an
e n t i i worthy of respect in its own right instead of the representativeof the
sensation. But for the Freudian Field, the sensation is discourse. Strachey
hesitatedbefore the encounterwith the domain revealed in discourse. He
rejected ordinary words as^ unscientific
too Close perhaps, to
everyman’s encounter with his own discourse. Freuds words are latinised
or-greekified, and.,his lanyage, is generally tidied up to be more
presentable in polite English intellectual society..
Freud‘s terminology was drawn from the ordinary language, but again
and again wefind theforceof his word issoftened,madelesscontroversiai.
less unambiguaus, more in line with good taste. Strachey alters adjectives
and phrases to fit in with predictable English style. A random example
comes from The Egoand the Idwhere Freud is translated to say. ‘The ego
represents what may be called reason and common sense. in contrast to
the id, which contains the p ~ i o n s . ” ’ ! The.work translated as “common
sense” is..!Besonnenheit” ,which Cassell’s German-English Dictionary
gives as “pNdence, circumspection, thoughfulness; presence of mind;
self-posession.” For the English, there. may indeed. be no differ
between prudence and common sense. (the latter, incidentally, has;bsn,
since Locke, the keystone and abiter of all British philosophical thought)
but Ivery much doubt that thiswasthe same for Freud.Ipassoverthe more

-
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glaring distortions such as "instinct" for 'Trieb, " i d for"Es'! and so on as ::
already extensively discussed by Lacan, throughout his readingof Freud:i
More recently; Bruno Bettelheim has felt free to publish at last his own.
protest at the way Strachey misrepresented Freud in English, and gives
numerous examples.'?
. .. .
Instead of ideas living in Freud's' discourse in a manner that allowed
resiclnification of ordinary language
- - to Drovide access to the Freudian1
Field, Strachey invokes the specious authority of atechnical vocabulary t o
imply an already established scientific status, as !hough there is some
empiricist grwnding forthe notionsof Trieb, Es, lch, Uberich, Besefzung. In
English, the Freudian text can be. read as a positivistic science if the'
empiricalbasisisnotcalled intoquestion; oritcan bereadasaspeculative
quasi-philosophicalsystem by those who do not question the status of the
concepts; or it can be rejected on both counts.
What has appealed to the English-speaking world is the efficacy of
psychoanalysis. In the literature, the emphasis is on generating a
conceptual apparatus to further the treatment b y the development of
technique at the expense of elucidating the Field in which the treatment
occurs. Metapsychology as a topic occurs surprisingly seldom. When it
doesappear, it isamidmtroversyand criticism. Fine,for instance.viewing
itasspeculationorfantasy,says."ateverystageFreudcould
havedeleted
his metapsychologicalpropositions...without impairingthevalueof any of
his major theories."lf Another group condemn it as a philosophical
enterprise, (e.g. SchafePand Stoller)lswhileothers(e.g. Gi1l)"viewit asa
natural science and "irelevant" to psychoanalysiswhich is a science of
. ,
"human meanings." . .
. .,
. ..
Strachey's rendering of Freud has added an element of abstract
pseudoscientific respectability to the ambiguous status' of
metapsychology. The disregard and disrespect for it have facilitated the
popularisationof psychoanalyticideasand methods, but it has been at the
expense of a meeting with the Freudian Field proper, which is to demand a
revolutidn in the conception of the human subject, his constitution. his
encounter with the world and the.categories of.knowledge itself. In the
FrhidianSchwl-of Melbourne, we have been re-working the Freudian
concepts in translationfor ten years,according to lacan's indicationas to
theintentionofStrachey'sworkinitsrelationshiptotheFreudianField.The
signification in English of Freud's language to transmit this is.a process
,
. .
which ispernaps only beginning.^^:
.. .
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Sublimation in Reverse in the Treatment of the
Psychotic Thing
John Muller

Working day after day with psychotic patients keeps one humble and at
times makes one desperate. In such desperation. you &metimes try
anything, however simple or strange, that may move the work along a bn
further. Iwill speak today of one such apparently Simple intervention that I
have made with-five psychotic ,patients and' I will try to give specific
indications for its use in a Lacanian framework. As we know, whenever
there is referenceto the Lacanian framewotk,especially in the treatment of
psychosis, we must specify the relationships among the three registersof
Symb@ic,Imabinary, and Real. L
a
w provided a useful way to do.this
when he.elaborated the notion of das Ding in his 1959-1960 Seminar on
The Ethics.of Psychoanalysis (Seuil, 1986). ,.
Lacanapproaches the notion ofdas Dingbyexamininghow Freuduses
it in the 1895 Projectas he describes how achild learns to know an object,
the first one being.his mother. In Freud's Projmi the child comes to
understand the mother as split into two portions,one of which is known by
reference to the child's'own body, while the other portion "gives the
134
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impression of being a constant structure and remains as a self-containe
Thing,” (1895,p. 393)[als Ding beisarnrnenbleibt] (1895,p. 416). Thi
Ding is that aspect of the mother that remains self-contained. set apm it i
“an unassimilable portion (the Thing’)” says Freud, as distinct from ’:
portion that is known to the ego from its own experience” (1895,
423).
The “unassimilable” portion of the mother, of the Nebenrnensch, is th
aspect of the Real that we touch in our earliest encounters and we
mark with us. Lacan says Das Ding is “an immense developme
essential, fundamental character of the maternal thing, of th
insofar as she occupies the place of this Thing, of das Ding” (p
field of das Ding has to do with ‘The relation af the subject with something
primordial, his attachment to the fundamental object, the most archaic
object“ (p. 127).In psychosis this “archaic object” occupies
Placeat the edge of the Real for it can be said that it clings to the psychotic
as a kind of tumor in a monstrous !usion keeping the subject from full
access to the symbolic order. Now ordinarily this archaic object, the
maternalthing. falls under the interdictionof the incesttaboo, but thereby it
does not disaowar: on the contrarv. the interdiction makes das
Dina
the
~_
s .
-supreme object of desire. Lacan sktes:

“. ..the Sovereign Good,which is das Ding, which
is the mother, the object of incest, is a forbidden
good. and . . . there is no other gwd” (p. 85).
This “good” is the lost objed of desire which existed in the beginning
on1yas“thevoidatthecenteroftherealwhich iscalled theThing”(p. 146).
It h i s no name but lies at the earty edge of signification. Lacan says I’das
Ding was there at the beginning . . ..it is the first thing that was able to
separate itself.fmm everything that the subject began’to name i n d
articulate”(p. 100). Butthisthingas“absduteOtherofthesubject”(p.65),
can be bprqached in the process of sublimation, for sublimation; lac&
says,is the process that “elevates an object .to the dignity of the Thing”
(p. 133).This approach to das Ding made in sublimation is. problematic
becausedasDing “ispreciselyctwicterizedbythis,that it isimpossiblefor
us to imagine it And the problem of sublimation is situated the& (p. 150).
The problem ‘is how does sublimation allow us to imagine the
unimaginable,tospeakthatwhich hasnoname,toshowuswhatcannotbe
seen;How doeswblimation give us contact with the mystery that poets
and artists and mystics and scientists have told us they are dealing with?

..
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mation gives US access to das Ding by circling around it in different
: religion approaches it through a respectful displacement (P. 155)
ce in as positivity forecloses it (p. 157),and =.it returns in the
as inthe space shuffle explosion or the poison gas in Bhopal,
das Ding is not evaded or foreclosed but rather repressed by
meansofa representationthat servestodisguisethepresenceofdasDing
but, in disguising. reveal its contours. Thus sublimation in art is not a
formation nor is it a form of self-expressioncreating an obiW?at
oneself. AII gives access to the void of das Ding by. Creating
..
illusion through which das Ding Can appear.

mirrors

Sublimation’s modeof disguising is such that it brings about what Lacan
d l s “the revelation of das Ding beyond the object“ (pp. 136-137).
This
revelation occurs through the imaginary representations ‘that are
..
contemporary to every age of art:
“At the level .of sublimation, the object is
inkepamblefrom imaginaryand especiallycultural
elaborations. And this is not because the
collectivity recognizes, them simply as useful
objects, but findstherethe fieldof detentewhereby
it can in some way delude itself regarding’das
Ding, whereby it can colonize with its imaginary
formations the field of das Ding” (p. 1 le).

In Lacan’s view the colonization of the field of das Ding is always
historical, utilizing contemporary features of the imaginary register to
disguise and thus reveal das Ding and, therefore; “This effort at
sublimation,” Lacan says,“it‘s true and it‘s not true. There is an illusion
there” (p.,l60).In this illusionthe object that is representedis t.ransfoved.
elevatedto the dignityof das Ding; that is tosay, in such atransformationOf
the object there is a partial lifting of the primal repression regarding the
desire of the mother, the object of incest, and in this way some satisfaction
of the drive is achieved:
IfthisstructureofthedriveinrelationtodasDingandsublimationisvalid,
then we can attempt to relate it to psychosiswhere, wecan say, the patient
has been colonized by das Ding and the problem is the reverse Of
sublimation, namely, how to reduce das Ding to the Status Of an Object
which can then fall under the, barrier of repression. In other words.,!he
psychotic patient must somehow find a way to “murder” the Thing. Aswe
know, Lacan took from Hegel the idea that the word is the murder of.the
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Thing (see Kojhe, 1969, p. 140).The word overcomesthe immediacy, the
fusion with things. by opening the space’of absence, of ambiguous
reference to an other. The word transforms physical immediacy into
symbolic presenceandabsence.Thewordcandothispreciselybecause it
isnotathing. But in the psychotic state the wordis athing. it stands by itself,
it has last its place in a signifying network and takes an ambivalentplace in
the patient’s desperate imaginary register.
Because words have become things, the analyst cannot simply rely on
words to intervene in the patient‘s psychotic state. Nor can the analyst
attempt to rely on what has been called the “r6al” relationship, precisely
becausethe contacl will be experi&ced by the patient as in the Real and
therefore promoting a fusional state between patient and analyst. Well, if
the symbdic path is blocked and the way of the Real only provokes more
craziness we are left with the imaginary register in which to work. And we
findinthisregister,Ithink,thetwlsforourintewention,prwided,ofcourse,
that we maintain our place in the sydmlic order. In the Imaginary we can
help thepatienttoconstructatransitionalobjectthatcombineselementsof
theother registerssothat theobjectthe patientconstructs(adrawinggiven
to the analyst) is on the way to becoming an emerging signifier. What Iwill
suggest, ,aswas suggested to ,me in the case of Patrick reported three
yearsago,islhat duringspecificmomentsofthepsychoticstatethe patient
canbeaskedtodrawsomethingandbringitintotheoffice.0reventogive
some paper ed.pencil and ask the patient to draw something during a
session. I have done something like his with five patients struggling with
psychoticstatesandIwilltrytodescribewhat happenedbrieflywithtwoof
them and, of course, I am not pretending that this was the only process
involved in the treatment
In the first case, a 38-year-old, unmarriedwoman who had earlier given
up a’child for adoption, was struggling with desperate suicidal impulses
that accompanied states of psychotic disorganization. She described
feeling that she was being sucked into a black hole and that she could
“see”it and I asked her to draw it She brought in numerous attempts at
drawing it (she had never drawn before); it looked like a black tube. At this
time she was talking of buying a tube or hose (and once she did buy it) to
put on the tailpipe of her car to funnel carbon moooxide into the car to
commit suicide. She also spoke of how, just before her.hospitalizationat
Austen Riggs,:following an automobile accident while drunk, she was in
the hospital at the. same:time as her’ mother ‘was recovering’ from
pneumonia and that both of them had tubes“‘sticking our of them. Later

this became associated with the tube of the vacuum cleaner which she
used to masturbate with as a child and, when even younger, the various
items her grandfather used to stick in her anus and vagina when he.
sexually abused her. In this case. we can speculate that the drawings
enabled her to ieduce das Ding as’the void of death to the status of an
object which could then enter into signifying associations with repressed
. :’ ’
content and subsequently allow for the retrieval of memories.
The second patient, Patrick, was described in hrerpreting Lacan.:l.ri
1979, during hissedond psychotic episode. Ihad been advised by visiting
Lacanian analysts to ask him to bring into the office some of his paintings
he had done in the previous four months (he had never painted before).
When heasked metocome to hisroom toseethem,l repeatedthat he bring
some into the office. He did bring in around twenty paintings, described
theircolors,andsaid,as hewasleaving,”Maybetomomwweckmstopthe
dcuble’talk” and within three weeks hewas no longeragitatedbut became
verydepressed. Helaterspokeofhowoneofhispaintingsshowedwhattie
said was his “pain-like castration.”
Patrick had two more severe psychotic episodes &d was dischakged
after five years of hospital treatment. He continued to dgw and paint and
from time to time bring his work into the office. In. his, 6nal,yea(,’of
hospitalization, he said he thought he’had.changed.“We’re all finite,;;.he
once &id. At another moment, ‘Things &e not black’and white.: He
reported the following dream: His mother took him to a docto~s’,offic+
which looked like a room in his old house. maybe his brother room. She
took him there to be circumcised.When he heardthe doctortell him this, he
said: “What the hell! What for? No way” and he walked’outarguing with his
mother saying: “I‘m a man, I don’t need to be circumcised.” In his
associations to this dream he spoke, with at times more and at times less
clarity (to me, at least),about how in his current drawings he is dealing with
the relationships between small and big, submission and dominance, big
fishand lifflefish;he wenton tospeakofvision,ofthemusclesofthecornea
of the eye, of the foreskin as being likean eye, of therapyasthe place where
hegets his “l’s”(capital 1)examined.Healsostatedthatonceagain he was
considering going to art school. I did not interpret the dream but I.was
recalling to myself the issue of castration in his painting of “my pain, like
castration” and the notion of “we are all limited,” that is, we are sexed
beings, as ifhe had begun to inscribethis at the level of the unconscious. It
was clear that something had changed. He said, “Something’s hardened,
like a Scar over a wound, so that there is now a shelter inside. I’m more

.I
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comfortable being with myself.” One day he declared, “I’m a painter, an
artist, I imagine things” and I thought to myself that he had found an
acceptable way to frame his crazy ideas that is, he has managed to
transform the field of das Ding into the field of art objects. Idon’t think what
he does is sublimation, actually, since it does not seem to provide
satisfaction in the sense of drivesatisfaction. What it provides for him is
much more basic “Art“ he said, “is the third person, the third thing, like
when you havetwopoints,you needathird pointtodefineaplane.”Hetold
me “I need something substantial, something concrete. Art is concrete, it
helps me to decide what‘s real and what is unreal, what’s human or not
human, what’ssaneorinsane. .. Art lets you get freeof stereotypestothink
in different ways.” He told me that “some people can’t move becausethey
have no feelings in part of their bodies. Drawing helps me develop internal
sensations.” He has repeatedly told me that painting is where he can put
his crazy ideas, and he stressesthat for him “painting is not inspiration,it‘s
survival.”Andheletmeknowthat“whenIstoptherapyastherapy,painting
will be my the’iapy.”

3) Later: a) Keep the drawings in the offica in a desk or closet or box; b)
don’t sayanything forsome months butwaitforthepatient to bringthem
up and then let them beforgonen; c)Don’tframe them or display them or
treat them like a usual gift from a patient.
In summary, sublimation-in-reverseis a process whereby the psychotic
patient can transform the immediacy of das Ding into an object which can
then be repressed.Thegoal of this processis not the satisfaction of adrive
by lifting repressionand not at all a kind of “self-expression” but ratherthe
goal is to establish repressionso that speech can function to cany multiple
levels of signification and thereby sustain the subject.
John Muller,
U.S.A.

-

Sublimationis never a onetimeprocess but is repeated in differentways
over a long period of time. Likewise, this intervention that can be called
sublimation-in-reversedoes not lead to instant cure; although its effects
can sometimes be dramatic. it must be repeated and sometimes a patient
willleamtocontinuetodoitwithoutsayingmoreaboutittotheanalystSoif
I p r m s e it as a suggested intervention with psychotic slates, I would
suggest it be repeated but in the following way:
1) When: a) During a period of treatment when the transference is
psychotic but not hostile; b) as the patient is struggling with a visual
presentation(amemory,ahallucination);c)and isattemptingand failing
to articulate in words the pain or terror associated with the visual
presentation.
2) How: a) Ask the patient to draw “it,” “the Thing” “the monster,” “the
monstrousThing,” withoutfurther naming what istobedrawn;b)do not
comment as an art critic and make no art therapy” interpretation but
comment on the quality of its effect on you in the Imaginary, such as
”intense,” “painful.” “colorful”; c) Allow the patientto offer,then or later,
a signifier that goes along with the drawing; d) Say somethmg when it‘s
done about the drawing being a third, an other to the two of us,
something that will remain.
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The Decentration
Gustavo Ezequiel €Win

“. . . The knowledgeof German, though desirable,
was, in another age, essential to the purposes of
internationalconnection related to our work, but i f
is now being replacedby Englishand it is hopeful
that the growing political cooperation between
Spanish and English-speaking countries be
followed by a correspondingclose cooperation in
our scientific work.”
Ernst Jones
(from the cordial message on the occasion of the
publishing of the first issue of Revisfa de
PsicoanBlisis, of the Asociaci6n Psicoanalitica
Argentina [Psychoanalytic Review of the
Argentinian Psychoanalyk Association 1, affiliated
to the 1.P.A July 1943).
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“Just as a blazing fire expels all around i
thousands of sparks of identical nature so do un
countable creaturesemerge from andreturn to
undestroyab/eBeing.”
Mundahya Upanishad”
“Everything or Nothing,” Lacan’s Daughter said to me.
It was in Buenos Aires, in July 1984 at a Psychoanalytic Mismeati

,Everythingwhich I communicated to a native organizer, telling him that I
to refundthe 45 dollars by means of which at an already
ning -I had assumed my Argentinian condition would be

-

.. .

.

.

.

.AndthereIwas,waitingforthenextarticulationofthestnrcture,when
the
Daughter‘s Husband appeared understandably nervous - to inform
me (in French) of something to the effect that I owed the so-called
FundacidndelCarnpoFreudian0 [Freudian Field Foundation] 155dollars
and thata Idid not pay (in dollaffi), Iwould not be allowed to participate in
any activities or enter .any rwms or auditoriums. After some trouble>
managed to make him listen to me, “But, I’m golng,” in memory of the
Duke of Wellington, while I showed him another place.
The Husband, flushed with irritation, retorted furiously, “Parte&
partez,” maybe because.he realized his warning was useless, since I
had already left..
.
. ,
.
Time to Conclude then that there were boundaries rather.than littorals,
that the strip was not Moebius and that the disjunction was not vel.

-

Apparently it was a question of dollars.Argentinians would have to pay
45 to enrol. Foreigners,205. That was the reason why from Brazil. where I
live, Iasked a friend in Argentina to enrol me. A mistake: the criterion was
geographic. Those of us who arrived from abroad were supposed to pay
more. So I found odt I owed 55 dollars, which they insisted could not be
paid in Argentinian currency. It had to be in dollars.
Such Hamletian choice was the moment to understand that which had
happened at a preliminary moment: I had tried to pay for the equivalent of
my unexpected debt in Argentinian money, but according to the official
exchange rate, that is to say, to the legal rate. Wide-open eyes, however,
noticed the difference: they had expected the parallel rate (black
market).
In parallel,”whileall that happened, the Argentinian women who were in
charge of the admission learned that I was a fellow countryman and
decided that 45 dollars was enough and, feeling confident, insisted on
writing my name on a nametagwhich authorized me. Iaccepted because I
assumed they knew something: there are boundaries.Nevertheless,a little
later,IoncemoremettheDaughteronastaircase,wheresheaskedmemy
name. .
Telling Lacan’s daughter my name could no doubt be an interesting
experience, mainly in such a Freudianplace,where Iwas going up and she
was cqming down. I did so,amazed at her personal request and feeling
more and more curious maybe as a consequence of a non-sublimated
professionalvice(noWyis perfect)- Idecided toserveasa meansto the
structure to see how far The Thing would go.
A little later, then, she’made me,that pmpcd: “Everything or Nothing.”
Someone - appaiently a non-everything (E.N.)
offered me
Everything. Prudently, I said I would think about it (one should try
everything) but it was just once. Afterwards I chose her Nothing.
On the fdlowing day I went there to withdraw my enrolment from that

By symbolically settling the maker, Idecided to leave such aspiraid to
the Other asmall portionof myself insidehis boundary- in this case my45
dollars-aid ltalked tosomefriends, bought%meb&ksand&tuniedto
Bahia, the.black.’
..
There;@ innocent voice told me, in asurprisedway, that upon arriving in
Rio, the Daughter had remarked, “Tothink that we have brought you the
sun,” orwordsto that effect,and the voice believedthat she had meant the
coincidence between her arrival and the end of sjme-rain. Such a”report
was at least valid as a construction, since it allowed me to discover a
luminous phantom (T.N.1) whose light did not emanatefrom a candle held
by someone wrapped in a white shroud but from the king star itself.
“Everything or Nothing” therefore meant “My full light or dark
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Aton returns.
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Could he have heard Goyim?’
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Everything was turning clear. White waves and warm co
bestowed their love gilts..There was even a quite fascinated fel
proclaimed that that would be no less than “the debate of the I
Then, I remembered the Borges of Hisforia de la Etemidad [
Eternity],whotranscribestheremarkable“enthusiasm”of aPlotinian who
says,“Everything in theintelligibleskyis alsosky.Theretheearthis thesl(’y
and so are the animals, the plants, the males and the sea. They have for a,
spectacle that of a world which has not been created. Everyone sees
himself in others.There is nothing in that realm which is not diaphanous.
Nothingisimpenetrable,no thing isopaqueandlight meetslight. Everyone
is evewhere and evervthina is evervthina. Each thina is evervthina. The
sun is all the stars and each star is alistariand the sun. Nobody G d e 6
.
.
there as ifit were a foreign land.”
,
Benefits of the light when it comes from the sun.
Descartesnodoubttookthatintopnsiderationin hisTratadodelMundo
yde/aLuz vreatiseoftheWortdandoftheLight],whichissummarizedin
the fifth part of theDiscursodelM4todo [Discourseof the Method 1: ‘ I . . .for
fear of not being able to hold in a treatise the whole of my thoughts, I have
decided to widelyexpose whatever I believeto be rightabout light and add
somethingaboutthesunandthefixedstarsonceitisfromthemthatalmost
all light emanates. I will also deal with the skies, which transmit it, with the
planets, the comets and the Earth, which make it reflect itself and I will
particularlydeal with the bodieswhichareon thesurfaceof the Earths i n e
they are wlored, transparent or luminous. And.at.last with man, who is the
spectator.of. all these phenomena”
.. . .

Braziliandictionaryof Portugueselanguage,defines itas“e1ectromagnetic
radiation” 6nd “emitted brightness”.

’

,

A spectator at times quite curious.

’

’

.’

And further on he anticipates a condition of equality: “Although I had
supposed that God did not give weight to the matter of which the world was
made, all its parts leant towards the center with equal intensity.”
Equal parts, then, since they are centered.
And even when the light tries to show itself in a most diffuse way, its
diffusion will always presuppose the existence of thatcenter, since light
“emanates from an object or point” and “propagates itself as radiation,” as
defined in the Diccionario de Uso de/ Espariol [Dictionary of Spanish
Usage] by Maria Molinerand as it is declared in the dictionaryof the Real
Academia [ Royal Academy 1: “Light (. . .) 2, brightness irradiated by
combusting. igniting or incandescent bodies.” And also the AuMio, a
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Literature, Philosophy, Dictionaries. Ancient things, some handsome
fellow, worried about fashion, might remark,just out of spite. Let us assure
him then of the certaintiis of the clear and the distinct such as authorized
by the university discourse: in 1949 Professor Antonio Carlos Cardoso
delivered a lecture which was later transcribed and published by the
FulytechnicalSchool of the Universityof Sa0 Paulo.‘ It deals with Luminotechnique. In that publication it is assured that “Lumen is the unit of
luminous flow emitted in the interior of a solid angle, equal to the spheroradian, by a pointed source of the same intensity in all directions and equal
to a candle.” That is, all luminous flow emanates from some source. Helio
Credor, however, describing lumen in his work lnsstala@es E/&ricas
[Electrical Installations], mentions acenter:“ Lumen is the amount of light
which irradiates in all directions and with the same intensity as that of a
candle, through q opening of 1m2, from some source in the center of a
sphere with a radius of 1m”.
Would it be forthat reasonthat in 1971, Lacan,when.commentingon his
own intention back in 1960 of enrolling’his Ecrits in the “debate of the
lights” admits that “they have mistakenthe blow by a large margin”, since
“their purposewas to announcea knowledgethat had not been in homage
to any power.”’ (. ..)“but we regret (he goes on) to have to certify that those
who have dedicated themselves to that subject matter (that of the lights)
were a bit in the position of servants in relation to a certain kind Ishould
say.quite happy and flourishing -of master, the nobles of thair time, to
haveculminatedin nothing else than the famous French Revolution,which
had the results that you know of, namely, the settling of a race of more
ferocious masters than any that had been known to that day.”‘

-

-

Then, as to the Master, “for The Thing to work“ we can add -implies
that it be centered, and for that to happen, there must be slaves who
demand to be centered, not for a love of life but for a desire of
enjoyment.
Would it be on account of that, too. that Reason-when it illuminates tumsintoaGoddess?Orisitthatwhen it proposedtobeareligionitdidno
more than go back to its sources? Anyway, it is convenient to remember
that the metaphor of light is prior to the encyclopaedic optimism and to the
.
.
. .
Cartesian.tenacity.. .
. ’ .
’:
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About 500 years before Christ, someone sat under a tree and lit up
like a small ontic lamp. Gautama Buddha, the Illuminated, had
intransmissibleluckofknowingthe tNth of Beingwithout working. Und
Bo tree (without Sarli) he emptied himself into the Nirvana and was
able to reach the other margin, the unequalledone, that of the Whole
He then learned that -‘in spite of the illusionsof Maia and the sufferi
differences-to be part of a Whole was a possibility. Thus he came,
Bodhidtva,
. . “a being whose nature is illumination”.
Illumination which, as Satori, was later sought by the Zen way of
obedience and by the Koan.
Light which also awaited outside the platonic cave where the slaves of.
thesenses, ifultimatelyliberated,could find it,and.carefulenough nottobe
dazzled-thistimethroughthemediated wayoftheLogos-could share
In it the reality of Idea.
Illuminatin, at last, that indicatesthemeeting with thesourceof light, the
emitting
, retn@
i
which irradiates in the appeasing shape of a Mandala. ’
Also in the’old. Testament, among so many luminous examples, we
beginto getlight from Genesis, where God says,“Let there be 1ight”and
then, feeling satisfied, “sees that the light is good” (it is never too late,to
learn) and where, accordingly, Isaiah reminds Us that it is in “the region of
. . . is glorified.” (24, 15).
. .
light that. Jehovah
.And in the New Testament, John gives testimony of the “ h e light“ that
was about. to come to the world‘”(1.9): Christ.now super-lazer, is
announced.And good old Paul reminds us that “God is the one who said,
‘Let lightshinefromdarkness’andHe hasshoneinourhearts toilluminate
them with the glorious knowledge of God through Christ‘s ,face.” (2
.. , .-.,
Corinthians, 4,6).
.
:.,
.
.
I

Light, then, which comes from the East and results in Old and N&
Testamentsto be lateradministered,organizedand donated by the Roman
Catholic Apostolic Church,.the major church, ‘?he true one”.
It is its venerable priests who show the way to the celestial Broadway.
Saint Augustine, for instance, encourages us, “We are the little lamp that
will become a star.”(See Chap. 13).he gives us hope: the word of the Lord
is“alampforthestepsofthesoul”.Thus”wechangedfromchildrenofthe
nightandoftheshadows,whichweusedtobe,intochildrenofthe’lightand
oftheday.”(SeeChap. 14).HetellsusMathewmtsthelight(SeeChap.10).
Hetellsusofthedifferencethatexistedinthepastandofthelightthatnow
exists in the Lord. (See Chap. 12).
.
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SaintThomasAquinas,too,theangelicdoctor,clarifiesthefaith: besides
nouncingthat “the formation or perfection of spiritual nature takes place
ough an illuminationthat makes it join God‘s word’, he emphasizes that
ivine knowledge” manifests itself “beginning the work of distinction
‘ough light, which is the shape of the first body and the most universal
. “And he remembers San Basil, “It is through light that alkthe other
things reveal themselves.”5
However, one should not believe that such certainties were
*<. ~haraderistic
of the 3rd orthe 13thcenturies.The Church,asan institution,
even in the2Othcentury,assumesandaffirmsitsfunctionastransmitterof
the luminous fluid. The Vatican Council 11, in its Dogmatic Constitution
Lumen Gentium about the Church, Chapter I, reveals to us that “because
Christ is the light of the people, this Sacred Council. gathered under the
inspiration of the Holy Spirit, vehemently wishes to illuminateall men with
its brightness, which shines over the face of the Church.” And so on.,
However, at this point we have glimpsed that it is not a question of the
light but of the center, which is its truth. And if that is so, a religion would
even beabletodowithoutilluminationsbut notwithoutreferencestoacenter, even-.though it is originary and .mythical as, for example, the
Candombl6.
Carried from Africa to Bahia by the end of the 18th and the beginning of
the 19thcenturybyslaves(inthiscasenegroes)inthenameofsomeGood.
the Candombk?was only permitted for.havingdisguised itself through an
apparent syncretism with the Catholic hagiology. Its entities the Orixas
- invoked by drums and t led cadences, express themselves and live in
the bodies of thase who get ready to receive them in Terreiros places
where fetishism is piactised -consecrated by the rituals and the wisdom
of their priests, the Pai and Mae de Santo, Babalorixds and lalorixds.
But he who has that convocative power must be authorized. And he is
required to do morethan to keepthe power of a knowledgeof the rituals,or
to exhibit an accomplishedtransmission, a transited pass. A lineage must
also be revealed, emphasized. alluded. It has to do with the African
connection. He who is a genuine Babalorixd or IalonxA is articulated in a
line of descent in which someone at any time --had “an uncle from
Africa”orcamedirect1yfromthere.,APaideSantoeven permits’himselfto
be filmed: in a merchant ship, as a sailor, he arrives at Dahomey. He walks
along its streets, talkstojAfricans, consults &:oracles and,returns. The
images are permanent evidence, there is no question.about that: he has
~~

~

-

-

-

.
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been to Africa. It is said that another well-known Babalorixd, Martini
Eliseude Bonfim. was sent to Africa by the priests to learn the traditions:
the way, another piece of evidence should be mention.&: the names
acts, rituals, functions, hierarchies, and all the orixds are African.
The Africa that authorizes, however, is a different one.
center of rigi in,^ reproduces here what II.4 /fe was there,’a
of origin where Oduduwa was a “mythical mythological progenitor.”5
.All that can be said in a different way: what authori:es i
relation to a center. (It should be pointed out that the relat
center dealt with here is NOT the one of Kepler and Co
whom A. Koyre, in Esfudios de Historia del Pensam
[Studies on-the History of Scientific Thought], has sai
Kepler and Copemicus,the sun represents God. It is the
universe, symbd of God,’creator who expresses hims
universe,andthatiswhvitisnecessawthathebeinits
that what is consideredhere is not the concept of MOV/NGAROUNDmore
or less ellipticallybut the determinersthat define and situatethe discounes’
in relation to an emitting center which may legalize them. Or, in a different
way: howtoarticulatewithasectororiginatedin thecenter.Oralso: to have,
a place in the sun).
But this position. in its turn, implies a relation of direct contact - face to
face - with the transmitter. For, besides a knowledge of some words,
something takes place: theAx.4. Invisible,Sacred and magical power, vital
energy, Mana,,it does not arise spontaneously. It must be transmitted by
contact. It is in objects. animals, people, places. The Ax6 is tiansmitted.
accumulated and it grows. In order to’receive orixas, a femiro must be
overloaded with Axe. A Pai or Mz7e de Sanfo has.Ax.4: TheAx.4 is planted
and thenliansmittedtoall themembersoftheterreini5Anditispassedon
to the successor chosen bytheoracle.The symbolic ritual, in itsturn, is also
a way of transmitting it. For the contact necessary to its fulfilment implies
that “theAx.4 be receivedfrom the hands and the breathof the eldest,from
person to person in a dynamic and live interpersonal relationship. It is
receivedthroughthebodyandinall thelevelsof personality(...).”TheAx6
transmission.through initiation and liturgy implies.the continuation of a
practice,the absorption of an order, of structures and of the history and the
future of the grwp.5

. .,..

,.,:.,
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group “who interprets the oracle of his doctrinal system.”.
Hence it can be concluded, as another author comments, that “each
member is convincedthat his community is the oldest, the most faithful to
the African traditions, the richest in eminent people.“7
However, what the Candombld refers to and connotes in its oral
transmission is formalized in writing and set down as a dogma by the
Catholic Church.
.. .
Dogmaabout what some people,at sometime, on hearing, saw too. And
what is more: eyes that, on .&ing, were and .are a ,guarantee of the
. .
authenticity’of the words, of the tNth of the writing ahd certainty of faith.
According to the Ecumenical Council Vatican 1
I in its “Dogmatic
Constitution Dei Verbum’’ about the Divine Revelation, Chapter II, those
who were in direct contact with the emitting center the Apostles “left
the bishops’astheirsuccessors, transferringtheirownteaching functih to
them. Therefore, this Holy Tradition and the Holy Writ of both Testaments
are like a mirror in’which the Church, peregrine on Earth, contemplates
God, from whom it gets eveiyihing, until it can be taken to see Him face to
face as He is” (in this case the image of God acts as a screen).
Consequently“the Aposttes transmit what they themse~~es
received,” the
foundations of the so-called “Ecclesiastical Teaching”. Those who heard
what, they iaw and saw what they heard
though the eye always
authorizes the ear - have authority not only to transmit but also to
authenticatethetexts. And, throughtheso-called “ApostolicSuccekion,”
the first witnesses transmit the continuity of the genuine authorization to
others. A chain of witnesses, therefore: ba& on faith, until the first Ones
who saw what they heard seeing is believing -(in that case the Twelve
Ap6tles)and that reproduces in the articulation of eachoneof its links’the
revealeddirect contact -face to face’- that thosefirst ones had with the
centered origin.

-

-

-

-

Allofitis, initsturn, definedbyanotherauthorasa“Me-centeredsysfem
of power“ in which he who controls the transgressions is the head of the

As it is made clear in Sacramentum Mundi, the Theological
Encyclopaedia, in relation to what concerns the priest: “the ulterior
diffusion made the namingof the helpers of the Apostles necessary.The
former-receivedtheir authority from the Apostles, and the legitimacy of
canying,itout was based on theigdependenk upon the latter.”And also:
“Howeverithis ministry may appear as working in the name of Christ, to
m%e.its’action and title legitimate. is necessary that the p’articular
ministries’ in.sert’themselves’
in the’historidal. series of ‘the people
.. .
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THE DECENTRATION

established by God Himself'at the beginning of the chain (apostoli
succession)."
But what would have happened ifby someimpossiblechanceof History
the word of Christ had been recorded and shorthand written?

And who would be right?A problem for some theologianworried about a
relative religious fiction.
.. . .

It maybe presumedthatthe firstschisminthenewChurch tmkplaceas
earlyas36AD.Ononeside,certainly,theAposIJes,
trying toestablishtheir.

Astous,forthe timebeing.itisenoughtorememberwhatany"portefio"
(r.N.3) with a good memory knows: that the lights of the center are bad
because they make m e get into trouble (meaning that when the naive
dressmaker goes wrong; sometimes she becomes viciOus).8 Or also
presume what could have been a paternal warning from Lacan to the
dazzled"mariposa"(T.N~)~en,in
198C. hesaid that"itisa1ostbettoascribe to the word what is unbearable in the light" since :'what the
unconscious shows is something completely different, that is, that the
word is obscurantist" because "such obscurantism is its most evident
benefit."

authority to legitimatize, in the first place, the transcribed text since they
would argue, "We have the moral right to set up the authentic textwe who
saw and heard him, since. . . 'I- ah:
"nothing can substitute for the
gesture y d intonation; They would stress, therefore, the importance of
scathing, once they would be the only ones who would be authorized to
punctuate the true meaning of the sacred words.
.Thatis why they would also be the ones to legitimatizetheir succe.korj'
in,this case the priests and, chiefly,'to claim'the moral atid juridical
right to be the only ones who ban authorize those who want to be called
Christian. And theywould alsobeabletiappeal tothe Romanjusticesoas
to try to guarantee their p&session of the written word of Christ.
On the other,tiand, those we could call the "Roman Christians" would
argue, "When Moses.got the two-stone tables on which the Law was
written by Gods hand, the tone and'the gesture with which that Law had
been written'.andtransmined tdhim. did not matter. What came to us was
theengravedwordof HisSon,thatis,Hiswriting,beforeyoucameherewith
the intention .of.centering us. What authorizes them to cdl themselves'
Christians is not having b'en able to se6 the image of.Ctirist but following
His word word forword: 'Cristoescristo" (T.N.') (that would anticipate in
0ver.a thousand years,the cathar heresy, and they might have been
Luther's inspiring source).On stch an occ&ion the Talmudist Hebrews
m l d make the mast of the oppoftuntty and join the Apcstles, remindingthe
Roman Christians that at Mount Sinai; Moses was not merely given the
written Law but also the oral Law, the Michnd, and that the wdrds of the
Totah are useless without Talmudic rabbis to interpret it
.' TheRomanChristians,intum,couldanswerthem,;;'Bui,haveyou
by&y
chance forgotten that b u r God js,invisible? Therefore, hearing his word
dgesnot mean you have seen-Him.And wh.a! is more, in case,Moses had
been able to?
'+
something, it would have e
n,afalse idol, some Baal.
rs
invent the
And, finally, why did the Egyptians -.
magnetic tapes,unless hey,intendedto
their hieroglyphs.
the writing that so much denies'tk ima

KriowI.eilge of'the Other's truth, therefore, which,for being so,cannot
work as a screen (which, for instance, Minister Oskar Pfister could never
understand).'O
... ,
..
,
"I," the truth says,"that am not" could now be added to define its act of
transmission.
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But whatif'all that were no mork than a bright delusion in search of a
centeR Why not? In such a case, and being lucky, it could alsa even be
something like thesystematizkd, authorizedand transmitteddelusion that
is the area of intersection between'the;discourG of the sense that is
Religion'&d Psychoanalysis:
..
Therefore, with a few differences.

- ;'I.am' .he who
.
is being)

God says.

- "I am he who is not.being," the Unconsciousrepeats.

- "Iam all One," God believes. ,
- "I am for the One that the Whole lacks," the Unconscious knows.
"I am my own Self," God shows.

- "Iam the Other,'' the Uncon'sciousmurmurs.

-

God revealsHimself sothat before the reading of the Unconscious,of
the dreams, of the texts - one may believe in the Other.
That is why while the religious chain must transmit faith in a presence,
Psychoanalysis t,ransmits the certainty of an absence.
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First Motor, which

:

- here - is the letter of Castration.

In place of the center, a hole.
It should be made clear, however, that it is a moving decentere
hole.""

As dec6ntered and mobile as the Subject whom it
Metonymic mobility of Phallus, eccentric cause of the object (a), whi
determinesthat the transferenceonthe sometimesfetishizedcouch bet
necessary condition for the transmission of its borders
as it has
frequently been ,said.
A necessary but not sufficient condition.
As a matter of fact, in Psychoanalysis and because it is so -there
no sufficient condition (a problemto Sufficiencies or to aspirants

-

-

so).

-

For example, if taking the analyst's,place in the so-called c
placing oneself in the (a), no one becomes an analyst just becau
been qualified.
Because where a-pael sujeto des-a-pa-.
(T.N.").
It isalsonecessary-amongotherthings-to
letter of the Freudian discourse.

haveaknowledgeofth

A discourse that at a celtain moment had to be centered upon Freud's'
image. Becausewho, besides him and those who saw him and listened to
him, would be able' to know what was and what was .not.
Psychoanalysis?
But it was morethanjust establishingthe limits of the field of a
"(. ..)Howcan thosetowhom hewasthecenteroflifegoonfindingsense
in life?" Jones asks himself in his funera'sermon on Freud's death.
It was for that reason, maybe, that later he centred hi
and -a pilgrim of what he undeffitoodas Freudianknowled
to irradiate it, that is,.to divulge
it.
.
'And itw& also thbse who were close to Freud the on&
the mission of recognizing, authorizing, legitimizing. Establishing:
Continuing, this way, to give sense to their lives.

UCANOAMERICAN REUNION OF PSYCHOANALYSIS

-

-

Becauseit was not.iustthe case in other countries and languages
of carrying Out statutory rules, study plans, nomination of candidates,
membersand training analysts. Regulatingthe control. It was necessaryabsolutelyessential- to havea direct contact, some way or another, with
an authorizer who would legitimatize such activities. And not necessarily
someone who had been with Freud, but someone who had been
with someone who had been with him. Having been analyzed with.Having
attend+ to. Having been to.
Ax6 transmitted. Professorship practiced. A chain of legitimatizing
succession.
Legalizationthrough metonymy.
It is quite clear that there would be no necessity of such efforts at
certainty, such a thirst for authorization, so many races to the center, if
Psychoanalysis had the guarantee of a University: a diploma and then
peace of mind. But in this damned thing, who authorizes whom? Where
can one say he has been authorized? Being sylvanly authorized - by
himself - is not enough. Because "himself' is "the Other." So.who is and
where is the Other who authorizes?

-

The Other who existed to. ihem
- was in the center.
.
Thai is why, when,in other countries and languages, a founder.- or
some of the first did not have the center as his origin or transient stay,
either acceptance and recognition were required of him or it. was
demanded that someone be sent to legitimatize him with his presence.
And, otherwise or even so -, recharging the battery from time to time: a
somewhat quick pilgrimage to Mecca For example, "having visited
Tavistcck."
'.
Reenforcingthe phallicAx6 soothes uncertaintiesand chases awaythe
terrible ghost of bastardy.
Nevertheless,nearnessisalsoanecessarytopc-logiccondition (though
not sufficient) of treason.
Becausenow it is known that.itwas exactly his apostles who, supported
by hiqimage, deviated from his word. Having Seen him did not mean necessarily - having heard h,im,

-

-

'

And so it was that one passed from. a center to another. from.\lienna in
Germ? to<o?don in English.The translationsinvertedtheir direction. And
now, Paris in French?. , . . , . ,
. '
.
.
. I
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There is some evidence that - to some - that is expect
“I believethat it is up to us
will be in Paris in February wi
very great expectations - regarding those who, in Fran
opportunity of keepingadirect contactwith Jacques Lacan’
in a bositionto bear witnes
practice.We will be then -actually
part, abwt the effects of his teaching, and not to bear witness abstr
but providing that we know how to demonstrate efficiency at a CI
level,” someone said with a certain naivite in 1962.12

-

Or still another: “For, now, Ibelieve thatwe have, morethananyoneei
the privilege of being directly around Lacan, and that, therefore, a n
phenomenon,of a certain homogeneity, will be producedbetwen us,
have been with Lacan, and those who have not,” conclud
expect a great deal from us becausewe had the benefit oft
.which
the ,presence
of Dr.
Lacan contributed So much.”’Z
. .
. . .
, ,
And together with the cent
others,there appear differences between his discourseand the discou
of those who saw him. For example, between the symptom and-t
phantomorbetween thesignifierandtheobject(a)onetrie
Oceanic di~ance.’~
One saysthat in Lacan “not all is signi
time he had stated - or suggested ‘the opposite.
transmission by divulgence, inevitableeffect when the g
.

.

.

Psychoanalysis cannot avoib being interested in suc
because; if what gives consistency to certain masses is
with a common trait, it is time now to know whethe
psychoanalyticinstitutionsis constitutedby the utteran
may assure some kind of pertinerce orby the significant annunciationahd
.
..
. .. .
theletter.
.
Then, is it true that history is repeated once again, the same love, the
same’rain, the same mad, mad eagerness?“ Here, the tango is mistaken:
what is repeated is not history. Something real gdes on banging its
impossibilityAnd the little .that there may be of history in the repetition
signals its failure: if something is repeat&, it is only the difference.
And the difference now - is called Lacin.’

:

~

-

“Freudsoriginality- which’disconbrtsouifeelingbut which is theonly
onethatallowsustounderstandt~eeffectoftiiswork-istheappealtothe
letter. It is the salt of the Freudiandiscoveryand of andytic practice. If, still,
156

.

hing of that had fundamentally remained, nothing of Psychoanalysis
have long been left. There is the origin of eve~yihing.”’~

,’.

peal to the letter, we can add, that did not mean just to decipher “this
r that speaks in the Subject“ in the mnemonic traces or in the dream
glyphs, but also in the letteffithat flourish in his writing, the one with
which he continues transmitting, letters speaking of other leilers.
ThiswassaidinMay, 1956.Andin February, 1966,wecanadd,thatwas
Lacan’soriginalityaswell.Because,forexample,whataremathemesifnot
and not only - his appeal to the lettel?

-

Perhaps because Freud’s image did not work as a screen for him.
Because his legalizingsupporl was no allusion to a succeedinglineage
-having been analyzed with Lowenstein,as it is sometimes (h)ippically
mentioned: the retuin to Freud made one go back to the reading of his
letter. And it is in it that Lacan is authorized.
With that act, by placing himselfoutsidethe successivechainof contact,
he decenters himself.*
That is why those who look for a contrary movement, trying to find the
centreagain, insinuatethat“it was notthe resultof a deliberateelection(. . .)
the way Lacan found himself chased out of the international movement,”
making an effort to cause the prescription of the fact that,. if he was
excommunicated from what hecalled the S.A.M.C.D.A., that was precisely
theeffectofthatgoing backtotheletterand thewritingof Freudandnotof
any anecdotal “false manoeuvre”. And if later one tried to offer a
justification for he who shamelessly requires to become centred,
suggesting that “his students throughout the years, worked hard to
deSeNecoming back,”’eit would thus betrue with theaddition that Lacan
named what now some call “make merits”
among other .things
“negotiation” in which he was the object of interchange. And about that he
commented:
“The situation conceming that, therefore, had nothing exceptional,
except for the fact that the Being negotiated by those whom I have just
called colleagues, even pupils, sometimes, when seen from outside,
receives another name.””

-

-

-

From this point of view, what is the Pass but another way of
decentering’?
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Nevertheless, the most effective betrayal is not that of kisses and
trees, where the evil one knows he is evil and damned forever. Sometimes
betrayal is what is committed in the name of the betrayed. With the
differences, it is what Luther, Lenin and Lacan came to know.
Three I's. L of letter.

Letterandsignifierthatmakeamarkby fixingthesenseless, placeofthe
object (a) that empties the bar dividing the subject.
Apposition of the letter and the signifier, therefore to the writing and the
disCOUrSe.
But on the other hand, there is a'difference between letter and
signifier.
Difference between differences.
To begin with, if a signifier represents a subject to another signifier, a
letter seems to represent nothing.

For that reason, decentering and coming back to the letter of those to
whom an image - some way or another worked as a screen.

-

F& how to give origin without killing the Father? Every hero isa murd
who managesto havea place in the Other (that is what is believed). But not :,
all the murderers are sure of the singing mornings. How;then, to rectify ,
.without deviating? A problem for those with urethral fixations.

As for us, let us remember ,that the Name of the Father is that of .,
Knowledge in place of Truth. That is, it is a Knowledge of the Non: ,.,:
Everything. Knowing that the truth of S, i,s $ ,
Written knowledgethen.
And ifthe subject, as such, is castrated, it is because he was constituted :
in another, also castrated. Inexistent.Neither image nor substance. Only a
mark of place, which a voice as that of the Other makes on the Real, !
and which will recovered afterwards - nachtdglich - as letter SI,
of ,.,I
his first identification, unitary trace that will represent him as well -to
another signifier, S Z ? ~
And which could be formalized this way:

-

-

-

-

LETTER
MARK

.-+

.;.

I

St
-

Tridimension of the Borromean knot that
constitutes its own space.

- in its intersections -

But always a continuity disturbed by an abrupt discontinuity cf a
letter.
For that reason, the Letter - just like the Moebius strip has a face,
which closes itself in a symbol and cuts a difference:the signifier, like the
echo of a voice..The other face the impossibleone'- is turned to the
continuouslyopen, the Real of silence, mute letter always in its place.*'
And the Letter has also an image, likeJanus standingon the boundaries
doorkeeper on duty of entrances and exits, guardian of the holes,
between that which opens itself and that which closes itself.

-

The Letter is to the Mark as the Unitary Trace is to Knowledge.
And that is why the cry will name silence.
..
The Father must be dead to be able to hand over his Name.
Symbolic death, but what does this'death mean?
That the.Father is Letter. .
. .

-

Can there be, then, transferenceto the LetteR'O
The Letter is to the writing as the signifier is to the discourse.
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-

SI

Discourseand writing that on seeking sense, move towards Phallus.

But, when it is linked to a writing, it represents a signifier to another
letter.
Becausethe Letter like the Phantom - is the effect of a signifier.?OIn
this case,residue, remainder which like (a) falls into the Real.
Fallingthat will not necessarilygo downwards: it may be the tracks that
the smoke of a plane draws on a blue sky, the quick strokes on the
calmness of a wall, the badges of ambitions and memories on a tattooed
body, the violent marks of a God on an indifferent stone.
And also, of course, clay, wax, parchment, paper.

.

It is on account of all that, for instance, that the courteous purpose of
writing a love letter with the same element as the one with which one can
make some soup sometimes arouses a certain enjoyment.
Transference to the letter, therefore, when, while articulating itself into
writing, it represents a signifier which is also a metaphorforasubject:

-
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Supposed Subject of the Letter, who is supposed to have a knowledge.

And even if their mistake had been due to sordid manipulation or little
machiavellian deeds, why did they not know of them?
The gist is that if there are no small possibilities, what to say of
guarantees? (T.N.9
Knowing that the Other does not exist, when it concerns a fellow human
being, is different from when we are the ones who participate in the ball,
whether it is on a couch, in the street or in the letter.
Andnowtheballseemsto betheCancan:"WeareallLacanians ...,"and
so forth.
That is why there are some subaltern, of course- who try to make
merits by self-centering. Maybe ,because they are fond of crosseyed
women, since they may be facing another Hamletian dilemma: if Erdosain
had been the man that made a speech at the Sorbonne, would he have
killed the crosseyed woman?28
Longing for the center, impatience for the' authorization,. thirst for
approval, passion that cannot now hide itself behind a pudic fan, because
Lacan's image has not worked as a screen for Oscar Masotta in Argentina
- among others in other countries.*0
Neither does that depreciate the probabletheoretical productionor even
theclinicalefficiencyofsuchhedonists: there wasa knowledgeintheslave
of Plato's Menon.
The situation -which is new in Psychoanalytic history is that from
Lacan's rupture, authorizing himself in the letter, authorizing oneself in
relation to a centre, does not guarantee anything either.
Adifferentstory,then,inwhich,if thecentrecannotprobablybeavoided,
therewillnotbejustonebutmany-asetofones--,andinwhichthepass
through the letter and the risk of the writing'will be other necessary
conditions of recognition.

If it is "impossible to know who reads" or will read that which one
writes22,it is possible to assume that the subject of the letter has
knowledge: that of knowing about the reader's desire.?J
Because if it is true that de-supposingthe knowldge may beoneof the
conditions of reading-to read with hatred
it is no less true that the
reading may lead a subject's desire from the hole of his lack as could be
testified by those many people who have fumbled in dictionaries, peeped
at the Kama Sutra, intended to know the Art of Loving and wproached,
Freud's and Lacan's writings in awe.

-

Transferenceto the letter, also, that explains the impossibleof the "zero
degree" of any writing, even that of the subjectless letters of Logic.
For both writing and reading are two acts of transference: I write to
another whom I assume to have a knowledge of the enjoyment that my
rhetoric conceals. I read from an Other whom I assume to have a
knowledge of my desire.25
Transference to the letter, thus, that explains what is sacred in so many
books, because one goes on asking themjnterpretingthem, becauseone
loves them, one hates them, passion of the Hermeneutics. niceties of the
Exegesis, living books, ink-and-paper-scentedfetishes. Because of the
Guardians of the Letter, the fire of the autos-da-fe, the Index, any
censorship.*Q
"May heaven exist, though hell is my place. May I be offended and
annihilated, providing that Your huge Library be justified in a being, at a
certain moment," Borges says.*'
Decentration is a consequence, therefore, of the possibility of
transferring also to the letter, and not only to the image, which does
not annul, of course, the imaginary support: the Borromean property, as it
does to the subject, constitutesthe letter. And neithercanone, sometimes,
help loving the one supposed to have a knowledge.

-

-

But it now becomes evident that the psychoanalytic institutionsarethe
effect of discourse supported in writing, and, therefore, that the direct
contact with the founder does not - necessarily
guarantee the
transmission.

-

Which, on the other hand, forces us to infer that the founders can
sometimes be mistaken. Like, for instance, Plat0 about Speusippus or
Rr6n about Lopez Rega.
160
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"We wish this book would preserve its razor's edge for all men who are
fated to makethefurrow of a lack pass,that is, for all men,and also forthose
who feel miserable because of that, in other words, for many of them."
Lacan asks of the readers of a book: Andre Gide's Youth by Jean Delay.
One can also extend that demand to the letters of his words and to his own
writing.
Writing to nobody, because Oedipus' sepulchre - not at all saintly
invisible..
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Joao Cabral de Melo Neto, a Brazilian poet, puts it this way:

liography and Notes
de OrganisaCiio Cientifici [Scientific .Orgaiiization
.
Review] :
2@/7. Febnrary/March, 1949.
‘The psychoadJ&t‘s Knowledge. La&k talks-at $t.Anne; 1971/72.
. . .
.

0 POEMA
A tinta e B lapis
escrevem-se todos
os versos do mundo.
Que monstros existem
nadando no poco
negro e fecundo?
Que outrffi deslizam
largando o c a d 0
de seus ossos?
Como o ser vivo
que 6 um verso,
um organism0
m m sangue e sopro,
pode brotar
de germes mortos?
0 papel nem sempre
6 branco mmo
a primeira manha.
G muitas vezes
o triste e pobre
papel de embrulho;
e de outras vezes
de carta clerea,
/eve de nuvem.
Mas 6 no papel,
no branw ass6ptico.
que o versa rebenta
Como um ser vivo
pode brotar
de um chao mineral7M(T.N.7)
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st. Thomas Aquinas. Suma Teol6gica Tom0 Ill.CueSti6n u(vII:’De la

mra de Distincidn en si misma -[On the work of distinction iWq,
~rticuloIll. Bibliotecade Autores Cristianos, La Editorial Cat6lica SA.,
....

4

.

.

Mitol6giCaS [Mythological]. Lo Crud0 y lo C d d o . C. Lbvi-Strauss.
F.C.E. Cf. Oberlum~[Introduction], p. 15 L S. differmtiates~the
“Anaclastics,” the Scienceof the myths, as a “study of rays lackingi n y
focus” ( ... ) “that admits in its definition boththe study oft
rays and of the refmted bnes of the~mythical
thought which
der the aspectof irradiation, for which only the rneasuk of its
s and of,its anglesteads to postulate a common origin ( 1 .. ).”
Illusion.
.
...~
.themof
~ ~ the mvthicalthouaht about “coinciding with its object of which it mikesa homologous hage- but withoutever managingto
fuse with it ( . ..).”
,
.

“OsNag6 e a Morte Dhe Nag0 and Death] .Juana Elbein dos F&ntos.
Ed. Vozes, !??tr6polis,’l977.
.,
6 A Familiaife-Santo i s Candombl6s JejiNagd da Bahis um estudo
de rela&
intra-gtupais: p h e Familyof-Saint in the Jej6-Nag6
Candomblb in Bahia: a studyof.intergrouprelationships] .Vivaldo da
Costa Lima Salvador, Bahia.
7 0 Duplo ea Mefarnodose.A ldentidadeMitica em ComunidadesNag6
phe Double and the Metamorphosis. The.mythical Identity in Nag6
Communities]. Monique Augras.Vozes, petr6polis.
6 TheYoung’Dressmakerwhotwkawrong
step:acharaderof BuenoS
Aires mythology that refers to a naive girl who fell down for having
.opened her legs wide.^ :
9 LightTalk.by & a n , on April 15, 1980.
..
‘ 0 Co&sponde&a
~7909-7939. .[Correspondence 1909,19391 .S.
Freud, O.pfister, F.C.E. .. .
..
l1Contrary to what is claimed by the Hegelians Jean-Luc Nancy and
PhilippeLawue-LabartheinElTiiulodela Letra(unalecturadeLacan).
pheTitleoftheLetter(areadingofLacan)]forwhomthesubjects’sbar
is his centre. Ediciones Buenos Aires.
5
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Actes de /'€de de /a Cause Freudienne. Fev.. 1982. [Minutes of th
School of the Freudian Cause. February, 19821.

Cf. Critica en e/ Campo Freudiano. Isidoro Vegh. In: Acfual
Psicolldgica: 109, Marzo; 1985, Or, in English Critique in the Freu
Field. In: Papers of the Freudian School of Melbourne, 1985.
'4 Part of the lyrics of,an Argentinian tango.
15 The Psychoses. 111 SEMINAR. Lecture: Freud in the century. J.Lam.
18 Cf. letter to CorreO del Campo Freudiano en Espaiia [Post of the
. 'Freudian Field in Spain], by JAMiller, on June 5, 1985.
Ir'Jhe Four Fundamenfal Concepts of Psychoanalysis. XI SEMINAR.
J.Lacan, 1964.
' 8 . Mifol6gicas. Lo Cnjdo y lo Cocido [Mythological. The Raw and the
C o o k d , C. L6vi-Strauss. F.C.E. Cf.Obertura [Introduction], p.36. L.S.
differentiates musical sounds as opposed to noises, "only data sub
specie naturae." From that standpoint, one can say that noise is to
sound as the mark is to the letter.
'9 Ihad alreadyfinished this paper- JheDecentration
when Icame to
read the review LUGYR: 9, 1977, published by the Colegio Freudiano
do Rio de Janeiro [Freudian College of Rio de Janeiro]. In that issue,
M.D.Magno, in Senso Contra Senso da Obra de Arte
Arte e
Psicanalise [ Sense Non Sense of the Work of Art - Art and
Psychoanalysis]. defines what he calls Semasionomyas, among other
definitions; "a dialogue between the psychoanalytical discourse (. . .)
and the letters" (of the work of art), or as "contemplation that c h h e s
transferenceasitsfieldofwork."Andthatbecause"whattheworkofart
canonlyrepresentisthesubject:.toanotherworkofart."lfind myself in
coincidencewith that definition, though, on my part, Ilimit myself to the
transference to the writing and its letter, specifically in that case, in
relation to what cdncems that of the transmission of Psychoanalysis.
2o The Psychoanalytic Act. XV SEMINAR. J.kcan, on March 20,1968,
said, on referringto the phantom:."(. ..)when you see someone begin to
speak of the phantom of the origin you '&be sure that'person is
dishonest;thereisnoothercapturablephantombutthehicet nunc,and

zi

'3

-

-

thatfromMepresentstandpoint;thatistheveryoriginof~phantom(.;.)."
,
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.
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La lnstanciadelaietraen ellnconscienfe.Escrifos r h e Instance of the
Letter in the Unconscious. Ecrits]. JLacan: "(. . .) the letter, that is, the
essentially located structure of the signifier."
Time to Conclude. XXV SEMINAR, 1977-78.J.Lacan.

Cf.NPlacerdelTexto [The PleasureoftheText]. Ed.SigloXXI. Roland
Barhes. p.38: 'The text is afetish object and that fetish desires me. The
text elects me by means of a set of arrangementsof invisible screens, of
selected subtleties: the vocabulary, the references, the legibility, etc;
and,lostinthemiddleofthetext(notbehindit,asadeusex-machina)is
always theotherone,theauthor.As an institution,theauthor is dead: his
civil, passional, biographical person has disappeared; depossessed,
he no longer exerts his formidable paternity upon his work, whose
reportwas to be establishedand renewed by the literary history, as well
as by the teaching and,theopinion. But in the text, in a way, Idesire the
author: I need his figure (which is neither his representation nor his
projection) as much as he needs mine (except if it merely
"whispers")."
z4 Cf.Auli,SEMlNARlOXX [Encore,XXSEMINAR], 1972-73.
Ed. Paidos.
J.Lacan says,refkrringtotheauthorsofNTi!u/ode/aLetra [iheTitleof
the Letterj;Jean-Luc.Nancy and Philippe Lacoue-Labarthe. who were
mentioned in item (11)above: If Isay people hate me, it is becausethey
de-supposethatlhavetheknowledge.Andwhynot?Whynotif itcomes
to be the condition of what I have called reading? After all what can I
pressuposethatAristotleknewof?MaybeIcan read him betteras much
as I pressupose that he knew less. That is the very condition of a strict
testing of reading.,
,
2 5 Roland Barthes contradicts himself when he affirms in the review Tel
Ouet47 that"theactof writing isnottransferential"(1nterviewwith Jean
Thibaudeau): Perhaps,' conversely, transference differentiates the
position of one who writes from that of a writer. Because, again, in €7
Placerdel Texfo [The Pleasure of the Text], one reads: "Writing is this:
the science of the joys of language, its kamasutra." perhaps because
later one comes across with "The writer is the one who plays with his
mother's body (. . .): to glorify it, to beautify it or to pull it to pieces ( "
2 6 Among so many examples of transference to the letter is Advertencia
[Warning ] by .AugustdBunge,who made a versified translation of the
first part of Goethe's Faust into Spanish, edited by the Anglo-Germanic
Departmentofthe lnstituteof Literatureofthe Facultyof Philosophyand
Letters of the U.N.B.A., or else, by Goethe himself, in Memorias del
Joven Escritor [Memories of the Young Writer], book II. p.58-9, in the
Austral collection.
23

,
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Ficciones,La Eiblioteca de Babel [Fictions, Babel Library]. Jorge Lui
Borges.
28 Erdosain, the main character in two novels by Roberto Arlt: Las
Locos r h e Seven Lunatics] and Los Lanzallamas
Flamethrowers]. El Hombre que habl6 en la Sorbona r h e man
made a speech at Sorbonne], a short-story
by AI
Gerchunoff.
2s Presenting the Escuela Freudiana de Euenos Aires [E.F.BA.]
as
Masona did before Lacan in 1975
permission to found it. One of the di
Theresa.
‘Jo Maybenotsocuriously,i n A h [Encore],on referringto Knowledgeand
TNth,Lacancomparesthelenertoagermwhich“isata timea
life and death.”
27

-

-

Gustavo Ezequiel Etkin
Salvador, Bahia

Translato& Notes
TN Here,aswellas in otherpartsofthetext,theauthorfavouredtheuseof
the word phantom ratherthan phantasmflantasm to express a notion
which is different from the notions conveyed by the words ghost (also
used in his paper) and fantasy.
TN “Cristo escristo” means “Christ is Christ.” Here a pun is made upon

the words escrito (written)and es cristo (is Christ).
TN Native or inhabitant of Buenos Aires.
TN “Mariposa” is the Spanish word for “moth,” and a way of referringto a
fascinated person.
TN The author decomposes the words in order to make a pun with
reference to theobjetpetita; “a-parece” means both “a appears” and
“a seems to be,“ while “des-a-parece” means both “disappears” and
“does not seem to be.”
TN The original text reads “Es que si no hay garanabuelas mucho menos
garantias.” The author makes a pun on the word garantia (guarantee)
to stress the lack of both small and great certainties, by referringto
them in terms which evoke the hierarchy in a family group in that
case,the one between grandmothers (in Spanish, “abuelas”) and
aunts (“tias”).
TN ThePoem
All the verses in the world are written in ink and pencil.
What monsters are there swimming in the black and fecund well?
What other ones slide sloughing off the coal of their bones?
How can a living being which is a line of verse, a blood-andbreath organism. spring from dead germs?
Paper is not always white as the first morning.
It is often the sad and poor wrapping paper;
It is some other times cloud-like light, airmail paper.
But it is on paper, on the aseptic white, that the verse bursts.
How can a living being spring from the mineral ground?

-

Translation:
Departamento de Letras
GermAnicai da
UFBA
(Universidade Federal da
Bahia)
A. Schaer
J.de Freitas’
M.A.C.Ferreira Gomes
M.C.LDos Santos

Editor’s Note
EN Here the author introduces Lacan’s formulations of the woman as
being not-all.
See Seminar Encore, A loverletterand Godand the JouissanceofM
woman.
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Feminine Position and% Woman’s Jouissance
“The Devil In The Body”
Benjamin Domb

i

Lacan introduces the formula,M in his seminar Encore ( 1972/73) ,
after havingdeveloped hislogicformulaeof sexuationin his two preceding
seminars.’ Let us rememberthem : for those who inscribe themselves on
the side man, we havetlxmx which states that man as a whole inscribes
himself through the ohallic function. which infurn finds its limit in the
existence of & x; whic,h denies the fu’nction3 x 5 ~ -this being called the
function of the father. On the side woman,8x@x, which finds no limit in
3 h ,there is no x; this is to say, it states inexistence and denies phallic
function a formula of the Impossible.
He’writes.:lkerAnd in a certain way, thisovelflows the formuiatiax;
which has. to be read as follows,: not-all the woman inscribes herself
through the phallic function; we make clear that this is not the only way of
readingit,sincethesefourlogidformulaekeepan inter-relationshipsothat
each one‘of them re-establishestheother’s place. What has driven Lacan
to assert these developmentsafter having statedthe four discoursesin his
S e m i n a r L ’ e n v e r s d e l a p e , 1969/70?We know that one of these
.I,
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discourses is the discourseof the hysteric, a l w called the discourseof th
analysand. Startingfrom thisdiscourse, Lacantries tosituate what woma
is,asbeing thatwhich becomesthehysteric'struth,i.e.theobjectain
of the !ruth. For the hysteric this meant producing a knowledge (savoir)
about the woman, which Lacan connotates with impotence; but, at that
time, it also meantto reach anything which could be thought about wo
through the hysteric.

the fact that she feels it: yesfhis she knows. Of
course, she knows it when it happens. It does not
happen to all of them."'
What I try to write down by means of this algorithm is a split, which, in
turn, intends to clear up the confusion which arises between that which
Seems to be the feminine position, and that other thing which is her
joujssance: to say it in another m'ay, it is not through her position that the
woman receives herjouissance.
Before developing this algorithm any further, let us briefly see what
Freud tells us about women. First of all, we should recall that they are an
enigma; as Lacan says. Ee, an enunciation which has no statement.' But
Shortly afterwards Freud, by means of the symbolic equation child-penis.
makes of the woman a mother. This is the best outcome, since, should this
not happen, the result would be inhibition of sexuality (i.e. frigidity) or
masculinity-complexwhich would drive her to homosexuality.However,
Lacan will take profit from a footnote to Dora' s case history. Throughout
most of his teaching, Mrs.K s example shall be the one to bear the
emblems of femininity and this because of Dora's father, who had marked
her out as such.
This means no less than leavinga man -not any man: afather-to solve
the enigma throughthe way of his desire. This placesus completelyon the
side "man" of the graph of sexuation. About this "side", Lacan says to us:
finally,man doesnotmakeacoupleneitherwith thesignifier,sincethisone
rather representshim (thephallicsignifier);noris heacouple toIkWoman,
since she does not exist, as there is no signifier oflk-woman. He makes
love toher unconscious,and forms a couple with the object a, cause of his
desire, and through which he tries to reach the Other sex, this being
nothingotherthanthefantasmwhichoccludestheOther'slackS@')lnthis,
man is to be considered a polymorphouspetverse.
Clinical psychoanalysisyields enough evidence of this: for men, women
are nothing other than objects of desire; and the women complain about
this. We know which aretheattributesof femininityprized by him: theyare
nothingotherthanapieceofthebody;incaseshedaresto,she knowswell
how to stress the appearance of this piece; and fashion is designedto this
very purpose: tight pants, mini-skirts during some periods, low-cut
dresses,topless, or even bottomlessbathing suits - anything within her
fancy, she precisely does this to arouse desire, after which she complains
aboutbeingconsideredasanobject.Now,ifbyanychance.man would not
see this piece of body, this resemblance of a in her, and would imagine

No doubt this was not enough. It is not through the hysteric that th
woman is reached. This discourse does not make out of M w o m a
anything more than her resemblance, since (as Lacan demonstrate
shortly after this),fbewoman is not to be reached starting from an
discourse at all: she is an out-of-discourse,that is, a real.
From hysteric to woman: within this split, Lacan's teaching writes down
the two assertions; a fundamental starting point to grasp not only
psychoanalytical theory but it's practice as well:
"There is no sexual relationship"
since
"The woman does not exist"
This is written in the formulae of sexuation; and it appears on the lower
part of thegraph in theSeminardated13/3/73*which re-situatesthe place
of the real as what does not cease from not writing itself down. This, in
Lacanian algebra, is annotated S(N- signifier of the barred Other - which
means that in this point theunwnscious does not answer, that there is no
Otheroftheother; and,furthermore,theabovementionedtkwhich points
that the woman does not exist or that there is no signifier of the woman in
Munconscious.
This allows me to formulate the following algorithm, which, even if not
directly written in Lacanian work, does not seem a forcing beyond limits:
a
fke Here, a occupies the place where the woman the offers herself as
man's object of desire, andwpoints to the only place where the woman
receives her certainty, that is, herjouissance: nothing defines the woman
other than herjouissance. Of course, this jouissance is beyond words.
"There is her jouissance, jouissance of she who
does not exist and who signifies nothing. Perhaps
she knows nothing about her jouissance; except

-
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rids on the fact of inhabitinglanguage. Now it may happen -in fact it
that a moment anives in which she does not reach her goal but, in
mesawarethatshelacksherobject,andinherdespairshedoes
pe any more. There, precisely,she finds herjouissance; i.e. she
reach the jouissance of this very lack. Dwwoman is the one who
pted loss, to attain this Other jouissance.
nce of the obieci as opposed to the jOuisSanCe of the

himself facingwoman in her essence, the results would not
encouraging at all: impotence or premature ejaculation would beit
outcome. This is why we state that man does not tolerateWwoman;:
woman, let us say, symbolically, and this does not mean she
anything related to jouissance: she only succeeds in being a
because man has determined her. This is the tragedy of many
desperately look for a man to reach their feminine identityan
find it, because the starting point from which they seek it is unkn

"If the talking being really lackssomething, it is not
somuch theobjecta, butthisvery hole in the Other
which articulates itself S(,A),completely outof the
Symbolic."s

This is what we know as feminine masochism. The woman identi
herself to the object a is a masculine fantasm to which the hysteric le
herselfoccasionally, in her attempt to reachjberwoman, starting from
position were she to find any satisfaction in thisfhus stressing

her, since bothare interestedin herjouissance; and the relationshipis only
consideredsuccessfulif it is she who reaches her orgasm: he is there only '.
to satisfy her.
Let us consider her then; she, who is not-all-phallic, that is
unfolded,,since even if on one instance, she inhabits language, on the,
other, not-all-of-herinhabits it: there is no signifier of the woman. This is
why we. may clearly distinguish two different types of jouissance in her.
Some women only obtain the so-called phallic jouissance but do not
reach the Other jouissance; that is to say, they never end. They may be
tired,butstill wanttocontinue;butthemomenttheyseemtoreachthisgoal;
it goes backwards, and everything starts again, as having obtained
nothing.Everything is readytostartagain,alwaysIeavingaremaindertobe
completed. It is an infinite jouissance, not because of its enormity, but
because it is interminable. What happens to her? Like man, she looks for
her object
what she lacks of - and does not give up her hope of
obtaining it:ln this.the hysteric remains stopped, identified to man in what
Freudian theory terms the phallic phase. This is why on some occasions,
clitoraljouissance, eminently phallic in its nature, puts an end to the maser.
Thisjouissancehasthesamestructurewefind on themasculineside,and

-

:

1

It is this very absence of the Other IhatMwoman enjoys, and'the
absence of the woman's signifier is usefulto her in reaching it. This means
that
.~ the moment she faces the emptiness of the lack of her essence as a
woman, this emptiness itself covers up the emptiness of the Other in this
sort of exact coincidence.8
ThereforeJet us note down the following affirmation : it is not phallic
iouissance,thejouissance linked to the signifier, which makes the access
of the womank supplementaryjouissance possible; on the contrary,this
signifier becomes an obstacleto this Otherjouissance,since' precisely the
womanenjoysthisveryabsenceofasignifier.Heraimistopierceintothat
place which is already interior to her, and to reach the presence of the
absencewhichinhabitsher;ofan"ascesis"whichfindsitsorigininasingle
movement, performedin an absolute radicality. In this moment,the woman
lets herselfgo, extricates from man, in the sexual act; she lets herself go to
enjoy the Other jouissance.
ThisaccesstotheOtherpuissanceisamomentofunfasteningofdesire,
of all register of demand. She does not care about not possessing the
phallus. She does not claimit anymore, and she does not want a symbolic
substitute for it either; a son. She gives up all projects, she gives up the
future, she gives up speech and all will, even the will to enjoy. It is an
absolute present she simply enjoys.
Although in this movement the woman finds her intimateessenceagain,
she becomes a desert, a strange.namelessthing; and in this despoilment
she finds her essence again.'

-

Shetriestobeliketheveryunlikenessitself,shetriestobecomeforeign,

strangetoherself,tobecomeother;ultimately,to become,thisveryalterityiW.
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g: we “recognize” in them the devil (Me) in the body (a).

She tries to become a woman, and this is the reason why she doe$
exist; because the very moment she becomes
would be very difficult to say it otherwise.

Benjamin Domb,
Argentina

However,notonlydoesshe becomevoid,shealsoplunderstheOt
all his qualities and defects, of all human quality; that is to say

’

.

4

2

herselfobjectaoftheOther‘sdesire7Shewouldofferherselftobe
by the Other, and would not reach her ownpuissance.
Obviously-thewordismissing-thismeanssomething which isnota’
relatinship, but the covering up of a void:% by means of another void,

r articulates itself, and in many aspects overlaps with my recent
of the Unconscious is “Herlove”, m n to be published in
Sigmund Freud, No10.
LACAN, J.
Theseminar, ‘‘. . .oupire” 1971/2.
LACAN. J.’ The Seminar, The Psychoanalyst’s Knowledge (Savoir)
1971/2.

--

-

s( 8 ).
By now it will have become clear that this also means a loss of all
subjectivity, a de-subjectification. How could we not consider t
difficulties and even the terror this,means, and to a cerlain extent that it
explains all of the problems we find in clinical psychoanalysis, involving
this jouissance? It means nothing other than the foreclosure of the
symbolic.This is the reason why it is said that some of them enjoy like mad
whilst other women are afraid of this very madness. As we have said, the
woman inscribes herself not-allin the Dhallic function :she unfolds herself:
on theotherhandsheis relatedtothephallus,asthegraphzshows,andon
the other, being radically Other in the so-called sexual relationship,she is
closelyrelatedto% 8 ).God,withoutaname;jbt%vomanisthenoneofthe
names of God.8
This is the reasonwhy IassociatedMarco Bellocchio’ s film The Devilin
the Body. since the devil is one of God s names too. And whereas she
suffers this unfolding WE spoke of, she also becomes split between her
resemblance object of desire, i.e. her position - and her jouissance.
There are beautiful women who do not enjoy; there are also other
women, not so beautiful, but with no difficulty whatsoever to reach their
jouissance.
There are some, beautifulor not, who claim to be looking for a man they
never find. Finally, other women, beautifulor ugly, young or old, never look
for him and always find him. Nobody knows what they do, not even
themselves, but no doubt these are women who know how to transmit

-
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LACAN, J.

The Seminar Encore, p. 90, Ed.Paidds, Buenos Aires.
The Seminar Le Sinthome 197516. Unpublished.
The seminar L’ lnsu que sait de I’ Une-B&ue s’ aile a
mourre, 1976ff7. Statement by Alain Didier-Weill,in the
Seminar, 21/12/76.
An account oi the-structure by means of Heina-Bora1
theorem’stopologicstructureisfoundinthefirstclassof
Lacan’ s Seminar Encore. See Topology, Hocking and
Young. Ed. Revert6 S.A.
Mystics: Phallic Jouissance or Other Jouissance.
Notes of the Freudian School of Buenos Aires, N05.
The Seminar: Encore: one of the chapters was titled :
God andWoman’s Jouissance.
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Notes Towards the End of an Analysis
Maria del Carmen Meroni

Ifthemoments ofefficacyof an analysisarea function of thevariation of
the subject's position with respect to the object a, which position of the
analyst, what characteristic (ifany) of the interpretation within transference,
would promote a movement in this fixed dimension? How to conduct an
analysis towards its end?
Gabriela, 28 years old, begins her analysis in July 1979. For more than a
year she has beentrying unsuccessfullyto become pregnant. Apparently,
there is no organic pathology. Her husband is by no means as obsessed
with theidea as she is. (She checks her date of ovulation, registers it on the
calendarandplansdatesforintercourse.She~oesal1
thison herown. Her
husband merely accepts it.) Added to this, Gabriela's husband, Juan, has
recently'got his degree as a la+er,.which is the Same profession as
Gabriela's mother: Now that he has .-whatis she?"

.:

Gabriela is an architect, a graduateof the'Schoolof Architecture, which
is':untidy, hippieandinformal",,not,"cold and formal" liketheschoolof Law.
Her appearance, hoivever, is.quite the opposite of the description of her
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school. She cannot stop herself from working all day long. Professional
she is always in contact with dder and more experienced architect
supposedly in order to learn from them and to develop professionally but
they failed to fulfill their promises, they cheated others and they cheated
her. She sticks to her guns.

grandmother had attempted abation several times by insertinga knitting
needle when pregnant with him. This is his badluck legacy.?It is also her
father's favourite joke.

Juan is her second husband. She married Gabriel, her first husband,
when she was 20 years old and divorced him when she was 24. Gabriel
hadbeen her boyfriendsince she was 15and their marriagewas approved
with the blessing of her family. She was asphyxiating within the marriage.
Shewasfrigidwithherfirsthusbandwhowastheonlymanwithwhomshe
had had sexual intercourse.He neither studied nor worked. They lived in a
house at the back of his father's store, a well-known interior decoration
shop. Their house was appointed with beautiful piece5 of French-style
furniture butthewhole house was merelyanenormous stage-sening,asall
those pieces of furniture were merchandise in her father-in-law'sstore.
Everything there was exhibited to clients and was on sale. The house
always had to be neat and presentable, in the eventuality of a client's
visit.
When Iasked her for a telephone number where Icould reach her, she
gave me a wrong number, which happenedto be the number of the house
where she lived in povertybetween 10and 13. Before that, she had lived in
another house.alarge. beautifulhousewitha hugegardenwithshrubsand
treeswherelatertheyhadto hidevaluablecbiectsfrom thepolice.who had
come to confiscate them when her father's business fraudulently went
bankrupt. lie .had a jumper factory which' did not' actually produce
anything, but simply bought pullovers, attached labels and then resold
them, and it went bankrupt. Everything was sold or lost. Everything
disappeared. Before that, her father had kept despotic control of money.
After the bankruptcy they didn't have enough to eat. All of Gabriela's life
had been ma+ed by her father's arbitrary management of her mother's
grandfather's (Ju1io)fortune.' This bankruptcy was neither the first nor the
last but definitely the worst. Everything. from valuable paintings and
sculptures, piped musicinall rooms,expensiveparties,to thesmallestsum
of money. went through her father's hands. When and where and how.
much food and clothing to be bought .was also par? of his domain. "He
would say to me: 'Come on, get dressed, we're going out'. He would take
meshopping,push meintoashop,choosealotofclothesandbuy them for
me. Even undenbear." Things had been this way as far as she could
remember. Gabriela knows (because her father told her) tkat her paternal'
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In the house whose telephone number she gave me by mistake, her
father.lay in bed all day long and did not work. Some relatives and
neighburs suppbfted them, People got to know them in that lower-class
neighboufilood and shopkeepers would give them credit Her parents
slept in the bedroom. Hermaternalgrandmother,wholived withthem,slept
in theentrancehall.Sheand herbrother,whowasthreeyearsolder,sleptin
the living room in folding beds.. While in bed her father used to keep a
loaded revolver in the drawer of his night-table. He would sometimes write
stories or read Hemingway, while her mother completed her studies to
becomea lawyer. It was at that time that her mother took her to a fortuneteller, who told her that it would be difficult for her to have children.
Nobday could speak or llsten to music,orwatch television in this house.
Silience w& mandatory. Gabriela again says: '11 was asphyxiated. In the
midst of this'silence, she remembers her continual coughing fits at night,
which would go on forhours. She says,"They were a way of attracting
attention". She remembers having a daily cry locked up in the bathroom,
and her first menstrual period at the age of ten. Gabriela begins to find it
impossibleto stay in her bankrupted father's home for along time, and she
starts "moving her bum"J, as her father would call it. Bum was the
euphemism, the cover term, for genitals. She had fainted several times
becauseshehad failed tobethefirstin thequeuewhen runningerrandsfor
him. She was well known in her neighbourhood.shopkeepers would give
her credit and she was friends with everybody: in this something of not
having to put on a front was finally there.
The telephone number she gave me by mis.take,'wints to a truth: not
feigning about her.father's failure, not being the first in the queue: both
starting points fOr analysis. B&ng able to talk about tho& things which
could only,be
.
handled by crying or coughing. ,
GabndaIs mother, naturally, usesher maiden name, not her husband's.
Julio, her maternal,grandfather, was a Frenchman of noble descent and
high &ial position. He died when his daughter was 5 years old. He had
gonetoFrancewherehehadfoughtinthewarin theplaceofabrotherwho
refused to. go, and then returned home, loaded with medals, a pension
granted by theFrench government;and the loss'of an arm; He died'afew
years aftepards.
.
.
-His fortune.,was depleted during Gabriela's parents'
marriage.
'
> ,
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Gabriela met Juan,. her sewnd husband, in July shortly after
separation; she got her degree in July; she left her first husba
(Gabriel's) house on 9th of July (also: Independence Day.in Argent
France's national holiday is in July; her analysis begins in July.,;l6
November,shortly after her analysis begins, Gabriela becomes pregnant:
Shecoughscontinually,allday,allnight,in hersessions..'.Herbabyisdue
-'~A
in July, of course.. In December, she miscarries.
.:;!
After spending Christmaswith her family, including her father, deprei&

as usual she reports a dream: "My mother came and I asked where m$
father was."."l don't know, he left, Idon't know where he is", she answered,
There was a chest of drawers. Iopened'oneof the drawers and there was
my father, dead. Cut or folded (in two), as if his belly were very thin or ver$
flexible. Iknow that they killed him, my mother and my brother.They killed
him becausethey are in love and they want to get married. They plannedjt
verywe1l.I tell Juanthatlmustreportthemtothepolice.Juanasalawyer.as
well as a husband, tells me: "To make her fall into her own trap let's dc
things.right:don'tcallthepoliceyet".Justthen,mymothermakesaslip:".. .
when we drowned him ...", and she stops. Juan and Iplay dumb, as if we
hadn't hearda thlng. "It'strue, then; they did it Do Ireport them or not? I've
lost my'fathek do I have to lose my family too?" In the end I don't repod
them, butthe body was going to rot: somebody would realize what had
hap&ned".
.. ,
In spite of 9efact that neither she nor the lawyer want to speak yet, she
wants somebody to realize.what has happened. I tell.her that being and
playingarehodifferentthings.Sheplayswhen her mothermakestheslip
(" ...when we drowned him.. ."). Now when associating. Gabriela makes
her own slip: What Isaid about being ijrowned(ahogctda) ...no, drowned
(ahogado), +bwt my father. . . What happens with the first drowned
(ahogada)?Her mother, the brilliant lakyer (abogada),had &n afilm, the
Diabolical Women, when she was pregnaht with Gabriela In it there is.a
scene in which a woman is havingatiath and a man comes in q d drowns
her (ahogada). It is similar to another, veiy powerful film that her mother
t w k her to see when she w&~smalli'F%jcho.'Snieof the
Fen& in k t h
, . ,, ..
films are very similar. People die byasphyx/at/on:::them, is runningwater
tinged with blood. I realize that 'she uses the words asphyxiated and
drowned' as. synonyms.: She 'had '
&id that :she was,'tieing
asphyxhtedinthehousewheretheyli
rtierfather's bankruptc);~d
she was being 'asphjMated in h
Stiand's .hou&.. 'DroG@/
asphyxiated -.'this is her mother's position in the .&iations
to'thls
dream. but this is a position that affects her as well. Besides, the scene

r5
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where a man disguised as his own mother kills a woman in the bathtub, is
,.not from The Diabolical Women but from Psycho. When I asked which
;sene from the first film she was trying to describe, it turns out to be the
murder of a woman carried out by her husband with the help of his ywng
lover.
The lover feigns complicity with the wife, but is actual!y the husband's
accomplice in killing the wife. The point is to kill the complicity with the
brilliant lawyer with her father's help, especially since now that she cannot
'have her baby in July.6 the pact between mother and daughter has been
broken: "I've lost my fathernow". In the relationshipabogadalahogadathe
mute h stands for the signifier that represents her for another signifier: a
folded, broken (bankrupt) father.
Drowned slides to asphjxiated: the crime involves her as well. What is
her crime? The flexible belly in the dream: "like a pregnant belly". Her
miscahiage was involuntary, not desired, Was it a lapsus?. she asked
herself. She coughed continually during her pregnancy; she smoked as
well.. .she began to wonder if she had caused that miscarriage (as ifshe
had inserted a knitting needle?).
It was better to play dumb. Alienaton has made her a fool: this is a
positionofthesubjectofferingitself tothe0therasitsprosthesis.Thereisa
call, a dream, to the supposed-subject-of-knowing:"somebody would
realize", somebodywas going totake up thevoice that thecough of failure
in the Other insinuated; for the time being she could only play dumb.
Between the subject and the Other, the silence outlines an object in the
bankruptcy which is not spoken about. It is the voice, according to Lacan,
the object of the mascchistic phantasm.

She lets people do things to her, she lets things happen: instance of the
demand of the Other without ,failure; she plays dumb, she refrains from
speaking. But in the same fashion as the cough symbolized a moment of
separation,acall("Will somebody realizewhat is happeningtome?")inthe
transference, "somebody will realize at some time", in spite of her
silence.
But the analyst who is summoned to the position.of'the.supposedsubject-of knowing, :..from what position does he intervene?The point is:
what isit that "they aregoingto realize':?Inotherwords, what issheplaying
dumb about? This is the matter that has to do with her positionconcerning
theobject ("letting people dothings to her", "letting things happen"),asthe
foundations for the identification of the subject (the fool). The fool, her
.

,

.
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position in connection with a voice. is the signifier in the transfer
(somebody is going to realize), a crime in which she is involved.
The interpretation outlines an object, a non-t
this is the point, between $ and a: the positi
transference is put to work and the moment of separation is insin
now attempt a writing of this, several years after having listened to
of this dream:

retation is of the sense": it pulls out this drowned (woman)
from the position of the unknowing knowledgein transference,
bjection, as signifier, to the domain of the Other, from the nomakes her a fool as far as it remains non-isolated. not yet
phanisicweight of theS2. "The interpretationgoes againstthe
signification". The point is not being the fool phallus (letting things
to her, people do things to her, people buy her things), to allow
orealizethatfarfrom being able todisregard thelack in theother, it
s her. I quote Lacan (La Troisi6me):
"Thesenseofthesymptom isnottheonewegiveit
so as to nourish its proliferationor extinction; the
sense of the symptom is the real, the real in as
much as it is the obstacle that stops things from
going in the direction in which they can give
account of themselves in a satisfactory manner
satisfactoryat least for the master"
To operate over the positionof the fool that offers herself to the master, it
is indispensableto isolate, in transference, the signifiers with which she
"lets (the Other) do things to her". Not to offer herself to the Other as its
phallus: it is an operationof separation and corresponds to the top half of
the losange between ,$ and a.
Two years later Gabriela, two months pregnant, reports the following
dream: "Iwas with my parentsand with Juan in thecountry house. We had
invited you to spend the day with us there. It was a dull, grey day, and we
couldn't beoutin theopen.When youarrived Itold themtotakeaseatatthe
table.1 wenttothe bathroom,andwhen Icameback, mybrother'sgirlfriend
was sitting in my place and my mother said she had taken my plate away
from me. We sat down to eat. There was lentil stew. Your husbandarrlved,
and we were in your house, and you had a little girl, about 7 years old and
another child, an older boy. But then she is not so young: Ithought. There
were pieces of gold jewellery, my mother's, strewn on the floor. I started
picking them up. Suddenly my mother started w i n g and shouting, my
voice was much lower, and then you shouted at her and she stopped. I
thought: "Great! Her voice is stronger than my mother's''. The consulting
room appears, and Ithink that it must by your daughter's room. It is a grey
room. just like the clothes that were hanging in the closet. You scold her.
'Don't say anything about this to me later on, because I've already warned
you what could happen to you. Mind what you're going to do'. I looked at

-
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Within the momentof alienation, the bottom half of thelosangebetween
anda,wefind: inthedomainoftheOther,thesense; inthedomainofthe
subject, the aphanisis,the disappearance ("I'm not involved in this"). But
Lacan in L'Etoum'it says:
"The interpretation is of the sense, and goes
against the signification . . .
What does this sense mean?'

$
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you and thought, "She's great!" Juan wasn't well. His legs were covere
with scabs, insect bites, and I was ashamed for you to see him.

!

!'

The point is not only that I am "not so young" in her dream. I am an
vroman'whocanwarn her(1ikeafortune-tellef?)ofwhatisgoing to happ
to her. With extreme docility she offers herself to let things happen, to
things be done to her, even by her analyst, who had while she had not. S
can do nothing about her screaming and raving mother: she splits h
the fool and the great one, she gathers her strewn jewellqry (the
jewellery that had to be sold and pawned),she is ashamed of her hu
before the great one who has. The doctors have just diagnose
Gabriela'sfather suffersfrom gout: hecannot stand on his legs.Juan IS no
doing well in his job, he is not getting on well with her pregnancy, he
discontinued his analysis. "He's not doing well".8
The priceto pay for this is the greyness: she's not allowed to be out
of the Other, the great one that has, to whose knowledge she offers
herself.
But themother(thecrazyone,thelunatic,notthegreatonewhohas),the
mother that screams and raves, also tells her that she's missed the fun (se
perdioelplato).0Hereisthedivision,the bar,in theOther.Theanswertothe
question concerning what was "the fun she' missed appears when
associatingwith the followingfragment: ". ..alittlegirlabout 7 yearsold.. .".
This is associatedwith the following: her brother was about 7 (threeyears
older than she was), when there was a scene in the bathrwm Gabriela
remembersquitewell: she was toying with hiserect penis.She remembers
thesceneingreatdetai1,asifit had happenedmanytimes.Shelikeddoing
this, it was real fun.s
The seven-year-old girl that, in her dream, takes the place of the boy; or
itscorrelative,thegreatonewhohas,they both"missthefun"?(bytheway
. . . lentils'o) of playing games with a boy's penis, instead of k i n g the one
who has. Here is'the division, the bar, of the subject. The following is
approximatelytheinterpretation:the"great one" missesthefun.Since she
got pregnant, she never again experienced an orgasm. The one who
appearsin thegreyness,inside(momentoralientation),thegreatone, is not
the one who has the fun that corresponds to the top half of the losange
betken. $ anda. Theseparationis marked bythe signifierin transference
(the analyst had' .a seven-year-old daughter). Its no-sense, once
interrogated, points to the fun, and this certainly tiaumatic. mark: the
inscription of the difference between the sexes, and the relationship or
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correspondence that "does not exist". Faced with the screen memo-ry

connected with the seven-yeardd(boy), that pointsto a momentof division
,,'

,

of the subject, the question is "what to do?" Should she stay inside.. .the
greatone whohas.. .orhavefun?Thisisalsotrueofthetransference:the
iowerandtheupperh~ofthelosangebetween
$ and& betweenGabriela
. ..
and tne VOIce.
This is a controversialpoint with the point of view according to which the
interpretationis nothing morethan a promoter of the infinitedisplacement
of the symptom, a metonymy which leaves the position of subject and
objectuntouched,accessibleonlybywhatturnsouttobeamystificationof
the act in analysis, which degrades the real to reality.
When interpreting on the abogada or on the "seven-year-old, in the
place where the fool or the great one is mute, located inside, in the lower
part of the losange, is it not in the upper half,the separation, and therefore
upon the relationshipbetween & and%thattheanalystinterneswith the
interpretation?This is so,in as much as a miscarriage or the difference
betweenthe sexes is produced in the subject's analysis E+?, that which has
become an obstacle to allowing things to account for themselves in a
manner satisfactory to the master . . . to which place the analyst is also
summoned (if he responds) to miss the fun.
While they tryforasecondchild,afew years later,she's not sosureabout
wantingto"missthefun".Anothersonis born."Twodaysago, motherwent
back home. Things were still much the same with Juan up to then, but he's
fedup,andsoamI". Juanleavesforfivedays,tothinkthingsover.Whenhe
comes back,anew period,whichendsinseparation morethanayearlater,
begins.
What right does she have to divorce, considering the harm-this can
causethechildren,andthefactthatsheisnotsureaboutit?Whocantellfor
sure that she does not love him anymore? She begins to suffer anxious
coughing fits at night. The guilt (in her mother-tongue: "What right do I
have?"), is the counterpart of the persistent demand of the guarantee for
her locus in the Other: if she decides hecause he wants her to decide, she
will surely claim from the Other that which corresponds.
But what does she want? At a paw, a colleague approaches her and
pays heracompliment.Shelikesit.Sheblushesand doesn'tknowwhatto
do. "Idon't know how Imanagedto end up chattingwith a couple of oldies.
How foolish Iam. She asks me to refer them to "family therapy" . ..Imean,
"marriage guidance". I point out her lapsus clearly and end that session.
185
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She pays mefouraustralesmorethanwhat sheowesme.Atthebeginning
of the following session, Ireturnthem to her: "You gave mefour.. .extra'!, I
said. Two families of four members each are involved: her own family, and
theonesheand Juan started. I refrainfrom suggestingthename requested
forthefamilylmarriage therapy.All thescenes that nurturehernostalgiafor
Juan are family scenes.
She goes out with a friend (also called Gabriela), and meets a man who
approaches her in a bar. She likes him. Heseemscharming. fas1.A pick-up;
"We made love the secondtime Isaw him. Imust have been pretty horny. I
told him OK,Ijust couldn't say a definite, "yes". I went to his apartment,
and the thought of danger never even crossed my mind. What did I know
about that man? I tooka liking to him; Ididn't feel watched, Ifelt no shame
about my body. I wasn't restrained. I asked him for things, I spoke to him. I
couldn't recognizemyself.We arranged that he was going tocall me". The
woman who "recognizes herself' is not the one who has a good time.
Finally, she reports a dream: "Iwas in another world, underwater. where
all the disappearedfrom both partieswere". I appeared there. Idon't know
why. Iwas with G,abriel. he was my boy-friend.Ifelt very close to him. They
begin to follow me, they want to catch me and kill me. They don't follow
Gabriel. Iwas sure (seguro) . . . I mean sure (segura)" only about Gabriel,
very close to him; but I ran away from him. Somebody asked: "Is that lnes
R.7" "NO.Isaid, no, it's not I'm Gabriela R." (the initialR. that appears in the
dream is that of her maiden name).Finally,it seemea as iftherewas a boss.
IfIpunched in his lefteye, Icould save myself and destroy the world. Ifound
him just as they were about to kill me, and with a pin, something tiny. I
touched his left eye. and everything disappeared and I found myself in a
city at the end of the Second World War, surrounded by people who are
leavingtheir ruined homes.Iam lcaving too, but I feel relieved, I'd rather be
in this world than in the other one." The boss' left eye is associated with
Juan's problem left eye: something retarded its development, his eyeball
turns to one side. He has a partial loss of vision in that eye, especially at
night. Beyond that. another "boss" is also there: the "pricked eyeball"
reminds one of the ways the knittlng needle might have killed her father
when his mother attempted to abort him. When she pricks'' him, he
disappears. She was "sure" (seguro) only about Gabriel: like the "great"
little seven-year-oldgirl who was actually a seven-year-oldboy, who, she
having placed herself in his position, cost her the fun. The woman who
supports the position from which she can ofler herself to a fallen father as
he would like to keep seeing her, through the identification with a
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msculinedouble, this woman, wavers. "Very close to him. But I ran away
from him".
They wanted to catch her and kill her. Who did they want to do that to?
lnes can be read as In es, the one who is inside. Gabriela also knows two
women by that name: one is Juan's aunt, a psychoanalyst through whom
she began analysis. This woman is "intelligent, feminine, emotionally
balanced". as Gabriela idealizes her, but she has recently found out that
Ines'husband isunfaithful to his wife.Theotherlnesisafriendshemadein
kindergartenand whom she has not seen for many years. This woman is
also very sweet and feminine; they continued seeing each other for some
time inspite of having shared only kindergartenand the first two years of
elementary school. until Gabriela left because the school was not
demanding enough, she had too much free time and she was capahle of
making more progress. The name of this school was Nuestra Senora del
Carmen(Our Lady of Carmen), the analyst's name.The boss who wants to
catch her, the lagger with the bad eye, the woman who feels secure
(seguro) inside;they all disappear when the timefor "prickiny"comes. She
Drefersthis world to the other one. A new movementbegins inthe analysis,
which continues; she feels that she has no time to waste. It is not the
moment for silence, for "somebody to realize". Now she speaks. Between
In .es. the drowned woman (ahogada), and the one who feels.relief at
having come to the end of her second war, a subject wavers before a fall
that is hinted at, by the time Our Lady of Carmen will have become one of
the disappeared.. . in an analysis.
Maria del Carmen Meroni.
Argentina
Translated by Graciela Perez-Esandi.
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Notes
1 Julio in Spanish is both Gabriela’s grandfather‘s name and the
translation for the month of July (Julio).
2 . In Spanish mala leche = bad luck, but leche can stand for milk and milk
is slang for sperm.
3 In Spanish, cola means both tail (or bum), and queue.
4
El parto es para Julio: also: ‘The childbirth is for Julio” (July).
5
In Spanish, ahogada is the feminine singular and ahogado is the
masculinesingular form fordmwned. Also, ahogada(femininesingular
form) and abogada (lawyer, her mother‘s profession),sound almost the
same.
0 ...”nopodri4tenerelbebeparaJulio”,also:shewillnothavethebabyfor
Julio.
7 Una vieja also, a mother (collcq.)
Anda mal: he’s not doing we//, but also he ‘mlks with difficulty.
9 Plat0 can be translated asplate or dish, but it also means(colloq.)fun in
hacerse el plato (to have fun), or perderse el plato (to miss the fun).
( 0 Lenteja means lentil, but it may (colloq.) also stand for: slow (lenta),
clumsy, not intelligent.

Ethics and the Lacano American Reunion
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Thereferenceis totheeventsthattwkplacein Argentinabetween1976
and 1983, when many people were kidnapped and just disappeared.
The actual term she uses (desaparecidos=disappeared) is the term
used in Argentina to refer to these people.
Seguro (masculine singular), segura (feminine singular) means both
sure and secure.
In Buenos Aires, to prick is one of the popular terms for to have
intercourse.

Jo& Zuberman

“When Ilook backtothoselonelyyears,awayfrom
the pressures and confusions of today, it seems
like a glorious, heroic age. My spiendid isolation
was not without its advantages and charms. I did
not have to read any publications,nor listen to any
ill-informed opponents. I was not subject to
influencefrom any quarters; there was nothing to
hustle me.”’
A quote from Freud, from his paper on the Historyof the Psychoanalytic
Movement, 1914, where he also narrates the bitternessresulting out of the
splits of the first group of psychoanalysts. the pain caused by the
separation of his followers, the hard task involved in finding again the
theoretical principles which support the practice he founded.
ltis Freud,thesameman whotaughtuswhat “infantileamnesia”means,
how we build up our lost paradise, how man always needs to concoct a
past “golden age”, or live in hopeful illusion; it is Freudwho called this past

..~~,

and prevent the plunge into yet another spin. When the group managesto
build upitsfifth,atrendappearswithin itsspace tooutshine thereasonsof
discourse; the obscenities of the fourth, the alibis of associations and
unions avoid the dimension of the third the vertebrae of our practice
and finally turn its attention merely to second intentions. All this happens
within a specularity where everybody names himself "the first" of a
descending heirarchy,which in turn avoids any reference to the tNth :the
truth Freud opened up with the praxis he created by the name of psychoanalysiss. In this register the only prejudicedreferenceconsidered is :"tell
me whom you are with. . ." a symbol of the accomplices found in
society.
Now,if we assert that the subjebt is subject to the signifierand not to his
Companions, then it follows thatonlywhat hesayssituateshim adequately,
and that it is discourse only which creates the social tie among analysts.
Since imaginar); phenomena belong to a register, and as such their
suspension is impossible, it follows that the aim becomes to sustain the
ethical reasons which in turn support the necessity of the analysts'
meeting. Whatever the analyst says as a subject situates him before his
community; it happens inno other way with that which inscribes itself as a
letter emerging out of his discourse. The suspended jouissance of the
analyst's practice tries to-find vent through "writing, which byofferinghim
the possibilityof ajouissance beyond,'fhroughthe text whose productfalls
out, ex-poses'himto the OtheP, beyond.his peers. The quesiion of the
social bond among analysts is thrust forth again supported around the
possibility of social.prejudice to.give way to. misunderstanding - by

-

We shall try to frame two questions:
1) Are. these meetings necessary?, and if they
are, then why?

2j Considering the insistenceof informal reuniongossip, what truth does repetitive compulsion
convey through this fragment of the
psychoanalysts' everyday life?
Let us begin with the first one. The silence of the analyst in the Session
where he intends not to avow his tastes or preferences, has its ethical
correlate in the act of "giving the reasons of his practice" before the
psycho-analytical institution, among other analysts, in order to let it be
something other than merely a personal and mystical belief. Not only the
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substituting "tell me whom you are with. . ." by "I read what you ha
written". Misunderstanding, as talkingbeings and as analys
what are we if not its product75 Misunderstandingleads us again tot
practice of psycho-analysis,the moment we endeavour to read it. Readin
what inscribes itself, since not every text is a writing, nor is everythin
inscribed necessarily published. During a psychoanalysis, an analwritesdownwhat he mayonly partiallynarrateduringthe pass,
a border he will allow something to be read in the matters
pertaining to such an individual experience. A writing not
such, but acknowledged as such by whoever desires to read it. It is difficu
for anybody to be the same before and after analysis - should anythin
happen in between which deserves this name. "You look different", '!I
you have changed is the most usual way,of this reading.
Before turning to our second question, let us say that something is
inscribed pertaining to the organization of these meetings, too. I take UP
again something nobody speaks about in the name of his group, nor of his
institutionnor of his nation, but from the place his analysis makes possible
for him, since it is what I signed and gave over to the Convocation6,in order
tosaythenamedoesnottakeplacethroughthewilltoassemble, butb
will of the unconscious, by the will of the letter. It always speaks s
from where analysis allows; and when singularity erases itself, it
theanonymityof the officialword that condemns to uniformity; thi
aboutnothingbutthelackof analysis.Thefactthatttieanalyst'sa
singular is also disclosed through each analyst's different pro
Droduction not being singularised indicates the failure of analysis.
The letter, litoral between the knowledge (savoir) of the signifier and the
jouissance of the object. asks for a reading. Lacan0 American names us
and simultaneously sets a limit 13 this Convocation: we understood the
term composing aseries with readers. Readers of what forms as writing,
what is said in an analysis, of what we call clinical practice; readers of the
letters which set the foundation of our practice: Freud and Lacan - what
we term theoretical practice. Theoretical practice, clinical practice,
institutionalpractice, all three intertwineand knot themselves together in a
psychoanalysis: I put this forward sometime ago'. The letter, asking to be
read, simultaneously acts as a limit: The only possiblelimit, since it has no
other owner than the one who risks a reading. Let us tum ourselves now to
the truth contained by this insistance since it repeats itself in such
differentways in the longingfor a splendidisolation. Although we knot the
three practicesin a psycho-analysis, doesn't this article say as muchas the
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abovementionedphantasy revealing that clinical practicehas the place
of privilege forthe analyst? During clinical practice, each analysis leavesa
remainder in the Place occupied by the analyst; and isn't it this remainder
which urges to read, to meet, to Write? Let ustakethatdialogue heldduring
coffee-break as a dream: it shall teach us about the analyst's desire, the
analyst's placeandthe ethicswhich support both. Far more explicit, Lacan
bestows upon us (July 10,1980):"Ithus go to learn down there (Caracas)
butevidentlyI shall return (to Paris)because my practiceishere"6.Alesson
of the master in two phrases. The analysts' meeting is necessary and we
learnfromit,sinceitbecomesourpractice."I shall returnsincemypractice
is here, and this Seminar is not of my practice, but it complements it"'. The
practiceisnoteverything:thereisawmplement,but practicelocatesitina
place. Practice is well-esteemed by analysts as having no substitute
whatsover: this place is well-definedand situated by an ethics, even if no
opinion is delivered. Freud taught us that the ideal is a condition for
repressiona; Lacan, in turn, taught us that the ideal, being universal,
obturates the practice which situates us. There is nothing prepared
regarding man's happiness, neither in microcosmnor macrocasm~.
Thus
we understand that psychoanalysis is not an ideology, nor a conceptionof
the world, nor a philosophy: it is a practice, acknowledging only each
man's way to his own happiness as singular. The ethicsof psychoanalysis
does not tell anything about accomodating to the ideal; it speaks of the real;
of Freudian sexuality. There is no universal goodness to which one can
accomodate. God isdeadeversincemanwasable tospeak;and hisreturn
is the word, the equivocal, the misunderstanding arising anew each time
interpretation manages to dissolve it. The adjustment to sovereign
goodness engenders the necessary politics of goodness - a
committment to the established and enshrined goodness; and thus it
becomes quite opposed to the practice of psycho-analysis.
The post-Freudian obturating ideals which deviated analytic practice,
shrouded its progress and degraded its use,were, (as Lacan denounced in
1955):
1 . the idealof genital love which Condemns psycho-analysisto be nothing
other than mental hygiene, a psychoprophilaxisof love;
2. theideal of authenticity, whichlocatestheegoagain in theplaceof S ,
and
3. the ideal of non-dependence. which makesa reason to exist out of
isolation and painful engagement not to need anything from anyone0.
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Referring .to any practice whatever does not shatter the antinom
On the History of The Psycho-analyfic Movement
1914,StEd.. Vol.XIV, 22.
I

-

of our time - ideals put forward as sovereign goodness
are, to my:
understanding: 1) teaching psycho-analysis as if there could be a
knowledge-to-obtainthrough knowing(connaissance), and learningon its
way to wisdom as a whole. The question raised by psycho-.analysisis
about knowledge fhaf does not know ifself, and not what remains lefl to
has been instituted as knowledge; psychoanalysis may then tell
somethingaboutitslack-orevencreateone.2)Theid~ofthesubjectof
jouissance: courageousand free in his access to pleasure, is nothing but
another version of the Xvlllth. century libertine,as Lacan analyses him: as
much subjecttotheLawasanybodyelse.Moralitiesmaycausethesubject
to stagger doubtfully the moment he meets the Ding, to the point of
avoiding this very encounter. For the ethics of psychoanalysis, this
encounter and the fall of the object it involves is its goal. and it carries forth
the same thereby exposing it even to the point of un-being(des4tre).
The subiect is subiect to the signifier, and the chain of sianifiers leads
him to enjoy the ob& exceedhg this chain. “How maithe signifier
proceedtoencountertheobjectcontaining theThing?”’oThrwgh the way
of singularity the potter forms the emptiness contained by the pot
with his hands rather than with his spirit, and in the same way little Hans
discovers - during his analysis - the lack where there was always a
hole.”
Out of the real, what is built u? starting from the signifier, is human.10
Therefore,jouissance is what is human, and in that way we regain for our
practice the present value of the fundamental rule. Furthermore, it is the
only possible way to go, singularly, for whoever aims to enjoy the object
containing the Thing
without adjusting to the politics of an ideal
jouissance. The subject is subject to the signifier; there is no subject of
jouissance, but a subject who enjoys (in the singular way the chain of
signifiers the chain which constitutes him - compels him, and points
out to him only one way). I repeat: the subject is not the subject of his
companions nor of hisjouissance; he is subject to the signifier.
Jose Zuberman,
Argentina.
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Topology in the Relationship Between Structure
and Theory'
Carlos Alfred0 Ruiz

We question the place of topology. This question actually places itself
within a task of confrontation, testing,tGnsmission,teaching and
discussion throughout Lacan's work. Out of this task a product returns.
The questioningof concepts, words, expressions and abusesof language,
a part of this product,are in this way highlightedin their singularity.Taking
this productagainitwill haveto bemadeclearerstill,explained,correctedif
necessary andabove all a more careful revision of its articulations should
be tried precisely in'so far as the spin of discourses permits it.
Once the context is given this paper supposesits audience. This paper
will surely be too brief an introduction;the bibliographytriesto supplement
it even if the more or less accidental way of publishing and distributing it
does not allow for much hope. Those with whom Ishare my daily work will
immediately recognisethe echo of external and internalcontroversy,even
if I try to limit myself to the aiis of our own questioning.Starting'fromthe
necessarily arbitrary premise that its. own structure will al!ow it to be
something more than what the others are not.*
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From the Seminar On Identificationto the Seminar L’EtourdiP su
torus, bands, projectiveplanesand Klein Bottlesare mentionedrepeatedly
in Lacan’s Seminars. However, it could be interestingto try afirst approach
through his Ecrits in which there is almost no trace of all this, except
footnotes. The most famous of these asserts the “R” graph to unfold a
projectivepIane?Asmaybeseen, therearealreadyreferencestotopology
even in the Discourse of Rome, in which :a centre, exterior to language is
more than a metaphor and shows a structure.“ Beyond these footnotes
which connect Lacan’s papers with his Seminars, one can ask oneself.’
what is it that Lacan understandsas topology within his papers. Eachone
may have his own answer, but Icannot help giving mine. Ihave a quotation
taken from The Signification of the PhaNus which I relied upon several
times6 to be indicative enough. In this quotation, I want to stress now,
topo/ogy(in the mathematicalsenseof the term),symptom (in theanalytic
Sense of the term), structure and to write down’ coexist.
We have implicitly been pointing to this noter (to write down). Before
making it explicit we will briefly haveto indicatethe course of the seminars
in order to show in what way Lacan’s topology is linked to his theory. In a
recent paper,Iput forward fromamathematicalpointofview the properties
ofthe torus to which Lacan refers different aspects of his theory: as I
wanted to account in this way for their necessity. Let us make this clear: I
am not assertinga theoretid necessitywhich has to be accountedfor by
referring to topology, but a logical necessityat the level of the structure.To
produce theory about the latter would be to produce metatheory, while
what Ihereby call theory weaves a writing support to the border of what
cannot be said; this support here becomes topological. In this sen
necessity pertains to it.
In the seminar On Identificatior?the torus, in its first appearance, iS u
tomarkuponitthelinesofsyntheticenunciationwhichmaybefwndi
originofthesubjectoFir$ofallthetorusisusedin thkfdlowing waysince
two types of lines can be traced upon it One typeof line is the perforation.
To cut along a line divides the surface into a perforated torus and a disk;
cutting along the other type of line produces. ..a cylindrical band. Against
this, on the sphere any closed line determines a perforation.
On the torus, a line which does not produce any perfoption winds
several times in both ways: passingthrough the central hole (around full
circle)orby its boundaw-(aroundemptycircle).’nAfirst ruleof exclusicm:a
line cannot wind around a full circle more than once if it does not
. ,
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simultaneouslywindaround an empty circle. If theloopsaroundfull circles
arethoughtofastumsofthedemand,thisrulewritesdownaconditionthat
there is no repetiion without articulation with the desire.” To count these
turnsof thedemand involvescommittingacountingemr;theloopsaround
the full circle (desire)are missed.Asan illustration,this argument is not at all
convincing. As the foregoing discussion shows, the torus as an object,
seen from the outside, gives us the possibility of counting, separately and
with nomistakes,thetwotypesoiloops. Intrinsi@ly,on the torusthecount
,
is missed; however,we find hkreadifficultythe solution of which brings us
a step forward, On the torus, nothing indicates to me when a loop is
completed there being no relationship to space or any other reference.
From an intrinsiz point of view our only possibility is to count one but we
notice that if we draw an empty circle, this allows us immediatelyto count
oneeach timewegoacrossit.Thereforetheconditionthat this lineshould
exist prior to the counting in which it shall not be counted writes down the
?~ error of count.12
.$,
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Wementionedwritesdom, buthavenotyetshownwhyitisanecessity.At
a first glance we obtained an excess the moment we solved our first
problem -that of synthetic enunciations. Besides having lines which are
notperforations.wefindtheselinesareclassified bythenumberof loops.It
seems natural but arbitrary to use them to talk about’demand and
desire. Afirstglimpseof the pathwe put forward will beseenif weask about
a possibilityof solving the first problem by means of a surface not useful to
solve the second one. It would be enough to find a surface with no
boundary where some closed lines wouldn‘t determine a perforaticmbut
such that it wouldn’t admit a classification of the lines which are not
perforations. The answer: such a surface does not exist When we
accepted the linesthat are not perforations,wesimultaneouslyadapted,t~ir
classification by the number of loops. The structure of lines on the toms
gives us Something more than just the superimposition of two
illustrations.’3

-

-

The answer we just gave supposes another condition :the surface must
be able to be orientable since it should characterise an aesthetics. The
development of the argument Lacan gives in a paragraph” in order to
replace the sphere by the torus would, indeed, take us several hours. I
simply put forward that characterising the aesthetics of a space seems to
involve orientability. Should this be.supposed, the torus has again the
advantage compared to the sphere : while,the latter needs a space to
sustain it, the tor& gives us the possibility of laying the foundation of a
space.’5
199
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What I have said plus some topology given in three lectures of t
seminar On Identification, indicates to us a direction to proceed; butt
results do not yet justify the effort. Ifwe leave aside the problem by whlc
the surface in question should be orientable then the projective plan
supplies us with a structure with two types of cut. We call them unfolding
(they produceadisc ) and perforations(they produceadisc and a M&biu
band ). This surface and the more or less clever gadgets with
attempt is made to spatialize it (showing, by the way, why orientabi
aestheticsare linkedtogether)are alreadyfolk-lore :thoirarticulatio
torus is less known.

prefer the following : the torus characterizes aesthetics in another way,
hile the way of the projective plane suggests an alternative outside
aesthetics.
Logic has its own problems. I made a few remarks. The relationship of
cla&A logic, from Aristotle and the Stoics onwards, with the topology of
Euclidianplane, cannot remain with the mere indication of Euler‘s circles.
particularly, should Lacan’s brief remarks not be enough, we may still
investigatetheturningpoint, theappearanceofthe principleofexclusionof
the third means in Logic.21
Finally, we find ourselves within a knot (a word that by itself warns us of
an abrupt closing) in which the problem of the limits of writing may start to
be put forward. Its articulation between logic end grammar may be
dramatisedin this way: astatement thesubject goes through deciphering;
thesubjectsustainshimselfinadeciphering;shouldthelattercloseitself in
asignificationwhich referstothe beginning“this will be”death. Hencethat
is what the double loop is for.22
Going back to our first quotation “man is a lurking-place animal”; the
lurking place pierces through the sphere producing a toric surface. We
may think the torus to be a metaphor of the lurking-place or the lurkingplace animal as a metaphor of the toric structure.Topology is not e model :
this is another way of saying our last statement In this paper I wanted to
show some consequences of adopting this point of view.

In order to grasp the details of what follows, I refer to other papers
second rule of exclusion simultaneously writes down the arti
between the double wind of desire and the odd turn of demand, and
articulation of this structure of desire and demand with the formu
fantasm.18 The rule says :given a closed line on a torus the num
circles and the number of empty circles have no common divisor.”

t

This was an analysis of previous papers with additional rem
fundamental topological structures unfold and articulate themselves. Its
logical necessiG lays the foundation of non-impossibility of writing,
referring it to a mathematical discourse in which topology inscribes itself.$
Thus we arrive at the point we spoke of previously going from On’
IdentificationtoLWourdit. Weshall not goany further, but limit ourselvesto
a few remarks.

Carlos Alfred0 Ruiz,
Argentina.

-

We do not call this mathematical discourse the most empty one in’’
regardto sense -to come to this place, the place of topolcgy’8 in order to
avoid reality let us call it by its name, lo go beyond the fantasm. Should.
we set aside the prejudicethat our inadequateschool maths may have lefl
us with,added totheeffectof popularscience-alwaysin delaycompared
to the productionwhich is efficientfor us mathematics does not appear,
as a model-supplybut as a field in a privileged relationship to writing. The
danger of supplying “a remedy to the flaw of the universe’’ will not be
reminded by topology and it is not our duty to watch over it But ifwe
manage to grasp through logics how writing has its own limits, we may
pehaps get nearer to it without naming it with fantastic names.’#
We have only roughly sketched the relationship of topology to
aesthetics. The basic referenceis the seminar On Identification.2o Whether
it is a new aesthetic, or a replacing of aesthetics by topology, is ‘pemaps
greatly a question of convention. However, and without any fanaticism, I

-
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Notes
“Man is a lurking place animal”. Beyond its cynical
aspect, this speaks about the inadequacy of the
Lewinian field lo place a subject who, fundamentally
and simultaneously has its place outside the field.
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allow. to permit, is not always imperative.lt may$
subiunctive.Afler all, these verbs inscribethems$v$$
in an aspect of modality.See Juan Tausk Let it
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Non-Resisted Psychoanalysis : latrogeny
Leonor Torres

Lately, for diverse reasons. I have been involved in multiple medical
circles in Argentina; in clinics, sanatoria, hospitals and institutes where
complex studies are carried out with no less complex instruments(the socalled MedicalEngineering).l have spent many hours in the waiting rooms
of IntensiveCare Units talking to patients' relatives, somewhat of a small
sample.
Stemming from all these experiences, I have had access through
multiple relationships to an intense dialogue on several problems with
doctors both from Argentina and overseas. The topic Iwill try to open up
here today is one of them. It is relevant because it is related to
psychoanalytictheory and I believe it is worthwhileto examine it together
with you.

In Argentina there is a strong and very'prestigious school of medical
thought which covers a considerable number of specialties (those more
likely to belong to psychosomatics).In medical practice they try to cover
the vacuum of the lack of the medical epistemological order (given a
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particular case, syndrome or family) with the knowled
psychoanalyticepistemologicalorder. In the medicalfield this appears
an &stack which closes the gap that makes the physician continue
investigate. For example a paediatrician may say, given a child with
isolated episode of high temperature: "He must have been up
the medical field, this annoyance has no possible articulation
creates symptoms through this kind of statement: phenomen
that "are not evaluated from the medical side" and therefore,do
theoreticl apparatus to process them. It is like trying to weig

i

It is established as an explanatory or informative discourse (obviousl
not interpretative)in the doctor-patient relationship.The question is why i
it more wnvenient or easier for a doctor to use concepts foreign to hi
other than those in which he is supposedly trained.
In gynaecology, the following is a diagnostic observation made by
renowned specialist regarding a symptom of infertility: "Isn
Madam, that someone very close to you is sterile or can't h
someone towards whom you would feel guilty if you became pregnant ?
Think about it" This is a pearl of epistemological extraterritoriality, but
sincetherearemanysuch Dearhonefeelsthat it isa bitcommonplaceand
thus loses sight of the epistemological importance it bears.
In paediatrics, given a child with persistent fever, the doctor gives his
diagnosistothechild's mother: 'The problem is that you spend alotof time
out of your home and the child demands (Lacanian)your presence in this
manner. You must stop working (normative)". Doctor, paediatrician.
Lacanian, family psychotherapistnormafive, aren't these too many places ?
In a confirmed neurological case, given an anxiety attack typical and
normal under the circumstances, the doctor addresses the patient's
companion and says : "You must calm down, otherwise the patient gets
nervous".
Regarding a girl on whom a tonsillectomy was performed, the doctor
said: "Her throat doesn't hurt, what hurts is the castrationshe underwent".
You can imagine the mother's expression.
There are more serious cases. At times the doctors don't know what to
do, there is no diagnosis, there is no treatment, the case is wonying. it is an
in-Datient:"It is betterto send him home since he might be in this condition
because he has spent far too many days in hospital".

a11know the Medical Order doesn't know everythin$ .':y&d

there is

0 reason why it Should, but Viruses, sudden deattis,..&do&,ous

gies and allergic illnesses are one thing, and what i'm &n$&out
her, at least epistemologically. Are the psychonalytiA 'concepts
out to be an order, a structure, a discourse, an ideol6gy which is
acceptableto people?Theyareneither resisted norsubveffiive.,why
it feel so comfortable?
Facingan unresolvedcase in Practice,the Medical Order seemsto have
found an ally in this psychoanalysis which completes what its episteme
lacks. What is odd, what is not known, what doesn't click diaanosticallri:is
fillledin this way with knowledgeof psychoanalysis.If it is not re$earchii,-a
it is not looked for, ifthere's no money. if there is no. . . . "It must be his
OedipusComplex and theanxiety hesuffersfromparting with his mother".
The doctor told this to the mother of a seven year old tioy suffering from
recurrent tummy aches that wouldn't go away. Did .the''6elly:aches
disappear?No. She lefl him on his own moreoften. Did the p@nsgo awafl
No. She stayed with him longer, she didn't know what to.dolDid they go
awaflNo. Inspiteof heranxiety,shedidn'tgotoapsychoandystbecause
the symptom belonged to the child, it was he who didn,'! want to part with
her, and she didn't take him to the psychoanalyst bepuse;;h,e,w?,just a
child. All children go through the same thing. Some of them just&ppen to
havethose aches. The doctor also said they should wait:and that it was
better not to mis-handle the boy since he was
meaning taking him to the psychoanalyst). So
happened?Now theyarewaitingto hearfromthega
the child presented with a perforated ulcer.
symptom.. . . In the meantime, what happened
know.Butwhatldo knowisthatnotmuchwasdone
about either the epistemological means of psychoana
of the Medical Order, according to what I found out.

~-

~~~

What are the results of all this ? What does thi , ., ,,,_,_
psychoanalysis?Nothing. Everything. I bring it here.. .it is here'tiecause
these are the psychoanalysed physicians. I know - neither with'you nor
with me obvious. But they have suffered from psych6analjtic business
with somebody, in some way, and I believewe must taketiie~responsibility
in some way. These physicians have not been spared from.the so-called
plague.
The others have a very differentiated medical discourse;.

-

....
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'The psychoanalysed physicians" or those "who have a psychoa
lineofthought" or"whounders~dpsychoanalysis"arethosewho
as I have saidAnd in their practice, what happens to their patien
happensthat they feel understood and supportedon the nonmedical si
effects their suffering produces. These nonmedicalcomments made
the physician fill the vacuum of their anxiety and pretend to answer t
question every organic patient asks himself: "Why me ?"
The patient remains imaginarilyfixed to a knowledgeof that which he
well as the physician suffer, but neither of them know bything about t
Oedipus and the anxiety which we mentioned earlier.

-

-

In reading Clavreul's Medical Order which I recommend to those
you who haven't read it yet
the issue he raises is really interesting.
formulated for myself the possible differences from what I've Seen i
Argentina, and I was able to confirm the universalities of the medi
problematic.
We find a quite unusual practical consistency between the absolute o
the position of the Medical Order and the discourse of the master, s
generally Frenchbw (accordingto the author)has no jurisdictionin a
The same thing happens here in Argentina4 h l d be interesting to
differentsituations. In the UnitedStatesthe matter is dealt with in peculia
different ways. This needs further investigation.

-

'

~
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Clavreul questions himself consistently about why it is licit for the
psychoanalysts to be completely unable to establish the internal causal
articulations of psychic events with biological ones or medical diseases.
And I believe the problem of the psychosomatic episteme would not be
resolved. It does not seem to configurate an area of articulatory
consistency of the concepts in question, the epistemologists will say.

But Iwould like to pause at a point Iconsider fundamental :this kind of] ,
medical answer issued from the medical side, but formulating
psychoanalyticalcategories; ifwe consider the four discoursesmentioned
earlier,itwould belike havingtostateacombinationof thediscourseofthe
master and the discourse of the analyst: At least, we would alS0 have
grounds for including the discourse of the University, and I believe we
wouldn't be faced with the symptom as a result (the di&rse
of the
hvsteric)since the r&sultwould be too De'iversefor the hvsteric. If we recall
t i e fouidiscourses, then we would d m e up with a combined discourse .
both of the analyst and the master.

s.Y

Their discourse is not of the 'medical order type';it is different, it is really
ambiguOUS. and the Same goes for their position. The example of the nonanalysed surgeon
which is the type of medical discourse Clavreul
described can't be further away from this discourse. Ibelieve that the
inversion that exists between the discourse of the master and the
discourse of the analyst confirms the'contradiction of this operation.
It is understood that what I am posing configuratesa transferentialfield
with the medical order, with psychoafialysis, with the patient and the
physician in relationshipto their own place, of an ambiguity impossibleto
maintain, drawing a unique denial of the concepts and of the positions of
one episteme to another.

The physicians, on the other hand, have been unable to establish the
biological or neurological localizations of desire, or have some of them
actually found this missing link? I believe in the theoretical validity of this
metaphor; .there is a big step here that differentiates the areas
completely.
Physicians, those well recognised and differentiatedas such, function
within their episteme with the Solvency that the m e d i d order and their
ability to be updated allows them: they function supporting what is
Pertinent lo them with the production,creativity,iouissanceand repression
characteristic of somebody who has been barred from a determined
symbolic universe.
Ialso believethesamethinghappens topsychoanalysts. Neitherofthem
is the subject matter of this problematic. Iam questioning myself about the
alternative of a simultaneous superposition in time and space of two
discourses that are inverted, and which is this virtual probability.
Fromwhat I havesofarseen and thought abouttheeffectsprcducedby
thisuniqueposition Iamnotveryoptimistic,sinceIbelieveitprcduceswhat
in medicine is known as iatrogeny.

Those physicians whose discourses are from a purely medical side
listen to this kind of physician refer to the typical anxiety felt by babies at
208
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eight months of age insteadof talking about Summer diarrhea and how to
..
treat it, and they feel the same perplexity that psychoanalystsfeel. <:,
This sounds like the all embracing formation of one who bites off more
than he can chew.. .and those of faint heart are those who remain subject,
to this discourse and its practice. Epistemologically this discourse is
neither that of medicine nor of psychoanalysis.
Leonor Torres
Argentina

\

Inhibition
Cristina Marrone

Inhibition appears to be one of the posssible ways to consider the
questions that pertain to the direction of the cure.
What is the locus of inhibition in the clinic?
Freud says:
“Ifthisisso, itwould meanthatanalysissometimes
succeeds in eliminating the influence of an
increase in instinct. but not invariably, or that the
effectof analysis is limitedto increasingthe power
of resistance of the inhibitions, so that they are
equal to much.greater demands than before the
analysis or if no analysis had taken place. I really
cannot commit myself to a decision on this point.
nor do Iknow whether a decision is possibleat the
present time.”
lnhibitionremainsasaresidueco-existingwiththedriveattheendofthe
analysis, a residue unsolved by the revision of the old repressions. This
210
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Freudian hesitation, expressed in his Analysis Terminable
Interminable, corresponds to a direction of the cure which presen
differences and similarities with that of two other periods: namely.,
period of Studies on Hysteria and that held at the time of his Papers
Technique.

first stage of the analysis she reported scenes full of constant
hes towards one of her brothers-in-law, and at the same time,
of admiration towards the other one. Back from a walk with the
e pains in her legs became definitive. Elizabeth became the sick

But it happens that at the same time, inhibition can be located at t
beginning and during the course of the cure.
We will try to point out some ideas related to inhibition in the case’
Elizabeth Von R. although in 1895, Freud did not name it explicitly
such.
Freuduses with herwhat will laterbecalledfreeassociation,exerting
pressureof the hands. Isn’t it perhapsthat whenever we prompt the pati
to speak that original Freudian moment gets repressed?
What happens is that in order to speak it is necessary to forget
pressure exerted by the Other on the real body of the subject.

reud states that up to this point, Elizabeth’s cure had shown no
plained to him, “I am not getting any better, Istill
en Freud decided to exert the pressurewith his
e psychic impressionsthe pains were related to, new
memories came UP, and there began asewnd stage in the analysis. Freud
produced an act by means of which he urged her to put into words that
which implied interrogating the Other about his desire. The complaint, “I
’ anticipated then what is established here, that
nto a discourse: the subiect DOSS as an enioma and
looks for the unveiling of the signifiers in the Other, the master which
constitutes them.
Elizabeth then reported a scene in which she met a.young man who
loved her and who also admired her father. Back from a walk with him she
found her father‘s condition.had worsened. She accused herself and from
that moment onwards would never leave him alone. Around that time she
situated the beginning of her pains. As the analysis progressed, Freud
discovered that while Elizabeth looked afler her father, he had rested his
swollen legs on hers. Gradually, other scenes turn up in the retelling:
ElizabethwaS standing at the time her father was taken ill; she was also on
her feet next to her dead sister.

Elizabeth Von R. had a body,’but a suffering one. That is why sh
consulted Freud.
She had difficulties in walking. She suffered from astasia abasia,
became tired when standing, she had to rest and not even then did
Severe pain decrease very much. The hyperalgesia concentrated in
anterior of her right thigh. Freud noticed that her language emer
impoverished whenever she tried to describe her ailments and
attention was linked to an effectof pleasure.Freud‘s desire gave rise
Other Scene.
The contingencies in the direction of the cure are the same as thoseof
thedesireanditsdialectic.Consequently,wewilllocatetheinhibition
inthe
movement towards cure. The dialectic of desire is a dialectic without
synthesis. This will not prevmt the inevitable occurrence, for speaking
beings, of the illusoryeffectof synthesis that can be essentially located in
the lower circuit of the graph in The Subversion of the Subjxf and the
Dialetic of Desire, E&@. (seeNote 2).

:

However, it is there that she has to avoid difficult moments in the transference: Long pauses and hesitations occur. That .is to say, what in
Dynamics of Transference he would call real interruption of associations.
.. . .
.. .
. .~~
wnicn IS not to be contused with the silence resultingfrom displeasure. It is
an indication that what happens in the heart of the pleasure principle can
only be read with the inclusion of its beyond, that is to say, in terms of the
contingency of the drive that transgresses homeostasis.

Her father considered Elizabeth to be %daughter who was rather a
son”. Teasing her; he called her “daring and argumentative” and he
predicted“it wouldbedifficultforhertofinda husband”.Elizabeth’sfather
suddenly fell ill due to a heart ailment and-she,his nurse, looked afler him
with great care. After his death, she tried-to replace the lost family
. .
happiness.

To point outthe relationship between drive and inhibition is, therefore,
coherent with the’sGtements presented by Freud,in his text of 1926. In
Inhibition. Symptom .and. Gxiely.: when describing the differen:
procedures noticed in the distutbance of the functions, he singles out one
we underline as the most significant;,thelibido deviation;a trait which may
be located as pure inhibition. At the same time:it will bedefined as a
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ueswithonebrother-in-lawand loves theotherone; bothof themasl(a),
hat time, her fellow creatures, and simultaneously, her own image.
:? The swollen leg of her father should be now brother-in-law in order to
restore its essential phallic Value. Life leading to death is that which
e n t i a l l y counts for Elizabeth, since it avoids her castration and that of
theother. Herabasiaisthealibilocatedin theEg0,whichenables hernotto
facedeath,andistheonethatleadstolife.Onlyexceptthatwhiletheother
wants herto beamalesuP~ort,sheisim~otent
toanswerthedemand.Her
paralysis is the tribute with which she takes the guarantee from the

functional restriction in the Ego. The Ego cannot make use of the
energy. Itsinvestmentcannotbemoved.Unlikethesymptom,theinhi
will then be a process in the Ego.
Theuseofthegraph2willallowustoadvancefurther in theshortci
fromthe Other up to the Ego, inhibition is located as a process reveale
the course of acure. According to Freud,each scene must havelefta ma
an indication of a fixed investment as regards the function. This
discriminated from another mechanism that contributes to determine
abasia. By the time of the analysis, Elizabethpersisted with a phrase: h
lonely she was.
It is there that Freud discovers the misunderstanding between “bei
alone”and “being on herfeet”.That is, hedifferentiatedthe paralyskoft
function or inhibition from the functional, symbolic paralysis
symptom.
Ifanxiety guides one with regards to the location of desire, inhibitioni
the hypostatical dialectic of desire. In our language hypostasis means the
unionof human naturewiththewordand atthesametimeacertainfibrous
body that can be.found in embryonic conditions.
The desire is frozen at its very birth, that is at the place of the Othe
Elizabeth had come back radiant from her walk when the first pains
occurred. It was there also, that the dialectic of her desire was interrupted,
an interruption in which the successive recordings of new events would
cooperate. Thus, by means of the short circuit, the desire would return to
the sphere of the Ego; that surface or precipitate of shapes which is a
reflection from the mirror of the Other. Clinical shaping is where the blind
alley of narcissism becomes evident. The subject gets trapped in the ;
speculartensionwhich iseroticizing.and thecircuit istherefore interrupted”
with regard to satisfaction.
Therefore Elizabeth,as Ideal Ego for her father, cannot desire. She tried
to maintain the lost happiness. That phallic brightness is fortified in an
image of herself, which really comes from the Other, from the obscure
power obtained in the language itself.
The Other is also for herthe locusof the word: but that word hasthevalue
of a wmmand: it is the birth of being d e n g and argumentative“, a son
rather than a daughter“.
At this level of the graph, death plays the role of the struggle for pure
prestige. In the face of death, there is a void in the real Other: Elizabeth
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Itisinthesecondstageoftheanalysisthatabody,up
tothatmomentleft
aside,oronlypresentinadiffuse reportof herpains, beginstoemerge.That
bcdy, leftaside, coveredand introducedbv the image is also a Darts in the
senGoftheobjecttermedaThatistosayihatini(a)iheself unihngimage
closes itself, but encloses insofar as it is a real body. Inhibition
differentiates, in this way, the real from the imaginary.
That dull real is, however, a real which questions the unifying aspect of
theimageevenon the firstoccasionoftheinhibition.Theimaginaryaspect
of the Ego borders on auto-erotism, that level of the objects that are not
found to be turned into components of the Ego image. They areadisrupted
parts, they do not enter the image. They make the good shape of the Ego
stop functioning.

Freud travels along those parts with his questions: leg of a body, and
even more, parts of a leg. This trip will find its climax in the discovery made
by Freudoftheequivocalin thesignifierSfehen.There,inhibitionshowsits
relationship to the symptom. This is the appearance of lalangue or the
putting into work of the unconscious in an analysis. There in Sfehen the
equivocalbetween“being on herfeef‘and “beingalone”isarticulated.The
realaspectof inhibitiiistouchedand knonedinadifferentway,cutoutby
three rings: real, symbolic and imaginary. When Sfehen goes beyond the
bar, the realaspectthat inhibitionIndicatedpassively isthentheelaborated
nucleus of jouissance.
The symptom would come to the locus .of the drive circuit that has
sufferedthedeviation(Freuddifferentiatedtwomechanismsinhis patient).
Ifthe symptom is the return of what is repressed.the inhibitionwould seem
to be lackingthe text, that is the returnof what is repressed, insofar as there
isthepossibilityoftheequivocal.Thatiswhywhatisioughtinthecureisto
transfer the inhibition into a symptom. The abasia is in that moment a

U
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question directed to the Other through which the sexual aspect i
introduced into discourse. This passage is the shaping of the
This relationship between the subject and the master signifier sh
its being is invdved in the mastet's desire. The inhibition will have b
then the sheath which contained the necrotic bone. There the jouissa
that Freud named "beyond. . . " in its repetition arises.

the end of the analysis, Freud speaks with Elizabeth's mother as
rds a possible coupling with her brother-in-law.His patient blows up
ditisiuStified.Freud hassent heragain totheomnipotenceoftheother,
mtorina his sentence: "It would be difficult for her to find a husband. a
in%cGpact that implies in the love-haterelationship the existence of the
Other and stops its fall by clinging to its guarantee.

IntheseminaronAnxieIy, Lacanwillsay:"lnhibitionisasymptomkept
the museum". Storage of ruins? Residues of a first operation?
In effect, the body of the frozen symbolic shows the e
fragmentation on the body and there it touches the real. It is worth
some comments about storage of ruins: firstly, the abasia indicate
of libidinalfixationwherewecanlocateanobjectthatcouldcomeapartbut.
has not yet fallen. Ifthe circuit of satisfaction implies the thanatic return in.
the erotogenic edge, conversely, within the inhibition it is a question of
autoerotic dissatisfaction. The object is preserved, maintain
museum, sincethe libido assumes the linkig to the object but the deviation
prevents, or stops, its loss.
Secondly, the interruption of the movement could be considered as the
effect of the phdlic jouissance which exerts its heavy weight in the
inhibition.The word of the Other, here the voice of the Super-Ego, crushes
with its command, "You are a son rather than a daughter" and
consequently, the family's support. that is, Stehen (on her feet). The weight
of these phrases, univocal, having the value of a sign, interruptsthe circuit
of desire. The Ideal Ego is, therefore, the substitution, next or immediate
metonymy, to the desire of the Other. This univocal sense falls on the
function itself canying the phallic ballast that the said word implies.

Elizabeth's mother writes a letter to Freud, who finally decides against
answeringit,an essentialsilencewhich, however,is notenoughfortheend
of an analysis.In any case the inhibitionnamed from the equivocalreminds
US that the real is never closed:

And what about the jouissance of the Other, that which exists beyond
language? Inhibition wculd mark it in those fragments of the body which
can be found, as the real within the imaginary. However, the passage of a
within i(a) intoa as plus dekuirfrom inhibition to symptom, will take place
under the condition that is the foundation of discourse as social link the
exclusion of jouissance. The tie of SI to an ignoredjouissance within i(a)
gets free upon the misunderstanding: Stehen is disjunctive as regards
Stehen. What happened is that the Name of the Father has cursed' her as
phallus. Lalangue is the vehicle for the death of a sign.
The point is that as it happens with dI hysterical women, Elizabeth
wanted a master who knew, but not too much.
. .

;,,
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Translated by Ana I. Fuentes and Graciela S. Bazzi.
Notes
FREUD.S.

Cristina Marrone,
Argentina

Analysis Terminable and Interminable. St .Ed. Vol.
XXIII, P228.

I

!(A): "Daring and argumentative"
"Rather a son than a daughter"
3

1nSpanish:mabdichocanbe readas bothcursedand
wrong/y said. (Translator's Note).
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Beyond the Author-an American in America
Luis Maria Bisserier

We have little time. Let's take advantage of it Otherwise we would once
again fill the emptiness of a thinking which lives within us with the
hollowness of our presence.
The above thinking,let's say it at once, is that of J. Lacan, whose ideas
have been proclaimed so wildly that we feel a pause is necessary - a
pause that will allow usthejoy of transmission of knowledgeby readinghis
works. But what do we mean by reading7This is an unendingly complex
and crucial matter, as far as analysis is concerned. given the fact that there
is no reading without analysis. nor analysis without reading; and that to
achieve its end the function we term the desire of the analyst must be
present
We believe it is not an elegant excuse or a Socratic trick to state that this
question can never be completely answered: its answer seems to lie in
being left open.
But what is reading? Reading is an act in the word, by the word and for
anotherword.Assuch,itpresupposesasubjectandatechniquetomakeit
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possible. This technique is termed dialogue, which shou
distinguished from interlocution, as this is something else. The des
harshnessof modem life is not freeof thetediumcaused by the se
myself, the acme of boredom.
Dialogueisanart,atechnique,anartificewhich permitsustosupportt
speech when this threatensto fall intothevoid of uncommunicativesilen
encounteringan object that is not missing,the horror of a menacingthre
on certain symbols, letters,that becomefixed in graphism. It
Here we are with what we read: when we read, that real i
should say that to read is to extract to produce that real.
is this field, exactlfl Psychoanalysis meets its field delin
not. Anslogouslywith this'stnjcture, the psychoanalystar
hisanalysiswhentheverycauseforitbecomesknotted.
Psychoanalysis is neither science nor psychology, neither utilitari
conjectures nor intuition of the essences, neither algebra of the soul n
empiricism. Psychoanalysisfinds its praxis in the empiria (what exists)
an idea, that is, unconscious thought, the reading of a text that emeig
from the fissures of speecti. It is a furrow drawn in the real: the Id thin

The.reason for this.deviation is in the nature of the word itself and"
function. It constitutes a deviation of the word. The word is sacred'iri'
much as it is true. It is truly the foundation of inter-humanpacts, insofar
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"....The word manifests itself the more truly as a
word thelessitshrth is basedontheadjustment to
the object Paradoxically the true word is thus
oppased to ,true discourse. Its truths are
distinguished by the following: the, true word
constitutes the acknowledgementby the subjects
oftheirbeingsinasmuchastheyareinterestedin it;
while the truth of the true discour& is constituted
by the knowledge of the real, inasmuch as it is
aimedat bythesubjectintheobjects.Buteachone
Of the truths here distinguished is modified when it
intercepts the other when on its way."'
can read:awordbasesitstruthasawordonnotadjustingtothething,
object. Ifthere is no adjustment, there is separation (a cutting out) of
uisite for its extraction by the word and for being the basis
rse, which goes beyondthe being of the word, making
Iin the same way as the word, when turning back over the true
to find the place i.n~which
it can en.'
It is in this condition in which the word finds its value in the transference,
where the word is the vehicle, the material support of an operation which
tums the truth into something that is only halFsaid, It is the-effect of a
:? fracture in the unconscious learning which makes the symptom the real
,
that prepares its reading.
,

aterial support, vehicle, or if you wish, transference,
:since it is herewhere it conveys a signification which
is destined to.weaken in the silence of the associations, when they get to
the knot that supports them. It is the love, so-called, of transference, that
e himself up through the word to what is impossible
: what we call real,
Itisundektood,th&,tobeapre-establishedapproach;prFstablished
by the structure,itselfof the analytic situation that,the pemn undergoing
analysis, is speaking, transfers the features that structure his neurosis to
ation. From the neurosisto the neurosisoftransference,the
analyst accompanies this movement, taking the place of the symptom.
That is to say,.what
is to be dissolved.; . ' . .
..
Therefore,'it'is possible-tothink'that we psychoanalystsestablish &e
neuroses of- transference,with the 'consequent family romance...for
structural reasons, when reading texts by kcan and Freud.
'
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i The author as an ideal figure oculpies by retroaction the.locus of the
subjecttheplacewhereithad beenlocatedinitsfirstmovement.Drawnby
hisintention,thesubiecttieshimselfup tothetextliketheflowof discourre
in a mattress-maker'sstitch (point de capitonne), which makes the text
becomeasignifyingtreasure. (Seethe processof constructionof thegraph
in The Subversionof thesubjmf and fhe Dialectic of Desirein the Freudian
Unconscious).Where thesubject was before now remainsthe egoideal
I ( A F , pushing the subject to the place wherehis intention had been.

Our analysis requires a roundabout route to reach its object, for n
step forward is gained if the denouncementdoes not uncover the
the scene.
ThefollowingwillserveasareminderofsomephrasesthatfiIIOUr~ar
like stuffingand will place us right in the heart of the matter.
'This is your reading, mine is another . . . " This is What we Say W
introducing an intentionally eristic reply.
"Our readings are not antagonistic as each sheds some light on
matter." Here we courteously attempt to heal the wound of the differe
with the sweetness of mutual condescension. The origin of this love is
hidden. (In Spanish, condescendencia, descending from the Sam,
father).
The point is that there are not two readings, neither contradictory
complementary. There are not readings, there are readers. the reason
this being that there are not as many truths as readers; each reader, t
truth, speak?, and the truth is always half-said.
Ifit is only half-wid,then it is impossibletoconsiderone's truth compl
and antagonistic to another's truth, nor is it possible to believe that
uniting two different truths, one truth will result
But what is reading? The act of reading begins only upon reading
second time. The "begins only" of the previous sentence places us in.$
lwiyl time, whosefirst momentis theone inwhich wearticulate ourselves
tothelenersofatexttowhichwearedriven byaspecial interestinitsbody.
We lend life to the words by giving them sounds.
Thesignifierarticulatesitselfto a body inasmuchas it is extracted f
lenerthatis its minimumexpressim. Lacan'sletterssituateuswith th
of his body that we take joy in.
But the text arranges itself in the same way as his discourse w
same rhythm, breathing, pauses, peaks of rage, instances of sw
(the few that do exist), cruelty, irony and scorn, all of which skirt two overthreatening objects: his voice and gaze.
Extraction &I be described as the voice we lend him when our gaze is
lost on the whiteness of the glance with ,which we begin the act we call
reading. Until we find the place which every successful text offers the
reader's place '- it is on our own bodies that'the author's figure is
drawn.

-
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This Author as an ideal figure, as an egoideal, is found in the
contemporary psychoanalytic literature. An American in Paris, has made
Lacan a hero from the angle of the love transference. From the hostile
de, a Frenchman reproaches the terrible father showina himself as his
discarded thing, while~imagining
a Caribbean tour (the American future),
the imaginary slope of the non-being.

-

:

Fromtheaboveexample it can beseenthat thebeing ofan analyst which
suffersitsalienationin themannerdescribedabove,continuestopredicate
its way of being with respect to the word of the Other. This is still a reading
although the word is stuck with the figure of the Master, a reading that
suffersbut that is still possible because it is knotted to the true word.
The process of degradationthat takes us from the reader, to the scholar
isdifferent.Heretheteacherissupported.Thisplacemaybefilledwithany
name desired. Somebody is always available.
The point we want to make is that this is no longer a question of knotting
ourselvestoa text that throws theauthor's shadow on itsobject while being
read. It is a question of the link with a professorwho points at the text with
hisindexfinger ...atextwhichhasnotbeenreadyet.Thisreadingisputoff'
for "tomorrow" and it is postponed indefinite1y;cancelling
out the
possibilityofeverreadingitbeforehand. Peoplestudyagreatdeal, but read
very liffle,ifat all, The one who reads, the supposed-subj~t-of-reading,is
the professor. He simpiy knows. ll's just a matter of reaching the learning
through.effort.Just one moreeffortand it can be reached.Obsessively,the
questionaboutwhatisreadandhowitisreadispostponeduntilevetything
is read. As we commonly hear, "he lacks reading". lf.we do not place the
lack in the Other, then what.is lacking is the reading.
The position of the lack in the Other is a place in the text, which must be
produced by analytic work. This is the place,of the reader, insofar as he
produces a new text, one reading, which may be one.but not unique,
because in turn it must offer its own place for the lack.
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Here the letter is a true limit inasmuch as it sets itself up as, an

Other to the castration in the other.
What interests us is the procedure through which the castration
effected and not the constitutionof the image of the letter into an enti
the essence of a new dogma
But the question still holds; What is reading?It means going beyondt
Author, using his lenersfroma positionwhere one lack pointsoutthe PI
means overturning the figures that were built up during the time that
analysis took place. Master,teniblefather,severeorloving.figures that

The Ideal father is the screen which fills the void in which the nonexistence of the Other is revealed.
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the subject an object whose correlative element in the real is, as Lacan
says,the concontration camp.
Thisobject islocatedat adistancefrom theOther and thelatter aspiresto
the former, although ideally, for achieving the object would mean its own
destruction. This destruction is manifestedby the explosion of the battery
of signifies which we find in the clinical description of psychosis: a final
and chaotic way of producingasorlof extractionof theobjectofjouissance
horn the body of the Other, since it is the body of the Other, A-FATHER IN
THE REAL which is there. threatening.
The correlative element of this unbarred Other is pointed out with
precision by kcan in Seminar 3:
. . a field seems indispensable for the mental
breathing of modern man; afield where he asserts
his independence not only from any master, but
also from any god: it is the field of his irreducible
autonomy as an individual, as an individual
existence. This merits being compared to a
delusional discourse, point by point That's what it

".

IS."

Butwhatcan thenon-existenceoftheOthermean?Thisphrasemustbe
related to "there is no metalanguage", to "there is no Other of the Other".
This means, or at least endeavoursto, mean that the signification leads to
the signification and that the structure becomes complete with the exsistence of the no-sense. The truth and not the Other is what is left aside.
The no-sense, SI.
is left outside the knowledge, S z The Other is never
excluded from the chain of signifiers, and this makes it vulnerable to
castration, that is, castration in the Other which makes the truth its lack: a
lack in its being.
If this operation is not canied out,the Other is sustained only by the
imaginary,even though this ideal may lack no symbol to animate it in turn.
This ideal makes the object the exterior signifier which prevents its final
disentanglementThis would break the batteryof signifiers intofragments:.
we may place psychosis here as the Umheimlich,that is, assymmetrically
qpposedtothemythical momentinwhichwepointedouttheemergenceof
the subject in the field of the Other.
Against this background of loss and threat, the social link is woven.
Eitherthe"a"orthe"A islost.TheI(A)is,then,afinaldefencewhichmakes

This is the point of extension whose frightful vortex is plugged up by the
"analytic ideals", in a reduction of the analytic operation in the heart of its
own field.
Such is the defence function which we believeis fulfilled by the ballastof
the "analytic ideals" on whose vessel the founding figures navigate like
pieces of statuary, substituting for the payment of a debt of castration.
Perhaps for this reason, as Freud would have liked it, this vessel would
bearthemottoofthewat-of-armsofthecity of Paris,F/uctua!necmergituf.
(It sways but it does not sink.) We can only venture on how far we can go
concerning the end of an analysis.
As closing words, I would like to share an experience I consider
appropriateforLacanians.ALacanian analyst,father of afiveyear-old boy,
plays with him at finding words that can produce misunderstandings.They
play at speaking in Japanese. (In Spanish: hablal instead of hablaf, etc.)
The child findsthegameveryamusing."What could a Japanese mean by:
Whata tenible /io! "Does he mean /io or no?= This goes on until the father
can find no more examples and therefore must say "I don't know". The
child finally understands this, stops laughing for a while and then asks
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. ,

almost seriously
Daddy, why do the 'japone
. .

Inow ask if it is becausetheyareLacanoameficanos4.Som
object to that and ask me '!What the hell does that mean?"
Answer: Nothing. That's precisely the point.

Translated by Gracielaerez-Esandi

Notes
1
LACAN, J.
2

3

4

-

Variantes de .la cure-fyp
1966
Both words exist in Spanish, nb means river, and 110'
means mess.
The word forJapanese in t
and not japonefes.
Lacanoamericans (See
July,l980).

The Scenes of a Fetishist
Osvaldo Apreda

"Es imprescindible tener a mano una mujer desnuda"
"You've got to have a naked woman at hand"
M. Benedetti

Inthe frameof this meeting, theaim of this communicationis toattemptto
0penagainatopicwhichwecom.eacrossthroughoutourpractice:tocarry
out psychoanal3ic practice of the diagnosis according to its relation with
. .
the direion of the cure.
. .
My contributionis meant to providesomeelementsthat make it possible
to sustain questioning proceeding from this experience..
Some Conslderatlons Concernlng a'Demand of Analysls. ,
At the age of forty'three lsmael asks for an interview with a
psychoanalyst He is going through adifficult periodof his life, with strong
anxiety crisis, related to a vefy distressing idea : "I'm afraid that I might
become a homosexual".
Phobic anxiety is the halting of a certainty, which poses a question and
the consequent'demand of knowing.
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The analyst is a little surprised about this communications,
questions his own surprise, because these kinds of thoughts con
doubt in relation to virility are actually not rare. Trying to get
surprise, he says to himself, “Ideas that are thrust upon a man who
neat and tidy, who talks carefully and precisely and is methodica
possiblyscrupulous; maybe he has had an episode of sexual impote
and then he hurries to conclude : “an obsessive”.
Due to the fact that lsmael exhibits a very impressive and virile look,
analyst cannot get fully rid of his surprise, and he makes himeself go
listening. He asks the man to comment on’his own point of view about
origin of his “fear of becoming a homosexual”.
Reports of Some Scenes
At the time this interview is held, lsmael is a top executive in a business
company, a situation to which he arrived by his own merits and with great
effort. After a long maniageand having had several chi
from his wife. Whilst he was married, he had had some
mostly with work companions. These episodes never lasted I
were not very important to him, except for one involving hi
(which seemed to have been one of the causes of his separation.)
The duplicity of women normally shows up in the obsessive’s reports,
and one of them usually is The Lady of the Thoughts.
He describes himself asasolitary man havingrefinedtastes. He likes the
fine arts,.music, and especially reading. He is well informed on general
subjects and mostly on those related to his work; that is why his superiors
consult him continuously and he is highly respected by the people he
directs. He is a very efficient worker.
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He comments on all this in a formal way, speaking clearly using a soft
tone of voice, choosing his words carefully as if he were showing that he
something to say and he knows how to say it. His discourse, a little
seductive at times takes up a shade of hysteria
During the next interview, lsmael continues with his comments,
especially those involving his sexual activity. His usual practice is
masturbation, with a special environment, which he describes as
follows :
“Afterwork.Igohome~dcl~eeverywindow.Iopen
thewardrobeand
take out women’s clothes from a locked bag. When Ifirst feel the touch of
these soft clothes, I starl feeling a strong excitement I begin to undress
myself, and Idress like a woman. This excitement grows more and more
when Iput the stockings on (he explains that all the Clothes should be silky
and of the highest quality).Itry to makethis handlinglasta long time. Then I
puta braandpantieson,atight skirt and belt and do up my blouh. When this
moment comes, Ifeel the highest excitement; Ilook at myself in the mirror
and I masturbate, obtaining a great imcomparable pleasure. Then, Icook
something simple for dinner, I. listen to some music or I read. But
sometimes,Iwearanightieandadressinggown.Icleanupthekitchenand
go to sleep. On some occasions I may put on makeup and even wear a
wig.”
He recounts this using the same soft voice with which he relates things
about his work or his family. The analyst notes that lsmael stresses very
much the excitement that he feels when the materialfirst touches his skin,
and how the clothes must be very tight on his body..,
Nevertheless, lsmael doesn’t seem to be sustaining his demand of
analysis because of his sexual activity. He plays his Scene in solitude,
without a partner, and it culminates in and autoerotic act which provides
him with an “incomparable” pleasure, and with which he says “I’m not
bothering anyone”. A fantasy put .into action, in a transvestite way but
showing some kind of ritual ceremony, much like the masturbation in front
ofthernirrorperfonedbytheTheRatMan.Anditistheanalystagainwho
asks himself “What. about
the anxiety?”
.

He lives by himself in a flat, which is not located in the
analyst’s. This fact leads the latter to ask the reasons for this ch
indeed there are analysts in Ismaells town. Once again the duplic
cities. .His answer sounds reasonable : he has already had
psychotherapeutic and wen psychiatric experiences. Moreover,
his wife went through family therapy due tolheir matrimonial cri
precisely his ex-wifes’s analyst who sugsested this therapy).
He hadn’t obtained satisfactory results, and his latest the
became his “friend. The analyst, listening, couldn’t help the
Pablo Lorentz and the way he hurried to his “Friend‘s’’ home loking for
consolation.

Ismael continues “Icome he& when Iwant to buy wcnnen’sdothes. Even
a simple idea, or imagining myself going shopping starts arousing a slight
excitation that increases. But it feels as if,mypersonality has split :there is
one part acting as a woman, and another who observes everything that
goes on. This sensation disappears once I masturbate.” .
,
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Asplitof thegazeisstartingtobeoutlined:there'samirror,where lsmael

sees himself being lwkedatand thisiscorrelatedtothesplit hedescribes
asone"acting likea woman"andanother who"obselves". Hesplitsas the
one who shows himself to be Seen by the gaze of the Other; he makes
himself an object for that gaze.
When he comes for a third interview, he lwks much more anxious. He
describes one of his "treatments", during which a psychiatrist made
electricchargsflowthrough his handsinordertocure him of masturbation.
The analyst intervenes to aks him what was the MU&? of his anxiety, and
lsmael answers, "I feel that Ineed more and more pleasurable sensations
ahd that Ishould increase my excitation.And so,I've started to (his anxiety
increases) introduce things into my anus: first I started with a stick but I
couldn't make it because it hurt me a lot; then Itried to do it with a banana,
but it went son and came to pieces; later I tried aQain with a stick but
covered with meat But it didn't work either, it was painful and
unpleasurable. My fear (he starts sobbing) is that.1 might look for men and
become a homosexual."
This failure in his effort to get more pleasure, becomes a symptom. He
cannot get over.the barriers (pain, disgust) which Freud had already
pointed out The perverse in his mastery wouldn't have failed and his
determinationto enjoy would have made him pass through all the barriers.
Ismaelcouldnotputtheaonhisside,itstayedon theOther'sside,encased
by the fetish.
It appears like a hesitation of the fetish, as a preannwncement of the
impossibility of keeping the disavowal of CastratiomThereis a cracking of
his narcissimwith the threat of losing the illusionof completeness,and the
consequent arrival of the desire of the Other. ('The anxiety is essentially
relatedto the desire of the Other", Lacan). When the Che vuoi?arises, he
answers from the perverse scene, but he doesn't faithfully give himself as
an instrument to the Other to enjoy.
Report Of A Primal Scene
He reports that at the age of five or six, he had a quanel with one of his
sisters. His mother reprimanded him harshly. and said to him,. "You quarrel
withgidsasifyou wereagirltw,soI'mgoingtodressyouasagirl".While
his mother struggled todress him, hetried toprevent herfrom doing so.He
clearly recalled that his mother held him tightly between her thighs, while
she fastened a belt on him in a very "tight" way, and he added that in that
very moment, he felt a pleasurablesensation, much like an orgasm. When

I

i,.

Ij:
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reporting this sence, he Starts Crying heavily and he screams: 'That bitch,
look what she's done to methat bitch!". Headdsthat therewas aneighbur
who incited his mother to dress him as a girl. His father didn't intervene.
primordial mother,she doesn't put any limit to herdemand, which remains
inscribed as a ferocious imperative, with the adornment of a father that,
because of his passivitiy. gives him up to that praying manits.
The contact with that body led him to a displaced jouissance: "silky
clothes, very tight" a substitution for being held tightly between his
mother's thighs.
He remainedas an imaginaryphallus, obturating the lack in the mother.
His fear of becoming a homosexual was an effortto get rid of that, putting
himself in a passive-feminineposition. In order to achieve the advent of a
father, toacwmplish thefather'sfunctionofsaying"No"tohisautoerotism
and to the mother's demand, it is indispensable that there exists at least
someone to say "no" to castration, (it is necessarythatthis does not cease
from being written). That is to say, to give satisfaction to the mother so that
thisfact makesit possibleforallofthemtosay"yes"tothephallicfunction,
ordering the jouissance:
3x&

-

wxax

Some Questions Arlslng From a Psychoanalysls
lsmael started his analysis being able to locate a supposed knowledge
(sup& savoir). As the sessions proceeded, the image of a weak father
overshadowed by the mother's personality arose; the former had left a
previous family in his native uwntry. He hadn't been able either to sustain
himselfasanOtherofthepact,ortosupportthesymbolicalliance.Hewas
a Yading" father, discredited in the mother's discourse, where lsmael was
thefavourite. In transferencethedemandwasforsomeonetocarryout the
separating function that would pull him away from the jouissance of his
mother's body, in order to make impossiblethe non-existenceof someone
to say no to the phallic function, so that this would not stop not being
written, so that it would be contingent that not everybody is saying yes to
castration, and this stops not being written:
2X6X

-

vx+x

In his search, he was looking for a way to know how to silence his
mother's demand, and so he supported a father who hadn't been able to
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testily to his phallic attribution, and who had halted before t
mohter'scommandwas ruling:"l'm going todress you upasa
father's gaze turned to other women.
The cross-roads were :either lo obey the mother's wmm
and ferocious but leading him topuissance, or to tear himself awa
with the consequent loss. That jouissance must disappear in
achieve the possiblepuissance of phallic writing. The analyst I
theone whomight know how tosilence her, but heals0was
the fear/desire of becoming feminized, with the anxiety of beco
homosexual.
Once in a session, he had the fantasy of fellatio with the analyst La
finds that this is fairly typical in obsessives, and he explains it
requirementfor the existenceof a phallus beyond the child, desired
mother and the advent of a father as a paternal metaphor.
Heblamedtheanalystforhavingtomhimawayfromthe"inwmparabl
jouissance of masturbation. He was able to wme close to his father, ki
him and talk to him; he asked his parents to come to terms.
It seemed he had made a movement, finding his own puissance in a
woman's body : his sister-in-law's. The woman not-all is (phallic), and as
there is no signifier for the feminine jouissance, this leads to "there is no
sexual relation".

A I this moment he discontinued his analysis: he won't even pay for the
sessions taking place during his holidays.
1
Some questions arise from this psychoanalysis that takes place in the
real:
+:
a

Dismissing the analyst as supposed-subject-of-'
knowledge(sujet-supposhawir), leaving him only as
a remainder a? May be the end of the analysis?
b. Acting out to prevent the analysis of his neurosis?
Was he a perverse fetishist?And ifso,is it possible to
C.
analyse a perverse?Ifthere is any transference,what is
its clinic?
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d. Was he an obsessive, perverse for moments, and
performing fetishist scenes?
Osvaldo Apreda,
Argentina
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To Read Oneself
'Pablo Kovalovsky

This meeting invites us as readers and inspires me following reflections
concerning the problems of reading, or, better still, the function of reading
in psychaanalysis- consideringespeciallywhatlacantermsthe function
of reading oneself.'
Freud pointedout the specific place readinghas in analytic practice.His
suggestion to consider the text of a dream like a sacred text in order to
interpret it is the proof. Lacan, in turn, described his Ecrits as difficult to
read.Hiswamingtothoseeagertounderstand
themisvalid toanalyststoo
-analysts who face the text the analysand produces during clinical
psychoanalysis:Do you hasten to understand?This crossroad where the
subject of reading and the letter to be read met, is itself a limit, regarding
psychoanalytic transmission and clinical psychoanalysisas well.
In the first place, to read involves a subjective position regarding
knowledge. This position has morethan one meaning: we may point out at
leasttwoaspectsofanalternativefound throughoutthetraditionof reading
sacred texts. On the one hand we find the so called alkgoric reading with
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Patristicsas its paradigm.To value the controlof the text’s meaning is its
an’act of faith, when the text sustains this faith. It assures beforehand t
correspondence with the Church’s principles. Finally, the intention is
prevent the text from obtaining value by itself. Following the principl
contradiction between the spirit and the flesh, Saint Augustine asse
that
“To understand an image as said in its prop
sense is carnal thought”
‘ i o the soul, then, there is no more signifi
death than submitting to Flesh, after Scripture. .:II
And Saint Paul: “Scripture kills, Spirit gives life”.

signified, thus shattering the consistence of the “sign” and a want-to-be
which refers to its own incompleteness.The first one is the metaphoric,the
W n d the metonymic aspect.
To skip a sign when reading a text written in a foreign language
example above becomes here a sfrucfuralskipping.

-

-our

Love “makes sign”. It tries to sustain meaning where meaning fades
away. In transference, when the analytic set-up (which invites the
analysandtosay “nomatterwhat“) is working, the formalismof thesignifier
isaLsoatPlaY;thatistosay itsstructurallackisatplay.Thisisanactoffaith,
modified deeply by the fundamental rule from the very beginning
which separating the signifier leaves the meaning suspended within the
ambiguity of words. This suspension of meaning makes it possible. What
ceases to write itself down in the analysand‘s sayings becomes possible.
Possible of what? Possible of sometimes ceasing from not writing itself
down in the contingency of an interpretation. What has become possible,
being suspended, is nothing other than sexual meaning. Within
misunderstanding, it guarantees a wrningand-going d meaning where
plurality of meaning nests: in ‘*nomatter what“ waiting for true meaning to
arise from he who is supposed to know how to read
the subject of
reading(in that case, the analyst).llove he to whom /suppose knowledge
says Lacan. Supposed to know how to read, as he owns the missing
signifier. This is why transference-love becomes inevitable during
analysis. While waiting for the lost meaning, what Freud anticipated in
Group Psychology and Analysis of the Ego produces itself the
identification to the analyst
as with the identification to the leader
sustainsitselfin thesinglefeaturewhich in relationto theloveof God would
imply the possibility of the being.
By means of “participation” (a trace of Platonism in Christian tradition) it
would make possible the passage from the “more perfect being” to the
“less perfect being” And what this link to being sustains is that feature,
which although being the mark of what being lacks, is nevertheless this
structure’s want-to-be.Theanalyst’sown name, his emblems,are and shall
be a guide of a practice of analysis which supposes understanding,
asserting itself within a reading whose subject is the analyst. With its
supposed knowledge, this practice closes the analysand’ssaying when it
touches misunderstanding.J

-

-

On the other hand, the other aspect of reading, this time called lite
refers us to Spinoza, who reguires not to have presuppositions wh
interpreting,and in tumcallsforaliteral, scientificinterpretati0n.hhep
forward. the text‘s meaning should arise from workingthrwgh, an
previously, since the latter condemns the lack of submission but not
ignorance. The science of texts must resemble natural science, and
objectivity of meaning should befostered. TNe meaningshould beequalto
the purpose of the author, and bestow a coherent, univocal.status upon
reading. Philology should be an auxiliary science to the task of
Exegesis.
Regardingreading,Lacan gives the following eloquent example: should
wereadatextwritteninaforeignlanguage,inordertograspitsmeaning,to
understand it, it will be necessary to skip at least one sign. That is to say,
meaning asserts itself as our understanding where transgression on
literalnessisdoneby meansof elision.Should westicktoliteraltranslation,
the meaning will be lost. Within psychoanalytic experiencewe may place
this opposition between meaning and text in the place where the .,
vicissitudes of transference throw us. At first, the unwnsious appears to ’
the analysand as a foreign language. He comes to question the foreign
language of his symptoms by means of analysis. But the unconscious
stfuctumd as a language, and on account of the signifier‘s inherent
formalism, causes the lack to be at the root of its display. This is the
difference between the tongue and a language: from now onwards, the
tongue shall be written with only one word, thefongue which erases the
implicitclosingin the completenessof thedefinitearticlethe. Here,thereis
already an inaugural want-to-be which separatks the signifier from the

Ifunderstanding the meaning involves a practice of reading, it is at the
cost of skipping the text, that is to say, what situatesthe fall of the meaning,
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i.e.misundersfandingasaposifiontobesustained by theanalyst Here
analyst would be on the same side as the mathematician who, in
misunderstanding, follows the text without any skbping, rigorously.
thereisnolove withouthate. If loveassertsbeing within identificationto
ideal, hate is what actualises the rejectionof being. Whatis misunderstood
returns as a text. l hate he whom l de-supposeknowledge, If the analysand
makes a sign, which leads to signify something for someone to whom
knowledgeis supposed, what arises isthisalferifyoffheOtheroflanguage
incamafedin what the analyst was unable to read: should he fail, his‘
presencewillappearas anobjecfin which fheanalysandcannof recognize’
himself it becomes hasfile. If the analysand “maUe a sign” the analyst’
occupies now the position of semblant resemblanceof the object a This
position shatters the alternativetrue-falsewhich Pointsto the last meaning
of a full-truth, and deeply changes it for the division semblant‘truth, where
the latter is not-all. In its structure of fiction there is a remainder which
prevents it from becomingcomplementaryto a binarism, but rather turns it
divergent, open to the semblant‘s correlative, iouissance; it becomes
unableto be mistakenfor knowledge. In this moment the analyst becomes I
a”stranger”- as Freud says regarding what he callsnegafivetransference.
It is the analysand who becomes a reader, while the analyst becomes, in
turn, knowledge: articulatedletterswhich must be read exhaustively,and a
condition to hate in reading, which tries to master that sfrange being who
becomes menacing. The analyst‘sgestures, his writings, (books). his ,
decorated walls or the worn-out paint on them, his private life, the :
Other is afl knowledge to be read. The supposed-knowledge is desuooosed.
.--_. it ceases beina sub-Dosed. Lacan, emphatically mentioning
that hate incites reading, quotes those who adequately read L’instance de
la leftre since they hated him. Because hate addresses itself to what in the
letter does not cover-up the signiher‘s structural skipping: this lack arises
as an unrecognizable object. to be deciphered.
Should meaning be homologous wifh the register of the imaginary, we
may say that love makes the symbolic of the name imaginary and
generafes an emblem in the place of the lack. Hate makes the real
imaginary, that which is impossibleto suture in fhe Signifier‘s structure, but
does not cease to point fothe last meaning, the Other‘spurpose, inanother
ideal. This dispraise for being which becomes letter is the other side of
appraise, even if they don‘t reach to complement each other as Lacan
says,to make uniprize (in Encore).The ambivalence Iove-hafeis the only
faceoftheMoebiussMp. lftheymanagedtoread himcorrectlyon behalfof

-

-

-

-

-
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their hatred,they did not forthat reasonavoidattributingto him theworstof
intentions: they mis-considered him, dis-with-stupid-sideration,
‘Jdesiderium“disconsideredhim as the subject of reading, of desire*,’
meyaccuse himof havingmisinterpretedHeidegger‘s (andotherauthor‘s)
texts, with the aim of convincing.5 The last meaning comes back as an
obstacle, closing what in reading is unable to go beyond the discourse of
theuniversity, i.e.,a knowledgethat isinherited,which must betransmitted
without any subject
Jewish tradition of “IiteraI” reading supposes hatred to be an obstacleto
participation in being: there is no possibility of identifylng“perfect being”
with ”radically imperfect being”. “Since they loved me too much they hate
me”
says Lacan and that is why they did not attribute to him any
subject. Thus, hate-love involves on the one hand a twist of the reader‘s
place in transference, and on the other a twist in the type of reading in
question, if we may call “reading” the action of reading looking for a
meaning, understanding; since loving excludes reading. Love supposes
knowledgeto be in the other, but does nof wish to know Wyihing about it.
Readinglitetdiy, LacantellsusinhismottoofreturningtoFreud,asimplied
in a practice where reading and interpretation knot themselves together.
Does this involve the analyst being an exhaustive reader, on account of
interpretation, or even a text decipherer, or an exegetic interpreter7

-

-

-

-

-

The suspended attention Freud‘s referenceto the analyst‘s position
-isaquestioningof thisverypossibility,sinceitallowsus tosupposethe
ana/ysfdoesnofreadeveryihing;thattheskippingisalreadyinscribedin the
structure of his practice, without therefore sliding to understandin and by
love. The return of the repressed is, says Lacan, %hen I see the signifier
cuming as a leffer”. In the line of the repressed which refums, the
interpretationin the wayofa reading which wouldproduce ‘2 la leftre” the
transmutation of the signifier info whaf? lnfo a lener.’
“Reading literall)”, supposes that lefter to be already there, within the
signifier,within thefirst meaningofBlaleffre,becausewhatisoffered- to be
read is the letter. “A la lenre’s” other meaning deals with the effect of
changing the signifier caused by interpretation.Here, interpretationis nof
reading but inscription; the analysf is a scribe. Interpretation, as
mathematical writing, “is not no matter what”. it‘s not open to every
meaning, itdoesnothavemoodsasfreeassociationhas.lfisapophantic;’
as an act, it involves its consequence: an excess; an excess of signifier.
A lener-plus is producedstarling from the cunfingencyof interpretation.
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A place of the signifier which lets us suppose the pwsibility of that whic
inscribed itself as contingent,havingceased to write itself down. However’:
it wasalreadythere.Throughtheinterpretativeacttheanalystcannot
himself in the alternative ciphering-deciphering.He is no reader
traditional meaning of the fern. He does not take part as the supp
subject-of-knowing. His act desupposes a knowledge (savoir), since he
produces that knowledge as such: he makes i f arise from ifs supposed
place. Beitonlybymeansofaconvenientquestion,hemakesitposibleto
the analysand to find the letter of his fate as a subject starting from that
effect of inscription. De-supposing a knowledge - since he “makes i f
known” through his act
he causes to arise. in the analysand, the
“function of reading oneself: the only way to confirm, to recognize an
interpretationas such in itsefficacy.Theensuing associationscome tocutout a change in subjective. position facing that arising knowledge.
Regarding this effectof inscription, Lacan compares the analyst‘s position
and the position of that which he calls “the traumatic relative”n. He
compares them both distinguishing them and considering them to be
homologous. The traumatic relative innocently produces neurosis
imposing on the.body the marks where jouissance shall lodge, where
trauma opens up repetition: the Other‘s letter, always the same, trying in
vain, with its insistence, to knot together a relationship betweenthat body
and that frozen jouissance. Unlike the traumatic relative, the analyst redoubles an inscriptionthrough his act Each repetitioncancels itself when
inscription is reduplicated. Interpretation, when if.re-produces fixation
(anddoesnotproduceif)furnsifintoacufin theplacewherethatmarkwas
a sfickofl. Freudsaid analysis was “directed paranoia”; we in turn point to
the fact oftrarsmutating parapraxis into aneologism,0 that is, a parapraxis
in writing.lnferpretafion is thebasisofanew1ogic:a fopolcgywhichopens
up wider the cfeff befween fhe body of knowledge - wfittefl with sexual
characfers-andjouissanceof fhedrive, knoffingtogetherarealstafedas
follows:“There is no sexual relationship”.

-

..

i‘

>
I

:
’

Oppositetoindifferenceof“saying nomatterwhat”of freeassociation,in
a first moment of analysis what gives the series its unity sustains itself: the
mastersignifieraswhat isownedby thesupposed-subject-of-knowledge:
the name which places a difference as property. in its alibi. To the subject,
the re-encounter with that letter which was waiting there, indifferently,
pointsto anappropriationofanotherorder. The “self‘in “to readoneselYin
jfsreflexivemood,pointstothatorderofappropriation.Whenthat indefinite
cipher, an indifferent deposit ceases to be any one, it may obtain the
singularityof difference,of the sameness of differencewhere the subject
re-readshimselfas theenacfmentof thecuf of interpretation. Finally in this
sense all interpretations may be reduced to a single one, by which the
analyst passes to that Place of an indifferent anyone, a remainder of his
own act The analysand may then discard what in love unifies the series.
Whilethisdesuppositionofthesupposed-subject-of-knowledgedoesnot
coagulatethe masteringof an uncanny alterity as in hatred. The difference
between a professor and a teacher does not lie in the fact that the latter
returns to his act and reads himself in what comes back from his effects
thus placing himself, in this sense, in the position of the analysand.
Collecting Lacan‘s texts, reading them exhaustively, scientifically, is a
necessary moment, as during transference, but it is not enough. The letter
that waits must find a reader who turns it into his own, that reads in it again
thecipherof hisownfateasananalystifLacanmaycall himself Freudian.it
is because he found his own fate in Freud‘s letter, which was waiting for
him.

-

A letter always reaches its destination, but when and where it’s not said.
The encounter cannot be calculated, as interpretation can’t.
That the letter finds its readerwill be proven when we may suddenly find
-in a registerother than hatelove likeanevent during ourpracticethat letter which was already there waiting for us,supposedly, indifferent
until that moment.

-

-

Pablo Kovalovsky,
Argentina

Borges announces in a Prologue:.
“A book is a thing among things, a volume lost
among the vdumes which fill the indifferent
universe until it finds its reader, the man allotted to
its symbols. . .” And he ends: “May you be the
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Notes
1
LACAN,J. The Seminar, Encore, 1972/73.
2 Lacan's readers may be familiar with the terms lalangue (the
langage (language),etc. (Translator's note).
3 LACAN,J. The Analyst's Knowledge, The Seminar, seminar da
12.2.1971 and 5.4.1 972, taken fmm a recording.
4 A whole chain of word-puns in Spaiish (Translator's note).
5 NANCY and LABARTHE. The Title of the Letter.
6 LACAN,J. TheSeminar, Ou P i , Seminar dated 15.12.1971.
7 Apophantic: Among meaningfulstatements, thosewhich may b
false, opposed to a wish, a supplication, naming,etc. In l a g i d
propositions this word is expressed as a noun. Its on
Aristotelian, and Lacan mentions it in L'Etourdit.
8 LACAN,J. The Analyst's Knowledge, The Seminar, seminar date
4.5.72.
0 LACAN,J. TheSeminar, 1977 in Omicafl

Phantom Member and Hallucinatory Fulfilment
Lidia Lourdes Garcia

Hem& was 14 years old when the Olthopaedic Ward requested
consultation. Twenty-one days ago a grave accident had caused the
amputation of both legs. The request was made due to incoerciblepains.
Theshockand theanguishofthefirstdaysonlyallowedat thebeginninga
brief approach with the patient and some interviewswith the familygroup.
His mother had gone as far as to state that death would have been better
than such horror.
Heman is the third in line of four siblings and he was with his eldest
brother at the time of the accident who was then sixteen. The latter was
interviewed twice and referred for urgent treatment because his anguish
brought aboutanorexia,insomnia. guilt,feelingsof exclusion and rejection
by the members of his family; in the actualization of feelings of exclusion
and privation present from a long time ago.
Heman's psychical evolution was stormy and he was horrified at the
sight of hisamputated members, presentbythe pain which was becoming
increasingly acute. The stump of his left leg progressed well, was longer,
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had its knee and had more mobility. He stopped wonying about it after
first week of treatment, but he did not feel the samewiththe right one, fo
was afraid it might not get good mobility. The Orthopaedic team w i n
out very cleverly and with much worry: "That boy overburdens that I
In fact, when the pain became more acute and rehabilitation thro
physiotherapy began, there also started a constant massage of
stumps, an autoerotic movement, almost like masturbation.
The effect of analgesics and sedatives, including opium by-produ

was very poor. There was insomnia,and the report of the accident dunn
which he did not lose consciousness brought about much anguish.
Phantom members appeared with paresthesia and pain in very preci
ldizations, specially in the sole of the feet
The phantom member of the left leg was losing importancein the Same
progression as the right one was gaining it, turning its massage in a
persistently repetitivegesture, until several days 1ater.k stated that SUCf
massagegave him much relief inspecificareas, including those where his
leg was no longer. When massaging what did not exist, which for the
factitious teality was the sheet and for his psychical reality the sole of his
feet. gave him much relief. This did not happen ifsomeone else did the
massage.
His mother's presence made the pain more acute and her absence
soothed it, but during all the forty-five days of his hospitalization he
persistently refused that his mother went home. This was not said by the
patientbutby herwhostatedthat hersondidnotwanttostayaloneand that
she did not want to leave him alone. The onlytime that his father Stayed at
the hospital to ,take care of him, as a consequence of therabeutical
instances,he hada bad nightand his mothersaidthat he did notassist him
the way his son asked for. His father was an alcoholic on a pension f0
handicapped persons due to circulatory and cardiac illness. At Hernan'
request he stopped drinking while he was hospitalized.
'

'

As the intewiewswe@progressingthey brought about an improvem
in the pain and the phantom member became shorter from the sole Of t
feet to the border of the stump.
Because of his physical immobility and due to the imminence of the
hospital discharge it was decided to continue his treatment at his home
with Mother themist
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Twenty-four days after initiatinghis treatment and after forty-fivedays of
hospitalization, his hospital discharge came through. According to
information received he had a complete psychical recovery. At his home,
particularemphasis was laid in the treatment with the family group which
was extremely upset
Today Hernan is a young man completely recovered from the dramatic
moment which changed his life for ever.
Points of Conflict in the Symptoktic Speech
The horror:
Hem& horror towards his mutilated members
and his mother's horror who preferred him dead to
seeing him in such a state. Fracture of a whole.
The pain:
Consultation was requested for this reason. The
painvariedin his mother'spresencefromwhomhe
could not separate himself. There was no
analgesiawithmedication. ltcilmed down with the
hallucinatory fulfilment.
krentalpositions:. The pain increased in the mother's presence and
her absence relieved it nevertheless they could
not be apart: Father's inclusion who& presence
brought about a "stormy night" of pain, anguish,
anxiety.
His brother:
The breakdownin relationto his rival positioninthe
fraternal level and his referral for treatment.
Pact with his father: He promised his son to stop drinking at his
request.
Analytk work
We worked with the loss which involved everyone in the family and its
acCePtanCe. Hisfather's figure was included as a triangularreconstruetion.
Fractureofdual relations. His brotherwas referred fortreatment,wheretk
differencebetweenbothofthemwaspointedoutHernan,beingthethirdin
line, personified the family ideal: a student, a sportsman.'happy, a bird
breeder. Thus was the story.
through:
Two.moments
of the conflict have been Worked
a) Narcissistic moment,
b) Moment of confronting castration.
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The narcissistic moment was characterised by the hallucina
fulfilment. The pain fulfilled a function in relation to the loss giving
appearance of impossibilityto what he did not really have. The loss
narcissistically compensated. Heman’s frustration results
impossibility to give his mother what she expects from him and .hi
mother‘s frustration.
Through the moment of confronting castration and accepting the
the inclusionof the father who had been beliffled by hisfamlyandthe
with him, who accepts to lose the drinking habit and its p
order for Heman to accept his mutilation reached a hig
virile affirmation, his father‘s promise and his mother‘s separation.
Characteristlcs of the Halluclnatlon
Painful, with pain in proportion to the privation as a phobic threat in t5
place which will be occupied by castration giving presence to somethin
which does not exist, justified by the pain.
The fulfilment through action, was .a differential nuance with
amputations which give presence to the phantom member throug
perceptive actims. and whose solution comes through s
say “I would rather rub, “I would rather stand up”, “It hurts
present“, etc. etc.
Conclusions
The conflict was centred around four membersof the family:
his mother, his father and his brother. His eldest sister and hi
brother were not relevant.
Asaparadox helosttwomembersandr&veredtwo: hisfatherthroug
the pact, and his mother on accepting the loss and their se
Weworkedwithbothsymptomandtraumaatthesametimeandwetri
in the counter-transference not to be trapped by the fascination
reparationand work on the acceptance of the loss in the Freudian sen
acceptance.
The demand for treatment due to incoerciblepains and the urgent
to solve the problem due to the critical situation and the
hospitalization,werevery important points which should not
since the commitment of the desire and its re-circulation was wh
interested most
Lidia Lourdes Garc
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Presentation / Unveiling
Luis Maria Bisserier,
Marta Erramuspe,
Christina Marrone.

Thispaperistheprovisionalresultofaboldexperienceinwhichwetook
part as listeners for a one-year period. Had it not been for the temerity of
those who exposed themselves: patients, interviewing analysts and
listeners,these considerations,this return to the starting point intendedas
prudent criticism, would not have been possible.
Audacity, prudence and provisionality Seem to us to be in fact the
conceptsassociatedwith the presentationof patientsasastartingpoint for
determining the experience and defining the set of parametersto facilitate
the formulationofquestions toguidetheexperience.Thisguidanceisoften
exposed to failure whenever the experience itself is guided by an
aspiration, eroded by hope and sustained by a belief.The aspiration is the
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desire to unveil a structure. The hope, which at times is anguised, is t
hope that drives us to demand from the one who fails to demand from
what we expect of him, that he throw off what makes him psychotic. T
self-sustainingbelief isthat with such an extraction wecould grasp the key
to what is our unconfessed objective: a possible treatment fo
psychosis.
Without this objective (even if it exists only) on our horizon, t
experience would turn into and experiment. in which the slighte
perversionwould oblige us to “ahaner a la rame quand le navire est sur le,
sable”,’ tousethewell-knownexpressionwith which Lacanclosesthetext
whose title contains the terms we have chosen to guide our
observations.
The terms chosen lead us to the purdence that places the audacityof
possible treatment for psychosis as a preliminary matter.
ThisexperienccwascarriedoutintheBordaHospitalinBuenosAires,in.
the First Psychiatric Emergency Department by the caf%?P of Clinical
Practice of the Freudian School of Buenos Aires. In it, one patient chosen
by members of the staff, usually due to difficulty in diagnosis, and with his
acceptance, was interviewed by an analyst who conducted the dialogue
according to the best of his knowledge. The auditors were condemnedeXClUSivelytOObseNinganddidtheirbesttoheartheinterviewsinabsbsdute
silence and under no circumstances did they participate otherwise.

This is the risk that presenting patients has run and runs nowadays. On
this matter, we consider that kcan did not merely “say”the words we are
basing our work on. He put them into practice in public, and this has lent
increased prestige amcung us to what is termed the “Presentation of
patients”: With a speaker of his stature to introducethe presentation, how
could the audience not be moved. We consider this reminder necessalyto
place the validity of the presentationstrictly as a function of the position of
the analyst who is to conduct it.
Our starting point implies considering the experience as parl of the
analyst‘s training. Forthis r e k n its profile must be consideredon the axis
of the transference.
Theconditionsfor the unfoldingof theexperiencemust be discriminateul
into two instances: the instance of presentation and the instance of
discussion.
At the beginning of the presentation, some staff members asked
questions about the patient However, to the question of whether there
were return effects from the staff to the interviewing psychoanalyst, the
answer was negative. To this we msut add the scanty intervention of the
psychiatrists in the discussion, from which we could infer that physical
space was conceded, but that at the same time a kind of asceptic curiosity
mcerning psychoanalysis was present

This experience exists in two instances, the instance of presentation
and the instance of discussion. These two instances are part of a first
moment, which is the first in connection with this paper and the second’as
an instance of reading in itself. This is so since, as readers of Lacan‘s
teachings, we state that no reading exists without analysis.
If the operation is extractive, per via di levare, at the same time it will
involve the attempt to account for the obstacles in the.sense of the
resistence within the experience itself. This means extracting it.

What about the psychoanalysts?Theycould attempt to understand the
psychosis, but insofar as the psychoanalyst conducts the interview with
the psychotic patient, the analyst is also presented.
In this way, the analyst is placed in the position of a hinge which
articulates the two instances of the experience. We sometimesforget that,
because “in the beginning is the transference”. this implies a function: the
desire of the analyst. which is precisely the.drill that bores into the
transference to produce the disjunction of the Ideal and the object There
are inevitableenfeeblementsin this function which are differentaccording
Lo the instancesof the experience in ‘whichthey occur, in the presentation
or in the subsequent discussion:

This type of experience, although habitual in psychiatric pkctice in our
country, is taken up at presentby psychoanalystsforwhom it constitutes a
novel.practice.
Thisrevahon oftheexperienceisdueingreat maasuretothedesireto
take up Lacan’s example, in support of the authority of his word. Not all of .’
the words we attribute to Lacan convey what psychoanalysis may teach
us; some merely hypnotize.

The etymology o’ftheterm “presentation” gives us a clue of the trapwe
face in the first instance. The term, is’inherited from Psychiatry, and its
etymologyrevealsthe extent to which the patient is considereda pre&ws
object which Psychiatry is not willing to lose.
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Thecertaintyisonthepsychoticpatienrsside;theinterrogationisonthe
analyst‘s. Exercising the function termed the desire of the analyst means
tolerating the possibility of an enfeeblement in its exercise.

Only when the interrogation about psychosis is open can the
presentation of an analyst and a patient emerge together without
distutbing each other. If the presentation is sustained in this way, the
unveiling of the structure is produced.
Our Hypotheses
1. Theexperienceof presentationof patients is pertinenttothe training of

the analyst.
a

Thetransferenceto the psychosisasthelimit which insanity
poses on psychoanalysis is at stake.
b. The presentation of a patient is at the Same time the
presentationof an analyst.
2. The unveiling is the inveiling of a structure
a. Its emergence is correlative to the fall of the presentation.
b. What emerges is the unadorned effect of the action of the
signifymg machinery.
c. In the psychosis, there is transferenceto an Other, but not
transferencelove.
3. The above mentioned bypotheses are articulated by this third
statement:

This can occur against our will and even as a defensivereflex if we are not
aware enough of what is produced on the patient‘s part an attack on the
analyst’s being.
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a Transferenceandthedesireof theanalyst,incrossingeach
other doubly (in formation and in .structure), in their
enfeeblements show the cracks through which what is
excluded returns.
b. The unveiling is a double one: for both the patient and the
analyst,what isexcludedis articulated tothe Father‘s realm.
Fortheanalyst,this means Lacanas a paradigmof the Ideal.
Easing himselfon this point, heexcludesthequestionabout
the end of the analysis. For the patient, the exclusion is that
of a signifier, the signifier of the Name-of-the-Father.
In the first part of this paper we have discussed several points of our
hypotheses. We shall now carry on with others.
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Weshallanalysethestructurebriefly,aspsychosisisnottheobjectiveof
our research; it is a structure that more than once showed itself clearly in ;,. ;
:
the experience. The following quotes from Lacan serve us as parameters .:
,
and as something to be borne constantly in mind. We believe they should
$
i
also guide the presentation in its two instances.
‘1.
‘i
1. “It is Ihe register of the work that creates all the wealth of the
.
;#
phenomenology of psychosis. The point is to state the matter in the
same register in which the phenomenon appears.* ”. . .It is the
originating machine which places the subject on the s~ene.”~
2. ‘The psychotic subject is a martyr of the conscious if we give the term
martyr its meaning of “being witness”. It is an open testimony.”’
Thesignifierof theName-of-theFatherisinvokedtoathird place from an
imaginarycouple.Onlyavoidrespondsin theothersincethissignifierhas
been foreclosed. A father in the real accedes in its place and it drags the
phallic signifier in the path where a cascade of signifiers drains away
unimpeded. Only the delirious metaphor in the restoring process can do :j.
this. This is a topical regressionto the mirror state which, in its mortal edge, i.
keeps the subject of sGeech paying the price ofjouissance with his whole
,,
body, realized as the object termed “a”. Though thisjouissance continues ;
to be impossible,it neverthelessmarks the sinister regimeof an encounter
in the realwith an unbarredOther. Itoffersitselfascarrionorasahollow ina >,.:
;..’
mortal puzzle.
2.
.. .
:,

’

All,the psychotic phenomena pointed out by psychiatric nosography
unfold here. The’psychoanalyst’s ear must redefine them in terms of a
Lacanian algebra. This is the substitution of a clinical practice of the gaze
for a clinical practice of the word. “The unconscious is structured like a
language.”
Is there a better place than that of psychosis to prove this? Is not the
psychotic subject the refuse produced by the signifying machinery that
mortifies a bsdy and that in its dialectics of automatism and encounter1
non-encountershowsthat the final meaning isonly thecombinationwhich
in a regime of presencelabsence goes beyond the subject that
supports it?
“Freud aims at the symbolic order, the non-beingand at the same time
the insisting on being,jwhen he speaks of the death instinct as what is
fundamental: an order being born, coming, insisting on being realized.“*
The psychoticsubj&tistheliving corpsewhosedeathcertificateshould 1
read “He died a symbolic death”, where an annihilated network of 2
signifiers no longer records reality.
252
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How is it possible to think of an analyst who does not weaken in his
function when he is faced with his very bone, more than that, with the
fleshless skeleton of the signifien Is there a greater assault on the being
than this speech which leaves the non-being uncovered?
In his enfeeblementthe analyst responds with a supposedly theoretical
certainty, symmetrical to the certainty of the one who produces the
delusion as a metaphor in the attempt to save something from this
catastrophe; a certainty which is as c39usional as those explanations
which attempt to give an account of a psychogenesis when, if finally
something can be said, it is only about a beginning. The analyst does not
produce the delusion as a metaphor: he turns a delusion into a
metaphor.
i
In this way, the hollows were filled in by a comprehension often
sustained by the figure of Lacan as an Ideal.
Thecritisismwecouldaddresstotheonewl;osaidthatforLacan“...the
most trustworthy part of psychoanalytic clinical background is what it
owes to Psychiatry. . .” concerns us here as well.

We must acknowledge a debt, except that it will be impossible to pay it
save for the symptom if we maintainthe knowledgeof the psychiatrist,and
even Lacan’s knowledge as an absolute. Note as an example of this,
expressions like the following: “Lacan did it this way”or “We will never be
up to the level of his work.”’
The Ideal which is aspired to in this way does not respondto the Cali of a
weakling;
the weakness observed arised for structural reasons.
..
.i
i.
This experienceaccounts for a working transference, critical work from
thevery parametersthat psychoanalysisproposes transferenceand the
desire of the analyst within the austere limits of an unveiling.

-

-

For this reason, it is a testimony open to interrogation concerning the
limits which insanity and the end of an analysis pose to psychoanalysis
itself. lfthe psychotic patient isanopentestimony, psychoanalysisexpects
the other testimony: the passe.8
Finally we believe that the questions concerning the ethics of
7
psychoanalysis
with respect to a possible treatment must be posed.
id
-? It is in this crucial place where a fruitful ignorance should be situated. In
looking back overour experienceFd thedistance travelled, we realizethe
- danger: where the explanation leads us to interpret, we resign analytic
.i
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listening and where we resign analytic listening,'we retreat in the face
psychosis.
Luis Maria B i s e

Notes
1 "Row the boat with great effort while the boat is on the sand.
2 Lacan defines a cartel as a group of 4 members
together on a certin topic in psychoanalysisfor a m
maximumof two years, after which each of them p
or presentationabout the experienceand the group ceases to exist
such.
3 '~AcAN,J.
. On a Question Preliminaryto
of Psychosis in Ecrits, a
Publications, 1977.
Lecture at Yale University, 1975.
LACAN,J
5

6

7

Seminar Ill.Les Psychoses, Seuil. Paris.
SeminarII.Lemoidansla theoriedeFreudetdansla
technique de la psychanalyse. Seuil. Paris.
Good U s e and Fa/* Problems Roundfable discussionpublished in.
Psicosis y psicoandisis (Psychosis and Psychoanalysis),
Ed. Manantial.
Lapasse in French,a n d e l p a in Spanish, referto Lacan's theory about
the end of analysis and the institutional procedure creatd-toallow the
analysts themselves to repolt the experience of the end of their own
analysis.
LACAN,J.
LACAN,J.
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Presentation of Patients : Notes of a Teaching
Daniel A. Deluca
Alejandro SaNs

How is it possible to makean account of the experience involved in the
presentation of patients? Ifin psychoanalysis not all transmission may be
mathematized, this is precisely what enacts itself during these
presentations Attemptingbansmission without matheme can only be done
within, and starting from, the enunciation of a witness. We believe that
however impossiblethis testimony may be, it should not be left out without
attempting to fulfil it
We took par! in the presentation of patients fostered by the Cartel of
Clinical Psychoanalysis of the Freudian Schol of B u e y Aires: moving
from the place of spectators to that of interviewers (the latter not without
inherent dimculty ) What is the presentation of patients? To situate the
question correctly, we must briefly describe, first of all, what we shall dla
frame of reference.This.doesn't imply any definition, since this reference
point poses'- besides and ehtics - way of working which rather than
using'chronology put logical moments at play. Let us stite it in this way:
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an in-patient is called to have a dialogue with a “presenter”, his bac
towards a silent audience. In a second moment without the in-patient‘
presence, the audience tells what they read in the sayings.
Now why these presentations of patients? We may assert them &
necessary, since they become a place of privilege for psychoanalysisto
question psychosis as such, and vice versa. To say something about this
place does not mean to lay its foundation in any origin-myth, nor to seek
recourse in ineffabletransferences. but rather the necessaryfictionto halfsay something about truth; the very truth Lacan’s was on the verge of
saying, sustaining through nearly thirty years his presentationof patients.
We believe this is possible to situate in Lacan’s very text. Thus we read in
his thesis on Aim& A, - which, as he says he published not without
reticence. the bias his teaching pretexts:’ “However, there is a third level
we may not overlook should we want to judge the patient’s actual state
cormfly”. Even if the subjects of her delusion do not drag after any further
intelectual attachement some of them have not completely lost an
emotional evocative value, in the sense of ancient beliefs. “I did that
becausethey wanted to kill my son”, she says even now,using this tVpe of
grammatical form, directly and according to her ancient belief, during
ermntional interview Derformed bva sucerior medical authority, or in
oresence
of a lame audience. In fhe fitit case her emotion betrays itself
r
~--throughanoficeakepalenessandaperceptibleefforttorestrain
herself.In
presence of the public, her bodily gestures, always moderate and sobec
shall have a highly expressive plasticity and an extraordinarily pathetic
quality, in this term’s best sense. Her headlifted upwards, her arms joined
behindher back;she speaks ina low but vibrant voice;she certainlylowers
herself with. her excuses, but inwcafes the sympathy deserved by a
woman who defends her son. (We underline) we read literally, Lacan
speaks hereaboutthe placeof privklege the presenceof apublic has for his,
patient to the point of dramaticallyinvoking the audience, thus revealing a.
changeof form and subject in what she says.Howcovldwe not read herea
referenceto the place of the Other‘s resemblance this public.incarnates
through its muteness. How could we. ignore this threeness which
moderates the specular effect of the deathly struggle for pure prestige?
This threenessmakesit nolonger necesaryfor Aim& “aperc€ptibleeffotl
to restrain herself‘; moderation of the “superior medical authoriff‘,
moderation of the classic psychiatrisrslouissance:without even knowing
it, this psychiatristtumsthe patientinto hisobjeGFinally,moderationof the
anti-psychiatrist or social reformator - in their hysterical identification to
~

~~~

~

~

~

~
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but.also moderation of the Other‘s jouissance, about
the psychotic,
which the psychoticcomplainsinhisdelusion. Doesnotturning aroundthe
text point to us an implicit ethics which allows us analystst to sustain the
practice of patient presentations beyond Lacan himself, that is to say, in
his writing? From its very beginning, this writing asserts itself pointing to
the undeciphered enigma of the psychoses and this question returns in
reverse since, at the end of Lacan’s pathway. beginning with
psychogenesisandending with thequestion about how anybody may not
becrazy,whentheOtherspeaks him-theother‘sdesire-whenthereal
is impossible, and when anything regarding the ego is alienating. A
questionthe mirrordoesnotanswer,themathemedoes notwritedown,the
topologerv does not show and the knot does not tie together. The
presentation of Patients k m e s then a practice of boundery which
makes psychoanalysis in extention a limit to psychoanalysis in intention.
With this; we mean that, besides being an investigation of madness as
inherent to the human creature’s way-of-being-in-theworld,as burrowed
by the cancer of the word, the uniqe opportunity of these presentations is
not without effect, and even sometimes it determines the destiny which
awaits the patient. One of us performed an interview with an in-patient,
supposedly schizophrenic; a young man age 21, carried to the hopsital
aRer having been forced by his father who beat him, to confess his
“homosexuality“.The patientshowed symptoms in casuaRywhicha hasty
psychiatric nosology attributed to schizophrenia. At the beginning of the
interview the presented patient says a lot about these symptoms, and
continues with a narrativeof the idylic love he experiences with another inpatient reporting emphatically and in ecstatic rapture having walked with
him, drinking soda-pop, throught the hospital‘s gardens; he describes the
latter with exagerated grandeur. The moment he is reminded that this
seemed rather like a commercial for this beverage, and that these
“gardens” are more like waste-lands, he alters his story :addressing the
interviewer.he asks himself simultanouslywhether he desires him sexually
or. whether he fantasizes with this. A turning-point of discourse and a
referencetotheother,whichpermittedanunfoldingofthe hystericfantasm
together with the question.about his sexual being; thus allowing one to
discard, without doubts, any previously supposed diagnosis. Since the
unsustainable identification with the psychotic, had fallen down, the
interviewer we were told
had other worries in mind, at ihe time of
going away: “How did Ido.. .well?” The neurotic being no exception in the
psychiatric hospital facingtheset-upofthesceneofthe presentation, heis
calledtoanswerwith his fantasmtothesupposed demandoftheaudience.

-
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Naturally,withneuroticsweanalystsbelievewestepon
knot knots together. With the psychotic this d
effectsarefelt bythewardstherapists,sincetheprese
them as a place where unsuspected enigmas are
because unlistened to, but because the patient
elsewhere.
But the time of the presentation sometimes perm
effects in the patient's own saying, too. In this res
remember a presentationwhich took place in two
scene suitable to classic theatre. A certain enunciative position of a for
misunderstanding the interviewer had, added to his ignorance of
patient's mother-tongue, "Guarani". led the
previously, he wrote down on the blackboard a
subtractions, arranged to form a pyramid. Meanwhile,:?
centred their observations critizising the interviewer'spositio
returns showing, notoriously, a cigaratte he asked for during
-andwhich hadbeenrefusedtohim-Sayinghewantedto
the operations he had written down, since the results were
did, and when he was asked what these numbers were
being the instrument of in intransmissible personal
answered immediately: "Well, Ido this to amu
previous agreement to keep a silent place the pub
laughter, followed by the interviewer and the patient w
too. an effect of transition from delusion to joke, which
meansof the place of acknowledgement of the word, only by mea
public with its very presence; a moderation'of the patient's '7our
and that of the interviewer too.
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dramatic, or tragic, or even more often leaving the conclusion out .as
modem theatre doesh this case,the moment of conclusion is neitherthe
patient's withdrawal nor the ensuing discussion.
Like Pirandello' characters in search of an author, each of the
participants is calleo to risk a closing that does not stop not-concluding.
We read afler having written: "the presentation is a theatralisation of
sayings : by means of theatralization a writing is brough out The
theatralization is the writing in the word. This conjunction of saying is a
comingtobe, and theatralization knots itself together in the presentation,
through its different times"3

An enacting in which, if the word is directed to someone, it is the Other
who is addressed. Other who through his laughter, says something about
his lack.
From here onwards, the interviewer continued differently. The
interviewer and the patient were not the Same anymore.
This unexp&ted chaicter the presentationh&, bot
for the interviewer - who no doubt exposeshimself
is framed by a
scene which unfolds itself with no previous text, but here, unlike atheatre
piece, the actors' do not know the text; ,this does not prevent the
production of this text-to-comefrom giving Way to a theatricaleffect.In this
sense,'each presentationhas its fohn,be it canonic; in its 'i&rieties;comic;,

Now, what to expect from these presentations? Is there anything to
hope?Usually this is what is at play in prognosis. In the presentations,this
is certainly risked; we understand it in every case in is singularity,opposed
toknown knowledge,whichlooksforthepegstofitintherightho1es:sieveknowledge, of University discourse. Naturally, there is a kind of prejudice
which finds the foundations of prognosis in the specifity of.clinical
formationsonly: neurosis, perversion, or psychosis; this specifity tells how
thespeaking being inhabits structure; the structure of language. We findif
unfhinkableto assess any prognosis without considering the determining
modalitiesofjouissance (modalitiesofjouissanceas possible, impossible,
necessaryand contingent:specially in psychosisthese must be situated in
therelationshiptotheOtherandto41 ;Le. howmodaliiiesofpuiceand
the knot: Imaginary, Symbolic, Real and the Name-of-thefither,
intersect):
We have found non-psychotic patients so strongly shielded in the
symptons jouissance, that their prognosis were at least doubtful. One of
them, a conspicuous gambler, who gave us lectures on his knowledge
about gambling - not omitting a reference to the main character in
Dostoievski's "Gambler"
was so strongly involved in that passion
(which he described with elegant details) that he only had his own life to
lose. He had attempted this already, and unsuccessfully.We do not object.
0nthe.contrarythepatientmentionedabove,whosucceddsingoingfrom
delusion to joke, seems to shed a favourable prognosis, even ifpsychotic.
The joke-effect can be read as a split in the continuity of the Other's
jouissance; this is testified by delusion. An eruption of the phallic
jouissance which produces a cut in the psychotic's omnipotent Other. We
should stress that the neurotic can play to try to confuse the different
types of jouissance, but it is impossible for him actually to do so.while the
Other's jouissance is not impossibleto the psychotic.
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Finally, what is there beyond the unique opportunity the presen
means for the patient7 What about a possible treatment‘?
lo question oneself about the direction of the cure of a psychotic:
not involve healing him. The psychotic suffers the weight of anon b
Other, by the Name-of-theFather an annihilating completeness
draws him into the Real, to the place of object of his jouissance
jouissance of the Other that certainty tries to turn into a barrier in
delusional restitution. This restitution must always be unstable s
sooner or later the delusion fails, when the psychotic is called (asa fa
stNcture) to occupy the place of a remainder, object a of the
jouissance.
What is there to be done, should this fact of experience be faced WI
the psychiatric hospital? A possibility of this Other of the psycho
with its elephant‘s trad throws away every possible subject-to-be to
place of a remainder) we have tried to work with, was sketched
Benjamin Domb in his opening of this year‘s presentation ofpatient
consists simply, in the operation of subsfraction of an o
in the Other are found in thecourse of a history.This highlysingul
which may beconstituted in every case allows another stab
aspect, different from that delusion. This does not mean that de
necessarily disappears. The constitution of an object of transition
Other, operates as a fourth knot. Here a cut is produced, which althoug
does not lay any foundation, it produces a tranference of jou
transference-poieses. Should the operation of the constitution of this
object produce itself, an analyst is necessarytotake
the psychotic does not cease to incarnate.
Summing up, what are presentations of patients? We begin with.a
teaching: Lacan’s. Out of this teaching, we Iacanos, to whom his person
has not acted as a screen, only have some notes. The presentation of
patients is one of the possible ways of reading that we enact
psychoanalysisto come.
Daniel A. Deb@

-
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Notes
1 These presentations took place during 1986, in the Emergency ward
No. 1 in charge of Dr. Nestor Stingo, Jose 1. Borda National
Hospital.
2 IACAN,J.On fheParanoicPsychosisinits Relationshipsfopesonality.
Siglo XXI, Mexico, 1976. See the patient’s actual attitude of mind
regarding the history of her delusion, and also that of its sub*,
page
142.
3 PORGE,E. La pr6sentation de malades. Liftoral, No. 17, p. 40 (our
translation).
4 This position involves a starting-point. We have quoted the remarks by
llda Levin.
Guy Clastres, Francoise Gorcg, Jean-Jacques Gorog, Eric Laurent,
FrancoiseSchreiber,DanielsSilvestre: The Presenfafionofktients;Good
Ways of Using Them and False Problems 8 Roundtable P s y c h i s and
Psychoandisis, Ediciones Manantial, 1985.
Jacques-AJain Mills leachingof Me Pfesentafion of ktienfs Omicat? No.3.
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Charles Melman: Nofes sur la Section clinique, OrnicaR No. 9.
Erik Porge: La pr6senfarion de malades. Liftod, No. 17.
N.De Neuter-Stryckman: Rbflections a partir des “presentation de
malades”de J.Lacan Sainte Anne. Le dkuwrs ps)dw&tique. No.10.
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To Speak About The Irn ossible :To Make It
Possi le

B

Clara KNglak

Freud writes: “analysing, as it seems, is the third of the impossible
professions in which the insufficiency of the results may be foreseen as
certain”.’ Freudwrites it. Lacan reads it and says, in turn: “I am the onewho
has read Freud.’ I write these lines in order to speak about the impossible
duringthis Reunion-an appointmentfor Lacan‘s “readers”-including a
quotation which was distributed among those he called his pupils. This
quotationsbrings me to this appointment,’ pointing out a paradox: I read
what he was heard to say:
“Clinical psychoanalysis is the real insofar as it is
impossible to sustain”..
I will start, then, with what in no way could be the beginning, and
nevertheless, although one letter is written before another is should not
necessarily be considered the first. Then, I continue. And this continuity
engages: saying, to say, half-said, writing. . .These are all different kinds
of commitment, of bcingthere. within the continuity of the transformations
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at the right moment, with the ambiguity of not-being being. This way-ofbeing-there not-being, is the appearance: it means “as-if”. Possibly this
resembles a representation, the way actors perform: To play the role of a
support.tolend one’sown body and mice,tobecorneacharacter portraw
bysomeoneelse,and inanother scene; presentingthis“other“.incamated
in oneself.. .all this is the meaning of “representation” as I use it here: i.e.
theatre, fiction. One is actually there (and not according to the falsetrueway of propositional logic) possibly, since one cannot do othemise.
What does one do? Clinical psychoanalysis.
This means no less than to incamate8 fictitious support, since “clinical
psychoanalysis is the real insofar as it is impossible to sustain”. lacan
producesfictions and invites us, he dupes us and himeself.. .in order not to
en; not because he looks for certainty. but because truth is at play. It is
about the “Freudian Thing”, as he considers it to be “what truth itself
says”.S He produces a fiction by means of a topological object such as the
Moebuis Strip
a surface with only one face and a single border; a
StruCturelmpoSsibletomaterializeinthreedimensions,sinceitdoes not let
itself be flattened on a plane. To m e r up this structure by means of a
“magical trick” puts the Symbolic in play, where the imaginary exhausts
thepossible inordertosay somethingabout theimpossible.Thisdefectin
a single spot, this point of torsion which resists being flattened
an
obstacle to writing . .this flaw, insists on repeating itself, and makes
“saying” necessary. Yes, it is necessary to say how impossible it is to
plunge the Moebius Strip into w r customary space, since it is a surface
incapable of being orientated.’ An “unthinkable middle line” lends its
image to that “point-less line” where a cut is produced in order to “grasp it
imaginarily”.
And indeed, this line is structured by this very cut. “But with this same
blow, it happens that the Moebius Strip Is nothing other than this very cut
Itself, a cut by which the strip disappears from its surface”.’ This cut
produced on a line with no points, brings us back to the place of fiction,
after tuming around once. During its tdectory across a circular mark this
loopclosesitselfatapoint,producingaborder.Thispointisaninstant:this
closing is an act And the moment it closes, the cut is made, producing a
transformation.
“Freud sets us on the trail where ab-sense means
sex: within this inflated sex-less sense, where the
word cuts, topology unfolds”b

This cut, or blow, makes absence present, by saying what there is not.
This is a circular movement which involves the logical time of a “saying”
that emerges as necessary. Let there by a “saying” in order to say what is
not and and shall never in any time be:

-

-

-

-.
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“. . .the impossible. announced as; There is no
sexual relationship”.0
The very moment the loop reaches its starting point, representationfails:
the materialityof this covering strips off the Strip’s existence, and we face
the paradox betweenmateriality and existence.’O However,the cuthaying
becomes “a friction of a surface with which the structure clothes itself’.
This does not go on without “saying“ the fiction of sustaining the
impossible. Perhaps being apparent is the only chance left to us.

-

Ifwe could at least agree with Wittgenstein not to speak about what
cannot be said” or even accept the fit Lacan offers us in Ou Pire but we
cannot. We know only too well that this offer involvesthe demand to refuse
it Moreover, the gift is a proposal made by a “charming woman” to him:
“Nothing is impossible to man: what he cannot do, he Sets aside”.”

-

What there is not produces “speaking“, and in order to go on “saying”, I
shall rely upon fiction. I will make some remarks on a humourousmathematical novel by Martin Gardner: The Terrible Adventure of a NonLateral Man.’3
This novel describes what happened on November 17th 1790
(Moebius’birthday),at adinner partysponsoredbytheMoebiusSociety,to
which Professor Slapenarski an eminent topologist
was invited to
readapaper.Thesubjecthehadannounced-asurfacewithoutsideswas so controversial as to drive Dr. Simpson
an unquestionable
authority in the topological field - to attend such a patty for the first time.
The lecture referred to a statement by Moebius himself, after which there
wasnotheoreticalreasonforasurfacenottolosebothitssidesatthesame
time: that is to say, to become non-lateral.
The audience was moved. Several attendants, including Dr. Simpson,
heldthatwhattheywerelisteningtowaswhollyabsurd.Someofthemeven
smiled as Slapenarskiexplained the complicated diagrams he had drawn
on the blackboard. He started to construct one of the surfaces he spoke
about: he took a piece of paper out of his pocket, along with a pair of
scissors and glue. He performed a complicated proceeding of cutting,
folding and pasting together. the paper strips intertwined in the strangest

-

-

-
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fashion. Finallytwo ends were left: after sticking them together, there was a
small explosion and the paper disappeared out ol his hands.
The audience was astonishedand after som minutesthere was’l
and appluase. Evelybody was convinced it had been a joke; that they had,
witnessed only a clever chemical trick in which the paper had exploded
k m i n g no ashes. But now the Professor was astonished as well!
Everybody left the room except Slapenarski; Dr. Simpson and the
narrator of the novel. The dialogue between the two famous IOpologiStS
turned around what Simpsonconsidereda stratagem,and the increasingly
heated explanationsSlapenarskimade to demonstrate,quitethe opposite.,
This went on until the Doctor dared to say it had been nothing but a vulgar
magician’s trick. This, in turn, aroused the Professor, who punched Dr.
.
Simpson on the jaw, who collapsed with a groan. .
ImmediatelytheProfesr kneeleddown,nearthemotionlessbody,and
fantastically tied his arms and legs together, he folded the’topologist
together using paper pieces, Suddenly there was a small explosion, and
nothing remainedof Dr.Simpson but his fallen clothes. Iwill not narratethe
end of the story except to say that Dr. Simpson did reappear - slightly
bruised in another scene; to put it more exactly, on a stage.
’ So far so good. . .Between Wittgenstein’s “admirable asceticism”. as
Lacancalledit,and the“vulgar magician’s tricksuffered by Dr.Simpson
his own body, most of us probably have p a d . f r o m one standpoint
another, annoyed at the enigmatic topological presentations through
Lacan’s, text
sometimes tempted to accept the gift and ado
. . .
. .
“reasonable” standpoint.
The term “enigmatic” is more than’ adequate;’since precisel
enunciation is the’enigma”’* and it is the enunciated we will have
with. This is the challenge of clinical psychoanalysis’as it is “what is said
during a psych6analysis” and consists in “questioning again wha
Freud’s and Lacan have said. We commit ourselves: to discover th
enigma of the enunciated, and.10 render an interpretation,out of eac
reading: Within interpretation, writing is rendered as the only possible
means of sustaining this supposed place, too.
This is a boundary-processwhich lays the foundations of the subject‘s
constitution between signifiers, as it sets a limit to supposed knowled
(savoir). And this’limit appears as pertaining to Ihe function of sustaini
the impossible. To sustain this place does not mean to occupy it, as well

-
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topology does n d mean merely displaying topological quotations taken
out of Lacan’s texts. In any case,this means daring to handle something
which“isnotthat“,andclearing upthesubjectoftheenunciationoutofthe
enunciated- withoutglueingittotheobjectthatcauseshim(theobjecta).
Certainly not likeDr.Simpbn inSlapenarski’sexperience:foldapaperthis
way and it disappears. then fold a man and it disappears too!
k c a n says of his topology “A practice isn’t founded in a substance
beyond the real. Practiceis not theory.”” It is not a substance, since it only
exists by means of the “saying”. And should “substance“ indicate here
some material substratum, it wouldn’t but be because of what the letter
borrows from language, remembering the “cutting” property of the word,
inasmuchas it is a signifier. What is said during a psychoanalysisfinds its
reason in the real: and this means ‘?here is no sexual relationship”. And
again, this in only a.statement-stated by those who inhabit language. It
remains for us to interrogate the relationship between “to say” and
“sa)ing”, within the loops. .“said in an analy&s.
. .

..

.

.

His topology is neitherthedb nor perhaps structure, as long as it does
not “make possiblethe impossible”. Structure is the real,and the reasonfor
its practice; indeed, it is its cause. An object cause of desire: the object a,
which makes the knot “real-symbolic-imaginary” consistent, the very
moment it fades away. The imaginaryallows understanding;the symbolic
produces transformations as it cuts. And as for the real? The impossible
real is only supposed; supposed to be in the place of he who lends himself
to becomeapparent, caused by his desire of not-being,not being anything
other than what falls. The analyst‘s desire is to sustain the impossible. “It is
in our practice that I was able to convey better that the real should be
measured’aswhat is impossible to say”.” To say that psychoanalysis is
impossible does not prevent.it f p m being practised. The power of
impotence finds the impossible again: a contingent, and always
unsuccessful encounter. If this paper was possible, it was because
something real which is at the basis of my practice, was at play, in order to
be *le to sustain
it speaking about the impossible.
.~

-

Clara Kruglak,
Argentina.
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Notes
Throughout this paper, several puns are found, involving especially the
words saying, to say, said, and the like. See
as the bibliography
sufficiently indicates - Lacan's text L'etourdit, passim. (Translator's
note).
1
FREUD3
Anafysis Terminable and Interminable, St. Ed., Vol.
XXIII.
2
LACAN,J.
An htewiewwithJ. Lacan by P.Daix, Paris, November
26,1966, in PetitsEcritsetConferences. In theLibrary
of the Freudian School of Buenos Aires.
3 The words quotation and appointment in Spanish are homophonic:
cita.
4 Opening of the Department of Clinical Psychoanalysis, 1977.
Statement by M. Czermak on a brief remark by Lacan concerning this
Department. Petits Ecrits...,p. 170. Library, Freudian School of Buenos
Aires.
5 LACANJ.
. L'ftourdit p.8. Scilicet No. 4, Seuil, Paris, 1973.
6 Frechet M, Key Fan. Topology: An Introduction, Eudeba Buenos
Aires.
0p.Cit. p. 26.
7 LACAN,J.
0p.Cit p. 8.
8 LACAN,J.
Op.Cit p. 11.
0 LACAN,J.
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and TONS; en Introduction to the Relationship
' 0 RU1IC.A.
Betwen Structure-Theory in Cuademos Sigmund
Freud, No. 10 (in press).
Ou pire, 9.2.72.
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Ou pire. 113.72.
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The TmBle Adventure of the Non-LateralMan in The
'
3 GARDNERM.
Planeta Magazine, No. 3,Sudamericana, Buenos
Aires.
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Opening of the C l i n i d Department 1977, p. 170.
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The Desire Of The Analyst A-Nuda (A-Knots)
Between Signifier and Letter
Ricardo Landeim
"Flectere si nequeos superos
Acheronta movebo"
Virgil

In a seminar which Icalled The Lacanian Unconscious at the Freudian
School of Montevideo last year, I tried to articulate different punctuations
made by Lacan in soms of his texts with my own questions related to my
practice as an analyst. Its development brought new questions and some
answers. With some of them I decided to write this paper.
Let us begin with the tiUe Ichose for it. Ihad tried with that name to step
ahead of the things I do not know. But when the programmeswere printed
the title had been changed into another one. The little a ofa-nuda (a-knots)
was the little one, theone oftheobjecta, and notthecapitalletterA, which in
the algebra of Lacan refersto the Other Iwill take it as the Other -, not
barred, not castrated.

-
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Forsyte, a character of J.
Mr.P. had introduced a signifier.
Goldsworthy’s novels -of which they had been talking for a long time. We
find also Freud‘s surprise for, fifteen minutes after receiving Dr. David
Forsyth’s visit, Mr.P. had told him that there was a girl who called him Herr
yon Vorsicht.

This change of the title, only with the enlarging of a single letter reminds
me of Rabbi Meit‘s lesson.in the Talmud:
“When Istudied with Rabbi A’Kiba Iused ink with’
some vitriol in it, and he said nothing; But Rabbi
lsema’el asked: “My son. which is your work’?” “I
am a scribe”, Ianswered.“ Be careful -he replied
-, your work is Gods work. Either if you omit one
letter or add one letter, you-will destroy the
world”.
Practicing analysts produceonlywriting. Iwill takethat mistakeandput ;t
to work to see what it produces.
Which is the knot at play when the desire of the analyst allows the
production of the object a. or when he makes a function of completeness .?;
,%,
d,
assimilating himself to knowledge?
5.2
Let us try to answer this question basing ourselves on some points of
Freud‘s case of Mr.P..’which still &times to teach us. Mr.P. had his %; ,
sessiononemorningduringtheFallof1919.Itisnotaverywellknowncase
and even less worked through after Freud. This text, wnsideredwithin the
Freudian esoterism, is found in lecture XXX of Dreams and Occultism.
Freud was going to finish this analysis because “it was n d working at
all”. However in this session
the only one we have -, there was an
important and significant production. Freud was surprised and didn‘t find
anyotherexplanationbut toconsiderthat between Mr. P.and himselfthere
had been.thought-transfnce.

3

It is Freud himself who points out those signifiers: Forsyte (foresight by
homophony) and also ~rsicht-Fors~h-Voraussich.
During the session
about the nightmare, a slip of the tongue of Mr.P. produces a mare’s nest
instead of nightmare, thus slipping, losing night. I will implement those
elements of the analysis in a graph in order to work with the clinical
material:
S1-52 analytic act desire
Vor-sicht
paternal
of the
fore-sight
transference
analyst
sig

SM
end of the analysis

letr (a)
(letter)

“Freund
(A)”

“transference
of
thought”
scopic
pleasure

-

Strachey mentions in his forward to Psychoanalysisand Telepathythat
when informing this case Freud “forgot” the material and that is why he
entitled the manuscnpt :“Posfscnpt Here is the report, omitted owing to
resistance, on a case of thought transferen& during analytical.practice”.’
In this cas6 Freud tells about elements’of that session and previous
situations of the analysis which he relates to the material. He qualifies his
transferential position at the beginning, as “well ‘measured paternal
transference ;this paternity of Freud was surely related to his desire:.
“On’a certain day of the week previous” to the session.- in front of
Mr.P.’s absence -, Freudcame over to OrAnton von Freund‘s,housewho
by chaiice usedtolive in the’kme building that Mr.P.,did. Let us h a r k a s
well that there was also a Freund, a transferential friend,,b+ght
. .- . . out by
Freud himself in his acting.
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Freud asked questions of Mr.P. in order to find out what he knew, and
how he knew it, in so far as Freud had arranged his appointment with
Dr.Forsyth, embodying the Signifier Forsyteforesight when it hit him. He
couldn’t take the sicht-sight-sig in relation to the scopic pleasure and
producethe unveilingoftheresemblanceofa, sincethat resemblancewas
also Freud himself. Something remained hidden, the lack of object, the
hole made by the discourse when it punctuates the letter.
FreudendedthisanalysisandinitsplacehetookDr. Forsyth-asFreud
told KAbraham on 2nd November 1911. one Forsyth substitutes one
Vorsicht, the “transference of thought“ conceals the’question because of
the .desire
/n this &e.
. . .
. .
.
.
. .
Hereliesthediiferencebetweenproducingtheaintheknof(seethetit1e)
and answering from A;.as Lacan says in Les non dupes errent
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.Truth touches the analyst himself. .. because,
after all, it is there that the true takes its primaFj
importance and that, as I pointed out a long time
ago, there is only one transference, that of the
analyst,since after all, he is the supposed-subject-.
of-knowing.The analyst should know how to deal
with the relationshipwith knowledge, and know to
what extent he is ruled by the unconscious
structure that separates him from that
knowledge”.2
‘I..

Howtothinkaboutthe desireof theanalyst in thiscase?How to fill the(x)
of thefunction?Iassumethattheanalyst‘sdesirecomesintoplaceineach
analysis; it is conditioned by the letter and the knot.
Once the signifiers had been raised in the analysis with Mr.P., there was
no passage to the letter.Freud‘s resistance was an obstacle for the
production of the unconscious; in that way there was no knot with the real.
When writing, Freudtalks about the occult, and Iwould add, of his position,
according to what Lacan states in Ou pire:
“It is necessary that there exists a sort of
transmutation acted from the signifier to the letter
when the signifier is not there, when it is drifting”.
“...it is in sofarasaletterthatit touches me moreas
an analyst, and it is as letter that it retums.precisely
as the repressed signifier.”’
Therefore it is the analyst who supports the function of letter, a letter to
fall.
The analyst knots, joins, the three, real, symbolic, imaginary, making a
letter of the signifier, through what in each analysis is produced as the
desire of the analyst. The use of this expression articulates with the
impossible in an analysis. with the place of the real that we call objezt a.
The analyst is involved with the real only as a consequence of his
analysis,what is at play is the consequence of his desire in relation to the
place of the debris of the other.

Lacan states that we shouldn’t believe that we sustain the semblant
ourselves. We are not even semblant We can occasionally occupy its
place and make something prevail there. What? The object a.
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The analyst is he who places ”the obiecta in the place of the semblant”.
Let us say that he does so when borderingwith the letterthe impossibilityof
iouissance. What Imean is that from the productionof the unconsciousas
ex-isting (ex-isfenfe) to the symbolic, there is a passage, a transmutation
which is a knotting. So, what does this knot mentioned by Lacan in the
SeminarLeSinth6memean?Doesifmeanto work with fhemistakesofthe
links until the chain of three becomes bonomeanBDoesit mean to work
with the fourth knot which links what was not knotted by mistake? Or,
maybe the three of them are loose? Or, is every analysis necessarily
finished with the fourth knot?
Lacan considers that for Freud but not for himself the three (real,
symbolic, imaginary) are not maintained together because they sit one on
top of the other and are knotted by a fourth one : the Oedipus Complex.

-

-

Therefore : is the triple knot maintained in Lacan? In the Seminar Le
Sinth6rne (The Symptom) he states: “I define as a symptom, sinthome,
what doesn’t allow the triple knot to appear as a triple knot”: Lacan also
proposes the names of the father as a fourth knot.
I will repeat a question posed byvapperau in his seminar Topologyand
Time? What is it that happens in the borromean structure?One finds that
the fourth is implied, and for Lacan: The fourth is implied somewhere and
the fact is to know what holds up the three”. He answers :The borromean
structure achieves that, it holds them up, it is a nothingness that
matters”.
Let us state briefly what are the conclusions of my work : that
nothingness is part of the function called desire of the analyst; that hole,
that naked a, is the act of the analyst who performs it when he splices the
Unconsciousto thejouissanceofthesymptom, when he knotsthefantasm
as a letter to the real. Lacan says in The Moment to Conclude that :
“Analysis does not consist in freeing oneself from
onek symptoms (sinthomes) but rather to know
why one is entangled with them: that is produced
because there the symbolic exists”?
I understand that “knowledge“ as the production of a letter, the
articulation of the unconscious with the symptom of what ex-ists (ex-iste)
and the falling down on the symbolic making a hole to the real of the
symptom. In that sense Iassume it is also possible to tie a triple knot with
the symptom, not as a fourth knot anymore, but inserted between the real
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and the symbolic. But this is still a question for me. Our knowledge
end of analysis, through what the discourse of the analysand teach
will help us to continue thinking about it. Here lies the necessity of the
passe.
The production of the letter suggests the knot, since the letter in
transmutations is the link of one register with another, one littoralthat
making a hole from the position of the analyst.
At the end of his answer to Marcel Ritter on 26th.Januaty 1975, La
writes:
“Freud began his Traumdeutung by the formula
that we know:
“If I cannot move the gods of heaven, I will
those of hell.”
“Thereissomethingthat Freud reveals
:the unconscious desire in man is hell
the only means to understand somethin
desire hell isoneof the formsofthe Wiederstand,it
is the resistance”.B
I consider it important to make a change in the letter proposed b
Freud :
Si acheronta movebo, Nectere queos superos. If. th
unconsciousdesire,Imovethehellweinhabit,thegods,thesuperiorones,
in so far as they conceal the real -, will bow, will fall. becausethe Other is
also castrated.
Ricardo Landeira.
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Pandora
Lia Quijano

Hysteria has travelled a long way since the migratory and problematic
uterus of Galen, the burning of witches, convulsive, possessed.. .before
arriving to Freud and his theory of the trauma, a theory which was later
substituted, although not completely, by the theory of the fantasm. Freud
discoveredthatthe hystericssufferedfrom reminiscencesandthis fact led
him to posit the mechanismof repressionand the return of the repressed,
expressed in their bodies through the wnversive symptoms that evoke
cuts.
k c a n considers repressionand the return of the repressedas the same
thing. Conversive symptoms, as well as delusions or the hysterical
hallucination, symbolize the imaginarycastration. Coming back to Freud,
he discovered that the unconscious fantasms expressed desires
emerging from the infantile sexuality at the base of the hysterical
symptom.
From his relationship with Charcot, he removed hysteria from the
medical field and the neuroses became a new line of scientific research,
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leaving the anatomical substratum of
characteristic of hysteria: breaking awa
anatomy.The interpretationof dreams
unconscious. Since the early years of this century the field of hysteria has
become more and more reduced and it has been replaced, to a great
extent, by schizophrenia, borderline states, narcissistic personalities.
paranoia, etc.
Freud's hysteria, which Lacan re-situates, includes, apart from the
conversive symptoms, the a-symptomatic hysteria, delusions and
hallucinations,melancholic states or hipomanic states, mental confusion,
etc. In his Studies on Hysteria, Freud writes that Ana 0.shows a second
intermittentstate, has a certain consciousnew and shows analogies with
the oneiric activity and the artificial delusion. And she was able to
treated.
Lacan presents hysteria as the basic structure of the neurosis
makesofobsessional neurosisadialecticofhysteriastartingfromthe
of free association, which Lacan thinks is not so free, he theorized
supposed-subject-of-kn

to presewe, by means of administrative bylaws, the Freudian discovery.
The hysterics look for a master who knows everythingabout him or her, in
order to question that Knowledge immediately. As analysts. we should
avoid both falling into the trap laid by the patient, and being in the place of
the Ideal with which the analysand identifies at the end of the analysis.
Instead, from clinical psychoanalysis, we must make the desire placed as
semb1antof"a" work. in orderfor it to fallat theend of the treatment, offering
in thatwayanexittothehysterics,sincetheendoftheanalysis-asFreud
described it means penis neid for the woman, and castrationAngst forthe
man
leaves the hysterics stuck to the wailing wall of the bedrock of
castration. The solution proposed by Freud for the man isn't any better; it
leaves him in an impasse at the mercy of the castration Angst.
Theendof theanalysis-asformulated by Lacan-from thesideofthe
object a cause of desire, as function of jouissance, leads him further than
Freud. In Seminar XI, Lacan says: "No praxis is oriented, as analysis is,
towardswhich,inthe heartoftheexperience,isthenucleusofthereal";lfwe
try to understand the hysterics, as Lacan recommends, we have the
possibility to learn something from her.
In order to finish, Iwant to remind you what Lacan says in his Proposition
of October 9th.: Psychoanalysis is the opening of Pandora'a box; and
Alcibiades had no need of it

analytical mechanis
theanalysand. Iffrom
divided subject; and that this
subject; then we are not to be surprised
existence of a strong I,autonomous, and
consider the splitting of the sub
synthesis. It is necessary
schizophreniahas a broad meaningas it was usedto classify again agre
part of the hysterics. It consideredAna O., Emmy, Dora, Elizabethvon R:,as,
psychotic-patien

-

Pandorais,alsothenameofanexcellentplaybyGBrarddeNewalwhose
writing was interruptedbyseveraipsychiatrictreatments. He describes the
Fandora of his play in the following way:
"She could have been attributed the
undecipherable enigma cawed in the stone of
Bologna: neither man' nor woman, neither
androgyne nor maiden, neither young nor old,
neither recklessnorchaste,but everythingatonce;
in one word: the Pandora".
Lia Quijano,
Uruguay.

We are perfectlyaware that hysterics awake great rejection due tot
questioning of knowledgean
relationship. Hysterics ai
psychoanalysishas to be
argue the practice
.
. of anal
.
!
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